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POWERFUL TEXT EDITOR. Has Macro capability,
reconfigurable and understands smart terminals.
EXCEPTIONAL DOCUMENTATION. Includes 250 page
documentation pkg. that guides you step by step.
OPTIONAL ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT PKG. Includes
Optimizer and Native Code Generator for even faster
executing programs. ADP: $125 + shipping.
ALCOR PASCAL: A new standard of excellence from
the professionals at Alcor Systems.
CALL OR WRITE for a free 20 page technical brochure
with all the facts. 214-226-4476. Pascal System: $199 +
shipping
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Can you round them up?
4

We believe games should be fun and that the price of games shouldn't dampen that fun.•The growth of
the market over the past couple. of Oars leads us to believe that $19.95 may work now as a reasonable
game price, so we're trying it for the next six months, and if we're right, loager. This policy does not just
apply to new games, but to ALL our games, including ou ast and current best-sellersl Our bet is that
rir
e
we'll s•ell more and that the increased sales will offset the decreased income per product? If so, more
people get to play our games, and we still make enough to keep developing newer and betterisoftware.
As
customers know, at Penguin Software we take a great deal of care and pride in our products.
'This change in, our pricing in no way affects our standards of quality. We pioneered the removal of copy=
**.
protection from applications software last year in,an effort to give you a better product. This year we are
trying again to lead the way in putting the customer first.
CrIrcie 23 on Reader Servictcard.
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RAVEN,

an experimental Agvav Unit, is Earth's only
defense against the Imperial Arcturan Armada. Commanding RAVEN, you will face Arcturan Laser Tanks,
Pulsars, Sandsleds, Assault Batteries, Prowlers, Skimmers, Seekers, Guise Mines, and the rest of the rampaging Arcturan Assault. Your wits and RAVEN's biphasal Thunder Cannon are all that stand between a
helpless Earth and the wrath of the Arcturan Armada .

1=R

SIMIIIMIWEERING WPORATION introduces STELLAR 7, an innovative 3-D arcade game
by Damon Slye.
STELLAR 7 features smooth HI-RES animation, a
colorful instrument panel, and 7 unique levels, each
level more challenging than the last.
For Ordering send $34.95 plus $2.00 shipping and
handling to: SEC

P.O. BOX 10854
Eugene, Oregon 97440
Or CALL TOLL FREE

THE
ULTIMATE

1-800-547-8009
in Oregon call 1-503-342-1298

ACTION ARCADE GAME!

VISA-MASTERCHARGE Welcome

Fast 100%
Machine Language.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

fECond to none!
*Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, nc.
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Remarks from the Publisher . . .
Wayne Green

It's a tough world out there in the
marketplace, but at least for the moment, Apple seems to have the lead in
microcomputer sales. Much of
Apple's future relies on the reception
of their new models and the marketing support given them by the firm.
With the bulk of the 1982 sales being the Apple II, a computer that in
most respects was almost five years
old, the need for a newer model was
bordering on desperate. Sinclair
showed one way to get costs down:
reduce the chip count in the computer with specially designed large
scale integration chips.
The Apple III never really got going in sales, mostly due to its early
problems, so an update on that was
overdue.
With the introduction of a barrage
of low end computers at CES, there is
much market interest in under-$200
computers and much speculation
about whether Apple is going to address this market or leave it to others.
Now, before you fall into the usual
"toy" trap . . . our microcomputers
have been called "toys" by minicomputer firms for the last seven
years. . . let me digress (as usual) and
put things in perspective.
Let's say that I'm running a shoe
store with four or five clerks. I want
to have a desktop computer to keep
track of the inventory. Now, am I going to buy a $2000 or so computer for
each of the clerks to access the inventory data? Or am I more likely to buy
a $200 miniature computer for each
of them, with perhaps one host computer to manage database?
We have close to 30 people in the
6 eider May 1983

ad sales department at Wayne Green
Inc. Now, are we likely to spend
$2000 or so each for a microcomputer
($60, 000 total) for a communications
network of ad sales information? Or
are we likely to set up a host computer with 30 terminals (miniature
computers) at $100 each to access the
database and provide communications...total cost perhaps $5000.
Once you start looking at the situation, you can see that for every use of
a $2000 computer you have a bunch
of applications for a low cost corn-

"... Apple's future relies on
the reception of their new
models and the marketing
support given them..."

puter with terminals. No, you're not
likely to use them for data input or to
run a 30-megabyte disk, but you'd be
foolish to buy more power than you
actually need for the terminals.
Will Apple abdicate this enormous
market to Texas Instruments, Timex
and Sanyo?
Radio Shack has so far skated up to
the edge of this low end. market with
their Color Computer, now selling
for $250. A reduction in chip count

should allow them to get down under
$200 and stay competitive. Radio
Shack has let Timex, T.I. and Commodore get ahead of them in outlets,
with the result that the other firms
have some advantages in economies
of scale. Thus, unless Radio Shack
makes some basic changes in marketing, we may see them continuing to
lose market share.
The new Lisa looks as if it will be
healthy competition for the Altos,
Northstar, Vector Graphic and Cromemco end of the desktop computer
market, but I.suspect that the greatest growth will inevitably be in the
low end.

I got a call from a chap who only
recently got involved with computers. He worked a while for a software
house, then decided to go into business for himself. He ran a third page
ad in the first issue of inCider and
pulled in over $35,000 in sales. I
didn't want to get him all excited, but
if he keeps that up, which is more
than likely, he'll gross over $500,000
for this year. First-ad sales almost invariably pull in less than continuing
advertising. And if we apply the normal rule of thumb, this would make
his firm already worth over $1 million if he wants to sell it. Not bad.

STAMP OUT HIGH PRICE
On Apple® Software & Accessories...
without sacrificing on prompt delivery or quality service. Micro Mountain sells
everything at prices substantially less than the manufacturer's list. Since we
maintain such a large inventory (1000's of items in stock) most orders can be filled
and shipped within 24 hours after you order. And, because Micro Mountain is one of
the largest retail distributors of Apple® Software in the world, we will be here should
you need service at anytime after you receive your order.
So, if you're interested in— Low Prices, Prompt Delivery AND Quality Service,
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your choice of Original
Adventure Game or Applesoft*
Tutorial on disk FREE!

PHONE IN
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Our 80 Micro has generated hundreds of millionaires so far, with
more coming along every month.
Now I think we'll see inCider doing
the same for Apple aficionados. The
opportunities are there, if you have
the background and the guts to take
advantage of 'em.
Now, while the microcomputer industry, which has been growing regularly at a 200 to 300 percent rate per
year for seven years, is particularly
forgiving, there is still a need for
some background before you make
the plunge. You do have to remember that 8 percent of small businesses
manage to fail, usually due to a lack
of expertise on the part of the entrepreneur.
College? Right? Maybe, if you can
find the right one . . . though I honestly don't know of any that are geared
for the needs of the 1980's. Sadly, our
colleges are, for the most part, a trap.
They aim their graduates at either
nothing in particular (liberal arts) or
at three major categories of jobs that
guarantee relative poverty for life:
government, big business and teaching. This is the reason that I'm working towards starting up a college that
will be geared to today's needs, furnishing a technical and a strong business education.
I can just see hundreds of computerists out there, kicking the dirt, looking shifty-eyed, and mumbling about
how much work is involved in starting a new firm . . . and what products
are needed, anyway? Yep, starting
your own firm is a lot of work, no
question about that. But the rewards
are all out of proportion to the effort
involved. Remember that even the
president of Tandy doesn't make $1
million a year. . . yet by generating
another $35,000 a month in sales you
can outdo this chap. . . and without
all those stockholders ready to can
you if something screws up.
Before you start mortgaging your
house to start a business, let me offer
some avuncular advice. Know the territory before you gamble. Work for
someone else until you really know
the ropes. Only an idiot tries to learn
on his own money, and that accounts
for the majority of the 80 percent fail-

ure rate of small businesses. Why
throw your own money away getting
an education when there are almost
an infinite number of small firms that
will pay you while you learn. Learn
on their money, not yours.
Now, about those needed products
that you couldn't think of. Golly, I
don't know what is so difficult about
that. Just give the matter some
thought! Take these new $100 computers, for example. Golden opportunity for you. All you have to do is
come up with a networking hardware/software system so a bunch of

"Sadly, our colleges
are, for the most
part, a trap."

these can be used with an Apple host
computer. Why should small offices
use $3000 computer systems for every
desk when a $100 computer terminal
will do most of the work adequately
when connected to a larger system
that stores the data and programs?
If you're into hardware, think
about the possibilities of uninterruptable supplies for the low end computers. What about a light pen interface that will allow magazines to
print the table of contents in bar code
and have it read into a computer for a
reference? Or a bar code reader and
printer system for coding books in a
library. . . home, business or lending?
Or even better, a bar code system for
records for the home or broadcast
station?
Once you get thinking about needed hardware and software products,
there is just no end to it. So, are you
going to be reading about all the people who got rich during these frantic
years of the microcomputer . . . or are
you going to be one of the people sailing around the world on their yachts
about ten years from now? You will
never find a better time to get
rich . . . or an easier industry in which
to do it.•

. for demanding graphics
or text display.
For high resolution (560H X 240V) color graphics, you can't
beat the Amdek Color-II Monitor. And if you're looking for
economy, the Color-III Monitor with 260H X 300V
resolution is a superb buy.
Both monitors feature RGB video input for computer controlled color ... and Amdek's easy-to-install Digital Video Multiplexor (DVM) board permits interface with the most popular
80 column boards.
Just call, or write for full details.

■ Color-II Monitor has RGB input and 560(H) X 240(V)
line resolution.
■ Color-III Monitor has RGB input and 260(H) X 300(V)
line Resolution.
■ Digital Video Multiplexor (DVM) assures color graphics
interface with most popular 80 column boards, such as:
Videx "Videoterm", Advanced Logic "Smart-term",
M&R "SUP 'R' TERMINAL", Bit-3 Computer Corporation
"FULL VIEW-80", and the "Doublevision" boards.

2201 Lively Blvd. • Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 364-1180 TLX: 25-4786
Amdek . . . your

AMOS(CORP

guide to innovative computing!
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What's New
This Month?

Welcome to the May issue of
inCider. In our cover article this
month auto racing enthusiast Earl
Johnson shares a program designed to
chart the Indianapolis 500, the major
event in American auto racing, And
Johnson's Indy Program can be
adapted easily for other types of
races—like a local marathon race—
as well.
This magazine endeavors to promote a peifeet marriage of hardware
and software for the Apple computer. But, for better or worse,
jealous competitors have invaded Apple's ground. A growing number of
machines incorporating the 6502 microprocessor will, with varying success, run programs written for the
Apple II. Tim Daniel recently put the
Franklin Ace 100 through its paces,
and offers his view of this alternative.
Hartley Lesser, after chatting with
an Apple attorney, gives his opinion
in the Fermentations column. SO
what does this mean to you? Lower
prices and high quality, or third-rate
Apple copies that accept commands
only if they're in the Applesoft dialect
of Chinese? We'll be bringing you the
latest in this struggle as it happens.
Greg Glau, author of the Bent on
Business column, didn't want to
spend $400 on payroll software. And
so he wrote his own payroll program.
Unfortunately, it could not separate
data by quarters. Then he discovered
the subject of this month's column—
double-dimension arrays.
In Part II of Blaisirig Bibliographies, James R. Florini continues his
discussion on using Pascal programs

to create bibliographies. And John
Stephenson shows how two handy
Pascal file routines can help you write
an address book.
Bill O'Brien, author of the III's
Company column, decided to tinker,
inside his Apple III. And he found
some problems beneath the cables
and the connectors. For those of you
who are thinking of doing repair
work on the Apple III, Bill provides
step-by-step instructions on how—
and how not—to dismantle your
machine.
Starting this month John Davidson begins a tutorial series on the
popular operating system, CP/M.
Learning to use CP/M offers portability and compatibility that will certainly expand the versatility of your
Apple. And Don Fudge, our graphics
expert, discusseslow to unite graphics and sound to create an original
game program.
Blaise Pascal, a master of structure
and form in mathematics and namesake of the programming language;
discovered and proved a theorem that
is one of the cornerstones of projective
geometry. Swain Pratt deciphers this
Pascalian puzzle for the mathematics
buffs among our readers.
In Solving Problems With Logo,
Greg Stone uses this powerful Lisplike language to eliminate much of
the labor involved in reviewing and
evaluating job applicants. For game
enthusiasts, six new games are reviewed in the back of the magazine.
Watch for our June issue which
covers every aspect of telecommunications. ■

You're marooned in a derelict
space station trapped between the
stars. Waiting for rescue.
But, you may never make it. The
deadly space Questers have located
you and are ready to attack. Your
first line of defense is to close the
space ports on A Deck before you're
overrun, then use the Teleportation
chamber to head them off on the
other decks.
As you navigate the lonely corridors . . . turning here, hiding there,
attacking or retreating, the swarms
of Questers get faster and smarter!
There's no other game like Spectre. Deck after deck, you'll find the
most challenging and original 3-D
maze action ever!
Get SPECTRE now, only $29.95 for
the Apple II* at your computer store,
or

8943 Fullbright Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311'(213) 709-1202

VISA MASTERCARD accepted. $2.00 shipping/handling
sales tax)
charge. (California residents add
*Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Fermentations
by Hartley G. Lesser

On the Warpath
T

here hasn't been much press
lately concerning Apple's attempts to legally blockade copy-cat
computer systems. A maneuver by
Apple to enjoin Franklin Computer
Corp.'s distribution of their Ace computer, based on alleged copyright
violation, has failed in Philadelphia
Federal Court. The absence of a continued visible assault by Apple on the
work-alikes prompted me to pursue
the matter with Daniel G. Wendin,
Associate Counsel for Apple Computer. He assured me that Apple is
not taking lightly the domestic
production of Apple work-alikes or
the importation of foreign copies into
the U.S.
Look-alikes, trading on the Apple
name and sold to unsuspecting mailorder comsumers as Apple computers, are a threat to Apple's reputation. According to Wendin these inferior copies are being smuggled into
the U.S. from Taiwan in large numbers. Court action is sought to reinforce Apple's efforts to stop them at
the border.
Work-alikes, such as the Ace, inhabit hazier territory. The law is
unclear on this question of copyright.
Where ROM comparisons and other
technical considerations further complicate the case, a binding decision is
particularly hard to get. Judge Newcomer, when he denied Apple's preliminary request for an injunction
against Franklin, stated he was unable to determine the law and desired
a full trial to decide the issue. Apple
has appealed the decision to the
Third Circuit Court of Appeals and is
confident of a reversal.
12 eider May 1983

But the focus of Mr. Wendin's attention is squarely upon the island of
Taiwan. He stated that 85 to 90 percent of all Apple II copies are shipped
from Taiwan, with many being sent
to Singapore and Hong Kong in an
attempt to further cloud the supply
route. Apple is claiming success in
both Hong Kong and Singapore,
thanks to stiffer local laws dealing
with copyright and patent infringement. Agents for Apple purchase the
copies and gain supplier information;
armed with this information, Apple's
attorneys have been able to obtain
court orders against the suppliers.
These tactics have brought the problem there under control, Wendin
stated.
Taiwan is a different story, however. Some real problems remain
there, the Apple counsel admitted,
and Apple has been able to accomplish little on the island. Fortunately, Apple and U.S. Customs
have a close working relationship, according to Wendin. Apple has trained
personnel on call to assist U.S. Customs in checking suspicious machines. Copies brought in by individuals are frequently seized by
Customs officials, and stiff fines are
assessed; these measures serve as an
effective deterrent against the flood
of imports by individuals. But the
problem of undetected bulk shipments remains.
Apple is currently investigating
mail-order firms who advertise Apple
copies. Truth-in-advertising laws are
also being researched as another
means of bringing pressure upon
copy promoters.

A hearing scheduled before the International Trade Commission will
determine Apple's right to exclude
copies on patent grounds; more than
20 respondents have been named.
Mr. Wendin hopes for a positive
judgement within four months to a
year. This would reinforce Customs'
right to deny importation.
Taiwan also exports a good percentage of their Apple copies to
Europe. Germany and Italy have
their own manufacturers, perhaps
With Taiwanese components, but the
operations are mostly covert.
Until recently the Apple II imitations presented a widespread and
irrefutable challenge to the original.
But where litigation failed, product
development may succeed. Wendin
pointed to a brand new Apple Ile on
a table to his right. "This changes
things," he said, as a broad grin
creased his face. "Their Apple II
copies won't sell so well anymore."
Which may be quite true. After
all, why bother with a cheap Apple II
Plus copy when you can buy the upgraded Ile with 64K RAM and upper/
lowercase? Granted, the copies' lower price will continue to tempt consumers. But a buyer concerned about
warranties, product reliability, peripheral compatibility, and the future
of American industry will find the Cupertino machine more attractive.
Apple hasn't licked the problem.
But just because there aren't any
headlines announcing injunctions,
fines and arrests, don't believe for
a second that Apple isn't going after
the troublemakers. Apple is on the
warpath! ■

One Apple
and $1,575
can make a lot ofpies.
And charts. And graphs.
Count on it.

Introducing the New Personal
Computer Plotter from
Hewlett-Packard

The 7470A is built the HewlettPackard way. To last. Designed and
engineered with only a few parts, none
of which require adjustment. And with
customized integrated circuits
lecsibb.that ensure reliability.

Now you can use your Apple® computer to generate your own presentation
charts, graphs, and pie charts. How?
Simply add on the new high
quality, low cost HP 7470A
Personal Computer
Plotter.
The 7470A helps you
save time, save money, and,
lets you communicate quickly, accurately and effectively.

Pen Pals.
The HP 7470A has
two single-pen stables
that output multi-color plots in
your choice of ten coordinated colors. Pens
are automatically capped and stored.

An option you'll want, too.

The eye is faster.

For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead
Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transparencies for overhead projectors. For "I need it tomorrow
at 9:00 A.M!" meetings, it's a necessity.

Data, when visualized graphically, becomes information fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presentation clearer and more readily understood. But asking your
staff to produce the graphics
for your next presentation
doesn't ensure accuracy or
artistic talent. And going to
outside suppliers can be
costly. Combined with your
Apple® computer, the new
HP 7470A plotter does the
communicating for you.
Quickly. Logically. And with
off-the-shelf software.

Start plotting your next presentation today.
Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Mail the coupon below and we'll send you—absolutely
free—a sample plot, a more detailed brochure, and a
sample overhead transparency.
Then... stop in at your nearest Hewlett-Packard
Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it
demonstrated you'll find a hundred ways to make your
own Apple® pies. And charts. And graphs.

Fast and pretty.

When performance must be measured by results

The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent
line quality... faster than any competitive small plotter.
On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design
package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it
for only $1,575. (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.)
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Seeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information.
Title
I Name
Company
Address
I City, State & Zip
Phone Number (
)
Send to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127 —Attn: Nancy Carter
I Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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COMPLETELY REDESIGNED.
NOW, THE GRAPPLER + .
The original Grappler was the first
graphics interface to give you hi-res
screen dumps from your keyboard.
The new Grappler + with Dual Hi-Res
Graphics adds flexibility with a
side-by-side graphics printout of
page 1 and page 2.

1111111111111111111111111111•1111
ACTUAL APPLE II PRINTOUT USING GRAPPLER AND EPSON MX100

The Grappler + can now be used
with the Apple' Dot Matrix,
the Okidata 84, and is Apple III
compatible' In addition, the IDS
Grappler + is currently available
with color capability, including
color graphics screen dumps.
UP TO 64K BUFFER OPTION
An optional Bufferboard can now
be added to all existing Grappler
and Grappler + interfaces. See
your Apple Dealer for details.

WithThe
iit

K_J

:

.

im.ii
I

4
-10range micro
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*Requires additional software driver.
' • Requires graphics upgrade.

t Orange Micro, Inc. 1982

THE GRAPPLER + FEATURES:
• Dual Hi-Res Graphics • Printer
Selector Dip Switch • Apple III
Compatible* • Graphics Screen
Dump • Inverse Graphics •
Emphasized Graphics • Double Size
Picture • 90° Rotation • Center
Graphics • Chart Recorder Mode
• Block Graphics • Bell Control
• Skip-over-pert • Left and Right
Margins • Variable Line Length
• Text Screen Dumps • also works
with Pascal and CP/M"
THE GRAPPLER + INTERFACES
WITH THE FOLLOWING PRINTERS:
• Anadex • Apple Dot Matrix
• Centronics 122 • C. Itoh Pro Writer
• DMP-85 • Epson Series** • IDS
460, 560, Prism 80 and 132,
Microprism • NEC 8023 • Okidata
Series* * • Star Micronics Series
• and many other printers

CP/M Is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Circle 5 on Reader Service card.

1400 N. Lakeview Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 Telex: 183511 CSMA
Foreign Dealer Inquiries Welcome

If your printer uses your Apple
more than you do,
you need The Bufferboard.
If your Apple is locked into the "PRINT"
mode so much that you've taken up solitaire to kill the boredom, you need a
buffer. And if your computer is the Apple
II or III, the only buffer for you is The
Bufferboard. Expandable to 64K of storage, The Bufferboard stores an instantaneous bucketful of print data from your
computer. Then it feeds the data to your
printer at its own printing rate. Your Apple
is set free from driving your printer and is
ready for more data from you.

Take your existing interface—
and buffer it!
Only The Bufferboard has a simple
Interface-Docking System. No bulky boxes

or expensive power supplies are needed
because The Bufferboard fits right into
your Apple—and docks onto your existing
printer interface. The result is convenient

and economical buffering of most popular printer interfaces, including the
Grappler + TM interface, Epson interface,
and Apple printer interface. Thirty seconds and a single hook-up are all you need
to end the printer waiting game forever.
Up to 20 letter-size pages
stored at a time.
The Bufferboard comes standard with
16K, and is expandable to 32K or 64K of
buffering capacity with the addition of

memory chips. This "bucket" will hold up
to 20 pages of a print job, allowing you
freedom to use your Apple.
The Bufferboard—designed
exclusively for the Apple Computer.
Specifications:
• Versions for Grappler + interface, Epson
interface, Apple interface, and other popular printer interfaces • 16K buffer standard
• Upgradeable to 32K or 64K • Automatic
memory configuration • Automatic self
test • Includes interface docking cable.
The Bufferboard is made by Orange
Micro, Inc.; the same people who brought
you the popular Grappler + printer interface. Both the Grappler + and The
Bufferboard are now available at your
local Apple dealer.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
Epson is a registered trademark of Epson America, Inc

srvie

gtOrange iflicro
Inc.

1400 N. Lakeview, Anaheim, CA 92807
U.S.A. (714) 779-2772
TELEX: TX 183511 CSMA

For Apples and Printers
Circle 9 on Reader Service card.

©Orange Micro, Inc. 1982

Letters
Congratulations!
I'm not in the habit of writing fan
letters to publishers. In fact, to the
best of my knowledge this is my very
first, but I simply couldn't let another
day go by without commenting on
your newest venture. . inCider. It is
fantastic!
R. A. Greene, DVM
Temple, NH
Congratulations to all the staff.
Your magazine has made it in just
two issues. I must admit that it was
off to a slow,start with its first issue
but, boy!, did you hit full stride by
your second. Keep up the great work.
Bob Baker
Yarmouth, MA

Editing Made Even Easier
An improvement to Dan Bishop's
article, "Apple Editing Made
Easier," (Feb. 83) was made by the
following readers. To eliminate unwanted spaces in the middle of strings
that span multiple lines, simply enter
'POKE 33,33 before editing. This will
limit the size of the output text to only
33 bytes. A POKE 33,40 will then
restore the text window to normal
after using the right arrow to retype
and edit a program line.
Dan Muccianti
Lake Zurich, IL
John D. Brand
Sylmar, CA
A. R. Rogers
Riverton, WY
William Rimpil
N. Kingston, RI
Mark Saks
Philadelphia, PA

Tape Versus Disk
As the owner of an Apple II for
four years, using cassette tape storage
only, I take exception to the remark
"if you're silly enough to use shapes
on tapes . . . ," by author Don Fudge
in "Vector Graphics Made Easy"
(Feb. 83).
If the main use for the computer is
business, a DOS is almost a must. For
the computer hobbyist, waiting a
16 eider May 1983

minute or two for a tape to load is not
of earth-shaking importance. After
refining the technique of loading and
saving, I find cassette storage 99.9
percent reliable. (It never fails unless
I am demonstrating.)
W. S. Skeen
Rt. 1, Ager Road
Hornbrook, CA 96044

Electric Typewriter?
We are presently considering adding a printer and have looked at several. Because we also need a typewriter, we have wondered about
using an electric typewriter rather
than a printer. However, we cannot
find anyone who has had any experience with such a setup and therefore
hesitate to experiment. The typewriter that we are considering is the
Brother EM-1. Can anyone offer any
advice?
Nancy Locker
2013 Schweitzer Road
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901

Royal Request
While the Apple II Plus and Apple
Writer II are capable of justified
margins they will not handle the
proportional spacing on the Royal
Adler SE5010 typewriter. My local
Apple dealer can offer me no help in
programming for proportional spacing. I surely would appreciate any
help in this matter.
Bruce R. Burke, Director
Open Bible Ministries, Inc.
PO Box 148
Honesdale, PA 18431

Disk Available
For those readers who would like
to use the assembly language plotting routines from my article "Getting Higher on Graphics" (Feb. 1983)
but would rather not type in all the
hex code, I will supply a DOS 3.3
disk with the object code for a charge
of $10.
Paul Schubert
1940 Flandrau St.
St. Paul, MN 55109

No Response
I read in the February 1983 "Letters" column of your magazine that
William Volk hadn't gotten a response from Apple to a question regarding disk security. Add my name
to that list, too. I'm disappointed
with the company and its apparent
lack of concern toward its greatest
asset—the people out there in computerland who spend millions on Apple products.
Joe Arbona
Rancho Cordova, CA

Future Articles
Translation articles top my list.
Another program I'd like to suggest is
a machine code text file writer.
Gary Mugford
Bramalea, Ontario
A section that includes program
listings which use the language card
would be of great interest.
Ronald J. Marlowe
Gainesville, FL
Have you given any thought to
looking at energy problems or the
solar field? An article or two on compatibility problems would be of great
assistance. Have you given any
thought to checking the past track
records of companies that have just
jumped into the market . . . and have
a product no one knows about?
Lawrence T. Pim
Alliance, OH
What I would like to see is a detailed analysis of writing programs,
games or otherwise, using the much
faster assembly language. Emphasis
on graphics would be very helpful!
James T. Feezell
Newport, RI

Screen Movements
I have an Apple III computer and
have invented a game on the VisiCalc
III program diskette backup. There
are objects which you are not supposed to be able to go through, how-

THE GRAPHIC SOLUTION
Solve your toughest communication problems with the
Graphic SolutionTM, a sophisticated, new graphics package
from Accent Software.
With precise, multi-speed
ANIMATION create captivating sales
presentations and product demonstrations that will both intrigue and
inform your clients and customers.
Watch their reactions; you'll see your
messages getting through.
Develop educational materials
and training aids that MIX TEXT AND GRAPHICS on
the screen, breathing new life into abstract, hard-to-grasp
concepts. Mix programs too.
Images can be displayed on backgrounds loaded from any of your
other programs. Construct custom
TYPEFACES AND TYPESIZES to
balance the visual elements.
Tired of run-of-the-mill business
graphics? Change standard charts
and graphs into colorful THREE DIMENSIONAL
PERSPECTIVES. Add text and animate the data to show the

relative rates of change for your most important information.
Like cash flow projections. Or revenue estimates.
Plot flowcharts, time and motion
studies, industrial process flows with
COLOR-CODED ELEMENTS highlighting critical paths. Animate the
sequences to show how flows actually
progress.
Work with live action? Prepare
film and videotape storyboards using
the unique FRAME-BY-FRAME graphic sequencer that
lets you create and animate a video story before shooting.
Whatever your graphic communication demands—in the
business world, the arts, industry,
education—The Graphic SolutionTM
at $149.95 has the answer. Take a
hard look at The Graphic Solution.
You'll like what you see.
The Graphic Solution requires a
48K Apple II with ROM Applesoft
and DOS 3.3.
See your local dealer or
send $10.00 for a demonstration diskette to:

ACCENT SOFTWARE, INC.
3750 Wright Place, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306 Telephone 415-856-6505
Circle 251 on Reader Service card.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Letters

ever, and I also want to stand in the ment would be the option to buy
middle, and have the screen move your programs on disk.
up. What program can you do this
Bill Plato
on? I have looked through the index
Broomfield, CO
of the owner's manual, but I couldn't
find anything. Help!
Fiona Vajk Apple III Programs Wanted
57 Oakdene Court
I have recently subscribed to your
Walnut Creek, CA 94596 magazine and I'm puzzled, All your
articles and advertisements concern
Disk Copy Wanted
the Apple II. I own an Apple III,
Here's a suggestion that will make which I thought to be a more upthe magazine more valuable to peo- dated version of Apple II. I realize I
ple like myself who have little or no can use Apple II programs on my mapossibility of typing in one of the list- chine with the Emulator, but aren't
ings without hours of frustration. there any written especially for Apple
Make the programs available on disks III? I've only been at this computer
business for six months and it's still all
for a reasonable cost.
a
little confusing.
Tim Bider
Deborah J. Newton
Pittsburgh, PA
PO Box 26605
Tucson, AZ 85726
My only suggestion for improve-

Circle 319 on Reader Service car

highon
the SAT
• Makes studying for the SAT easy and
enjoyable.
• Builds test-taking skills quickly in
planned systematic program
• Simple and easy to use even for those
with no computer experience.

Special Features
• 1000 Electronic Vocabulary-Building
Flash Cards
• 540 Specially-Designed Computerized
Drill hems

Complete Textbook
" How to Prepare 'Waite SAT' 470 pages.

• FourFull-Length Exams—enleranswers

A complete program for Scoring
High on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
Combines Computer Software. Review Textbook
and Users Manual Into the Most Comprehensive
SAT Study Program Available

User's Manual

Simple clear instructions take you stepby-step through the entire Computer SAT
program

Computer Software
• Scores and times your performance.
• Calculates College Board equivalent
score
• Diagnoses your strengths and weaknesses in 15 key areas of study
• Prescnbes specific drill and review on
computer ano in the textbook to improve
your score
• Strengthens and builds your vocabulary
and math comprehension

in computer (Or instant scoring and
diagnosis
• Complete review of verbal and math
categories found in exams
• Strategies for answering every kind of
question.

r

HBJ's
Computer SAT TM

Educator's Edition Available
Conduct group sessions with this unique
package of software and textbooks with
detailed instructors guide
4 Sets of Software (4
Disks per Set). 20 textbooks. and 2C1 user's
manuals.

Available for:
48K Apple II,
Apple II Plus
and Apples lie

1

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
Dept. Computer SAT: 12 50 6th Avenue
San Diego. CA 92101

FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL-FREE
800- 543-1918 IIn California call collect 16191 699-63351
Exp

Acct

YES,

please send me

95
69each

Computer SAT' ii
Quantity

(for 48K Apple ,' II and Apple' II Plus and Apple' Ile)
Please add 52.00 for handling (UPS delivery guaranteed). Please
add applicable state and local sales tax (Institutions must send
Purchase order to be billed I Offer restricted to Continental USA and
Canada
Method of Payment: 7 Check
7 Money Order
7 American Express
7 MasterCard
L Charge MY:. Visa
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Signature
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Please send more information:
. . The TRS-80 COMPUTER SAT' 7) TheIBM COMPUTER SAT'
fThe Educator's Edition Package of $395 00 ea.
is bibj

Forecasting Suggestions
I was surprised and pleased to see
Richard Green's "Graphing Growth"
in the February issue. The techniques
involved in pressure curve forecasting
are simple but have proven to be very
reliable for a great many companies
in a broad range of industries. I
would make two suggestions concerning his implementation of the
forecasting technique.
First, while the three month moving total is appropriate for forecasting many highly aggregated series
such as industry-wide shipments, it is
unusual for the sales of a single company to be smooth enough to make
this work. The twelve month total (or
average) is usually more appropriate
because the result is smoother and
easier to interpret.
Second, it is preferable to look at as
long a time period as possible in forecasting, and certainly at a period
long enough to contain an entire
business cycle. While the average
business cycle lasts about five years,
many run a good deal longer. I have
found that high resolution plots spanning eight to ten years are most useful. Of course, for the young enterprise with a short sales history five
years may be sufficient.
Mr. Green's article is a good introduction to a simple and widely used,
but little acclaimed economic forecasting technique which often yields
forecasts as good as the most expensive econometric forecasting service.
Keep up the good work.
David B. Lundeen
1430 Massachusetts Ave.
Suite 306-29
Cambridge, MA 02138
inCider feels that one of its most important roles is to provide a forum for
readers. We welcome letters for publication with comments on articles,
embellishments to programs, appeals
for information—whatever you feel
moved to write. And please send responses to letters. Address your correspondence to Letters to the Editor,
inCider, Pine St., Peterborough, NH
03458.

—the editors

"YOU DON'T HAVE TO GET HIT OVER
THE HEAD TO REALIZE HOW
QUICKLY APPLE TECHNOLOGY
IS CHANGING"
"It used to be that those one-size-fitsall computer magazines were fine for
learning more about computing. In
fact, they were about all one could
find. And it was a treasured issue indeed that contained more than one article about your particular system.
The gravity of this situation was
beginning to dawn when suddenly it
struck me . . . and I made the greatest
discovery of my career, inCider.
inCider is a monthly magazine
devoted exclusively to the Apple* computer. It's published by the same
seasoned editorial staff that produces
80 Micro. Each issue of inCider contains more Apple-specific information
than any other magazine, including:
*programs
*articles
*applications
*new product announcements
*reviews
*tutorials
• utilities
inCider promises to revolutionize the
world of Apple computers for only-_=
$24.97. You'll receive 12 monthly issues
of inCider loaded with money-saving
ads and advice, each issue saving you
several times your initial investment.
Enclose payment or use your credit
card and receive a 13th issue FREE! It
doesn't take a genius to know a great
deal when he sees one."

I want a subscription to inCider for one year at $24.97.
I understand that with payment enclosed or
credit card order I will receive a 13th issue FREE.
El Check enclosed 0 MC 0 VISA El AE El Bill me
Card#

Send in the attached order form, the
coupon below, or call toll free

Exp. date

1-800-258-5473

Signature

Interbank

Name

in

cc
in

inCider Subscription Department
PO Box 911, Farmingdale, NY 11737

Address

'Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Canada and Mexico $27.97, 1 year only, US funds. Foreign surface $44.97, 1 year only, US funds drawn on US
bank. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

City

C.)

State

Zip
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The most important peripheral for your Apple II.

For Line Surge Suppression
The SYSTEM SAVER provides essential. protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges
and spikes.

1
Volts

RMS

T
SYSTEM SAVER ---JP /1

For Cooling
As soon as you move to 64K RAM
or 80 columns on your Apple. II you
need SYSTEM SAVER.
Today's advanced peripheral
cards generate more heat. In addition, the cards block any natural air
flow through the Apple II creating
high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life of the
cards and the computer itself.

For Operating Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER contains two
switched power outlets. As shown
in the diagram, the SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your
system so that one convenient,
front mounted
power switch
controls SYSTEM
SAVER, Apple
monitor and printer.

APPLE II
POWER

By connecting the Apple II
power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways: 1) Dangerous voltage spikes
are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts
RMS/175 Volts dc level. 2) High frequency noise is smoothed out before reaching the Apple II. API type
filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of
30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with
a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

SYSTEM SAVER provides correct cooling. An efficient, quiet fan
draws fresh air across the mother
board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

Easy Installation

Compatible with Apple Stand

The heavy duty switch has a
pilot light to alert when system is
on.You'll never use the Apple power
switch again!

Suggested Retail $8995
One Year Warranty

Just clips on.
No mounting or
hardware required.
Color matched
to Apple

Kensington Microware Ltd.
300 East 54 Street, Suite 3L
New York, NY 10022
(212) 486-2802

1-10 LISTED
PATENT PENDING

rpriA KENSINGTON
I MICROWARE

PRINTER

Applewatch
edited by John P. Mello, Jr.
EDUCATION

The Apple Bill
Last year, Congress chose to hike taxes rather than the number of
micros in the schools. Will it turn its back on the schools again?
by Alan Abbey
Contributing Reporter

alf of the U.S. Congress liked
the taste of the Apple it bit into last year. The House of Representatives voted 323-62 in favor of legislation that would have given Apple
Computer Inc., and any other microcomputer maker that wanted to participate, a massive one-year tax break
for giving microcomputers to public
schools across the country.
The measure, which was dreamed
up by Apple chairman Steve Jobs and
promoted by California congressman
Fortney "Pete" Stark, a Democrat,
appears to have an even rosier future
in the House this year. The new congressmen elected last November,
most of whom are liberal Democrats,
have said that they favor spending
federal money.to improve the technical, math, and science skills of the nation's schoolchildren. They have been
nicknamed "Atari Democriats" because of their belief that igh-tech
education is a key ingredient to leading the economy out of its lengthy
slump. The primary reason voiced
for the Apple bill is that it would encourage gifts of microcomputers to
schools, and that would, in turn, increase the number of people interested in and proficient in computer use.
Stark's staff reports an enthusiastic
list of co-sponsors for the new version
of legislation that passed the House
last fall. In 1982, the bill had 80 cosponsors. The 1983 measure had 112
of 435 congressmen signed on at last
count. Co-sponsors add their names
to a bill they did not write, but want
to go on record as supporting.
The problem this year, as was the
case in 1982; will be in the Senate.
Both the chairman and the ranking

minority member of the powerful
Senate Finance Committee, which
will review the bill before it goes to
the full Senate, have questioned the
bill. Without their support, it might
never see the light of day.
The bill—now known as the Computer Contribution Act of 1983—has
been around for more than a year. It
reportedly came to life in early 1982
when Steve Jobs met Pete Stark on a
cross-country airplane trip. As they
talked, Jobs laid out the scenario: Apple would give each of the nation's
83,000 public elementary and public
schools one of its Apple II personal
computers. Using the full retail price
for the machine, related equipment,
training manuals, and shipping, that
would cost about $2500 per machine.
Multiplied by 83,000, that brings the
nationwide total to about $200
million.
Jobs, of course, had something on
his mind besides being a Good Samaritan of historic proportions. The
giveaway would provide Apple with
an unprecedented. amount of visibility and marketing opportunities.
Schools probably would want more
machines in a year or two, Apple officials admit, and the company hopes
they would stick with Apple. In addition, when the time came for a middle-income family to buy a personal
computer,, kids who had used Apple
at school probably could be counted
on to tell mom or dad Apple should
be the one. Some cynics were heard
to whisper Jobs needed to clear out
the Apple warehouses to make room
for the new Lisa computer debuted
last January.
In return for his generosity, Jobs
asked for something from Congress: a
change in the tax laws so Apple could
write off as a deduction the full retail
cost of the equipment, and the ability

to get that deduction for donations to
grade schools. The increased deduction would about double the amount
Apple is able to write off under present law.
Stark, whose district includes part
of the Silicon Valley, introduced the
bill. It made its way through the
House, despite analyses that showed
the tax break would cost the U.S.
Treasury $15 million in 1983 and $21
million in 1984. The legislation
would boost the ability of the United
States to "compete in the ever more
sophisticated world of computers and
high technology," Stark said.
About the only gripe came from
Rep. Bill Frenzel, a regular foe of
special-interest tax legislation. The
bill would give manufacturers an incentive to build more than the market needs, the Minnesota Republican
said, "because they can always sell
[the surplus] to the government."
On the other side, education lobbying groups, always hungry for
more equipment and funding for
public schools, pushed for the computers. Their only gripe was the bill
had moved along without much involvement on their part.
After passage by the House in late
September, the bill went to the
Senate, where the same arguments
were made in its favor. There, however, it ran into the high-powered
opposition of Louisiana Sen. Russell
Long, top ranking Democrat on the
Finance Committee. "Why should
the government provide every school
an Apple computer at the expense of
the taxpayer?" Long asked.
The bill made it through the Finance Committee, but with considerable modification. The Senate version stretched the tax break to three
years, in a move designed to allow
other computer makers to get in on
May 1983 eider 21
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the action. The Senate bill also included donations made to libraries
and museums that promised to use
the computers for educational purposes as deductible at the special rate.
The biggest change cut the additional tax break—Apple's initial incentive—in half. Because it would
have added two years, however, the
Senate version would have been more
costly. Estimates of losses to the
Treasury were $14 million this year,
$23 million in 1984, $17 million in
1985, and $8 million in 1986. Stark
said the revenue losses, regardless of
the huge federal deficit, are small
compared to the value of improving
the computer literacy of the next
generation.
The committee pushed the bill out
in three days, but the Senate adjourned for the November election
campaign without acting on it.
When they returned for the lameduck cession, senators were preoc-

cupied with raising the gasoline tax
and their salaries. The bill died.
Stark was quick to reintroduce the
bill in January. It went back into the
legislative hopper on January 6, three
days after the new Congress was
sworn in. But it did not move quickly. The committees receiving it were
busy raising Social Security taxes.
The rest of Congress was involved
with shredding and rewriting President Reagan's proposed 1984 budget.
School groups continued to back
the bill, but with a difference. This
year they saw the opportunity to
make a coordinated push for several
pieces of legislation designed to improve the math and science skills of
the nation's youth. A lobbyist for the
National School Boards Association
said the Apple bill has some small
value by itself. "It would fulfill the
narrow need for a bit of hardware,"
said August Steinhilber, the association's government relations director.

"But it doesn't help with training or
retraining teachers."
He would rather see it passed as
part of a larger package of measures.
They include billion-dollar bills to
provide funding for training teachers, for buying software, and for upgrading curriculums.
The bill also continued to face the
opposition of Sens. Long and Robert
Dole of Kansas. Dole, a Republican,
is chairman of the Finance Committee. Therefore, he has carte blanche
to hold on to a bill for as long as he
wants or take it out of circulation.
The bill cannot be declared officially dead until the 98th Congress
adjourns just before the 1984 elections. But its time may have passed.
The nation's teachers may have to
settle for an edible apple on their
desks until they can convince the people who run their schools to buy an
electronic one.

GAMES

Taps for Custer's Revenge
Blue game shelved after public protest.

C

strued," he said. "There was no rape
scene in the game."
Two other adult games produced
by the firm—"Bachelor Party" and
"Beat'em and Eafern"—were also
terminated by American Multiple,
Stuart Kesten, president of Ameri- Kesten noted. He added American
can Multiple, said in a telephone Multiple sold 100,000 copies of each
interview his firm terminated the game before halting their production
game primarily because "it was cre- January 1.
ating a negative situation around the
American Multiple made the three
country."
games for Atari game systems, a fact
The game was condemned by that prompted the Warner CommuAmerican Indian and women's nications Company to sue Kesten's
groups, and government bodies in firm. However, in light of American
Oklahoma. City and Los Angeles (see Multiple sacking the games, that
inCider, March 1983, p. 12).
lawsuit, filed in federal district court
in
Los Angeles, will probably be
Detractors of the game claimed it
depicted the rape of an Indian dropped.
woman by General George ArmKesten denied statements appearstrong Custer. Kesten denies those ing in the January 24 edition of ISO
claims. "The game was miscon- World that American Multiple had
aster's Revenge has gone the
way of its namesake.
Its manufacturer, American Multiple Industries of Northridge, CA,
has stopped producing the adult-oriented video game.
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been acquired by another firm.
He said his enterprise would continue prftducing video games but only ones aimed at family entertainment. American Multiple's new
games, he noted, would be shipped
before the June Consumer Electronics
Show in Chicago.
But Custer's death hasn't deterred
other smutware purveyors. Rory
O'Connor, in his Speaking Softly column in ISO World, made this observation about off-color video games:
"The bad news is that for for every
one that dies, ten take its place. At
the CES [Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas], the area devoted
strictly to 'adult' movies and video
tapes also displayed several games
with goals similar to- Custer's Revenge. Next year they may have to
double the size of that area just to accommodate this garbage."•

Appletvatch

BUSINESS

Time Study
Study by news rnag shows Apple on top.

A

pple dominates the minds and
homes of computing Americans, according to a survey conducted by Time magazine.
The survey, conducted by Beta Research of Syosset, NY, indicated more
people own Apples than any other
home computer, and when asked to
name a brand of computer, respondents most frequently name Apple.
According to the mail-questionnaire survey garnering a response
from some 3600 homes, 17 percent of
the computer-owning respondents
owned Apples. Tandy placed second
in the tally with 14 percent of the
owners.
Apple dominated ownership figures even though it does not compete
in the market for systems below
$1000. Tandy ranked first in that
market segment with nearly 25 percent of those owners.
But even in the minds of the
sub-$1000 set, Apple played a prominent role. "Apple and IBM rank
highly with those owning equipment
costing less than $1000," the survey

found, "although neither company
sells to this market."
"Apple and Radio Shack dominate
brand consciousness for the personal
computer market," the study said.
"IBM, a relative newcomer to the
personal computer field, has broad
appeal. Atari and Commodore apparently have not reached as large a
segment of the non-owner public."
The survey showed 60.2 percent
of the respondents aware of Apple
computers and 48.5 percent aware
of Tandy.
Apple's advertising also seems to be
effective in capturing the minds of
Americans. Nearly 74 percent of the
respondents recalled Apple ads, the
survey showed, with nearly 50 percent remembering IBM ads and 46.4
percent Radio Shack's.
Of the ads recalled, 92.4 percent of
those surveyed recalled the ads in
magazines.
In peripherals, the Time survey
showed more respondents (32 percent) owned Apple disk drives than
any other brand. Placing second in

that category was Tandy with 8.8
percent. But when it came to printers, Apple placed fourth (3.4 percent)
behind Epson (22.9 percent), Radio
Shack (11.0 percent) and IBM (5.9
percent).
Other findings from the survey
included:
• Key factors in home computer
ownership are income and school-age
children in a household. Of the people with a computer or with intentions of buying one within 12
months, 86 percent had incomes
above $25,000 a year. Of all
households with annual incomes
above $25,000 and with school-age
children, 24 percent had home computers;
• When asked what they use their
computers for, owners most often
mentioned games and hobbies and
personal finance. When asked what
they wanted to do next with their
micro, owners most often responded:
hook into some kind of information
system;
• Of prospective computer buyers,
the highest number (73.6 percent)
said they would be using their micro
for personal finances and taxes; and
• Respondents most often picked as
the primary factor in selecting a cornputer a company's reputation for
quality; next was expandability; then
ease of use, service reputation; and
adequate software. ■
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BUSINESS

Apple
iv away
Rhode Island firm
offers auto jobbers
Apple as purchase
incentive.

M

ore and more auto-parts businesses may be joining the Apple generation, under an incentive
program sponsored by Fram-Autolite
Corporation of Providence, RI.
Under the program ending next
month, Fram— a manufacturer of
PCV valves, windshield wipers,
spark plugs, and filters for auto, truck,
and heavy equipment engines—offers two computer packages to businesses: one with an Apple II Plus,
disk drive, RF modulator, game, and
introduction to keyboard software
programs; the other includes everything in the first plus another disk
drive, printer, and inventory control
program.
How much a business pays for the
system depends on several factors, including the amount of Fram products
purchased, when the purchases were
made, and how much the customer
contributed to Fram's co-op advertising program.
Peter Monsarrat, Fram's sales promotion manager, claimed in a statement: "The savings will be substantial. In this offer, a $3800 computer system can be obtained for $1000
or less."
He said he expects to move 1500
computers through the premium program; however, the offer has the potential of moving 10,000 systems.
Computer use in the auto aftermarket is increasing, according to a
study released this fall by the Motor
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The auto after-market
More and more auto-parts businesses are turning to Apples.

Equipment Manufacturers Association. Today, more than 32 percent of
all jobbers use computers in some
aspect of their business. That's nearly
twice the amount (17 percent) reported in 1980.
Montsarrat attributes the growth
to the lower price of computer hardware and software, smaller size of
equipment and improved programs
tailored to the automotive aftermarket.
"Computers," he said, "will become a way of life in our industry and
others in the next decade. Business
has to make decisons fast to maintain
profit levels, and computers are the
way to do it."
"Inventory control," he continued,
"is the most common use of comput-

ers in the aftermarket. Computers
perform this function more quickly
and accurately than the manual
method.
"For example, the Apple system
can pinpoint obsolete or slow moving
parts, so a jobber can replace them
immediately with more popular
items This speeds up the ordering
process and enables businesses to trim
their inventory levels without losing
sales because they are out of merchandise."
Montserrat added jobbers can also
use their Apples for other business
tasks, including monitoring receivables, purchasing, sales analysis,
business planning and forecasting,
word processing, electronic filing,
and customer billing. ■

SOFTWARE

Apples Headed to Junkyard?

p

eople are going to start scrapping their Apple computers and
the like because they're too old, too
slow, and just don't do much,"
declared David Callan, president of
Callan Data Systems, Westlake
Village, CA.
According to a statement from
Callan, Apple and similar systems
based on CP/M (sometimes referred
to as the de facto operating system

of the micro industry) risk becoming
obsolete.
"If you take an operating system
like the Apple," Callan said, "based
on an older microprocessor, the 8086
or 8088, you can't upgrade the CP/M
operating system. It's impossible.
You're stuck with a lot of limited and,
eventually, antiquated equipment.
That's why we've dedicated all our
resources to the development of the
Unix operating system." •

Introducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!
TRS-801M (Model I, II, III, or 16) • APPLE" • IBM" • OSBORNE"' • CP/M'" • XEROX"
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The VERSABUSINESS' Series
Each VERSABUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,
or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.
VERSARECEIVABLES'"

$99.95

VERSARECEIVABLES'' is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due accounts. VERSARECEIVABLES" prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGER Ir" and VERSAINVENTORY".

VERSAPAYABLES"

$99.95

VERSAPAYROLL"

$99.95

VERSA PAYABLES- is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSAPAYABLES' maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERSAPAYABLES-, you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.
VERSA PAYROLL.' is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government-required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automatically, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER IF" system.

VERSAiNVENTORY"

$99.95

VERSA ENVENTORY- is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSAINVENTORY'. keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSA RECEIVABLES' system. VERSAINVENTORY" prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value reports, period and year-to-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

ECIIARITHEIN. tCSii
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

$149.95

VERSALEDGER II"

II"

is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
VERSA LEDGER
grows. VERSALEDGER ir.can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.
• VERSALEDGER IF" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),
• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.
VERSALEDGER IF" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual designed for first-time users. The VERSALEDGER 11`" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSALEDGER IF", using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESS'" module is guaranteed to outperform att other competitive systems,
and at a fraction of their cost. If you are not satisfied with any VERSABUSINESS" module, you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSABUSINESS'" module may be
purchased for $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module.

To Order:

Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N.Y.S. residents call 914-425-1535)

• add $3 for shipping in UPS areas
• add $4 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas

0.r

* add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
* add proper postage elsewhere

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject to change' DvI,rery sub,,-1

TRSSO is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp. - *APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp. - 'IBM is a trademark of 1814
*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research - *XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp.
Circle 66 on Reader Service card.

avallabdity.

- *OSBORNE is a trademark of Osborne Corp.

Apple-Catm
=MCI
AS03/BIN

MEM OFF LEN.00000 EBEL. 175E12

NOTATION COM-WARE 1) <103/212/2021
REVISION 5.0 - DOS 3.3
CP PICK UP PHONE
CHI HANG UP
(H) AUTO-DIAL
CT) 103/212/202
IC) TERMINAL CHAT MODE CZ) PRINT OFF
CM/ TERMINAL MEMORY MODE
CU/ UNATTENDED ANSWER MODE
CFI HI-SPEED COM-WARE II TRANSFER
II/ TOGGLE ECHO (REMOTE/LOCAL)
IL) LOAD MEMORY FROM DISK
CS) SAVE MEMORY TO DISK CQ, SPEAKER OFF
(XI SEND MEMORY
Is,-PRINT MEMORY
(J) VIEW MEMORY
(K) KEYBOARD TO MEMORY
<RC RE-CONFIGURE CHARACTERISTICS
<0/ DOS COMMAND
10/ CLEAR MEM
CO/ QUIT PROGRAM
(VI VERIFY MEM
COMMAND,

•

The Cat system lets you slip something
into your Apple II no other modem offers—
a complete range of speeds from 110, 300 and
202 half-duplex—to full duplex 212
Either way, you have state-of-the-art LSI
technology. And it means you can start right
off with the most advanced system available.
Or you can trim your investment, yet always
have the option to move up at any step with
absolutely no compromises in quality.
Com-Ware TM software is part
of the package.
Five minutes after you've booted up the
Novation Corn-Ware you'll have a good

notion of what it's like to work with the best,
most accurate, most convenient personal communication system designed for your Apple.
It makes all of the moves you need to work
with another computer, swap programs, access
data, whatever.
And it's simple to operate. Just follow the
menu. No programming, no fussing.
It's all there.
New—telephone directory.
Our engineers have done it again. They've
expanded our Corn-Ware. Now included:
a time-saving directory of 26 telephone numbers with terminal configurations all selected
and stored for auto dialing. Handy.
And some nice extras. Print-out during
communication, a non-destructive memory
mode, a changeable "welcome" message for
automatic answer. There's more.
If you have an Apple-Cat II and our earlier
Com-Ware (4.4 or earlier), you should really
have the new one (5.0). As always, it's free.

sthe
modem/communication system
you grow into, not out of.

Just send us your old diskette and we'll send
you the new one..
It can make all the moves you want.
Start with 110, 300, 202 half-duplex. Or—add 212
full duplex and move data four times faster with accurate,
block by block verification. / Automatically send and receive
anytime—including the middle of the night when line
charges are lowest. / Use 80 or 40 column format. / Set for
local or remote echo. And more.

Two more reasons to
Easy installation.
In less than 10 minutes,
move right now.
you're talking to
the world..
Packed with every
Apple-Cat II
is a list of options. You
get your choice of any
one — and save
up to $40.
Also, if you've
ever wanted to take
a look at The Source;""
this is your chance. With your
Apple-Cat II you get a sampler subscription

offer. It's limited, but it gives you a taste.
They're at your dealer.
He has all of the details. See him now.
More features than any other modem.
• Full range of communication baud rates—up to 1200 (Bell
System 100, 202 or 212 series compatible) • Full or half
duplex operation • Complete Corn-Ware system on a single
diskette. Also, wide assortment of excellent software available from other sources • All automatic functions —auto dial
(pulse or Touch Tone), redial, auto answer and disconnect
• It's a telephone with speaker monitor—switch between data
and voice, For regular use, it's a handy intelligent phone
with auto;dial • Touch Tone receiver Built-in BSR X-10 Controller • Remote control for external cassette tape recorder
•Works with other Apple parallel or serial printer interface
cards • Constant status display on screen • Binary or text
modes • Single card installation for Apple Cat II and
an additional card for the 212 upgrade • FCC certified
built-in phone line interface (PLI) Module
•New full Duplex 212 option.

Novation, Inc.
18664 Oxnard Street
Tarzana, CA 91356
(800) 423-5419 • In California: (213) 996-5060

Novation

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. BSR is a trademark of BSR Corp
CAT is a trademark of Novation, Inc., which does not manufacture Apple computers.
Circle 272 on Reader Service card.

The Applesoft Adviser
by Dan Bishop

Recipe for Random Access Salad
L

ast month I suggested that you
should make every attempt to
use structured programming techniques in the Basic programs you
write. I briefly outlined how to use
the subroutine in Basic to achieve the
modularity that is so important to a
well structured program.
This month I'll introduce several
such modules that can be used in
any program that requires random
access disk files. Two of these modules may appear without any change
in all programs you write that use
random access files. The remaining modules are designed to simplify the process of packing data
into random access records and of
retrieving that information
from the disk in us-

able form.

able. The floppy disk overcomes both
of these problems.
Why Random Access?
I am sure that many of you began
Most truly useful programs require your computer experience using
the computer to process a fairly large cassette storage for your data, and
amount of data. The exact nature of finally upgraded your system to inthe processing depends on the specific clude a floppy disk drive. You were
application being undertaken. Pro- undoubtedly amazed at the greater
cessing inventory data is quite dif- speed with which records could be
ferent from processing payroll, for pulled from the disks. No matter that
example. But all such programs have you may still be using sequential acone common element. Each must cess files on your new disks. Sequenstore the data to be processed and the tial access worked well enough on
results of the processing onto some cassette (which allowed no option),
permanent storage device so that the and it works even better now on disk.
data may be retrieved at a later date. Why bother with random access file
Although cassettes can be used for procedures anyway?
data storage, for most practical purWell, if you were pleased with the
poses they are too ineffi- increased efficiency you observed
cient and unreli- when you switched from cassette to
disk storage, you will be even happier
once you convert your data files to
random access. The reason is
simple. To sequentially access
a record, the computer must
read every record from the
start of the file until it arrives
at the desired record. This is because each record in a sequential
file may consist of any number of
characters so there is no way for
the computer to predict exactly
where on the disk the desired record will be found. Inserting new
records into the file requires
that the entire file be rewritten. Deleting old records leaves a gap in the
file that can only be filled
if a new record happens
to have the same length
as the one that was
deleted.
Records in a random access file, on the other hand, always have the same record length,
and this length is given to the computer to determine exactly where to find
record number 385 in the file if it knows how
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long each record is. The computer
can find that record almost 'immediately. Furthermore, any holes in
the file formed by deleting records
can be filled with new records, since
all records in the file have a standard
length. A new record may be inserted
easily into the old file simply by moving all higher records up one record
position to make room for the new
record. The real advantage to using a disk
drive for data storage lies not so much
in its greater speed but rather in the
ease with which specific data can be
located on the disk. Using sequential
files nullifies this particular advantage. I hope to show in the remainder
of this article that using random access files is not as complicated as you
might have believed.
The Ingredient List
Listing 1 (lines 10 and 9400 to
9470) provides the program instructions for the first "recipe" style
module to go into a random access
program. No aspect of this subroutine will be changed. Every program will contain this instruction set
exactly as it is shown here.
This subroutine gives the computer some essential information
about your random access files. The
first thing the computer must know, is
the number of random access files
you plan to use in this program. That
number is given as a Data element in
line 9600. For example, if you will be
using three random access disk files in
the program, then your program will
have the following program lines:
9599 REM RANDOM ACCESS FILE SPECS
9600 DATA 3

Line 9400 in the subroutine from
Listing 1 reads this data element as F.
(By the way, all other data in your
program must come after line 9700 to
keep it from interfering with the data
elements used by this subroutine.)
Line 9410 uses this value to dimension four arrays. F$(I) will contain
the names of each of your random access files. FR$(I) will be used by the
Address correspondence to Dan Bishop,
Custom Comp, PO Box 429, Buena Vista, CO
8,211.

program to contain all of the data in
the current record from file I. FR(I)
will be the current record number
from file I, and FL(I) will be the
length• of each record contained in
file 1.
Lines 9420 to 9440 form a loop
that is executed once for each file you
plan to use (as indicated by the Data
statement in line 9600). Each file you
plan to use must be identified with
two Data elements. The first will be
the file's name (as it will appear on
the Catalog listing), and the second
will be the record length for each
record in that file. You may wish to
devote a separate Data line for each
file. Thus you might have the following three Data lines in your program:
9610 DATA NAMES, 32
9620 DATA ADDRESSES, 32
9640 DATA COMMENTS, 64

With these Data elements, you are
telling the computer that the first
data file will be named "Names" and
that each record in this file will require 32 bytes. File number two will
be named "Addresses" and will have
records occupying 32 bytes, and file
number three will be named "Comments" and will have records that
contain 64 bytes.
Lines 9450 and 9460 define three
string constants that will be used by
the subroutine shown in Listing 2.
The variables used for these constants
are D$ and DB(I). Be sure that you
do not use these elsewhere in your
program!
Before going further, let's consider
just how you can determine the
record lengths for your files. You
need to know these values for the
Data statements shown above. Each

10 GOSUB 9480
9398 REM *******.p**********4=44=***** ***** .,,,,,..**0***=4=,======
9399 REM SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE PROGRAM FROM DATA
9480 READ F
9410 DIM Fe(F), FRSIF1, FL(F). FR(F)
9420 FOR I=1 TO F
9430
READ F1111/. FLU)
9440 NEXT I
9458 De - CHIME)
9460 DB$(9) - 'READ .1 DWI)=-WRITE 9465 BRS."
'7 REM 10 BLANKS
9466 BR$-BRe+BRIO+BRe+BRe+BRO.BRIlmOR4I+BR$+BRe+BRII+BR$+"
REM 255 BLANKS.
9470 RETURN

Listing . This listing is a generalized module that is to be used in any program that uses the
random access procedures described in this article. The Data statements that are read by
this module are described in the article.

9498 REM
9499 REM SUBROUTINE FOR ACCESSING RANDOM ACCESS DISK FILES
9500 DAs - Ds
•OPEN + F*(F) + '.L' + STRII(FLEF})
9519 PRINT DA*
9515 ONERR SOTO 9580
9529 DA* = a• + DB$CPA: + FOI(F) + ",Ft- + $11111(FRIFf)
9538 PRINT DAS
9548 IF FA-0 THEN INPUT FRII(Fl
9559 IF FA-1 THEN PRINT FR$(F)
9560 PRINT NH -CLOSE"
9565 POKE 216,0
9570 RETURN
9579 REM ERROR HANDLING ROUTINE TO ESTABLISH NEW BLANK RECORD
958$ PRINT Del -CLOSE - I FA-1
9582 POKE 216,0
9585 F181,(F). LEFTSIBRIO,FL(F8
95911 008UB 9590
9595 GOTO 94)1,90

Listing 2. This module takes care of the actual transfer of data between the computer's
RAM memory and the disk. Only line 9595 needs to be changed for this module to work
properly in any program that uses my approach to random access disk files. The line
number to be inserted in line 9595 should be the line that contains the FA = 0 COSUB 9500
instructions which caused the error to occur in the first place (the error being that no such
record was found).
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record can be thought of as a 3 by 5
card in a small recipe card box. The
box itself is the file. Now various
items of information may be contained on each card (or in each
record). Each item occupies a "field."
It is important to remember that in
your case every card in this box contains the same number of fields and
that the lengths and identities of these
fields are the same from card to card.
Imagine that the cards for a certain box have been especially printed
with blanks to be filled in. At the top
of the cards is a row of 15 blanks. Below that is a row of 22 blanks, then a
row of 15 blanks and finally a row
that contains two blanks, a space and

five blanks. All of the cards are
printed identically. In this example,
if you use these cards for mailing list
information, you might consider the
top line to correspond to the name,
the second to a street address, the
third to a city, and the fourth to the
state and zip code. Each record contains five fields and requires a total of
15 + 22 + 15 + 2 + 5 = 59 blanks
(or bytes).
The first step in determining
record length, then, is to determine
precisely what information you plan
to place within a single record. Each
item of information will correspond
to a separate field. Then decide on
how many characters (maximum)

1 REM SAMPLE PROGRAM USING TWO DISK DATA FILES
2 REM EACH FILE CONTAINS ONLY ONE FIELD.
10 GOSUB 9400
20 HOME
30 BLS."
": REM 10 BLANKS
REM 64 BLANKS
40 BLO=BLO+BLO+BLO+BLO+BLO+BLO+"
50 INPUT"WHICH FILE..."IF
60 IF F>2 OR F(1 THEN 50
70 INPUT"WHICH RECORD...";FR(F)
SO FRO(F) = ""
90 INPUT "SAVE TO DISK OR LOAD FROM DISK (S/L).."1AO
tee IF AS-"6" THEN GOTO 160
110 IF A$(1"L" THEN GOTO 90
119 REM PREPARE TO LOAD DATA FROM DISK
120 FA •
134 GOSUB Mel
140 PRINT FRO(F)
150 GOTO 50
159 REM PREPARE TO SAVE DATA TO DISK
160 FA = i •
170 INPUT"ENTER DATA YOU WISH TO SAVE..."sFRO(F)
180 FRO(F) = LEFTO(FRO(F) + MA, FL(F))
190 GOSUB 9500
200 PRINT"DATA IS STORED."
210 GOTO 50
9398 REM *******444************** **************
9399 REM SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE PROGRAM DATA
9400 READ F
9410 DIM FO(F), FRO(F). FL(F), FR(F)
9420 FOR I=1 TO F
READ Mt), FLU)
9430
9440 NEXT I
9450 DO = CHR$(4)
9460 DB0(0) = "READ "s DOOM, • "WRITE "
9470 RETURN
9498 REM *********04****** ****** ===•.4.p.44.*****
9499 REM SUBROUTINE FOR ACCESSING RANDOM ACCESS DISK FILES
9500 DA* - DO + "OPEN " + F$(F) + ".L" + STRO(FL(F))
9510 PRINT DA*
9515 ONERR GOTO 9580
9520 DA$ = DO + 01111(FA) + F$(F) + ".R. + STR$(FR(F))
9530 PRINT DA*
9540 IF FA=0 THEN INPUT FRO(F)
9550 IF FA-1 THEN PRINT FRCP)
9560 PRINT DO1"CLOSE"
9565 POKE 216.0
9570 RETURN 9579 REM ERROR HANDLING ROUTINE TO ESTABLISH NEW BLANK RECORD
95$0 PRINT DOOTLOSE"IPRINT"NO SUCH RECORD ..."
9552 FA-IL POKE 216,0
9585 FRS(F) • LEFTO(BLO.FL(F))
9590 00SU8 9500
9595 GOTO 120
9600 DATA 2
9610 DATA TEST ONE. 32
9620 DATA TEST TWO, 64

Listing 3. A simple random access record keeping program using two files, records with
single fields, and the generalized disk access procedures described in this article.
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you plan to assign to each field. Total
the number of characters for each
field and you have arrived at your
record length.
Although the DOS Manual from
Apple claims that a record length
may be any size from 1 byte to 32767
bytes, I have occasionally run into
problems. In all such cases, I have
overcome the problem by selecting a
record length that is an even factor of
256. This may be reasonable in light
of the fact that the Apple DOS transfers 256 bytes at a time from disk into
a memory buffer in the computer.
So I would advise sticking to
record Lengths that are powers of 2,
such as 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128.
This provides considerable flexibility
(you don't have to fill in all the
bytes), and if you must decrease a
field by one or two bytes to fit one of
these numbers, it usually can be done
with no great loss.
Storing the Ingredients
Listing 2 (lines 9500 to 9595) provides the subroutine instruction set
that takes care of all of your random
accesses to the disk. These lines, like
those in Listing 1, will appear in your
program with virtually no changes,
with the exception of line 9595, for
which a line number must be supplied. The instruction set is designed
to handle both storing data to the disk
and retrieving data from the disk.
The difference is denoted by the
value of the operation flag, FA.
This subroutine uses several variables that must be defined within the
program before it can be used. The
variable F must be assigned a number that corresponds to the number of
the file currently being accessed. For
example, if you had named your files
as shown in the example above (lines
9610 to 9630), then if you were currently accessing the Comments file,
you would want F to have a value of
3 (corresponding to file 3). FR(F)
must also be defined by the program.
It must be given the value that corresponds to the specific record
number in the file that you are dealing with. Finally, FA must be assigned a value of 0 if you are retrieving data from the disk ("Read" and
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"Input") and a value of I if you are
storing the data onto the disk
("Write" and "Print").
So with three assignment statements to give appropriate values to F,
FR(F) and FA, you can execute a
GOSUB 9500 and retrieve record FR(F)
from file F on your disk. The record
will come back as FR$(F), with all of
the data for each of the fields packed
together in one long string. But more
about that problem later. If you are
saving data to disk, the data must be
packed into FR$(F) first, and then,
after you have assigned appropriate
values to F, FR(F) and FA, you can
execute a GOSUB 9500 and Bingo! The
record will be stored to disk.
The subroutine at 9500 also contains an error trap in the event that
you attempt to retrieve a record from
the disk (FA = 0) using a record
number that does not exist for that
file. Should this occur, the error trap
will write a blank record into that
position in your file and, using the
COTO command in line 9595, return
the program to the instruction that
requested that record in the first
place. On the second attempt, of
course, there will be a record (containing blanks) in that position, and
the program proceeds normally.
The POKE 216,0 instructions are
necessary to counter the 'use of the
ONERR instruction. Their presence
allows errors in other parts of the program to be handled in the usual way
by the computer.
Program Listing 3 is a short demonstration program that illustrates
the simplest form of random access,
in which each record contains only a

single field. Two files are set up, and
the computer prompts you to input a
file number and a record number.
You are then asked if you wish to save
data (onto disk) or to load data (from
disk). If you indicate that you are
saving data, you will be prompted to
type in the string to be saved and,
when you press Return, the record
will be saved. If you indicate that you
are loading data from disk, the
specified record (if it exists) will be
retrieved from the disk and displayed
on the monitor.

original specifications.
This can be accomplished quite
easily for strings. For example, suppose you had decided that NM$, a
client's name, would consist of up to
20 characters. The following program line will pad whatever name
NM$ represents with enough blanks
to provide a total string length of 20
characters.

Tossing the Salad
Most applications will require
more than a single field for each record. The subroutine at 9500 works
properly only if a single record string,
identified as FR$(F), is to he written
to or retrieved from the disk. In order
to use that subroutine with more
complex situations, it will be necessary to devise a module, or subroutine, that packs the data from
each field into a single record string
before you store the data to disk (using a GOSUB 9500). Similarly, a
subroutine must be written that will
accept FR$(F) as a single record
string retrieved from the disk and
break that string down into the desired individual Data elements.
To prepare the data from each
field so that it can be packed into the
record string prior to that string's b6ing saved onto disk, each data element must be padded with the appropriate number of blank spaces so
that it occupies exactly the maximum
number of bytes that you decided on
when you were setting up the file's

BL$ is defined as a string containing
20 or more blank spaces. This string is
concatenated with NM$, and the left
20 characters, which includes all of
NM$ along with the required number of additional blanks, is taken and
reassigned to NM$.
Lines similar to 9300 must be used
for each element of string data that is
fielded within your record. Numeric
data is handled similarly, with the
only requirement being that the
number be changed to a string first.
For example, along with the name of
the client, you might also have included the client's identification
number. If these numbers range from
1 to 9999, then you will need a maximum of five bytes (allowing for the
sign), and the smaller numbers will
need to be padded with blanks. Line
9305 may be used for thiS situation.

9199 REM SUBROUTINE TO SAVE DATA TO DISK
9200 BL$ =" 25 blanks
"
9210 ON F GOSUB 9300, 9320, 9340
9220 FA = GOSUB 9500
9230 RETURN
9299 REM RECORD STRING PACKING FOR FILE 1
9300 NM$ LEFTS(NM$ + BL$, 20)
9305 CN$ LEFT$(STR$(CN) + BL$,
9310 FR$(F) = NM$ + CN$
9315 RETURN
Sample listing 1.

9199 REM SUBROUTINE TO SAVE DATA
TO DISK
9200 BL$ = "
9300 NM$ = LEFIll(NM$ +
20)

9305 CN$ = LEFT$(STRKN) + BL$, 5)

In this line, the client's number, as
CN, is converted to a string using the
STR$ function. Since this string may
have from 2 to 5 bytes, it needs to be
padded with blanks using the same
approach that was used in line 9310.
If you are really pinched for space,
and the sign of a number is not important, you can eliminate it from
the string using a Right$ function as
follows:
9305 CN$ = RIGHTVLEFTS(STMCN)
+ BL$,5),4)

Once the data elements have been
properly padded, FR$(F) can be
formed by concatenating them
together, as in line 9310.
9310 FR$(F) NM$ + CN$

Of course, F must have been assigned
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its appropriate value indicating
which file this information is to be
associated with.
If the string packing lines listed
above are included in a subroutine
that is called by a generalized
subroutine designed to handle all
operations that involve saving data to
disk, then a block of your program
between lines 9200 and 9399 might
look like Sample listing 1.
Two other subroutines must be included (lines 9320-9339 and lines
9340-9359) to take care of the padding and packing of FR$(F) when file
number 2 (F = 2) or file number 3
(F = 3) is being used. These subroutines will be handled in the same way
as the subroutine between lines 9300
and 9315 in Sample listing 1, using
the data elements that belong to each
respective file. The advantage to using the generalized routine becomes
obvious when you are ready to save
your data onto disk. You have just input the name (as NM$) and client
number (as CN) for a new client (or
edited the information for an old
client). You are now ready to save the
data to disk as record number 57.
The following line in the main program takes care of it all.
220 F = 1: FR(F) = 57: COSUB 9200

F selects the specific file you want
to store the record in. FR(F) selects
the record number to be stored. The
GOSUB 9200 sends the program to the
"Save Data to Disk" subroutine.
Since F = 1, the subroutine between
9300 and 9315 is used to pack FR$(F)
with the padded versions of NM$ and
CN. FA is then set to 1 so that the
subroutine at 9500 knows to store
FR$(F) onto the disk.

"The advantage to using
the generalized routine
becomes obvious when you
are ready to save your
data to disk."

Serving Suggestions
Of course, storing the data onto
disk is only half the picture. We must
also be able to retrieve the data and
display it or print it as individual data
elements. The subroutine at 9500 will
return data from the disk as a single
record string, FR$(F). A subroutine
module analogous to the string packing subroutine (lines 9200-9399) just
described must be written to unpack
the data elements from the record
string.
To unpack the record string, the
MID$ function is used. This function
extracts a specified number of bytes
from a given string starting at a position in that string that you can select.
The general form of the MID$ function is:
X$ = MID$(A$, A, B)
where A$ is the string to be operated
on, A is a number that tells where the
operation is to take place (that is,
how many bytes over from the start
of A$ to count before starting to
remove characters) and B is a number
that specifies how many bytes to
remove. For any given data element,
B will be the same number that you
used above in the string padding subroutine.
If the data item being unpacked is
numeric, the VAL function can be
used along with the MID$ function
to convert that item into its numeric
equivalent.

8999 REM SUBROUTINE TO RETRIEVE DATA FROM DISK
9000 FA = 0: GOSUB 9500
9010 ON F GOSUB 9100, 9120, 9140
9020 RETURN
9099 REM ROUTINE TO UNPACK DATA FOR FILE 1
9100 NM$ =MID$(FR$(F), 1, 20)
9105 CN = VAL(MIDS(FRS(F), 21, 5))
9100 RETURN
Sample listing 2.
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In order to retrieve data from the
disk, set up a general data retrieval
subroutine at line 9000. Then write a
short unpacking subroutine for each
file, using lines 9100 and 9198. This
approach is analogous to the one
given above for saving data to disk.
The lines given in Sample listing 2
could be used with the example that
has been presented thoughout this article.
As before, two additional subroutines (lines 9120-9139 and lines
9140-9159) are needed to handle the
unpacking process for records retrieved from file 2 and file 3 respectively. The appearance of these subroutines will be analogous to the unpacking subroutine shown in Sample
listing 2 (lines 9100-9119).
Now when you want to retrieve
the client's name and number from
record 86, you will use the following
line in your program:
250 F = 1: FR(F) = 86: COSUB 9000

On returning from the subroutine,
NM$ and CN will be properly defined for use by the program.
Of course, a practical program
will have FR(F) determined by an input statement from the keyboard
rather than an assignment statement
as shown above, or by the value of a
loop counter if the file is being
searched for a specific record. The
important point is simply that the only two items that need to be specified
by the main program before executing a GOSUB 9000 to retrieve a
record are the file number and the
record number. The program does
the rest.
The Appointment Calendar
If you are a regular reader of this
magazine, you may recall a "Datebook" program listing that I presented in my March article. In that
program I used Data statements that
had to be written into the program
each time a new appointment was to
be entered. The program could only
handle one week's appointments.
Listing 4 makes up for these deficiencies by providing a "user
friendly" program for setting up an
appointment calendar that will en-
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compass an entire year. Even your
secretary, who may know nothing
about programming, will be able to
use this program.
Each month is treated as a separate
random access disk data file. So when
you specify a month number in response to the prompt for month, you
are actually designating a file
number, F, to be used by the random
access disk handler routines. Each
day is treated as one record that contains 256 bytes. To accommodate an
entire year, 96K bytes of storage will

be required, so for all practical purposes you will want to devote most or
all of a disk to handle your appointments.
This program is perhaps a bit unusual in its file requirements in that
all 12 files have the same byte requirements (256) and the data records contained in each file are formatted the same way. This does simplify the packing and unpacking routines, however, since only one subroutine is needed for each of the two
functions, even though there are 12

Circle 168 on Reader Service card.

Listing 4. Appointment Calendar program. The main program corresponds to lines
100-180 (see Figure 2). with each major program function being handled as a separate
subroutine. Compare this listing with the organizational chart of Figure 1.
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Mode/ 170 will produce hard and carbonless
copies of programs, data or results. Write
Addmaster Corporation, 416 Juniper() Serra Dr.,
San Gabriel, CA 91776 or call 2131285.1121,
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Ram APPOINTMENT CALENDAR PROGRAM
2 REM
DEV. BY DAN BISHOP
7 REM
CUSTOM COMP
": REM 25 BLANKS
10 OCCUR 94001 BLS="
19 REM A$(I) CONTAINS APPT. INFO.; T6(1) IS THE TIME.
20 DIM
TS(9). DS(6)
29 REM READ DAYS OF THE WEEK
30 FOR I=0 TO 6
40
READ 119(1)
50 NEXT I
53 REM FNND(X) DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF DAYS IN A MONTH.
59 REM
IT REDUIRES V (YEAR) AND M (MONTH NUMBER).
CO DEF FNLY(2)=(M=2ANDCINT(Y/4)=Y/4))+29+(M=2AND(INT(Y/4)(fY/4))*28
El DEF FNLZ(Z).(M=4ORM=EORM=90RM=11)+30
62 DEF FNLX(2).(11=1ORM=S0RM=5ORM.70RM.RORM=10ORM=12).31
63 DEF FOIND(Z).= FNLY(1)+FNLZ(Z)+FNLX(Z)
99 REM ********* MAIN PROGRAM ****.*****+**
100 GOSUB 2001
REM INPUT DATE
110 IF F=0 OR YR=0 THEN END
120 Y = YR: M
F: GOSUB 500:
REM FIND DAY OF WEEK
REM GET APPT, PAGE FOR DATE
130 GOSUB 9000:
139 REM REPEAT ... UNTIL 26="X"
140
REM DISPLAY RPPT. PAGE
GOSUB 1100:
REM EDIT RPPT. PAGE
150
GOSUB 1200:
160 IF ZII()"X" THEN GOSUB 900:MOTO 140IREM REORDER APPTS.
REM SAVE TO DISK IF EDITED
170 IF EF% THEN EF%=0; GOSUB 9280:
IS@ GOTO 100
1S8 REM *****...**vaiwwwww......+*.**.*********.....**+.*****,***
199 REM SUBROUTINE FOR INPUT OF YEAR, MONTH AND DAY
200 HOME
210 INPUT"WHICH YEAR (ES. 1993) OR 0...":YR
220 IF YR=0 THEN 290
225 IF YR(19193 OR YR)1999 THEN 200
"F
230 INPUT"WHICH MONTH (1-12) OR 0
240 IF F=0 THEN 290
250 IF (F(1 OR F112) THEN 200
260 Y = YR: M = F: ND = FNND(Z)
"I:INPUTFR(F)
270 PRINT"WHICH DAY ( 1-"ND")
280 IF (FR(F)(1. OR FR(F))ND/ THEN 270
290 RETURN
1**VC*****WW4.4,WV*****WC
498 REM ****W***W**WW*4,
499 REM SUBROUTINE THAT DETERMINES DAY OF THE WEEK FROM DATE
500 V = 1963: X = 0
509 REM UNTIL Y EDUALS CURRENT YEAR DO
IF V = YR THEN 550
510
X = X + 365 + ( Y/&=INTCY/4) )
520
" Y = Y + 1
538
540 GOTO 510
550 FOR MM=1 TO 12
ND = FNIVD(7)
560
FOR 0-1 TO ND
570
X = X . 1
580
IF MM.F AND D.FRIF) THEN MM=12: D=ND: X=X-1
590
800
NEXT D
610 NEXT MM
620 X = INT( (X/7 - INT(X/7) + .05)=7 )
630 RETURN
898 REM ****=*********************=================**=4*******
899 REM SUBROUTINE TO SORT RPM'S. BY TIME OF DAY
900 FOR I = 0 TO 7
910
FOR J = 1+1 TO 8

Listing continued.
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THEN 940
920
IF T$(3) )= T$(1)
930
GOSUB 1050
940
NEXT
950 NEXT I
959 REM RELOCATE ALL ENTRIES WITH BLANK TIMES AT END
960 FOR I-0 TO 7
" THEN 1010
IF 70(1)0 "
970
9E0
FOR J=I+1 TO 8
" THEN GOSUB 1050: 3=9
990
IF Tt(J)(1"
1000
NEXT „I
1010 NEXT I
1020 RETURN
1048 REM *a1:714:***C*********:*:.**:11:11..**4.F.4-:**Pk4:+45algaltyli+144:*+:444:41.rk4.1.:*****
1049 REM SUBROUTINE TO SWAP APPTS POSITIONS
TO = 1-$(7): TO(J) = FO(I): TS(I) = TO
1050
T$ = A$(3): A$(3) = A$(1): A$(1) = TO
1060
1070 RETURN
1098 REM ........*************..**************** ..** . .
1099 REM SUBROUTINE TO DISPLAY CALENDAR PAGE
1100 HOME
1110 PRINT EVE)" "FR(F)", "YR" - "DO(X)
1120 PRINT"
1130 FOR 1,=0 TO 8
1150
PRINT I".
"ICI)" - "ROW
1160 NEXT I
1170 PRINT"
11E0 RETURN
1198 REM ..******************************.********************
1199 REM SUBROUTINE TO EDIT APPOINTMENT CALENDAR
1200 PRINT"ENTER NUMBER OF ITEM TO EDIT."
1210 PRINT"
(ENTER X TO QUIT)";
1220 INPUT Z$
1230 Z = VAL(1$)
1240 IF Z$="X" THEN 1340
1250 IF (Z(0 OR 218) OR (Z=0 AND 2$0"0") THEN 1200
1260 HOME
1270
= 1
12E0 PRINT"NEW ITEM:
TIME..."
1290 PRINT"(USE 24 HR CLOCK; ENTER AS HH.MM)"
"I: INPUT TO(Z)
1300 PRINT"
1310 IF LEN(TO(Z))=0 THEN T$(Z)="
DESCR..
1320 PRINT"
1330 PRINT"
=) "I: INPUT A$(1)
1340 RETURN
*****************.......******************************
8998 REM
8999 REM SUBROUTINE TO RETRIEVE DATA FROM DISK
9000 FA = 0: GOSUB 9500
9010 GOSUB 9100
9020 RETURN
9099 REM ROUTINE TO UNPACK DATA FROM RECORD STRING FR$(F)
9100 FOR I=0 TO
9110
AB(I) = MID$( FRO(F), 25.1+1, 20 )
9120
TOW = MID$( FRO(F), 25.I+21,; 5 )
9130 NEXT I
9140 IF MIDO(FRO(F),226.5) = "12345" THEN 9160
FOR I=0 TO 9: ROM = "": TOM = "
": NEXT I
9150
9160 RETURN
919E REM
9199 REM SUBROUTINE TO STORE DATA ONTO DISK
9200 GOSUB 9300
9210 FA = I: GOSUB 9500
9220 RETURN
9299 REM SUBROUTINE TO PACK DATA INTO RECORD STRING FRO(F)
9300 FRO(F) = ""
9310 FOR I=0 TO 8
A0(1) = LEFT$( AO(1) + BLO, 20 ): REM BLO=25 BLANKS
9320
TOW = LEFT$( TOW + BLO. 5 )
9330
9340
FRCP.) = ERE(F) + AO(1) + TO(I)
9350 NEXT I
9360 FR$(F) = FR$(F) + "12345"
9370 RETURN
9398 REM *****************C*********************************
9399 REM SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE PROGRAM FROM DATA
9400 READ F
9410 DIM F4(F). FR$(F), FL(F). FR(F)
9420 FOR 1=1 TO F
9430
READ FO(1), FL(I)
9440 NEXT I
9450 DO = CHR$(4)
94E0 08$(0) = "READ ": DBO(1)="WRITE
9465 BRO="
": REM 10 BLANKS
REM 255 BLANKS
9466 BRO=BRO+BRO+BRO+BRO+BROIBRO=BRO+BRO+BRO+BRO+BR$+"
9470 RETURN
9498 REM ..*****W*****W****C*****.WW************************
9499 REM SUBROUTINE FOR ACCESSING RANDOM ACCESS DISK FILES
9500 DA$ = DO + "OPEN " + FO(F) + ".L" + STRO(FL(F))
9510 PRINT DR$
9515 ONERR GOTO 95E0
9520 DA$ = DO + DBO(FA) + FO(F) + ",R" + STR$(FR(F))
9530 PRINT DAB
9540
9550
9560
9565
9570
9579
9580
9582
9585

IF FR=0 THEN INPUT FR$(F)
IF FA=1 THEN PRINT FR$(F)
PRINT DWCLOSE"
POKE 216,0
RETURN
REM ERROR HANDLING ROUTINE TO ESTABLISH NEW BLANK RECORD
PRINT DO;"CLOSE": FA=1
POKE 216,0
FRO(F)= LEFTO(BRO,FL(F)-1)
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The Applesoft Adviser—
APPOINTMENT CALENDAR PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE —TO STORE AND RETRIEVE A LIST OF APPOINTMENTS
CORRESPONDING TO ANY GIVEN DATE WITHIN A YEAR.
PROGRAM FUNCTIONS:
KEYBOARD ENTRY
OF SPECIFIC
DATE.

INPUT DESIRED
DATE

LINES 200-390

CALCULATE DAY
OF WEEK

LINES 500-590

Tql{VAL OF
CALENDAR PARE
PROM DISK.

DISPLAY
CALENDAR
PAGE,

( START

LINES 9000-9190
AND 9500-9590
SORT APPOINTMENTS
BY TIME

LINES 900.1010

DISPLAY SORTED
APPOINTMENTS

LINES 1100-1190

EDITING Of
INDIVIDUAL
APPOINTMENT
LINES.

STORAGE OF
CALENDAR PAGE
ONTO DISH.

INITIALIZE
PROGRAM
READ DATA
DIMENSION ARRAYS
DEFINE FUNCTIONS

LINES 1200 —1390
ENTER DATE

LINES 9200 —9590
Arma, 9500-95951

OPERATOR ENTERS 0
FOR MONTH OR YEAR
TO END THE PROGRAM.

TRUE

LINES 10-90
AND 9400-9490

Figure 1. Functional modules for the Appointment Calendar program shown in Listing 4.
Each module is represented in the program by a separate subroutine. The line numbers
give the specific locations allotted for each subroutine.
SORT
APPTS.

Listing continued.
9590
9595
9590
9599
9600
9610
9620
9630
9640
9650
9660
9670
9680
9690
9700
9710
9720
9730
9740

GOSUB 9500
GOTO 130
REM *****************************************************
REM RANDOM ACCESS FILE SPECS
DATA 12
DATA JANUARY. 256
DATA FEBRUARY, 256
DATA MARCH, 256
DATA APRIL, 256
DATA MAY, 256
DATA JUNE. 256
DATA JULY, 256
DATA AUGUST, 256
DATA SEPTMBER, 256
DATA OCTOBER. 256
DATA NOVEMBER, 256
DATA DECEMBER, 256
DATA SATURDAY, SUNDAY. MONDAY, TUESDAY
DATA WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY. FRIDAY

files. More commonly a separate subroutine would be needed for each
file used.
To use the appointment calendar
program, you must first call up the
page that corresponds to the particular day you are interested in. This is
done by providing the year (using all
four digits), the month (a number between 1 and 12), and the day when
you see the prompts for these items
appear on the screen, The computer
accounts for the different number of
days in each month, including leap
year February's. The computer will
also calculate the correct day of the
week from the above information, so
long as the year is between 1983 and
1999. Since the year 2000 is not a leap
year (even though is is divisible
by 4), you will have to make a program modification to keep the program working properly after February 28, 2000.
With the year, month and date
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properly entered, the computer will
display a calendar page with room
for nine entries. The entry positions
are numbered from 0 to 8 and you are
asked to press a single digit (or the letter X) to quit. If you select blank
line, the number you press is of no
consequence, because the computer
will automatically sort all of your entries according to the time of day (if
you use a 24 hour clock!), placing entries having no time entry at the end.
On the other hand, if you are changing an old entry, you must press the
number that corresponds to that entry in order to write over it.
You are now asked to enter the
time for the appointment. You may
simply press the Return key if you are
not entering a time. For instance, you
may be entering simple information
relating to the day, such as Wife's
Birthday. On the other hand, if you
are entering a time, be sure to use a
24 hour clock, and enter five charac-

OPERATOR ENTERS 0
WHEN FINISHED
WITH A GIVEN PAGE.

TRUE

FA

TRUE

EF% ID MYER A VALUE
OF I ONLY IF CHANGES
HMI NEON MADE TO
A GIVEN ►AGE.

Figure 2. Flowchart for the main program
module within the Appointment Calendar
program of Listing 4. This flowchart
covers only lines 100-180 and shows how
the modules from Figure 1 are strung
together to make a functioning program.

ters. The first two must correspond to
the hour, such as 09 or 15; the, third
character may be any allowed separator (colons and commas are not
allowed—try a period, single quote,
hyphen or slash). The last two
characters correspond to the minutes.
Finally you will be asked to enter
the description of the appointment.
In order to get a full year on a single
disk, with nine appointments for
each day, the description must be
brief. The computer will keep only
the first 20 characters that you type
in. When this entry is completed, the
computer will sort your new entry into the calendar and redisplay the
page with the appointments in their
proper order. You may now enter another appointment or you may return
to the date prompts by pressing the

FOR COMPLETE GRAPHICS:

Uerselikiter
ARTIST

EDUCATION

GAME PROGRAMMER

COPYRIGHT 1982,VERSO COMPUTING INC

Okla/co C
for rant*
IH2-111112
Sine or
Tat owl
.1

Jo,Ire".
for sine
wave ou t

i'ult Ye

Function Generator

RISt.'1!'"iltabeatrirs7
HOBBIEST

Teachers, artists, engineers,
programmers & hobbiests
find VersaWriter an
easy to use tool for
creating micro
computer graphics.
No programming
experience is required.
Pictures can be made
by simply tracing. Even
children can explore the
exciting world of
computer graphics. The
VersaWriter is as limitless
as your imagination.

`C.,vERki
7

computinc, inc.

CHILDREN

ENGINEERING

VersaWriter contains
complete software for
drawing with color,
brushes & dots. Add
text or fill in over
100 colors.
Create your own
shapes and place
anywhere on the
screen. Use
Area/Distance,
Move Picture,
Electronic Drawing
& Skeleton programs plus much
more. Complete hardware/software
system for Apple 11/11+/Ile
- $299.00
Versa Computing Products are available
at your local computer products store.
Distributed by:
Computerland Corp.
Hayward, Calif.

Micron Distributing
Toronto, Canada

Educational Media
Washington, Penn.

Sot tsel Computer Products
Inglewood, Calif.

Program Spektrum
Bromma, Sweden

ESD Laboratories
Tokyo, Japan

Pete & Pam Computers
Lancashire, England

Micro Products Sales Group
Lynn, Mass.

Blue Ridge Computers
Capetown, South Africa

3541 Old Conejo Road, Suite 104 • Newbury Park, CA 91320 • (805) 498-1956
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letter X. To end the program, enter a
zero for the year or for the month.
When you first enter a date that
has not been used before, the computer will not find a record on the
disk for that date. In that event it will
write a blank record to disk and reinitialize the program. Type the date
a second time and the blank calendar
page will appear.
How the Program Works
Figure 1 shows the program analysis chart that depicts each of the functional elements within this program.
This chart also lists the line numbers
for each function's corresponding
subroutine. By modularizing the various functions used by this program,
the main program becomes a list of
subroutine calls, as can be seen in
lines 100-180 of Listing 4 and the
flowchart in Figure 2.
The first thing the program does

(line 10) is execute the subroutine at
line 9400, which dimensions the arrays to be used by our file handler
routine and which reads the Data elements that describe the files we are
using to the computer. Additional
Data elements to be used by the program must follow these file descriptors, as is shown by the names of the
days of the week (lines 9730 and
9740), which are read next (lines
30-50). Line 20 dimensions A$,
which will hold the descriptions of a
single day's appointments, and T$,
which holds the corresponding times.
The user-defined functions (lines
60-63) all work together to determine the number of days contained
in a specified month for a specified
year. After these functions have been
defined, the main program begins execution at line 100 with a call to
Subroutine 200. This subroutine handles the keyboard entry of the desired

Circle 229 on Reader Service card.

Auto Repeat: Invaluable. Repeats any
keypress, including control characters for
scrolling, rubout, etc. Adjustable delay to
match your typing touch. ON/OFF control.
High Speed Cursor: Makes Apple's REPT
key a speed control to double the repeat
rate of any keypress. Zip through text or
across a VisiCalc spreadsheet to get there
fast. A must for 80 column displays.
New option for the REPEATERRRR:
SHIFT-key Modification: SHIFT as you
should. Get the "standardized" connection
(SHIFT-key to Game I/O) while leaving the
Game I/O open with our plug-in connector
Supported by most popular word processors (Apple Writer II,Word Handler, Screen
Writer II, etc.) and many other programs.
Works only with certain software and/or
most 80 column boards.
Easy installation. Open top and plug onto
25-pin connector between keyboard and
encoder board (fits Rev .7 or later).

REPEATERRRR
without SHIFT-key modification $2495

REPEATERRRR+
with SHIFT-key modification $3495
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TO ORDER: Ask your local dealer
or order direct.
Add S2 per order shipping/handling
(S5 foreign). Ohio orders add 6.5% saf
tax. Check, MasterCard VISA (incl. car
no. & exp. date). 30 day trial — full refund if not satisfied. One year warranty.

HIGHORDERMICROELECTRONICS CORP
17 RIVER ST. CHAGRIN FALLS OHIO 44022
PHONE 216-247-3110
Trademarks: Apple/Apple Computer, Inc.. Screen
Writer II/Sierra On-Line, Inc., Word Handler/Silicon Valley
Systems Inc., VisiCalc/VAsiCorp.

year, month and day for a given appointment book page,
Line 110 in the main program will
end the program if the value entered
for the year or for the month is 0.
Otherwise, Subroutine 500 is executed, in which the day of the week
that corresponds to the specified date
is determined. This is done by calculating the number of days contained
between January 1, 1983 (a Saturday), and the specified date. The
variable X is returned from this subroutine with a value between 0 and
6, corresponding to a day between
Saturday and Friday. Line 620 is
essentially a "Modulo" operation.
The main program now tackles the
problem of retrieving the desired calendar page from the disk. The values
for F and FR(F) have been defined
from the date entry subroutine.
Thus a simple GOSUB9coo handles the
problem for us. If there have been no
entries for this date yet, the error
handling subroutine will insert a
blank record for this date and restart
the program. This clears the Gosub
pointer stack. Consequently, in line
9595 of our disk file subroutine, the
instruction to use is simply RUN.
Once a record has been retrieved,
then Subroutines 1100 and 1200 are
executed in sequence (lines 140-150).
Subroutine 1100 handles the display
of the appointment calendar page,
while Subroutine 1200 presents the
user with the opportunity to update
any of the fields being displayed. The
flag variable, EF$, is used to indicate whether any changes have
been made to the calendar. It is set to
1 if there have, and left at 0 if there
have not. In either event, the program returns to the main program at
line 160.
If Z$ is not an X after returning
from Subroutine 1200, then the operator must still wish to work with that
page. Subroutine 900 is executed,
which simply sorts the entries in the
appointment book by time and rearranges this order so that all entries
with blanks for a time are placed at
the end of the list. Then the main
program cycles back to line 140 to redisplay the updated page and await

The Applesoft Adviser
"In addition to improving
efficiency, ... you can
design screen displays
and printed documents
more easily."

further editing.
When the operator has indicated
that no further use is needed for a
given display (Z$ = "X"), then the
main program executes line 170. If
any changes have been made to that
page (as evidenced by EF$ = 1),
then the updated page is stored to
disk using Subroutine 9200. If no
changes have been made, the program merely cycles back to the date
entry point to await instructions
to call up another page from the calendar.
The only basic difference between
the data packing and unpacking subroutines used in this program is that,
since all 12 data files are using identical records, only one packing subroutine and one unpacking subroutine need be defined to be used for all
values of F. In additon to this
change, the final 5 bytes of each
record, following the nine appointment, entries, is the five-character
field 12345. This field appears only in
records that have had data written to
them. A newly initiated record will
not have this marker. Consequently,
for these new records, all values for
appointment descriptors and for
times are set equal to blanks to
remove any unwanted garbage that
might have been brought in from
the disk.
Conclusion
It goes without saying that any efficient use of disk files for applications that involve database management operations must ultimately involve random access file handling
procedures. If you have avoided random access files merely because they
appear to be more complicated than
other methods, I hope that this article
has served to alleviate those fears. In
addition to improving efficiency, by
formatting the data fields to specific
field lengths (a procedure that is not

actually required in Applesoft), you
can design screen displays and
printed documents more easily.
Next month I plan to begin working with graphics. I will cover some
of the fundamental concepts in
writing programs that use both lowresolution and high-resolution
graphics displays. The following
month. I will describe a simplified approach to developing and handling

shape tables that alleviates much of
the drudgery involved when using
the method outlined in the Applesoft
manual. In the meantime, please
write and share your ideas, comments and discoveries with me so that
I can pass them on to other readers.
The more liberal we become with
sharing what we know, the more valuable this magazine becomes to each
of us! •
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GIVE YOUR APPLE®
INSTANT RECALLTM
FOR JUST $59.95
TM
IL

SAMS
BOOKS

Forget what you've heard about computer filing. INSTANT
RECALL just made everything easy. No fields, no forms, no
formats, no fooling. Nothing to set up before you get started.
And, best of all, INSTANT RECALL comes at a no-kidding price
of just $59.95.
Save your notes about everything. Keep track of appointments
and important dates. Record minutes of your meetings. Or
reminders about customers conferences, expenses, or just
about anything! You can mix up as many kinds of information
as you want, or you can organize different files on different
diskettes. Either way, INSTANT RECALL finds what you've filed
the instant you ask, whether or not you remember what's
there.
ff you've got an Apple !I ® or Apple II Plus® with at least 48K,
one disk drive and Applesoft in ROM, what are you waiting for?
To find your nearest dealer or to order, call 800-428-3696 or
317-298-5566 and ask for Operator 372.1n Canada, contact
Lenbrook Industries, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario.

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
PO. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206
Instant Recall is a trademark of Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc
Apple II and Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc
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The Assembly Advantage
by Randy Hyde

Speedy Integers
L

ast time I discussed how variables are defined in a SPEED/
ASM program. One byte must be reserved for a character variable, two
bytes for an integer variable, eight
for a floating point variable, and
(n + 2) bytes must be reserved for a
string variable. Now I'll describe how
to perform integer arithmetic using
the SPEED/ASM package.
Before describing how to deal with
integer values in SPEED/ASM, I
think a brief review concerning the
declaration of integer variables is in
order. As I mentioned last time,
SPEED/ASM integers require two
bytes of storage in RAM memory.
While there are many ways to reserve
two bytes of storage for an integer, I
prefer to define an integer variable
using the ADR pseudo-opcode thus:

numbering system. A pure binary through to a variable location. The
numbering system cannot be used to 6502 would extract the data at that
represent negative values so the use of location and attempt to execute it as a
the binary number system is quite valid 6502 instruction—usually with
restrictive. The two's complement undesirable results. A well written
number system divides the unsigned SPEED/ASM program will have its
range in half and uses half of the variable declarations at the end of the
possible values to represent the program, after the JMP EXIT innumbers 0 . . 32767 and the other struction (or whatever other method
half of the available values to repre- you use to terminate program execusent numbers in the range -32768..
tion—see Part One of this series). A
-1. Since SPEED/ASM uses the good format for your SPEED/ASM
same two's complement format em- programs is shown in Example 1.
ployed by Basic, SPEED/ASM's nuOnce you've defined an integer
meric range ( - 32768 . . 32767) is variable, the next step is to manipthe same as Basic's.
ulate the data it holds. There are
Always remember that SPEED/ essentially ten integer operations availASM variables must be defined out- able to the SPEED/ASM programside the range of your code. That is, mer: loading a variable with a value,
during the execution of your program copying the contents of one integer
the 6502 must never jump to or fall variable to another, the absolute val-

<name> ADR 0

where <name> is the variable name
with which I wish to reference the integer value. For example, to declare
the integer variables I, J and K, I
would use the statements:

; (Put the SPEEDIASM equates here)
EXIT EQU 0769

I ADR 0
J ADR 0
K ADR 0

Integers on the 6502 consist of two
bytes; the first eight bits (byte) comprise the low order byte (L.O. byte)
and the second eight bits of the integer comprise the high order byte
(H.O. byte). A single byte can hold
any numeric value in the range 0 . . .
255. Two bytes (taken as an unsigned
integer) can be used to represent
values in the range 0 . . . 65535. The
SPEED/ASM package uses a modified form of the binary numbering
system called the two's complement

JSR
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;Always call INIT first.

; (Your SPEED/ASM program goes here)

JMP

EXIT

;Used to terminate the program

; Variable declarations go here, eg:
I
J

ADR
ADR

0
0

; etc.
END

Address correspondence to Randy Hyde,
Laser MicroSystems, 1791 Capital, Corona,
CA 91720.

INIT

;Required by LISA for end of program.
Example 1.

Plug 3,000 new applications
into your Apple:
300% faster than your Appie system! The CP/M Card is the
THE CP/M Card° plugs CP/M Plus" into your Apple.
only Apple II performance package that offers the speed and
The CP/M Card gives you the option of running your Apple Il
efficiency of CP/M Plus.
with the speed and capability of a professional Z-80 system
with CP/M*-compatible software. You plug in the CP/M
A plug about quality
Card. Then choose CP/M or your standard Apple software
The CP/M Card was designed and built by Digital Research,
at your option.
the creators of CP/M, and Advanced Logic Systems, the most
Plug into a big, new world of software.
respected manufacturer of Apple performance products. So
you know the CP/M Card is the most perfectly integrated
The CP/M Card gives you instant access to the world's largest
selection of microcomputer software—more than 3,000
Apple performance package you can buy.
CP/M-compatible applications, languages, and
Why just keep plugging along? The CP/M Card
programming utilities. So, you, too can use proprovides everything you need—including 64K of
fessional business programs such as WordStar,.' 1.
on-boardmemory
memo CP/M Plus, CBASIQ
SuperCale," Condor,"' and other high-performance
GSX'"-80 and full documentation—for just 5399.
software from Day One. Yet, you still have access
Now available through the CP/M library
to your present library of Apple software.
See your local microcomputer dealer today. Or
contact Advanced Logic Systems,11.95 East
Plug into incredible performance.
...=
Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (800)
Together, the ultra-fast CP/M Card and
Advanced
Logic
Systems
538-8177. (In California (408) 730-0306.)
CP/M Plus run applications up to

The CP/M Card for your Apple IL
Also avail able for the Apple Ile.

CP/M, CP/M Phis, the CP/M Card and CBASIC are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Z•gil is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc.
WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation. SuperCaic is a trademark of Sorcirn Corporation. Condor is a trademark of Condor Computer
Corporation. GSX-80 is a trademark of Graphics Software System. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. C1982 Digital Research Inc.
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CLC
LDA I
ADC j
STA K
LDA 1 + 1
ADC J + 1
STA K + 1

SEC
LDA

;Always before an addition
;Add L.O. byte of I to the
;L.O. byte of j and
;store sum in L.O. byte of K.
;Add H.O. byte of I to the
;H.O, byte of J and store.the
;sum in the H.O. byte of K.

spc
STA K
LDA I + 1
SBC J + 1
STA K + 1

Example 2.

ue function (ABS), negation, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, modulo (remainder) and the
random number function. Beyond
these computational capabilities, the
ability to input and output integers is
also desirable.
Addition and subtraction are handled so easily in 6502 machine code
that SPEED/ASM doesn't include addition and subtraction routines. If
you wanted to add I and J and store
the sum in K you would use the code
in Example 2.
The CLC (clear carry) instruction
absolutely must precede the addition
sequence. Failure to clear the carry
flag before performing the addition
operation may result in an intermittent bug in your program. This addition sequence is almost identical to
the Basic statement:
K =I + j
To perform a subtraction in 6502
assembly language (or SPEED/ASM),
use the sequence in Example 3. Note
that the carry flag must be set (using
the SEC instruction) before performing the subtract sequence. Failure to
set the carry before performing a subtraction may yieldunpredictable results. The subtraction sequence
above is roughly equivalent to the
Basic statement:

;Carry must be set before a subtraction
;Subtract the L.O. byte of J from
;I and store the difference
;into the L.O. byte of K.
;Subtract the H.O. byte of J from
;the H.O. byte of I and store the
;difference into the H.O. byte of K.
Example 3.

CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA

I
#4369
K
I+I
f4369
K+

Example 4.

you would use the code in Example 4.
This would produce the desired
results. If you wanted to use a
negative constant, LISA v2.5 requires that you preface the negative
value with an exclamation mark.
LISA v3.0 imposes no such restriction
(see Example 5).

Testing for Overflow and Underflow
As I mentioned, the 6502 addition
and subtraction operations are only
rough approximations of the listed
Basic statements. The difference between the assembly-language and
Basic statements is in the way Basic
checks for overflow or underflow. In
Basic, if you attempt to add 32000 to
32000 you will get a ">32767" error.
In a.sca-mbly language you will end up
with the value — 1536 in variable K,
and no error will be reported. When
I was learning addition in grade
school I was taught that 32000 +
K=I—J
32000 equals 64000, not — 1536.
If you need to add a constant to an
If you can live with a possible
integer variable (instead of adding overflow or underflow, the above setwo integer variables together) the # quences should work just fine. If you
and / operators can be used to specify need to report an error if overflow occonstants in the 6502 operand field. curs, you must check the 6502 overThe # is used to specify the L.O. byte flow flag after performing an addiof an integer constant and the / is tion or subtraction. After an addition
used to specify the H .0. byte of an or subtraction the 6502 overflow flag
integer constant. If you wanted to will be clear if the result is within
add the constant 4369 to the integer range and set if it is out of range. The
variable I and leave the result in K 6502 BVC (branch if overflow clear)
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CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA

#1-5639
J
K
/1-5939
J+1
K+1

Example 5.

and BVS branch if overflow set) instructions can be used to check for an
overflow or underflow condition (see
Example 6).
Initializing and Copying
Integer Variables
The MOVE and LOAD routines
are used to copy and initialize integer
variables in a SPEED/ASM program.
LOAD lets you initialize an integer
variable with an integer constant and
MOVE lets you copy the contents of
one integer variable into another.
The LOAD command uses the
calling sequence:
JSR
LOAD
ADR <value>,<name>

This routine copies the two-byte integer <value> into the variable specified by <name>. For example, to
load the value 3765 into the variable I
you would use the statement:
JSR LOAD
ADR 3765,1

To load a negative number into the
variable LISA 2.5 users must preface
the negative number with the exclamation point (I). To load — 438
into the variable I you should use the
statement(s):
JSR LOAD
ADR 1-438,1

LISA 3.0 users should omit the exclamation mark. These two state-

Is 42
seconds
worth
The new Transtar 130 daisy wheel
printer generates a full-page letter in
78 seconds. The least expensive 40 cps
printer does it in 36. Only 42 seconds
difference. .for twice the price.
At only $895, the Transtar 130 letterquality printer makes speed its only
compromise. Shannon-text rated at
16 cps, the Transtar 130 gives you better
printing quality than any 40 cps printer.
It allows you the full range of wordprocessing functions such as proportional
spacing, superscript, subscript, underscoring and a true boldface. The 130 is
"plug and go" compatible with the best-

selling word processing packages. It's
quiet: only 65dB. It's durable. It boasts
a unique new autoload feature that automatically loads paper to one of four preselected positions with the touch of a
button. And, as if that weren't enough,
its end-user warranty runs a full six
months—twice that of most of its competitors.
Affordable and loaded with all the
features of printers costing twice as
much, the Transtar 130 letter-quality
printer retails for less than $900. But
it's up to you: Is 42 seconds really
worth $1000?

Transtar

Box C-96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009
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EQU *FF69
CLC
LDA
ADC J
STA K
LDA
I+1
ADC J + 1
STA
K+1
BVC GOODADD
JSR PRINT
BYT
"Error >32767",CR,O
JMP EXIT

GOODADD

;If error then
;print in error
;message and
;quit the program.
;Continue here if
;no overflow

SEC
LDA
I
SBC
J
STA K
LDA
I+1
J+1
SBC
STA
K+1
BVC GOODSUB
JSR PRINT
BYT
"Error< — 32768",CR,O
JMP EXIT
GOODSUB

Example 6.

Listing I. SPEED/ASM equate file.
08u0
0800
08u0
08u0
0800
0800
0800
08u0
0800
08u0
0800
08u0
0000
0001
0002
0003
0005
0007
0009
000A
000C
000D
000F
0010
0011
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
001A
001B
001C
0800
0033
004E
004F
0100
0200
0800
0800

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Trx, "SPEED/ASM Equates"

;
**********************************

*

* LISTING ONE: SPEED/ASM
*
file.
*

*

equate *

*

8 *************** ****** *************

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

;
;

; GENERAL PURPOSE EQUATES

I =3765

and
I = -438
respectively. Please note that the #
and / operators are not required before the constant values. This is an
unfortunate inconsistency, so you
should take extra care to avoid either
placing the # or / symbols here, or
leaving the # and / symbols out of the
operand field of the 6502 LDA or
other arithmetic instruction. Remember, the LOAD routine is used
to load a constant value into an integer variable. If you use a variable
name as the first operand to the
LOAD routine, the address of that
variable, not its current contents,
will be loaded into the destination
variable.
The MOVE routine copies the contents of one integer variable into
another. The MOVE command uses
the syntax:
JSR MOVE
ADR <namel>,<name2>

MOVE copies the contents of
<namel> into <name2>. So if you
wanted to copy the contents of variable J into variable I you would use
the statement:
JSR MOVE
ADR
J,I

;
FORASAV EFL 0
FORXSAV EPZ FORASAV+1
FORYSAV EPZ FORXSAV+1
EIDRZFG
EPZ FORYSAV+1
DESTADR EPZ FORZPG+2
EPZ DESTADR+2
PTRADR
ISIMMED EPZ PTRADR+2
EPZ IS IMMED+1
OP
MAKIN
EPZ 0P+2
EPZ MAXLEN+1
VALUE
EPZ VALUE+2
DIGIT
EPZ DIG /T+1
LFADO
JMPADR
EPZ LEADO +1
COUNT
EPZ JMEADR+2
EPZ COUNI4-1
0:71.LN
LINEINDX EPz Garui+3.
EPZ LINEINDX+1
SIGN
ACL
EPZ SIGN+1
EPZ ACL+1
ACH
XTNDL
Eez ACB+1
XTNDH
EPZ XINDL+1
Eez XTNDEI+1
AUXL
AUX11
EFL AUXL+1
;
PROMPT EFL $33
EPZ $ 4E
ENDL
EPZ $ 4F
RDH
STACK
EQU $100
EQU $200
INPUT
;
;

This is comparable to the Basic statement:
I ='J

Listing continued.
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ments are comparable to the Basic
statements:

Always remember that MOVE copies
the contents of an integer variable into another variable. If you use a constant as the first operand (or second
operand for that matter), MOVE
will simply go to the address in
memory specified by that constant,
get the two bytes, and store them into
the destination variable.
I should point out that SPEED/
ASM does very little type and range
checking. MOVE and LOAD simply
move values around. They don't care
if you're actually dealing with integer
variables. They store two bytes into
the address you specify regardless of
whether the variable is a character,
integer, floating point, string var-

atlantic
Softw at

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

UP TO
0/0
e

9 Spinning Wheel Rd. Monroe, CT 06468
GAMES

DISCOUNT
Apple-Atari-IBM
BUSINESS

HOBBY

Program

List Price

Our Price

Program

List Price

Our Price

Starcross
Seafox
Mask of the Sun
Curse of Ra
Freefall
Ali Baba & the Forty Thieves
Blade of Blackpool
Tubeway
Spy's Demise
Neptune
Aztec
The Prisoner II
Pinball Construction Set
Tunnel Terror
Twerps
Inferno
Chop Lifter
Bandits
Audex
The Arcade Machine
Castle Wolfenstein
Star Blazer
Snack Attack
Cannonball Blitz
Escape from Rungistan
Swashbuckler
Serpentine
Ultima
Night Mission Pinball
Zork I, II, or lit
Flight Simulator
Wizard and the Princess
Deadline
Time Zone
Goldrush
Congo
Fly Wars
County Fair
Minotaur
Lemmings
Cyclod
Nightmare Gallery
Sherwood Forest
The Queen of Phobos
Rendezvous
Wizardry
Knight of Diamonds
Frogger
Kabul Spy
Sargon II
Way Out (3D)
Borg
Cross Fire
Cyborg
David's Midnight Magic
Marauder

39.95
29.95
39.95
19.95
29.95
32.95
39.95
34.95
29.95
29.95
39.95
32.95
39.95
29.95
29.95
29.95
34.95
34.95
29.95
59.95
29.95
31.95
29.95
34.95
29.95
34.95
34.95
39.95
29.95
39.95
33.50
32.95
49.95
99.95
34.95
34.95
29.95
29.95
34.95
29.95
29.95
34.95
34.95
34.95
39.95
49.95
34.95
34.95
34.95
34.95
39.95
29.95
29.95
32.95
34.95
34.95

27.45
20.55
29.95
13.65
20.55
22.20
27.45
24.00
22.45
20.55
27.45
22.65
27.45
20.55
20.55
22.45
24.00
24.00
20.55
42.85
20.55
21.65
20.55
24.00
20.55
24.00
24.00
27.45
23.20
27.45
27.20
22.65
34.25
65.00
24.00
24.00
20.55
20.55
24.00
20.55
20.55
25.30
26.20
26.20
27.45
36.20
25.30
24.00
24.00
25.30
27.45
20.55
20.55
22.65
24.00
24.00

DB Master
DB Master Utility Pak 1
DB Master Utility Pak 2
D Base II
PFS: Report
PFS: Graph
Visitrend/Visiplot
Visicalc 3.3
The General Manager
Magic Window II
Versaform
Screenwriter II
Word Handler
Super Text 40/80
Wordstar
Mailmerge
The Dictionary
Supercalc (Req. Softcard)
Letter Perfect
Sensible Speller
1st Class Mail
Real Estate Analyzer II
Pie Writer
Spell Star
Magic Mailer
Pascal Programmer
Data Fax

229.00
99.00
99.00
700.00
95.00
125.00
300.00
250.00
229.95
149.95
389.00
129.95
199.00
175.00
495.00
250.00
99.95
295.00
149.95
125.00
74.95
195.00
149.95
250.00
99.95
125.00
199.00

159.00
68.00
68.00
460.00
68.00
90.00
224.00
184.00
151.74
105.00
268.00
93.50
137.50
129.00
335.00
172.50
71.95
203.50
107.95
90.00
53.95
134.50
105.00
172.50
50.00
89.00
139.00

NEW RELEASES
Program
Spider Raid
Snooper Troops 1 or 2
Story Machine
Beneath the Apple
Manor (Special Ed.)
Starmaze
Gallactic Attack
Pest Patrol
The Dark Crystal
Final Conflict
Shuttle Intercept
Lacer Bounce
Zero-Gravity Pinball
Federation
Demon's Forge
Interstellar Sharks
Lunar Leepers
U-Boat Command
Mars Cars
Money Munchers
High Orbit
The Cosmic Balance
Juggle's Rainbow
Bumble Games
Gertrude's Secrets
Later Silk
Firebug
Zenith
Phazer Fire
Crazy Mazery
Missing Rings
Chess (Odesta)
Succession
Battle of Normandy
Cytron Masters
Laftpak
Adventure to Atlantis
International Gran Prix
0o-T000s

Our
Price
22.45
32.50
25.30
21.65
25.30
21.55
20.55
27.45
25.35
25.35
25.35
20.55
20.55
20.55
22.55
20.55
21.70
20.55
20.55
20.55
25.95
31.20
41.25
51.55
20.55
17.10
24.00
20.55
20.55
27.45
52.45
20.55
25.95
25.95
24.00
28.95
20.55
22.65

HARDWARE
Our
Price

Printers

Program

List

Dos Boss
The Graphics Magician
The Complete Graphics Sys.
Special Effects
Utility City
Lisa 2.5
Lisa Educational System
Apple Mechanic
TASC Compiler
Alpha Plot
Graforth II
Zoom Graphix
Bag of Tricks
Merlin Assembler
Merlin Combo Pack
Hi-Res Secrets
Back It Up II Plus

'9'.5
69.95
39.95
29.50
79.95
119.95
29.50
175.00
39.50
75.00
39.95
39.95
64.95
119.95
124.95
59.95

Microline 82A FT
Microline 84A FT(S)
Microline 844 FT (P)
NEC
8023A w/Graph. Par
Smith Corona TP•1
Brother
HR-1 Parallel
ProWriter
8510AP Parallel
8510ACD Serial
Monitors
Armtek Color I
Amdek Color II
Amdek Color III
Amdek RGB Interface
Amdek 3005 Hi-Res 5
Sanyo 9" BI. & Wh.
Sanyo 9" Green
Sanyo 12" Green
Sanyo 13" Color L/R
NEC 12" Color
USI 12" Amber
USI 12" Green
Disk Drina
Micro SCI A2
Micro SCI A2 w/contr
Rana Elite 1 (add on)
Rana Elite 1 w/contr

939
689
1099
1069
485
629
825
415
585
Our
Price
339
725
435
149
149
149
155
210
375
325
169
144
Our
Price
347
430
310
416

2:

Odr
Pnce
16.50
44 95
52.45
29.95
20.25
54.95
82.45
20.25
126.95
27.25
56.25
29.95
29.95
47.00
80.45
82.50
41.00

HOME
Program

List

Our
Price
74.95
51.50
79.95
57.95
65.00
44.65
24.95
18.00
89.00
67.50
21.65
30.00
27.45
39.95
39.95
28.95
100.00
78.25
34.95
25.30

Home Accountant
ASCII Express
Data Capture 4.0
Typing Tutor II
Transend I
SAT English I
Master Type
ACE
Visiterm
Facemaker

okima
micone 83A FT

54_95
539 3C
110_0C
82 50

Nibbles Away II
Microsoft Premium System
Wildcard
PFS: File
Call on Franklin computer
Call on Apple computer

ACCESSORIES
Item
System Saver
Hayes Micromodem II
Hayes Chronograph
The Joyport
TG Paddles
TG Joysticks
TG Select-A-Port
Microsoft Softcard
Videx Vidioterm Card
The Grappler
Microsoft RAM Card
Kraft Joystick
Videx Enhancer II
Wizard 80K (Apple)
Wizard 16F (Apple)
S.A.M. Automatic Mouth
Apple Cat II

Our
Price
74.00
265.00
177.00
53.55
28.55
39.95
42.85
238.95
248.00
138.50
75.00
48.50
121.00
180.00
86.25
85.95
315.00

MEDIA

Our
Price
25.00
32.00
31.00

Elephant 5 1/4 SSSD/10
Verbatim 51/4 SSSD/10
Maxell 5r/4 SSDD/ 10

ORDERS ONLY
For fast delivery send certified check, cashiers check or
money order. We also accept C.O.D's, Mastercard and Visa.
(Include card # and expiration date.) Conn. residents add
7.5% sales tax. Include $2.50 for shipping. We ship same
day for most orders. Prices subject to change without notice.

TOLL FREE - 7 DAYS/WK

1.800-243-4536

For Inquiries and Connecticut Orders Call (203) 268-4596
If something you would like is not listed, lust call. If we don't have it, we can get it.
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Family
Roots
the drudgery
from your

Genealogy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 types of charts and sheets
Indices
User fields
Notes, footnotes, and sources
No limits
Adapts to your hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to use
-And much, much More

Send for brochure and sample printouts.
Family Roots includes detailed
manual and diskettes.
For your Apple II or IBM PC
Price: $185 plus $3.50 Postage
Visa, Mastercard accepted
Quinsept, Inc.
P.O. Box 216
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 862-0404
Circle 311 on Reader Service card.

NEW
IMPROVED
quick access to
personal or business
information with

dab KC:Viper

MI
E331
eggi

From personal records, to
mailing labels, to business
transactions dataKEYper
is doing it all! You too can
create, edit, sort and
format reports with the
versatile, easy to use,
menu-driven ESP data management system . . .
dataKEYper.

Lietingeontinued.
0000

0001
008D
0800
0800
0800
0800
00PD
00A3
006E
00BC
BDBE
BDBC
08u0
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
08u0
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
7800
7803
7806
7809
7800
780F
7812
7815
7818
781B
781E
7821
7824

7827
782A
782D
7830
7633
7E36
7839
783C
783F
7842
7845
7848
784B
784E
7851
7854
7857
785A
785D
7860
7863
7866
7869

786C
NEW features include:
•

Automatic multiple
record updating (global
change).

•

Transaction tile
processing.

•

Purge and archive files
created by

dataKEYper
For more information
call or write

ESP COMPUTER
RESOURCF9 inc.
Dept. 5C
9 ASIA STREET • HOLLIS,N.H. 03049
TEL. 06033465 -7264
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786F
7872
7875
7878
7878
787E
7881

7884
7887
788A
788D

7890
7893
7896

7899
789C
789F

78A2
0800
0800

44 FALSE EQU 0
45 TRUE
EQ0 1
EQU SSD
46 CR
47 ;

48 ;
49 ; "IF" STATEMENT EQUATES

50 ;
51 EQ
D2U
52 NE
Bou 4"
53 GT
EQU ">"
54 LT
EQU "<"
55 GE
E2U ">"I"="*256
EQU "<"I"="*256
56 LE
57 ;
58 ;
59 ;
60 ;
61 ;
62
63 ;
64 ; SPEED/ASM ENTRY POINTS
65 ;
66 ;
67 ;
68 ; NOM: THE EQUATE OF PUTC MUST
69 ; BE CHANGED IF YCU RELOCATE
70 ; SFEED/ASM TO SOME LOCATION
71 ; OTHER THAN $7800
72
73 PUTC
EQU $7800
EQU PUTC+3
74 GETC
;FOR USE BY S/A CNLY- SEE DOC.
ECU GETC+3
75 SW.L
11
11
11 11
It
11
11
EQU 0.017,+3
76 SAPC
;HOME AND CLEAR
EQU SAPC+3
77 HOME
78 READLN EQU 110616+3
EQU READLN+3
79 um
EQUItor+3
80 FOR
EQU EDR+3
81 TORO
82 NEXT
EQU FOR0+3
EQU NEXT+3
83 IFI
EQU IFI+3
84 IFIO
EQU IFIO+3
85 IFS
EQU IFS+3
86 IESO
EQU IFS043
87 MOVE
EQU MOVE+3
88 ICAD
89 MOVS
EQU LOA +3
EQU MOV5+3
90 IDSJR
91 PRINT
EQU LDSTR+3
92 PRTSTR EQU PRINP1-3
93 PRTINT EQU PRTSTR+3
94 RDSTR
1320 PPNINT+3
EQU RDSIR+3
95 RDINT
96 =WM EQU RDINT+3
EQU CNXGCM0+3
97 CASE
98 CASEI
EQU CASE+3
99 INSET ECU CASEI+3
100 NYPINSET EQU INSET+3
EQUNOTINSE743
101 ABS
EQU ABS+3
102 REG
EQU 1VEG+3 .
103 MUL
EQU MUL+3
104 DIV
EQU DIV+3
105 MOD
EQUMOD+3
106 END
107 suuszu eau uN04-3
EQU 9113.9111+3
108 INDEX
109 LENGTH EQU 111)EX+3
110 CONCAT EQU LENGTH+3
;USED BY SPEED/ASM
111 GEBRZEG EQU CCNCAT+3
EQU GEIWZEG+3
112 RDFP
113 PRTE
EQU RDEP+3
114 PRTF
EQU PffE+3
115 FADD
EQU PRFF+3
116 FSUB
EDO FAECH-3
EQU FSUB+3
117 Ft431.
EQU FmuL+3
118 FDIV
EQUEDN+3
119 FLT
EQU FUE+3
120 FIX
EQU FIX+3
121 FNEG
122 FADDTN EQU FNEG+3
123 PSUBTN EQU FADDTN+3
124 ETIEWS D2UFSuBTN+3
EQU FTIMES+3
125 FINTO
EQUFIN19+3
126 IFF
EQu IFP+3
127 MOVFP
128 ;
END
129

Listing continued.
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iable, or even a 6502 instruction.
Therefore you should take care that
the destination operand of the LOAD
routine and both operands of the
MOVE routine are the names of
properly defined integer variables in
your program.
The Absolute Value
and Negation Routines
SPEED/ASM provides two routines for negating and calculating the
absolute value of an integer variable.
The ABS routine (see Listing 1 for the
equate for ABS) is invoked using the
calling sequence:
JSR
ADR

ABS

<name>
This routine will take the variable
whose name appears after the ADR
pseudo-opcode, compute its absolute
value, and store the absolute value
back into the variable. This routine
performs the same function as the
Basic statement:
1= Ass(I)
Upon return from the ABS routine
the overflow flag will be clear if the
absolute value function was performed properly. If the user attempted to take the absolute value of
- 32768 (an error condition) then the
overflow flag will be returned set.
You can use the BVC and BVS instructions to test for this error condition.
The SPEED/ASM negate routine is
used like the ABS routine; the only
difference is that the sign is inverted
with the negate routine instead of
always returning a positive value (as
with the ABS function). If the integer
variable was negative, the NEG routine will make it positive. If the
variable was positive, NEG will
make it negative. NEG uses the calling sequence:
JSR NEG
<name>
ADR

and is equivalent to the Basic statement:
1= -1
Since ABS and NEG operate on the
variable in place, you may want to
use the MOVE routine to copy the
variable into another location before

MONEY MAGAZINE — Nov. 1982
"Among bookkeeping programs, earns high marks and is easy to use."

CREATIVE COMPUTING — Jan. 1983
"The documentation is thorough, easily read, and complete "
"The program is so easy to use that rarely will reference have to be made to the
manual."

SOPTALK — Jan. 1982
"For the home user (and perhaps in some less complex small business), the best
package we evaluated was The ACCOUNTANT by Decision Support Software."
"The ACCOUNTANT does, indeed, make financial management a simple and
straightforward procedure."

INFOWORLD — Jan. 3/10, 1983
"Complete flexible financial data base package for the home user."
"
exceptionally fast. ... highly recommend."

PEELING II — MARCH 1983
A magazine of Apple software and hardware evaluation. "Rated A.
A .. a good
buy."

The ACCOUNTANT
Finance Data-Base System Tm
Decision Support Software Inc.
1438 Ironwood Drive. McLean, VA 22101 • (703) 241-8316 • Orders Only: (800) 368-2022
Apple., IWO. VisiCale. are trademarks of Apple. IBM, and VisiCorp. respectively.
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Listing continued.
SYMBOL TABLE SORTED ALPHABETICALLY
ABS
7 65 4
CASE
7 84 8
DESTADR 0005
FADETN 7 893
FLT
788A
FORASAV 0000
FSuBTN 7 896
GOMM
0014
IFIO
7821
INPUT
0200
BDBC
LE
LT
00 BC
M3Vs
7 830
NarINSET 7851
PRTE
7 87 8
PUTC
7800
Rt‘ID
7863
SIGN
0016
XINDE1
001A

ACE
CASEI
DIGIT
FALSE
FMUL
FORXSAV
FT IMES
GE
IFS
INSET
LEADO
MAXIM
MUL
CNXG010
PEW
m1FP
RINIDH
STACK
XTNDL

0018
784B
000F
0000
7 884
0001
7 899
OOBE
7824
784E
0010
000C
765A
7645
787E
7875
004F
0100
0019

ACL
CONCAT
DIV
FDIV
FNEG
FORYSAV
GE
HOME
IFSO
ISIMMED
LENGTH
MOD
NE
OP
PETINT
POINT
RNDL
SuBSTR

0017
786E
7 850
7 887
7 890
0002
BDBE
780C
7 827
0009
786C
7 860
0053
000A
783C
7 842
004E
7 866

AIM
001C
COUNT
0013
EQ
00BD
7 89C
FINK)
7 815
FOR
0003
FORUG
GEIC
7 803
IFF
789F
INDEX
786 9
JMPADR 0011
LINEIMBX 0015
MOVE
782A
NEG
7857
PRINT
7836
PRTSTR 7 83 9
RDSIR
783F
SPGL
7 806
TRUE
0001

AUXL
CR
FADD
FIX
FORO
FSUB
GEIWZPG
IFI
INIT
LDSTR
LOAD
mOvFP
NEXT
PROMPT
PTRADR
READLN
SAPC
VALUE

0018
008D
7 B7 E
7881)
7818
7881
7 872
781E
7 812
7 833
782D
78A2
7818
0033
0007
7 80 F
7809
000D

FORXSAV
ISIMMED
LEAD()
SIGN
AUXL
CR
STACK
SAPC
FORO
IFSO
PRINT
CNXGOIO
ABS
RND
CEDE PG
FMB
FNEG
IFF

FORYSAV
OP
JEIPADR
ACL
AUXH
NE
INPUT
HOME
NEXT
MOVE
PPTSTR
CASE
NEG
SuBSTR
RDFP
FMUL
FADDTN
MOVFP

0002
000A
0011
0017
001C
0053
0200
780C
781B
762A
7 83 9
7848
7857
7 866
7875
7 884
7 893
7852

SYMBOL TABLE SORTED BY ADDRESS
FORASAV 0000
roRzpc 0003
MAXLEN
000C
COUNT
0013
ACE1
0018
0033
PRCMPT
LT
0013C
PUTC
7 800
RF.ADLN 780F
IFI
781E
LOAD
782D
PRIT NT
783C
CASEI
7 84 8
MUL
785A
INDEX
786 9
EWE
7 87 8
EDIT
7 887
FSEDIN
7 896
LE
BDBC

FALSE
DESTADR
VALUE
GC=
XTNDL
RNDL
EQ
GEIC
MIT
IFIO
1.10VS
RDSTR
INSET
DIV
LENGTH
PREF
FLT
FEINTS
GE

0000
0 005
000D
0014
0019
004E
00 BD
7803
7 812
7821
7 830
783F
784E
785D
786C
787B
788A
7 899
BDBE

TRUE
0001
PTRADR 0007
DIGIT
000F
L INEINDX 0015
XTNITH
001A
Emu
004F
GT
OOBE
SAGL
7 806
FOR
7 815
IFS
7 824
LDSTR
7 833
palm 7 842
NOTINSET 7 851
MOD
7 860
OCNCAT
786F
FADD
787E
FIX
788D
FINED
789C

TEMP = (Y MOD Z)
TEMP = TEMP X
TEMP = TEMP + 2
TEMP = X/TEMP
TEMPI = J + 3
TEMP = TEMPI * TEMP
I = TEMP — 55
Example 7.

calling the ABS or NEC routines. For
instance, if you wanted to perform
the Basic instruction,
= ABS(J)
using the SPEED/ASM statements,
JSR
ADR
JSR
ADR

ABS
MOVE
J,I

does not perform the same operation.
It leaves the absolute value of J in
both I and J. While in this simple example I easily could have moved the
50 eider May 1983

0001
0009
0010
0016
001E
008D
0100
7 80 9
7 818
7 827
7 836
7 845
7854
7 863
7 87 2
7 881
7 890
789F

data into I and then taken the absolute value of I, this would be impossible in more complex situations
To handle situations like this, simply
move J into some temporary location,
take the absolute value of that location, then operate on the data in this
temporary location as you wish.

JSR
ADR

MOD
Y,Z,TEMP

JSR
ADR

MUL
TEMP,X,TEMP

CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA

TEMP
#2
TEMP
TEMP + I
/2
TEMP + I

JSR
ADR

DIV
X,TEMP,TEMP

CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC.
STA

#3
TEMPI
J+I
13
TEMPI + I

JSR
ADR

MUL
TEMP,TEMPI, TEMP

SEC
LDA
SBC
STA
LDA
SBC
STA

TEMP
#55
TEMP + 1
/55
1 +1
Example 8.

This performs the operation:
"<IVAR3> =<IVARI>*<IVAR2>"

If the division or modulo operation
is called, then the operation performed is

The Multiplication, Division
and Modulo Functions
"<IVAR3>=<IVARI>XIVAR2>"
The 6502 doesn't support the multiplication, division and modulo (re- or
mainder) operations within its in- "<IVAR3> =<IVARI>MOD<IVAR2>"
struction set. To make up for the lack
The 6502 overflow flag is returned
of these instructions in the 6502 in- set if overflow occurred while perstruction set, the SPEED/ASM pack- forming a multiplication or if a diviage provides three routines to per- sion by zero occurred during the exform these operations for you: The ecution of the DIV or MOD routines.
MUL, DIV and MOD routines. All Unless you are quite sure that overthree routines use the same format flow or underflow will not occur, you
and calling sequence. The calling se- should always follow a call to MUL,
quence is:
DIV or MOD with a BVC or BVS instruction to test the validity of the
;Or DIV Or MOD
JSR MUL
ADR <IVAR1>,<IVAR2>,<IVAR3>
result.

The Assembly Advantage

Converting Complex Equations to
The SPEED/ASM Format
. The arithmetic routines (with the
exception of the ABS and NEG routines) all require exactly three parameters. Basic, on the other hand, allows a rich variety of operations
within a single statement. In Basic
you could type:

were omitted from this code. But it
should help demonstrate how you
translate a Basic expression into a sequence of SPEED/ASM routine calls.

pseudo-random number in the range
0, . . 32767 and stores it in the variable that follows the JSR. If you wish
to generate a random number in the
range 0...n then call the random
The Random
number generator and use the MOD
Number Function RND
routine. For example, to get a numThe SPEED/ASM package pro- ber in the range 0 . . . 25 you should
vides a function that returns a ran- use the code given in Example 9.
dom number every time it's called.
Note that the mod of RNDVAL
The calling sequence is:
and 26 was taken. This produces a
JSR RND
value in the range of 0 . . 25.

I = + 3)•(X/(2 + X.(Y MOD Z))) — 55
Such a statement cannot be translated to a single statement in SPEED/
ASM. Rather, the statement is broken
down into the sequence of binary operations that make up this equation
and the individual operations are
handled by calls to SPEED/ASM routines. The previous equation would
be broken down to the operations
given in Example 7. This code would
be converted to the SPEED/ASM
statements in Example 8. For purposes of clarity, the tests for overflow

ADR <IVAR>

When ever RND is called it stuffs a Performing I/O in SPEED/ASM
Before discussing integer I/O in
SPEED/ASM, I should first introduce
JSR
LOAD
character I/O, since numeric I/O is
ADR 26,TEMP
dependent upon character I/O. Five
JSR
RND
routines are associated with character
ADR RNDVAL
I/O in SPEED/ASM: GETC, PUTC,
JSR
MOD
READLN, HOME and INIT.
ADR
RNDV AL,TEMP,RNDVAL
The INIT routine, as I've already
mentioned, must be called before
Example 9.
calling any SPEED/ASM routines. In
Circle 359 on Reader Service card.
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ENTRNUM

READLN
RDINT

JSR
JSR
ADR
BVC

J

GOODNUM

10
BADNUM
RANGERR

CMP
BEQ
BMI
;Must be one at this point
BADNUM

JSR
BYT
JMP

PRINT
"Bad character in number, re-enter",CR,O
ENTRNUM

RANGERR

JSR
BYT
JMP

PRINT
"Value out of range, re-enter",CR,0
ENTRNUM

;Continue processing here

GOODNUM

Example 10.

Listing 2. SPEED/ASM demo program.
0800
0800

08u0
0800
08u0
08u0
08u0

08u0
0800
0800

0800
0000
0001
008D
08u0
0800
0800

0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
7800

7803

7806
7805
780C

780F

7812
7815
7818
781B
781E
7821
7824

7824

782A
782D
7830
7833
7 836
7839
7830

783F
7842
7845
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1

1st

'SPEED/ASK Demo"

2 ;

3 ********************Or ******* **Int**
4 *
5 * Listing Two: SPEED/AM demo *
6 *
program.
7 *
8 ***** ***** * ************** *********
9 ;
10
11
12 FALSE EQU 0
13 TRUE
NW 1
14 CR
EQU SEID
15 ;
15 ;
17
18
19 ;
20 ; SFEED/ASM ENTRY POINTS
21 ; (Only the equates necessary for
22 ; this demo are included.)
23 ;
24
25 ;
26
hrTE: THE EQUATE OF PUTC MOST
27 I BE CHANGED IF YOU REM:CUE
28
SPEED/ASM TO SOME LOCATION
29 ; OTHER THAN $7800
30
31 WM
EQJ $7800
32 GETC
MDU FUTO+3
;FOR USE BY S/A ONLY- SEE DOC.
33 SAM
AQU GEIC43
.NNOWN
MN
34 SAPC
EQU SAGL+3
35 HOME
EQU SAPC+3
;HOME AND CLEAR
36 RFADLN EQU EIDME43
80U READLN+3
37 INIT
38 FOR
HOU INIT+3
39 FORD
EDE' FCR+D
40 NEKE
SOU FOR043
41 IF1
EQU NEXY+3
EQU 1E7+3
42
43 IFS
MU IF/0+3
44 IPSO
EQU IFS+3
45 MOVE
EQU IFS0+3
46 MAD
EQU =6E+3
47 MOVO
EQU LCAD+3
48 IBM
Eau tous+3
49 PRIM'
+3
EEC 3 E1
50 PRTSTR 600 PRINT+3
51 PRTINT EQU PRTSTR+3,
52 806W EQU PRTINT+3
53 RDINT
ECU RDSTEZ+3
54 =corn EQU RDIMP+3
Listing continued.

particular it must be called before
performing any I/O routines since
several pointers and counters used by
the I/O package are initialized by
INIT. Failing to call INIT before performing an I/0 operation may result
in garbled data.
HOME is used to clear the screen
and position the cursor in the upper
left corner. This routine is included in
the SPEED/ASM package to obtain a
certain amount of machine independence. By placing this jump in the
SPEED/ASM code (instead of the
user program), it will have to be
changed in only one location if you
want to move the program to a computer other than the Apple II. Versions of SPEED/ASM will eventually
be available for the Atari, PET, VIC
and other 6502 computers, allowing
you to easily move a program from
one computer to another. HOME's
purpose is to help minimize the machine dependent code.
All input from the system console is
handled line by line. Any time you
read a character, number or string
from the keyboard, the SPEED/ASM
routines will read the data from the
current line input buffer. If the buffer is empty, the user is prompted to
enter a new line from the keyboard.
This works fine until you prompt the
user for some input (expecting him to
enter a new line from the keyboard)
and the SPEED/ASM package uses
the last few characters on the previous line as the input. To insure that
the next input performed takes its
data from the beginning of a new input line, you should call the
READLN (read a line) routine to
force the user to enter a new line of
data. READLN will wait until the
user types in a complete line of text
and then it will continue execution
with the next statement following the
call to the READLN routine.
The GETC routine reads a single
character from the current line buffer and returns it in the 6502 accumulator. If the line buffer is empty, a
new line is read from the keyboard
and GETC returns the first character
on that line. I must point out that if
there are characters in the input line
buffer the keyboard will not be read.
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7848
784B
7848
7851
7854
7857
785A
785D
7860
7863
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
FF69
0800
0800

0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800
0800 20 12 78
0803
0803
0813
0803
0803
0803
0803
0803 20 2D 78
0806 OA 00 12
0809 OB
080A 20 2D 78
OND 36 00 14
0,810 OB
0811
0811

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

CASE

EQu ONEGcou+3

CASEI

ECU CASE+3

INSET EQU CASEI+3
=MET MU lromm+3
ABS
EQU =IN em
EQU ABS+3
NEG
AUL
EDU Nmafa
DIV
EQU NUL+3
EQu DIV+3
63 MOD
EQU MOD+3
64 AND
65
66
67
68 : Apple monitor equates:
69
;Address to quit S/A.
70 EXIT
EQU SFF69
71
72
73
74 ****** ***** ***********************
75
76
77 I NOTE: IN1T must be called before
78 ; any other SFEED/104.routine.
79
80 START JSR rarr
82
83 ; The folloam code loads 10 into
84 ; "I" and 54 into "J" then computes

ss

86
87
88
89

p their sum, difference, product,
quotient, and remainder.
JSR WAD

MR 10,I
JSR WAD

90
91

MR 54,J

92

93
94
0811 18
95
0822 AD 12 OB
96
0815 SD 14 OB
97
0818 8D 16 013
98
081B AD 13 OB 99
082E 6D 15 OB 100
0821 8D 17 OE 101
102
0824 70 69
103
0826
08126
104
0826 '
105
0826 38
106
0827 AD 12 013 107
082A ED 14 OB 108
O82D SD 1C OE 109
ono AD 13 OB 110
0833 ED 15 00 111
0836 8D 1D OB 112
0839 70 54
113
0838
114
115
0838
083B
116
08313 20 5A 78 117
083E 12 OB 14 118
0841 OB 18 OE
0844 70 49
119
0846
120'
121
0846
0846
122
0846 20 SD 78 123
0849 14 OB 12 124
084C OB lA OE
125
084F 70 3E
126
0851
127
0851
128
0851
0851 20 60 78 129
0854 14 OB 12 130
0857 OB 18 013
085A 70 33
131
085C
132
133
085C
085C
134
085C
135
085C 20 63 78 136
085F 20 OB
137
0861 20 54 78 138
0864 20 OB
139
0866 70 2/
140.
0868
141
0868 20 63 78 142

Compute the sum:

Oen
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LOW CLC
ILIA I
ADC J
STA SUM
MA I+1
ADC J+1
S1'A SUM+1
BUS OVERFLUN

;Always a.0 before an addition.

'Check for >32767.

1

; Calculate the difference:
SEC
IDA I
SBC J

;Always SEC before a subtraction

8/EADIFFENCE
MA
MC J+1
STA DIFFFICE+1
BVS OVERFIAN

Calculate the product:
JSR MUL
ADR I,J,PROEUCT
ME OVERFLO4

; Calculate the quotient
JSR DIV
ADELj,I,QUOTIENT

1J/I, not I/J

BUS OVERFLOW

; Calculate the remainder
JSR 030
ADS , I,REMANOR
BVS OVERFILIN

; Generate a couple of random numbers
JSR END
MR RANDOM
JSR ABS
ATM RAND3111
EMS CNIMIFIEW
155 RED

Listing continued.

Instead, the next available character
in the input buffer will be returned in
the 6502 accumulator. If you need to
read the character from the keyboard, always call READLN before
calling GETC.
The final character I/O routine is
the PUTC routine. PUTC takes the
character in the 6502 accumulator
and outputs it to the console screen.
One nice feature of the PUTC routine
is that it will automatically convert'
lowercase to uppercase if the end user
of your program cannot display lowercase on his Apple. If your system
has a lowercase adapter, like the Lazer MicroSystems' Lower Case + Plus
and Keyboard + Plus modules, then
you can write your SPEED/ASM programs using easy-to-read lowercase
without having to worry about incompatibility problems.
The READLN, GETC and PUTC
routines are primitive routines. All
other I/O routines can be synthesized
from these three subprograms. When
I talk about character operations
we'll return to the discussion of the
GETC and PUTC routines.
Using PRINT to Print String Literals
I've already used the SPEED/ASM
PRINT routine in several examples.
A formal definition of the PRINT
routine will help explain its use in
your SPEED/ASM programs.
The PRINT routine is used to print
a sequence of ASCII characters to the
Apple's video screen. This routine
prints every character following the
JSR PRINT instruction up to, but not
including, a zero terminating byte.
Upon encountering a zero byte, the
PRINT routine terminates output,
and control is returned to the 6502 instruction that follows the zero byte.
PRINT is useful for printing messages, prompts and other string literal output. PRINT does not automatically eject a carriage return after
the string is printed. If you wish to
output a carriage return you must explicitly include the ASCII code for
the carriage return in your output
string; i.e.,
JSR PRINT
BYT "STRING followed by Return",CR,O

Circle 327 on Reader Service card.
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Listing continued.
086B 22 OB
086D 20 54 78
0870 22 OB
0872 70 1B
0874 20 5/ 78
0877 22 OB
0879 70 14
0878
0875 20 63 78
087E 24 013
0880 20 57 78
0883 24 08
0885 7U 08
0887
0887 20 63 78
088A 26 OB
088C 4C A9 08
088F
088F 20 36 78
0892 81) 8D CP
0895 F6 FS F2
0898 136 EC EP
089B F7 AO EP
089E E3 E3 F5
08A1 F2 E5 E4
D am £0 00
ORM 4C 69 FF
08A9
08A9
08A9
06A9
08A9
08A9 20 36 78
OSAC C9 ED AO
08AF 00
0880 20 3C 78
0803 12 OB
0885 20 36 78
0888 OD CA BD
OMB PO 00
08ED 20 3C 78
NCO 14 OB

ADR RAN00142
143
144
JSR ABS
ADR RANDOM2
145
146
BVS OVERFLCW
147
JSR NEB
148
ADR RANDCM2
149
BVS OVERFLOW
150
151
JSR RND
152
ADR RANDOM:1
JSR NEG
153
ADR RA4DOM3
154
155
BVS OVERFLOW
156
157
JSR RND
158
ADR RANDOM4
159
PRTNOMS
160
161 OVERFLCW JSR PRINT
BYT CR,CR,Vverflog occured",CR,0
162

MP MET
163
164
165
166
167 ; Print the sum:
168
169 PRTNUMS JSR PRINT
170
ENT "1= ",0
171
172
173
174

JSR PRTIN1'
MR I
JSR PRINT
BET CR,"J= ",0

175

JSR ERTINT
ADR J

176

0802
08C2 20 36 78
08C5 8D D4 138
08C8 FS AO F3
08C8 F5 ED AO
08CE FS F3 AO
0801 00
0802 20 3C 78
0805 16 OB
0807
0807
0807
0807 20 36 78
013DA 80 114 ES
08ED ES AO 84
08E0 E9 136 86
08E3 ES 82 ES
08E6 EE E3 ES
0811)) AO A8 C9
08E0 AD CA A9
08E8 AO 139 F3
0882 AO 00
08F4 20 3C 78
0887 1C OB
0889
0889
0889
0889 20 36 78
08FC 80 D4 138
08FF ES AO FO
0902 F2 EF E4
0905 FS 133 F4
0908 AO E9 F3
09uB AO 00
0900 20 3C 78
0910 18 OB
0912
09.1.2
09).2
0912 20 36 78
0915 8D D4 138

177
178
179

18U
18.1.
182
183
184
185
186

187
188
189
190
191
192
193

194
195
196
197
198
199
200

JSR PRINT
ENT CR,"The sum is ",0

JSR MINT
ADR SUM
; Print the difference:
JSR PRINT
BIT CR,"The difference (I—J) is ",0

JSR PRTINT
ADR DIFFRNCE
; Print the product:
JSR PRINT
BET CR,"The product is ",0

JSR PRtINT
PER PRODUCT
Print the quotient
JSR PRINT
BET CR,"The quotient (J/I) is ",0
Listing continued.
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Business Software: ACCOUNTING PLUS from $329
DESTGNED
FOR YOUR APPLeOR IBM Pa'
Accounting Plus flTM is recognized for completeness and efficiency. Speed, too, because it
uses 6502 machine language. Just push a button and start. Comes with its own firmware
card, no extra hardware to buy — unlike many systems which require
additional memory and other expensive cards. Upgradable, it grows with
your needs — supports 2 or 3 floppy drives or a hard disk. It works with
virtually all printers. And it's also fully integrated, so all your entries
automatically update all other applicable areas.
Accounting Plus1 has all the outstanding capabilities of our "II"
version but is a CP/M software package. It operates on many CP/M
compatible machines.
*Appt.1&15 Acuatedirse fins II, aura/M/1,0ns and ORM
at either trademarks or registered trademarks of Appie
Ctentsiter, Inc., Intetnationsl Bush., Machines 0,73.,
Sutinore Cirrus:ions, Inc and Digitat Research, Inc..
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Software Management Group
SOFTWARE • SUPPORT • SERVICE

12555 Biscayne Boulevard,
Suite 805, Miami, Florida 33181
'OWArgrOLL-FREE: (800) 327-7701/In Fla.: (305) 757-5416
....---"
qlease

a complete package describing all the benefit} of
Support Package. OR ( ) Quick! Sel* the

II (Apple Version)
( ) Payroll
329 ( )G/L,
29 (
( ) General
( G/L, A/R
ard. Incl
Order by check, Visa
add 5% sales tax. I
to deli

Name
Address
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ACCOUNTING PLUS (IBM PC—CP/M Version)
( ) Payroll
( ) General Ledger
( ) A/P (65,000 vendors)
( ) AJR (65,000 customers)
( ) Point of Sale
( ) Inventory
9
L, /p, nventory $8
( ) Sales Order Entry
$829 ( ) Porch. Order Entry
$629
1, Ail., Inventory
for. Altus 5l4, Vector Graphics 5* Telecide.. r SS
)G/L,
A/P, inventory $995 'Designed
Apple in. (krona, Northsrar Advantage, IBM PG.
pping/handling kla. residents
Price per quantity; $36911, $729/2, $106913, $1399/4
day money back guarantee.
$1719/5, $2039/6, $2349/7, $2449/8.

Phone
City

Visa or MasterCard #
St

lip

Signature
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THE HUNTINGTON GANG won't hold you up with high prices. We try to offer you the largest selection in the
country at discount prices. Left to right, back row: Danny Huntington, Angela Huntington, Fred Huntington; front
row: Barb Huntington (holding Dale Huntington) and Melody Huntington.

il

By Fred Huntington

L

. There are so many new products to tell about that its hard to know
where to begin. Just remember, if its available for Apple or Atari,
1. chances are we either have it in stock or can get it for you.
NEW ATARI STUFF
Play Bingo on the Atari for only $9.94 cassette (#1580) or disk for
$12.94 I #1581). The new In-Home keyboard (#1215) for the Atari 400
is a class piece of hardware on sale for $99.44.
Synapse still is our top-selling company for Atari software. Slime, Claim
Jumper. Picnic Paranoia, and Raptilian are just a few of those available
for $29.64 on either cassette or disk.
CLASS ACT: PENGUIN SOFTWARE
We always thought that Penguin Software was among the top available. Their graphics software is absolutely tops. If you read my article in
the March insider, you know what I think of high prices of software.
Well, my friends at Penguin have done something about those high
MI prices. They have dropped the prices of all their games to $19.95.
n addition they ye taken some already good games and improved upon
them. More for less! To celebrate, were offering the following specials:
# 1756 Transyslvania. #1761 Spy's Demise. and #1760 Pie Man all for
I.$14.99 each! All are excellent games.
A LEGEND IN THEIR OWN TIME
Legend makes some terrific memory expansion boards for the Apple

i HUNTINGTON COMPUTING
Post Office Box 1297
Corcoran. California 93212

fI

J

SOFTLIGHTS

5

209-992-448'1
Foreign
O drers
In California 800-692-4146

1

1

II - . We have special sale prices on their 64K and 128K boards. I have a N
128K board in my personal computer and think its great.
Apple Flasher is a nifty little program that allows you to present an Apple,
slide show. Its gotten great reviews and only costs $33.89.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

We have more educational software than anybody in the country that
we know of. Schools: we will take your purchase orders if prepaid, COD,
or if you agree to pay the full list price.
Take a look at the Special Learning Ed Software by Sled for spelling
(four disks). List price 6230. — on sale for $179.
Our best special of the month: Terrapin (#9140) LOGO on sale for $99.
All PAL software available.
Here s a super program from Avon/Camelot: A Kid's Guide to BASIC
Programming BASIC FUN — only $2.23. A great book.
Then there s Micro Mother Goose for 3-9 year olds (not copy protected) .
0
for $33.89.
Finally check out the Apple II - Reference guide by Nano for $4.49. Its
a card that has most of the things you'll ever need to know about your
Apple — for beginning and advanced programmers.

All the top 30 always available
at 15% discount

MasterCard, American Express or VISA

We take
(Include card # and
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc expiration date).California residents add 6°. tax Include S2 00 for postage
Pet • .s a registered trademark of Commodore
Foreign and hardware extra Foreign rexcluding Canada) remit U S cur- IN
TRS-80 - is% registered trademark of Tandy Corp
rency. checks on U.S. banks. use listed charge cards or make direct wire
Alan Is registered trademark of Atar, Inc
transfers through Security Pacific Bank. Corcoran. for a S8 00 charge Ali 4
overseas orders shipped by air Send for free catalog Prices subject to,
Outside Calif. 800-344-5106
change without notice

i
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The Assembly Advantage —
Listing continued.
0918 ES AD Fl
091B F5 EP F4
091E E9 ES EE
0921 F4 AO AB
0924 CA AF C9
0927 A9 AD B9
092A 00
092D 20 3C 78 201
JSR MINT
ADRQUOrIENT
0930 lA OB
202
0932
203 ;
0932
204 ; Print the remainder:
0932
205 ;
0932 20 36 78 206
JSR PRINT
0935 8D D4 E8 207
BYT CR,"The remainder (7 mod I) is ",0
0938 E5 AD F2
093B ES ED El
093E E9 EE E4
0941 E5 F2 AL
0944 AB CA AO
0947 ED EF E4
094A AO C9 A9
094D AO E9 P3
0950 AD 00 •
0952 20 3C 78 208
JSR PRTINT
ADR REMANDR
0955 lE OB
209
0957
210
0957
211 ; Print the random nuMbers:
'0957
212
0957 20 36 78 213
JOR PRINT
BYT CR,"rhe random numbers are:"
095A 8D D4 E8 214
095D ES AO F2
0960 El EE E4
0963 EP ED AO
0966 EE F5 ED
0969 E2 E5 F2
096C F3 AD El
096F F2 E5 BA
0972 8D D2 El 215
BYT CR,"RandoMI: ",0
0975 EE E4 EF
0978 ED 81 BA
097B AO 00
JSR PRTINT
097D 20 3C 78 216
ADR RANDOM
0980 20 OD
217
0982 20 36 78 218
3011 PRINT
0985 8D D2 El 219
BYT CR,"RandOm2: ",0
0988 EE FA EF
0988 ED B2 BA
098E AD 00
0990 20 3C 78 220
JSR PRTINT
0993 22 OB
221
ADRRAN:CM2
0995 20 36 78 222
JSR PRINT
0998 8D D2 El 223
BYT CR,"Randcm3: ",0
099B EE E4 EF
099E ED 83 BA
09A1 AO 00
09A3 20 3C 78 224
JSR PRTINT
09A6 24 OB
225
ADRRANDOM3
0988 20 36 78 226
JSR PRINT
09AB 8D D2 El 227
BIT CR,"Randcm4: ",0
09AE EE E4 EP
0981 ED B4 BA
0984 AD 00
0988 20 3C 78 228
JSR MINT
0989 26 OB
229
ADRRANDOM4
0988
230
0988
231 ;
09BB
232 ; Demonstrate the MOVE subroutine
098E
233
0988 20 36 78 234
JSR PRINT
098E 80 8D C3 235
BET CR,CR,"Corrent contents of I is ",0
09C1 F5 F2 F2
09C4 E5 EE F4
09C7 AO E3 EF
09CA EE F4 E5
09CD EE F4 F3
0980 AO EF E6
0983 AO C9 P4
0986 ES F3 PD
0989 00
09DA 20 3C 78 236
JSR PRTINT
09DD 12 OB
237
ADR I
098F 20 36 78 238
MR PRINT
09E2 8D C3 F5 239
BST CR,"COrrent contents of J is ",0
09E5 F2 F2 E5
09E8 BE F4 AO
09E8 E3 EF EE
09EE F4 E5 EE
09F1 F4 F3 AO
09F4 EF Ed AO
09F7 CA AO E9
09FA F3 AO 00
09FD 20 3C 78 240
JSR PRTINT

Listing continued.
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Note that CR was used instead of
the actual code for carriage return
($8D). CR is a symbol, defined in
the SPEED/ASM equates, which is replaced by the value $8D.
Since PRINT will print all characters up to the terminating zero byte,
multiple lines can be output using a
single call to the PRINT subroutine.
Simply separate each line with a carriage return and PRINT will output
the text on several lines:
JSR PRINT
BYT
"This is the first line,
and it is follwed by",CR
"this second line.",CR,O
BYT

Other than improving the readability
of the program, the separate lines
need not appear on separate source
lines as in this example. The second
string could have immediately followed the CR on the first line. This
type of coding, however, is not recommended because it makes the source
file much harder to read.
Performing Integer I/0
In SPEED/ASM
Operating on integer values is one
of the primary functions you will do in
SPEED/ASM. However, these operations are almost useless unless you can
communicate the results of these
operations to the world outside the
computer. Two routines are provided
in the SPEED/ASM package to facilitate integer I/O: RDINT (read an integer) and PRTINT (print an integer).
Printing an integer using the
PRTINT routine is easy—just follow
the JSR PRTINT with the address of
the integer you want to print. For example, if you wanted to print the contents of the integer variable I onto the
Apple's video screen you would use
the statement(s):
JSR PRTINT
ADR I

and the contents of I would be
displayed for you. In the next installation of this series I will discuss
how to format this output to create a
pretty listing.
The RDINT routine is a little more
complicated to use than the PRTINT
routine because there is the possibility that an error condition might oc-

Circle 320 on Reader Service card.
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Listing continued.
0500 14 OB
241
ADR J
0502
242 ;
0502 20 2A 78 243
JSR HOVE
0505 12 013 14 244
ADR I,3
CIAO 8 OB
0509
245 ;
0509 20 36 78 246
JSR PRINT
°AOC 8D CE EF
247
BIT CR, "Nor I contains ",0
OADF F7 AO C9
0512 AO E3 EF
0515 BE F4 El
0518 E9 EE F3
0A1B AO 00
OALD 20 3C 78 248
JSR PRTINT
0520 12 OB
249
ADR I
0522 20 36 78 250
JSR PRINT
0525 8D El EE 251
BYT CR,"and J contains ",0
0A28 E4 AO CA
0A2B AO Ei EF
052E EE F4 El
0531 E9 EE F3
0534 AO 00
0536 20 3C 78 252
JSR. PRTINT
0539 14 OB
253
ADR J
0A3B
254 ;
0538
255 ;
0538
256 ; Ask the user if he wants to re-run
OP313
257 ; the progran with user input.

0A3B

(Free Chart With Purchase-A 53.50 VALUE)
FREE! For beginners AND pros! An exclusive
collection of useful Apple info and programming hints printed on one big poster- A
unique reference and valuable Apple teaching
tool that you won't want to be without!

Fast Louie offers this attractive poster

258 ;

0A3B
259 ;
0A3B 20 36 78 260 BERM
053E 8D 80 C4 261
0A41 EF AO F9
0544 EF F5 AO
0547 F7 E9 F3
0A4A E8 AO F4
0A4D EF AO F2
OA50 E5 AD F2
0553 F5 EE AO
0556 F4 E8 E9
0559 F3 8D
055B FO F2 EF 262
055E E7 F2 Fl
0561 ED AO M
0564 D9 AF CE
0567 A9 BF AO
0A6A 00
05613 20 03 78 263
0A6E 29 DF
264

JSR PRINT
BYT CR,CR,"Do you wish to re-run this",CR

BYT "progran (Y/N)? ",0

JSR GETC
AND ME

0570 20 00 78 265
01173 C9 CE
266

JSR PUTC
(NP 4"N"

0575 DO 03
267
0577 4C 69 FF 268
0575
269 ;
0A7A C9 D9
270 "1
0A7C DO BD
271
0A7E
272 ;
0A75
273 ;
0A7E
274 ; If so,

BNE >1
JMP EXIT

0A7E

Argil;

;Convert Lower case to Upper case

(NP #"Y"
ONE RERUN
get new values for I and J

275 ;

057E
276
0A7E 20 36 78 277 BADNIIM1 JSR PRINT
0581 8D
278
131T CR
0582 C5 EE F4 279
BYT "Enter a new value for I:",0
0585 E5 F2 AO
0588 El. AO EE
OMB ES F7 AO
0585 F6 El EC
0591 F5 E5 AO
0594 ES EF F2
0597 AO C9 BA
0A9A 00
0A9B 20 OF 78 280
JSR READLN
BASE 20 42 78 281
JSR RDINT
OAA1 12 OB
282
ADR I
0AA3 50 21
283
WC GOO:14MR
0555 20 36 78 284
JSR PRINT
0558 8D C5 F2 285
BIT CR,"Error in entry, re-enter",CR,0
OAAB F2 EF F2
OAAE AO E9 EE
(MEG AO E5 EE
OAB4 F4 F2 F9
0587 AC AD F2
0585 ES AD E5
OABD EE F4 E5
OACO F2 8D 00
OAC3 4C 7E OA 286
JI4P 13AIINUTLI

OAC6
287 ;
OAC6 20 36 78 288 GOCDNUIll JSR PRIM
BIT atr"Enter a new value for J:",0
08C9 8D C5 EE 289

OACC F4 E5 F2
OACF AO El AO

Listing continued.

FREE to software purchasers. If it's for the
Apple, there's an excellent chance that FAST
LOUIE has it! Here are just a few examples
from our giant Discount Software Warehouse.
(WRITE for FREE complete Catalog.)
M New!
Louie (Retail)
33.50 (39.951
El ALPHA PLOT
25.00 (29.95)
0 APPLE MECHANIC
50.95 (59.95)
El ARCADE MACHINE
33.50 (39.50)
0 BAG OF TRICKS
33.50 (39.95)
0 BUDGE 3-D GRAPHICS
29.95 (34.95)
0 CHOPLIFTER
29.95 (34.95)
M DOUBLE-TAKE
25.00 (29.95)
• FLEX TEXT
28.50 (33501
El FLIGHT SIMULATOR
29.95 (3495)
0 FROGGER
55.00 (65.00)
0 G.P L E
50.95 (59.95)
ID GRAPHICS MAGICIAN
El HOME ACCOUNTANT ... 63.50 (74.95)
50.95 (59.951
0 JOYSTICK (T.G )
29.95 (34.95)
0 KNOW-YOUR-APPLE
33.50 (39.95)
fil MASTER TYPE
33.50 (39.95)
• MINER 2049er
El MONEY-DECISN. 1-or-2 .165.00c:99.00)
33.50 (39.951
• PINBALL CONST. SET
25.00 (29.95)
0 PRONTO-DOS
33.50 (39.95)
El SPECIAL EFFECTS
17.50 (20.001
El TIP DISK#1
17.50 (20.00)
III TYPEFACES
24.50 (29.95)
0 UTILITY CITY
25.00 (2995)
0 WABASH DISKS (10)
33.50 (39.95)
10 ZOOM GRAFIX
Fast Louie tops the discount competition with
IMMEDIATE SHIPPING plus Big Bonuses like
our brand new APPLE TIP CHART. Phone us
now, TOLL FREE, with your Visa or Mastercard nos., OR mail U.S.check or money order.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS!

Order any three items from Fast Louie
and DEDUCT 15% from ANY 4th-ITEM.
FREE SHIPPING on orders over 585.00.
Card-Purchases and Personal Checks
CLEARED SAME-DAY for IMMEDIATE
PROCESSING of your Software Orders!
(School P.O.'s Processed Immedlate(v Too!)

Matter dump
TM WItaikin C•MI

_
3

MEM

Software Orders Only, 24-hours-a-day_

Phone TOLL FREE
1-800-428-7825 ext.99
(California: 1-800-428-7824 ext.99)

FAST LOUIE'S
Or mail U.S.Check or Money Order to:

DISCOUNT APPLE SOFTWARE
Post Office Box 1495
Auburn. California 95603
Orders under 85.00 must add 2.50 shipping,
California add 6% / Foreign 4.50 / COD 3.00
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OAD2 EE E5 F7
OAD5 AO F6 Et
OAES EC F5 E5
OADB AO E6 EF
OADE F2 AO CA
OAE1 BA 00
0AE3 20 OF 78
0AE6 20 42 78
OAE9 14 OB
OAFS 50 22
OAED 20 36 78
OAFO 8D C2 El
OAF3 84 AD F6
OAF6 El EC F5
OAFS ES AO E6
OAFC BF F2 AO
OAFF CA AC AO
0802 F2 E5 AD
0805 E5 EE F4
0808 E5 F2 8D
OBOB 00
OBOC 4C CA OA
OEOF
OBOF 4C 11 OU
OB12
0812
0E12
0812
0812
0E22
0012
OB12
0812
OB12
OB12
0E12
0E12
OB12
0812
OB12
0812
0812
0812 00 00
0124 00 00
0316
OB16 00 00
0818 00 00
081A 00 00
081C 00 00
OEUE 00 00
0820 00 00
OB22 00 00
0824 00 00
0E26 00 00
0E28
0828

290
291
292
293
294
295

296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330

cur. The RDINT routine expects the
user to type a valid numeric integer
which takes the form:
1) Any number of leading blanks,
commas or carriage returns,
followed by
2) An optional minus sign,
followed by
3) One to five digits forming a
value in the range 0 . . . 32767,
followed by
4) A space, comma or carriage
return.
If the numeric string is of the proper format then SPEED/ASM will
store the value into the integer
variable whose address follows the
JSR; e.g.,

JOB READER
JSR ADIEU
ADR J
BVC >0
JSR PRIMP
ENT (R,"Bad value for J, re-entee,CR,0

JMP

aocammi

;
0

JMP LOOP

*****************
1
; Variable declarations:

******

JSR RDINT
ADR J
will read an integer variable from the

; The follooing variables are all
y integers. So they are declared
; with the ADR pseudo cpcode to
; reserve two bytes for each integer.
ADR
ADR
AIR
PUB
PRCOUCT ADR
QUITFIENT ADR
DIFFENCE PER
REMAIMR ADR
RAMOKL ADR
RANC0412 AIR
RANDOK3 ADR
RANDOM ADR
END

END OF ASSEFELY
lbrun sort
BRUN SORT
MEM TABLE SCREED ALPHABETICALLY
ABS
7854
DIFFENCE OBIC
FORD
7818
IFI
781E
INSET
784E
EDD
7860
NEXT
781E
PRODUCT 0818
QUOTIENT OB1A
MINT
7842
AND
7863
TRUE
0001

BAENUM
DIV
GEM
IFIO
J
EWE
NXINSET
=INT
RANDOM
EMIR
SAM

OA7E
71350
7803
7821
0E24
782A
7851
783C
0820
783F
7806

CASE
EXIT
GOOCNU31
IFS
LDSER
MJVS

7848
FF69
0AC6
7824
7833
7830
ammo 7845
MAIMS 0889
RALCOM2 OB22
REA= 780F
SAPC
7939

CASEI
784E
FALSE
0000
HOME
780C
IPSO
7827
LOAD
782D
785A
SUL
OVERFLEAT088F
PRISM 7E09
RANDOMIS 01324
REMANDR 0818
START
0800

CR
FOR
I

008D

008D
083B
OB16
0820
7803
7812
7821
7830
783F
784E
7E6D

START
0800
BADDINI 0A7E
PECCUCT OB10
RANDOM OB22
7806
SP/31
FOR
7815
IFS
7824
LOSER
7833
RDINT
7842
14:211RET7851
MOD
7860

LOOP
0811
GOODEUNI OAC6
CUCTIENT OB1A
RANDOPI3 0824
SAPC
7809
FORD
7818
IPSO
7827
PRIME
7836
ON80010 7845
ABS
7854
END
7863

7815

01312
7812
0811
7057
PRINT
7836
PBC
7800
RANX*14 0826
RERUN
084
WM
OB16

INIT
LOOP
N31

SYMBOL TABLE SORTED BY ADDRESS
FALSE
0000
OVERNAV1088F
I
0812
DIFFRNCE OB1C
RREC914 0E26
ROME
780C
NEE
781B
MOVE
782A
PRTSTR 7839
CASE
7848
7857
NEG
EXIT
FF69

TRUE
PRINOMS
J
REMANAR
ROTC
READER
IFI
LOAD
PRTINT
CASEI
MUL

0001
0889
0314
OBlE
7800
780F
781E
782D
783C
784B
785A

CR
RERUN
SUM
RAICOMI
GETC
INIT
IFIO
14111S
RDSTR
INSET
DIV

Listing continued.
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line input buffer (reading a new line
if necessary) and store the numeric
value into J.
If an input error occurs, then the V
flag will be returned set so you can
use the BVS or BVC instruction to
test for the error condition. Three error conditions can be returned in the
6502 accumulator. If the overflow
flag is set, then the accumulator contains zero if the last character of the
number wasn't a space, comma or
carriage return. This error condition
can be considered optional. If you
want to allow characters other than
space, comma and carriage return at
the end of a number, you can ignore
this error.
If the overflow flag is set and the
accumulator contains one, the first
character of the number was not a
valid digit or minus sign. All preceding spaces, commas and carriage returns were stripped before the failure
to obtain a digit or minus sign was
detected. This is a definite error and
your program should prompt the user
to re-enter the data.
If the overflow flag was set and the
accumulator contained $8D, the value entered by the user was greater
than 32767 or less than — 32768.
Obviously this number must be reentered by the user. A program that
would prompt the user to re-enter
on an entry error is shown in Example 10.

PUT PRICES IN CHECK
CARTRIDGE RIBBONS FOR

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS FOR

MAXELL
DISKETTES

APPLE PRINTERS

EPSON
NEC 8023A
C. ITOH PROWRITER MX-80 MX-100
$6.99EA $11.95E.
'9.95 EA '107.46. $86.29. $129.NDOZ

PACK

DISKETTE
STORAGE
BOXES

IDS PRINTERS

FLI P'N'FI LE

DOZ

EA.

DISC STORAGE BOX
HOLDS UP TO 60 DISKETTES

'24.95

$29• 9010

RIBBONS FOR

INNOVATIVE
CONCEPTS

51/4 "

51/4 " SINGLE SIDE
DUAL DENSITY
MD-1

440

5

2.77 529.92

.95
PAPER TIGER 56

8"

s75.06

MICROPRISM 97.9"88.29
PRISM 10.95 118.25

EA

$2.49EA

DUAL SPOOL RIBBONS FOR

OKIDATA
PRINTERS
80, 82, 83
92, 93
84

COLOR
CODER

MEMOREX
DISKETTES

LIBRARY CASE SET

5'4 SINGLE SIDE - DUAL DENSITY

r,

51/4"

EA

DOZ.

52.77

S29.92

55.99

69
564.

ANTI-STATIC
SPRAY

$24• 99

$19.95 $23.95

10 PACK

SE ,OF 5

COMREX
DAISYWRITER 2000

2.99

$

$6 •
95
OT.

1 GALLON REFILLS1 9.95

'2.49FA '26.89

SE , OF

LABEL
SPECIAL

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS FOR

FULL QUART SIZE
WITH DISPENSER

8"

K

(5K MIN)

DOZ

1 ACROSS 3 a 15/16 CONTINUOUS LABELS

MOST RIBBONS AVAILABLE IN COLORS TOO!
CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR SUPPLIES CATALOGUE
ON ORDERS UNDER $14.03 PLEASE ADD $3.m FOR SHIPPING
MINIMUM RIBBON ORDER $30.0) OR 1 DOZEN

TOLL FREE 800-343-7706
IN MASS 617-963-7694
PHONES OPEN 9Am 7PM EASTERN TIME
Circle 40 on Reader Service card.

Check-Mate
1111•,
51 DIAUTO DR.
P.O. BOX 103
RANDOLPH. MA 02368

'Wm
MASS RESIDENTS
ADD 5% SALES TAX
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The Assembly Advantage

Listing continued.
Enter a new value for 1:25

Enter a new value for 1:59

I= 10
J= 54
The sum is 64
The difference (I-J) is -44
The product is 540
The quotient (l(I) is 5
The remainder (7 mod I) is 4
The random numbers are:
Nandoml: 11979
Panaam2: -28681
Pandorid: 3539
Random4: 31519

Enter a new value for J:36
I= 25
J= 36
The sum is 61
The difference (I-0 is -11
The product is 900
The quotient (J/1) is 1
The remainder (J mod I) is 11
The random numbers are:
Panacml: 30641
Pandom2: -6027
Imindom3: 25673
Pandom4: 14189

Enter a new value for J:22
I= 59
J= 22
The sum is 81
The difference (I-J) is 37
The product is 1298
The quotient (1//) is 0
The remainder (J mod I) is 22
The random numbers'are:
Panaoml: 26303
Bandam2: -20411
Ranciam3: -5287
Randan4: -1347

current contents of I is 10
Current contents of J is 54
Now I contains 10
ens J contains 10

Cbrrent contents'of I is 25
Current contents of J is 36
Now I contains 25
anaJ contains 25

Current contents of I is 59
Current contents of J is 22
Now I contains 59
and J contains 59

Do you wish to re-run this
program (Y/N)? Y

Do you wish to re-run this
program (Y/N)? Y

Do you wish to re-run this
program (YIN)? N

DOES YOUR APPLE

DISPLAY? (Y/N):

SUPPORT LOVER CASE

I have included additional ex- routines presented thus far haven't
included the necessary looping,
amples in Listing 2.
conditional, and transfer of control
Looking Forward
routines. Next time I'll start discussSo far the examples have been ing program control structures so
rather trivial since the SPEED/ASM that you will be able to start writing
CI role 352 on Reader Service card.

1/4" Floppy

fairly complex programs. See ya next
time! ■
Note: SPEED/ASM and LISA v2.5
are available from Sierra On-Line,
209-683-6858. These programs are
also available at your local dealer.

vi

Disk Drive in Apple Colored Case and Cable.
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#t
5

wow
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Inagi

f;4
1

Compatible with Apple Language card,
Z80 Software, Fortran, Pascal, & CP/M.

/4

RE AZWLY

4993
Available Soon

Apple I 16k Memory Card
15995 Assembled
/7

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (TOLL FREE) OR WRITE FOR FREE LITERATUR

MICROAMSIGN
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ESE

bI01 Manchaca Road, SuiTE 1. AUSTIN TExAs, 78745
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Quality Tested
90 Day Warranty
VISA & Mastercard Accepted.
...

POWERTEXT.1111E ONLY FULE1
AUTON= 'WORD PROCESSING
SYSTEM FORYOUR APPLE II.
Now even hunt-and-peck typists produce perfectly formatted letters...
memos . . . presentations . . . scripts . . . automatically.

NOW...A COMPLETE SELECTION OF
HIGN-PERFORMANCE FEATURES IN
TODAY'S MOST ADVANCED WORD
PROCESSING TOOL.
The professionals who use PowerText
tell us ifs changed their whole concept of
word processing.
Because this is the system that goes far
beyond the write/edit/print/file capabilities
of other word processors.
PowerText produces documents that
look exactly as you want them to look...
automatically. From everyday business
letters to the most complicated presentations and reports you can devise.
You define the basic formats. PowerText
stores them in its style files.
So when you write, you just bat out the
words and never worry about where they
go on the printed page.
That's PowerText's job.
You just tell PowerText, "I want a letter,"
and you get a letter...and envelope. With
every element just where you want it to be.
Ask for a memo and you get a memo.
Ask for a dramatic script and you get a
dramatic script..
OK, that's one big PowerText plus: the
automatic formatting capability that can
save you untold time and effort.
But there's still more. A full selection of
high-performance features to make your
word processing faster, easier, more automatic than any system you've ever seen...
Total control editing.
Automatic indents and numbers for outlines, with system-assigned Roman and
Arabic numerals, and alphanumerics.
A disk-based editor: file sizes limited
only by disk space.
The system automatically maintains a
backup copy of the file being edited.
User-definable function keys.
Up to 7 levels of "nested" editing to let
you suspend editing one file and move to
another.
"Paint mode" editing allows vertical typing for diagrams.

ALL THIS IS AUTOMATIC IN EVERY KIND
Of DOCUMENT YOU WRITE.
• Variable pitch
• Margins
• Pagination
• Indents
• Table of contents
• Spacing
• Headers and footers
• Title page
• Envelope, label • Footnote Numbers
• Intelligent page
• Justification
breaks
• Centering
Circle 271 on Reader Service card.

PLUS MANY OTHER VALUABLE
FEATURES.
• Built-in form letter • No limit to document length
capability
• Boxed copy
• 132-character
• Print macros
lines
• Up to 14 columns • Superscripts,
• Boilerplate
subscripts
inclusion
• Column and
• Optional wordline adjustment
capabilities
by-word cursor
• And much more.
move
• Vert. and horiz.
border lines

NEW 10-LESSON TUTORIAL.
Our new, streamlined 10-lesson tutorial
makes learning PowerText a snap. You'll
master it quickly, as you discover how
easy and straightforward it is to use. And
your system also includes a complete reference manual.

FULL 5-YEAR WARRANTY.
PowerText does everything we say it will
do. If it should ever fail to perform as specified, Beaman Porter, Inc. will fix it at no
charge, anytime within 5 years after
you've bought it.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.
PowerText is a self-contained, bootable
system, that supports both serial and parallel printer interfaces. You'll need your
Apple II with 64K, 2 disk drives, and a
printer.

COMPLETE APPLE II POWERTEXT
SYSTEM SOFTWARE PLUS TUTORIAL AND
MANUAL $299.
SPECIAL! PowerText plus easily-installed
PowerCase chip for Apple II upper/lowercase and shift key capability, just
$329.95.)
(PowerText for Apple II and III users who
have Apple Pascal, $199.)
(PowerText is also available for IBM PC.
Write for information.)
Tutorial/manual alone for any version: $25.
Available from selected dealers. Or order
directly from Beaman Porter.
VISA and MasterCard accepted. NY State
residents add appropriate sales tax.

BEAMAN PORTER, INC., DEPT. STA•3
Pleasant Ridge Road
Harrison, NY 10528
0 Send
complete PowerText system(s) for Apple II 05299. El With PowerCase upper/lowercase chip $329.95.
❑ I have Apple Pascal. Send
complete PowerText system(s) for
0 Apple II or 0 Ill @$199.
O Send tutorial/manual only, for
version @$25.
(NY State residents add appropriate
sales tax)
My check or money order for
enclosed.
CI Or bill $
to my:
0 MasterCard 0 Visa
(MasterCard only list 4 digits above your
name

PowerText
BEAMAN PORTER, INC.

joe High Performance Computer Products
Pleasant Ridge Rd. Dept. STA-3
Harrison, NY 10528 (914) 967-3504

Card No.

Exp. Date

Name
Street
City, state, ZIP

L

J
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Pascal

Blaising Bibliographies
Part II
Compiling information sources into an
organized list can drive a writer to wrack and ruin.
This article, the second in a three-part series,
continues the discussion of using Pascal text editing
to overcome the bibliography blues.
by James R. Florini
arch's issue of inCider included my REFCITED program,
which finds all reference citations
(in the "name, year" format) in any
Pascal textfile. The analysis has been
an important aid to my writing for

the last two years. However, it becomes much more useful when it is
coupled with two more programs: ENTERREF, which prepares the files of
citations used frequently in my writing, and REFPRINT, which prints out

EXAMPLES OF FORMAT IN WHICH REFERENCE CITATIONS ARE ENTERED
(USING THE ENTERREF PROGRAM)
KEY:
Fry, 1979
AUTHORS1:
Fry, F. F.
AUTHORS2:
YEAR: 1979
TITLE1:
A Short Paper on Important Things
T1TLE2s
TITLES:
JOURNAL:
Essential Information
VOLUME:
PAGES, 1-4
Fink et al., 1974
KEY:
AUTHORSI:
Fink, F. F., Anderson, A. A., Smith, S. S.. Janson, J. J., Jones, J
J. J.
AUTH0RS2:
Clark, C. C., Thomas, T. T.. Williams, W. w., and James, J. J.
YEAR: 1974
TITLEI:
One of Those Reports with an Absolutely Incredibly Long Title Which
Tells You
TITLE2:
a Great Deal More than You Want to Know about the Article: All Foss
ible
TITLES:
Considerations of All Possible Aspects of the Subject
JOURNAL:
J. Nonsuccinct Reports
VOLUME:
111
PAGES: 1-10
THESE CITATIONS WOULD BE PRINTED OUT IN A FORMAT SIMILAR TO THOSE BELOW,
Fry, F. F. A Short Paper on Important Things. Essential Information. 1: 1-4,
1979.
Fink, F. F., Anderson, A. A.. Smith, S. S., Johnson, J. J., Jones, J. J.
Clark, C. C., Thomas, T. T., Williams, W. W., and James, J. J. One of Those
Reports with an Absolutely Incredibly Long Title which Tells You a Great Deal
More than You Want to Know about the Article: All Possible Considerations of
All Possible Aspects of the Subject. J. Nonsuccinct Reports. 111: 1-10,
1974.

Figure 1. Reference citation format.
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the complete formatted bibliography
using the Citelist.Text file to specify
the citations to be listed.
I use the system in the following
way. Whenever I cite a paper for the
first time, I use Enterref to enter the
complete citation on master disks (for
which I keep at least two backups at all
times!); two disks hold about 450 listings, which should be enough for all
but the most dedicated scholars. My
students also make entries when they
are writing papers (or dissertations) on
related subjects.
Whenever a manuscript is completed, I analyze it with the Refcited program to get a list of citations. Using
that list, I then run the Refprint program (to appear in the next issue of inCider) to print the completed bibliography and store it as a textfile. The
whole thing is virtually automatic; all
I need do is specify the files to be analyzed, change disks between the analyzing and printing programs, and
make a few formatting choices in response to prompts from the Apple.
This month's program is a rather
unexciting but absolutely essential part
of the system. Without the listings
formed using Enterref, you can't get a

Address correspondence to Dr. James R, Florini,
Biology Dept., Syracuse University, Syracuse,
NY 13210.
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Listing.
ENTERREF.

bibliography printout. I have included
as Figure 1 an example of the kind of
data you might enter and store; it
would be relatively easy to modify the
program to print out all the listings in
this sort of format, but I'll leave that
kind of expansion for you to do. The
program's long enough as it is!
Before you type in Enterref, take a
careful look at the structure of the major data type, the reference record. It
fits well the kinds of biological papers I
usually cite, but you may want to
make revisions for your own purposes.
String variables take up a lot of space,
and, if you need fewer or shorter lines,
you can increase the number of records
per disk by decreasing or deleting some
of the elements of the records. On the
other hand, you most certainly don't
want to discover that you haven't allowed enough space and have to
change the record format after a few
hundred entries have been made. A little thought now can save a lot of anguish later—but that's always the case
in writing a program.
How It Works
Now refer to the Enterref listing.
Reading from the end (as always in
Pascal), the program starts by providing a brief menu of choices, and uses
Get—Char to restrict input to the acceptable replies. If you added the Entries unit (from the January 1983 issue
of inCider) to your system library, you
can substitute USES ENTRIES; for the
Val and Get—Char functions. But, if
you do, remember to use ROUND (VALUE(ENTRY)) for VAL (ENTRY); the more
extensive function in the Library Unit
returns a real, rather than an integer,
number.
Depending on the initial choice
made, the program prompts for a citation to be entered. I'm rather fond of
the approach in Choose_Record; it
allows the user to make a choice and
enter information at the same time. All
the files are designated by the initial
letters of the first author's name,
which keeps everything short but
clear.
Get—File searches through all possible disk locations for the desired file (it
really doesn't take long), and then provides an opportunity to insert a different disk or to form a new file if necessary. It is essential to set aside a specific
66 eider May 1983

(11,11V-i) (Necessary to let ENTER_ONE work on various lengths of strings)
PROGRAM ENTERREF;
(By Dr. J. R. Florini, Biology Dept., Syracuse University)
(This program forms files of reference citations to be used with OEFPRINT to
print out bibliographies.)
CONST (These are for the Apple screen; consoles require different values.)
SCREENCLEAR=12; HOME=19;
TYPE
RIGHTSET = SET OF CHAR;
REFERENCE = RECORD (NOTE -IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THESE STRING LENGTHS]
KEY: STRING;
CNOT BE CHANSED!!!!)
BOOK: BOOLEAN;
AUTHORSI: STRING;
AUTHORS21 STRING;
YEAR: STRING (63;
TITLEI: STRING;
TITLE2: STRING;
TITLE3: STRING;
JOURNAL: STRING;
VOL: STRING (4];
PAGES: STRING CIS];
END;
VAR
FOUND, EMPTY, OK: BOOLEAN;
RECNUM: INTEGER;
CHOICE: CHAR;
INITIAL: STRINGCI];
TEST, CITATION, FILENAME: STRING;
PRINTOUT, TEXT;
SOURCEFILE: FILE OF REFERENCE;
(These first procedures are a group of handy utilities frequently used )
PROCEDURE CLEAR SCREEN;
BEGIN
WRITE (CHR(SCREENCLEAR), CHR(HOME));
WRITELN ('MEMORY AVAILABLE IS ":35,MEMAVAIL,' WORDS.');
WRITELN; WRITELN
END;
PROCEDURE GET_RECORD;
BEGIN
SEEK (SOURCEFILE, RECNUM); GET (SOURCEFILE)
END;
PROCEDURE PUT_AWAY;
BEGIN
SEEK (SOURCEFILE, RECNUM); PUT (SOURCEFILE)
END;
FUNCTION VAL (ENTRY: STRING): INTEGER; (Avoid problems with numeric entries)
VAR I, TEMP: INTEGER;
DIGIT: STRINGII];
BEGIN
TEMP:=0; IF LENGTH (ENTRY)=0 THEN VAL:=0 ELSE
BEGIN
FOR IseI TO LENGTH (ENTRY) DO
BEGIN
DIGIT:.' ; DISITC1):=ENTRYII); TEMP:=1011TEMP + POS (DISIT.'123456709');
END;
IF TEMP < 0 THEN TEMP:=0; (used only far positive record numbers here)
VAL:=TEMP;
END;
END; (VAL]
FUNCTION GET_CHAR (FIRST, SECOND: STRING; OKCHAR: RIGHTSET)1 CHAR;
(This funCtion avoids "out of bounds' responses)
VAR RESPONSE: CHAR;
BEGIN
REPEAT
WRITE (FIRST); IF sectio<>*, THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN; WRITE (SECOND);
END;
READ (RESPONSE); WRITELN; IF RESPONSE.CHR(27) THEN EXIT (PROGRAM);
IF RESPONSE IN
THEN RERPONSEseCHR(ORD(RESPONSE)-32); (Capitalize)
IF NOT (RESPONSE IN OKCHAR) THEN WRITELN (CHR(7),
'",RESPONSE, IS NOT AN APPROPRIATE RESPONSE.'); WRITELN;
UNTIL RESPONSE IN OKCHAR;
GET_CHARs*RESPONSE;
END; (GET-CHAR)
(Now some more specialized procedures important in THIS program)
PROCEDURE SEARCH FILE (VAR REFiREFERENCE);
BEGIN
RECNUNieRECNUM+1; GET_RECORD1 TEST:=SOURCEFILE^.KEY;
WRITELN ('Citation is ',TEST,' in record •',RECNUI)
END;
PROCEDURE SHOW_REF;
BEGIN
WRITELN ('This is record 0',RECNUM,' in file ',FILENAME,';');
WRITELN; WITH SOURCEFILE"' DO
BEGIN
IF KEY.'XXXXX' THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN ('Record O',RECNUM,' is empty.');
EMPTYseTRUE; °K:.-TRUE; EXIT (SHOW_REF);
END;
EMPTYIeFALSE; WRITELN ('KEY:
':13,KEY);
WRITELN ('AUTHORSI;
":13, AUTHORSI);
IF AUTHORS2 <> " THEN WRITELN ('AUTHORS21 ':13, AUTHORS2);
'113, YEAR);
WRITELN ('YEAR:
WRITELN ('TITLE;:
'il3e TITLE1);
IF TITLE2 <> " THEN WRITELN ('TITLE2:
'113,TITLE2);
IF TITLE3 <> " THEN WRITELN ('TITLES:
':13,TITLE3);
Listing continuer,.

MEGAFLEX®
ABILITY
You Pick The Disk System, MegaFlex Controls It!
WITH SOFTDRIVERS FOR
BRIDGE THE APPLE
FORMAT BARRIER!
A FLEXIBLE FUTURE!
The MEGAFLEX diskette
MEGAFLEX—a universal
floppy disk controller and
does what Apple's
cannot—read and write
modern alternative to the
diskettes from other
Apple drive system offering
computers! Softwareincreased storage, imcontrolled industry-stanproved reliability and ...
FLEXIBILITY.
dard IBM 3740 or System
34 type formats allow the
Enjoy megabytes of
MEGAFLEX library of reforonline storage with your
matting software to read
choice of micro, mini, or
and write Altos, Radio
maxi drives—or even 6Mb
Shack, Osborne, and IBM
with the Amlyn cartridge
PC diskettes. (Call for the
pack! Ideal for highlatest software details.)
capacity storage now,
MORE STORAGE, MORE
winchester-disk backup
UNIVERSAL FEATURES, LOWEST COST
later.
The MEGAFLEX secret is to autoboot soft- MEGAFLEX with 8" maxi or high density 5.25"
drivers that match the needs of your drive system. minis gives you 1.2 Megabyte of formatted data per
All hardware functions are software-controlled. diskette for 8 times the file and data size!
MEGAFLEX can match new drive capabilities with- MEGAFLEX offers flexible software choices:
out hardware changes. Drive-dependent ROMs
• data rate (250/500 Kbits per second),
have been eliminated.
• single and double density recording, and
APPLE III? OF COURSE!!
• single/double sided drive operation (max
4 drives).
MEGAFLEX is compatible with BASIC, CP/M,
MEGAFLEX has the lowest chip count of any
Pascal, VISICALC, SOS and DOS-emulation on the
Apple III, Apple II, Franklin Ace and Basis. All lan- controller today! This means less power, a cooler
guage features and operating system commands Apple and better reliability.
Lowest price, highest performance, that's
(LOAD, BRUN, etc.) are standard. If you can operate Apple drives you can op11722 SORRENTO VALLEY ROAD
erate MEGAFLEX! Your
SAN DIEGO, CA
Apple software will run with(619) 452-0101
TWX 910-335-2047 APPLE TWO SDG
out modification too.
A Division of SVA
TRADEMARKS CP/M—Digaal Research

Listing continued.
':13,JOURNAL) ELSE
IF BOOK THEN WRITELN ('PUBLISHER:
BEGIN
WRITELN ('JOURNAL:
':13, JOURNAL);
':13, VOL); WRITELN ('PAGES:
':13, PAGES);
WRITELN ("VOL'
END;
END;
END; (SHOW-REF}

amount of space in the form of empty
files. Otherwise fatal I/O errors will occur when more records are added to the
end of a file in a reasonably full disk.
Just how many records should be set
aside for each letter? There is some
guesswork involved here, but it's obvious there will be more names starting
with S than with Z.
For both new entries and corrections, the Enter_One function is used.
It is adapted from the Readit procedure on page 143 of Bowles' Beginner's
Guide for the UCSD Pascal System. It
may seem a bit strange to use a function returning a Boolean variable to
enter a string into a record, but it provides a very convenient way to avoid
skipping through a bunch of items if
they are going to remain empty. To
make sure there are no out-of-range errors, the maximum length of each entry is specified, and each entry appears
in an appropriate blank. This should
make things easy for the user.
When each record is completed,
there is an opportunity to correct any
errors and then further entries are solicited. If there are none, the program
terminates by clearing the screen.
Next Time
In my next article I'll discuss Refprint, the program that prints out the
final bibliography. It does it in five different formats! •

Circle 243 on Reader Service card.

BOOK KEEPER II
WITH

CHECK WRITER II
Yes, a unique single entry BookKeeping system for the Apple.
As you Write your checks, maintain up to 300 General Ledger
Accounts, and unlimited Account distribution.
Excellent for BUSINESS or PERSONAL use.

4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

Have 300 Payable vendors on file.
P., 300 Lech*, acct. numbers on file.
In ,
,roc:,. N(0 checks at a time.
PT6LeSS 1000 entries per month.
Maintain Mora 9Iy and niTr) Totals.
Write check, ' .0 599.9 . ' ;
Uses standard N EBS or RAl'ii)FOR MS low cost checks.
Process a check for a single amount or up to 10 single
entries, with discounts.

ONLY $99.50
Mark/
4onn

Assoc

BOOK

KEEPER II

CHECK WRITER II

BOX 1589, MARIETTA, GA 30061

404-422-8169
VISA OR MASTER CHARGE- DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
APPLE IS A TRADEM ARK OF APPLE COMPUTER, INC
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PROCEDURE LINE_UP (SIZEsINTEGER);
VAR I: INTEGER;
BEGIN
CLEAR_SCREEN; SHOW_REF;
GOTOXY (0,21); FOR 11=1 TO SIZE DO WRITE ('_'); GOTOXY (0,21)
END; (LINE UPI
FUNCTION ENTER_ONE(SIZE: INTEGER; ITEM: STRING; VAR NEWITEM: STRING): BOOLEAN;
VAR ENTRY: STRING;
BEGIN
LINE_UP (SIZE); GOTOXY (0,113);
WRITELN ('Enter ',ITEM,'; da NOT exceed indicated spaces. Enter');
WRITELN
('"0" to quit, "E" to erase this item, or (RETURN) to skip without change.');
GOTOXY (0,21); READLN (ENTRY); ENTER_ONE:-TRUE;
IF ENTRY=" THEN EXIT (ENTER_ONE) ELSE
BEGIN
IF (ENTRY='O') OR (ENTRY='q') THEN ENTER_ONE:=FALSE ELSE
IF (ENTRY.'E'l OR (ENTRY = 'e') THEN NEWITEM1." ELSE
NEWITEM:=ENTRY
END;
END; {FUNCTION ENTER ONE}
PROCEDURE ZERO_REF (VAR REF:REFERENCE);
BEGIN
WITH REF DO
BEGIN
KEY1='XXXXX'; BOOK:=FALSE; AUTHORS1:="; AUTHORS2:="; YEAR:=";
TITLE1:="; TITLE2:="; TITLE3m="; JOURNALs="1VOL:="; PAGES:="
END;
END; (ZERO-REF)
PROCEDURE CHANGE_REF; FORWARD;
(To allow changes if CHECK_IT calls for them}
PROCEDURE CHECK_IT;
BEGIN
CLEAR SCREEN;
RD; SHOW_REF; IF EMPTY THEN EXIT (CHECK_IT); WRITELN;
GET RECO
OK:_GET_CHAR ('Is this correct? (Y or N). If not, you can correct it.
',C'Y','N'1)='Y';
IF NOT OK THEN CHANGE_REF;
END;
PROCEDURE END_IT;
BEGIN
PUT_AWAY; REPEAT CHECK_IT UNTIL OK; PUT_AWAY;
END; (END_IT)
PROCEDURE GET_FILE;
VAR OPENED: BOOLEAN;
PROCEDURE OPEN_FILE (VOL: STRING);
BEGIN
FILENAMEt.CONCAT(VOL,INITIAL);
(till -V) RESET (SOURCEFILE,FILENAME); OPENED1=IORESULT=0; ($11I+i)
IF OPENED THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN ('File ',FILENAME,' opened for entry.'); EXIT (GET_FILE);
END;
END; COPEN-FILE}
PROCEDURE MAKE NEWFILE;
VAR ENTRY, PREFIX: STRINGI81;
NUMBER: INTEGER;
BEGIN
WRITELN; WRITELN Can what diskette do you want the new file?');
WRITELN (' (Enter volume number AND ":" or volume name AND "1")');
READLN (PREFIX);
FILENAME:=CONCAT (PREFIX, INITIAL); REWRITE (SOURCEFILE,F1LENAME);
WRITE ('How many records are to be set aside for initial ',INITIAL,'?');
READLN (ENTRY); NUMBER1=VAL (ENTRY)-1; Callow far Record 00, too)
FOR
2:I:ECNUM:=0 TO NUMBER DO
GET_RECORD; ZERO_REF (SOURCEFILE^); PUT_AWAY;
END;
CLOSE(SOURCEFILE, LOCK); RESET (SOURCEFILE, FILENAME); (avoid disasters)
WRITELN ('A file entitled ',FILENAME,' has been prepared.');
END; CMAKE-NEWFILE)
BEGIN (GET-FILE}
(1111-i) CLOSE (SOURCEFILE,LOCK); (iSI+0) (Avoids stop when file not closed)
OPENED:=FALSE; OPEN_FILE (9110:'); IF NOT OPENED THEN OPEN_FILE('415:');
IF NOT OPENED THEN OPEN_FILE('011:"); IF NOT OPENED THEN OPEN_FILE('7111:');
IF NOT OPENED THEN OPEN_FILE('09:");
IF NOT OPENED THEN
BEGIN
GOTOXY (0, 15);
WRITELN ('There is no file for ',INITIAL,' currently available.');
WRITELN;
CASE GET_CHAR ('R)eplace one of the diskettes? or S)tart a new file?',
",('S','R')) OF
'R':
BEGIN
WRITELN ('Insert the correct diskette and press <RETURN>');
(An example of recursion in Pascal)
READLN; GET_FILE;
END;
MAKE_NEWFILE;
'S':
END; (CASE)

Listing continued.
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$UPER SAVINGS ON SOFTWARE
FOR APPLE OWNERS
Chop lifter
Snack Attack
Mastertype
H
oome Accountant
Frogger

22.99
19.99
26.99
51.99
22.99

64.99
88.99
:0/56/70 122.49
Zork I
26.99
88.99
Sensible Speller

P
p
sF
F
ile
uS
ielxrt
pe
: rt

HUNDREDS MORE AT DISCOUNTS
OF 25-33% OFF RETAIL

•:*

• Free Catalog
• Open 8-6, M-F and
• By Mail or Phone
10.3 Sat.
• Satisfaction Guaranteed • Charge Cards Welcome
(No extra charge)

— Call today -

ULCAN SOFTWARE
1805 SAULTER ROAD
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35209

RIP'1

4,4\0\-•

(205) 871-5510
Add $3.00 for shipping regardless of the size of your order
APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER, INC

Circle 8 on Reader Service card.

Big Al here
Me and the boys got
sick and tired of listening to all the excuses
from my representatives about power
problems on their computers. Being in the
Book Business, this can get expensive...
losing customer records of purchases and
$ payables.
1
To remedy this and to keep our agents'
heads above the water (so to speak) we got
us a truckload of MAYDAYS from SUN
RESEARCH.
Even at retail, they are a bargain...only
$325.00 for a 150 watt Uninterruptible
Power Supply with voltage regulator and
battery. Keeps our computer free of
problems caused by brownouts and ri.tipos
blackouts and other bad stuff on the line.
And small enough to be moved in case you
have to pack up and leave quickly.
So, buy a MAYDAY...if you know what's
good for you.

MAYDAY Division
SUN RESEARCH, INC.
Box 210, New Durham, NH 03855
603/859-7110 TWX 5102974444

•'e
;.

Circle 255 on Reader Service card.

*********
* The Electronic
* Astrologers* * *

Sir cast an accurate horoscope for any time from 4(
1880-2000, then teff you what it means! Personalized astrological reading Is 1500+ 4t
words, based on unique relation of all
* planets, Ascendant & MC at birth.
• ASTRO-SCOPETM reads birth chart; your .st
character strengths & weaknesses. Text by
* Steve Blake & Robert Hand. Screen version,
S30, for Apple' w. Applesoft', disk, 32K RAM.
commercial use license,
* Printing version
$200, needs 48K.

4,

w.

* SEX-0-SCOPETM. Same format & prices, w.
* witty R-rated text by John Townley.

* Monthly, yearly & relationship horoscopes soon!
_ AGS also specializes in highly accurate cis/cull' lation-only programs doing natal, progressed, -,1(
_ transiting, return, midpoint, harmonic charts, and
if more. For catalog, phone 617/25541510.
* In Mass.

*

add 5% sales tax. We take Mastercard & Visa.
'Reg. TM of Apple Computer Corp.

AGS Software

* Dept. 4, Box 28, Orleans, MA 02853
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
Circle 165 on Reader Service card.

AIR NAVIGATION TRAINER
by KEN WINOGRAD

Mem". What They're Saying About ANT:
PEELINGS tr.(13es 19821:"... the lonct)onIngolthe trainer(' Netlike
a real aircraft navigating by radio. Air Nevigallon Trainer Is an excellent
learning old end using xiS eesy. Although II Is note game. It Is also fun
to ums."
INFOWORLD'" 10/20/825. "... the program la 'bomb-proof.' Alter
using theprogramlor many hours, I leel I am a sharper pilot. 5541 Mit
at home — not In the air 31 a cost of TAO to $50 per hour."

FEATURES:
• iiig33moialionerepaic•
• Sound EllachrillnMuclen Sur. Val
• e VOA, CVMF Omitting. Reckg)
• 2 vcm Receivers mdlirmagle 035)
• 211013a1MonMirectionel Beacon)
* 1 ADF1331•330313recionFl3der)
• • °Mem. sigranations 3 vo3 oemo

AIR NAV TRAINER

• Groot Track Meg 131meit • Surat
• Conatani Or Yiviabh Mild 5 Jectim
• Wild Magnitude 3 Meal. Multi
• Fieammedit enseq lime mania
• Can Be Flown Rea3TInse a Fesiar
• Full amumentationlamumm Tool
• mord an a vo3 or NOB FM

1140.00 tu.s. Funds).
A HIGHER EDUCATION

Peciulres APPLE. 11/11-afIler/111.48K. DC1S3.3. 0313130/A(0r boulv )

Al Your Local Daelar or Direct From:

SPACE-TIME ASSOCIATES
2039 Country Club Drive
Manchester, NH 03102
-2;r1w==='.-.
une..

=

(61:131625-1094

nn

Circle 259 on Reader Service card,

—
REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE
— Professional

for APPLE. TTIS•80 & CPM SYSTEMS

• PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: $950
Operating Stmt.
Tenant History
Building Reports
Late Rent Report
Utilities Report
Vacancy Report
Tax Expense Report
Income Report
Prints Checks
Auto Late Charge
Prints Receipts
Returned Checks
• PROPERTY LISTINGS;COMPARABLES: $525
Max/Min MCC
— SCREEN BYE
Max Price/Income
22 Items/Listing
Max Prige/Sg Foot
1000 Listing/Disk
Mal Cashilow
Listing Memo Field
• REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS MODULES: $50 'ModuleTax Deterred Exchange
Home Purchase
APR Loan Analysis
Income Prop Analysis
Loan Amortization
Property Sales
Depreciation/ACRS Analysis
Construction Cost/Profit
Lean Wrap Analysis
Loan Sales/Purchase
• WORD PROCESSOR — WORD STAR: $295

Mtwara
salty

Epany

il

Suite E. 11168th

RI Computer Stores Everywhere
or Order COD Direct
Cal Residents add eve To Sales Tax
M10724419

Street, Manhattan Beath. CA 90266
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END; (NOT OPENED)
END; (GET—FILE)
(The following are the two major procedures in this program)
PROCEDURE CHANGEREF;
VAR ENTRY: STRING;
PROCEDURE REMOVE_ONE;
BEGIN
IF EMPTY THEN EXIT (REMOVE_ONE);
IF CHOICE = 'E' THEN
WITH SOURCEFILE^ DO
BEGIN
CLEAR_SCREEN; WRITE (CHR(7)); SHOW_REF; WRITELN;
IF BE_CHAR ('Do you REALLY want to remove this reference?',",
('Y','N'1)=-'Y' THEN
BEGIN
ZERO REF (SOURCEFILE'); PUT_AWAY;
WRITELN ('Reference ',initial,': it',recnum,' has been removed.');
OK:=TRUE; EXIT (CHANGE_REF);
END;
END;
END; (REMOVE—ONE)
PROCEDURE FINISH_IT;
BEGIN
REPEAT END_IT UNTIL OK; EXIT (CHANGE_REF);
END;
PROCEDURE CONTINUE CHANGES; (AVOIDS "PROCEDURE TOO LONG")
BEGIN
WITH SOURCEFILE^ DO
BEGIN
IF NOT BOOK THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN ('OLD JOURNAL = ',JOURNAL);
IF NOT ENTER ONE (80, 'NEW JOURNAL',JOURNAL) THEN FINISH_IT;
VOL);
WRITELN; WRITEL
N
('OLD VOLUME =
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (4, 'NEW VOLUME',VOL) THEN FINISH_IT;
WRITELN; WRIE
LN ('OLD PAGES = ',PAGES);
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (15, 'NEW PAGES', PAGES) THEN FINISH_IT
END ELSE
BEGIN
WRITELN ('OLD PUBLISHER = ',JOURNAL);
IF NOT ENTER_ONE(80,'NEW PUBLISHER & CITY',JOURNAL) THEN FINISH_IT;
END;
END; (WITH SOURCEFILE— DO)
END; (CONTINUE—CHANGES)
PROCEDURE UPDATE_KEY; (Make CERTAIN year and key agree)
VAR DATE: INTEGER;
BEGIN
WITH SOURCEFILE" DO
BEGIN
DATE:=POS('19',KEY); IF DATE<>O THEN
BEGIN
DELETE (KEY, DATE,4); INSERT (YEAR,KEY,DATE);
END ELSE KEYt=CONCAT (KEY,', ',YEAR);
END;
END;
PROCEDURE CHOOSE_RECORD;
VAR ENTRY: STRIN1
21;
RESPONSE: STRING;
BEGIN {This algorithm lets the computer find things with minimal entries
from the user — the way things SHOULD be!)
WRITELN; WRITELN
('Find the record on the basis of its Number or the Ci tation?');
WRITELN
('If Number, then enter the first letter of the record which contains the');
WRITELN
('record; if Citation, enter it in the usual "name, year" format.');
READLN (RESPONSE);
IF LENGTH (RESPONSE)=1 THEN
BEGIN
WRITE ('What record number in file ',RESPONSE,' is to be changed? ');
READLN (ENTRY); RECNUM:=VAL(ENTRY);
INITIAL:=RESPONSE; GET_FILE; GET_RECORD
END ELSE
BEGIN
CITATION:=RESPONSE; INITIAL:=COPY(CITATION, 1,1); GET FILE; RECNUMs=-1;
REPEAT SEARCH. FILE (SOURGEFILE-`) UNTIL (TEST=CITATION) OR EOF(SOURCEFILE);
IF EOF(SOURCEILE) THEN
WRITELN ('There is no reference stored for citation ', CITATION,'.");
END;
END; (CHOOSE—RECORD)
[MAIN CHANGE REF)
BEGIN
IF NOT FOUND THEN CHOOSE_RECORD; CLEAR_SCREEN; SHOW_REF; WRITELN; WRITELN;
WITH SOURCEFILE" DO
BEGIN
CHOICE:=GET CHAR('Enter "E" if this record is to be erased.',
'( <SPACE> to continue corrections-)',C'E',' ,'O'1); REMOVE_ONE;
IF CHOICE='8' THEN FINISH_IT;.
BOOKI=GET CHAR('Is this a book? ',",['Y','N'1)='Y';
WRITELN; WRITELN ('OLD KEY = , KEY);
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (BO,'NEW KEY',KEY) THEN FINISH_IT;
YEAR:=COPY(KEY, LENGTH(KEY)-3, 4);
WRITELN; WRITELN ('OLD AUTHORS 1 = ',AUTHORS));
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (8O,'NEW AUTHORS l',AUTHORS1) THEN FINIS-LIT;
WRITELN; WRITELN ('OLD AUTHORS 2 = ',AUTHORS2);
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (BO, 'NEW AUTHORS 2',AUTHORS2) THEN FINISH_IT;
WRITELN; WRITELN ('OLD YEAR =
YEAR);
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (6,'NEW YEAR',YEAR) THEN FINISH_IT;
UPDATE_KEY;

Listing continued.

Internationally acclahned
The ultimate in copy de-protection
CRACK-SHOT is a total system comprised of hardware and software
modules. CRACK-SHOT is easy to use, designed for users and
programmers. Eliminates "owners paranoia" about disk failure.
Provides quick, easy, reliable archival backups for critical software
with a flip of a switch. Allows transferal of
software to hard disk.
as a gaming tool
Be an Arcade King. Use CRACK-SHOT
at any level.
to stop, start and save a game

Your total CRACK-SHOT system consists of:
a sophisticated hardware device,
advanced state software utilities,
and a 70-page users manual.
Price: $149.95
Optional Hot-line available for only $15.00
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, providing
system updates to registered owners.
Cash, check, money order, MasterCard
or VISA accepted.
for MasterCard and VISA orders only!
Call now! Toll free!
1-800-824-7888 Ask for operator 68
in California
1-800-852-7777 Ask for operator 68

Pirates Harbor

P.O. Box 8928, Boston, MA 02114 617-720-3600 MODEM---*
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. CRACK-SHOT is the trademark of Pirateoffarbor.
System requirements: 48K Apple H or Apple II plus. 1 disk drive, Ramcard helpful but:not required.
CRACK-SHOT is intended to be used as a programmers aid, gaming tool, and legal archival backup of your programs.
CRACK-SHOT should not be used for illegal purposes.

Circle 76 on Reader Service card.
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WRITELN; WRITELN ('OLD TITLE 1 = ',TITLE]);
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (80,'NEW TITLE 1',TITLE1) THEN FINISH_IT;
WRITELN; WRITELN ('OLD TITLE 2 = ',TITLE2);
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (80, 'NEW TITLE 2', TITLE2) THEN FINISH_IT;
WRITELN; WRITELN ('OLD TITLE 3 = ',TITLE3);
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (SO, 'NEW TITLE 3', TITLE31 THEN FINISH_IT;
CONTINUE_CHANGS
;
(Split changes into two parts to keep < 1200 wards)
END; (WITH...)
REPEAT END IT UNTIL OK; CLOSE (SOURCEFILE, LOCK);
END; (CHANGE-REF)
PROCEDURE NEW_REF (VAR REF:REFERENCE);

Attache-style cases for carrying and protecting your complete computer set-up.
Accommodates equipment in a fully operational configuration. Never a need to
remove equipment from case. Simply
remove lid, connect power, and operate.
AP101 Apple II with Single Drive $109
AP102 Apple II with Two Disk
Drives
119
AP103 Apple II, 9 Inch Monitor &
Two Drives
129
AP104 Apple III, Two Drives &
139
Silentype Printer
AP105 13" Monitor with
Accessories
99
AP106 AMDEK Color Monitor
119
RS201 TRS-80 Model I, Expansion
Unit & Drives
109
RS204 TRS-80 Model III
129
AT301 ATARI Computers with
109
Peripherals
P402 Centronics 730/737 &
89
Radio Shack Printer
P403 Epson MX70/80 or
89
Microline 82A
P404 Epson MX100 Printer
99
P405 IDS 560 or Prism
109
132 Printer
P406 Starwriter/Printmaster
119
F-10 Printer
P407 Okidata Microline
99
83A or 84 Printer
99
P408 Prowriter 2 Printer
P409 Prowriter (Apple Dot Matrix)
Printer
89
129
IB501 IBM Personal Computer
IB502 IBM Monitor
99
HP601 HP41 with Accessories
99
CM703 Commodore Model 64
119
with Drives
CM704 Commodore Model 64
with Dataset
109
139
NS010 North Star Advantage
CC80 Matching Attache Case (5") 85
CC90 Matching Attache Case (3") 75
CC91 Matching Accessory Case 95
49
CC92 5.25" Diskette Case

compuTer case company
5650 Indian Mound Court
Columbus, Ohio 43213
(614) 868-9464

CALL TOLL FREE
800-848-7548 CC
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PROCEDURE FINISH_NEW;
BEGIN
,END_IT; IF NOT OK THEN CHANGE_REF;
END;
BEGIN
REPEAT
CLEAR_SCREEN; WRITELN ('<RETURN> SKIPS ITEMS WITH NO CHANGE;');
WRITELN ("42. BY ITSELF SKIPS THE REST OF THIS REFERENCE.');
WITH REF DO
BEGIN
KEY:=CITATION;
YEAR:=COPY(KEY, LENGTH(KEY)-3, 4);
BOOK:=GETCHAR ('Is this a book? ',",('Y','N'l)=-1,";
IF NOT ENTER_ONE(80, 'FIRST LINE OF AUTHORS:',AUTHORS1) THEN FINISH _NEW;
IF NOT ENTER_ONE(BO, 'SECOND LINE OF AUTHORS:',AUTHORS2) THEN FINISH_NEW;
IF NOT ENTER_ONE(BO, 'FIRST. LINE OF TITLE:',TITLE1) THEN FINISH_NEW;
IF NOT ENTER_ONE(1210, 'SECOND LINE OF TITLE:',TITLE21 THEN FINISH_NEW;
IF NOT• ENTER ONE(SO, 'THIRD (AND LAST) LINE OF TITLE:',TITLE3)
THEN FINISH_NEW;
IF NOT BOOK THEN
BEGIN
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (80, 'JOURNAL NAME:',JOURNAL) THEN FINISH_NEW;
IF NOT ENTR
_ONE (4, 'VOLUME:',VOL) THEN FINISH_NEW;
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (15,'PAGES:',PAGES) THEN FINISH_NEW
END ELSE
IF NOT ENTER_ONE (BO,'PUBLISHER & CITY',JOURNAL) THEN FINISH_NEW;
END;
FINISH_NEW;
UNTIL OK
END; (NEW_REF) PROCEDURE ADD_REF (VAR REF:REFERENCE);
VAR CHOICE: CHAR;
BEGIN
RECNUM :=-1; {To start with record number 0 when incremented)
REPEAT SEARCH_FILE(SOURCEFILE^) UNTIL (TEST .= CITATION) OR
(COPY (TEST,1,2) = 'XX') OR (TEST = ") OR EOF (SOURCEFILE);
IF EOF (SOURCEFILE) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN ('THERE ARE NO MORE SPACES AVAILABLE IN FILE ',FILENAME,'.');
EXIT (ADD_REF)
END; FOUND:=TRUE;
IF (COPY (TEST,1,2) = 'XX') OR (TEST = ") THEN NEW_REF (SOURCEFILE^)
ELSE IF TEST=CITATION THEN fa previous record with this key)
BEGIN
CLEAR_SCREEN; WRITELN (CHR(7), CITATION,' is ALREADY PRESENT.');
SHOW_iEF; WRITELN;
CASE GET CHAR('Do you want to (C)hange it, (Q)uit with no change,',
'or (A)dd another reference for this citation? ',E'C','12",'A'l) OF
'Q': BEGIN END IT; EXIT (ADD_REF); END;
'C': CHANGE_REF;
'A': BEGIN
REPEAT SEARCHFILE (SOURCEFILE^) UNTIL (COPY (TEST,1,2) = 'XX')
OR (TEST = "1;
NEW_REF (SOURCEFILE^)
END;
END; (CASE)
END; CKEY=CITATION)
END; (ADD_REF}
PROCEDURE ENTER_CI TAT ION;
BEGIN
REPEAT
CLEAR_SCREEN;
WRITELN ('Type the citation (name, year format) to be entered.');
WRITELN ('Press <RETURN> with no entry to exit this part.');
READLN (CITATION);
IF CITATION <>" THEN
BEGIN
INITIAL:=COPYACITATION,1,1); GET FILE; RECNUM:=-1;
ADD_REF (SOURCEFILE^); WRITE ('For the next entry, ')
END;
WRITELN; CLOSE (SOURCEFILE, LOCK);
UNTIL CITATION = "
END;
BEGIN (MAIN PROGRAM}
REPEAT
•
CLEAR_SCREEN; FOUND:=FALSE;
WRITELN ('Which of the following is to be done?7);
1. (E)nter a new reference listing.');
WRITELN
or remove a reference now on the diskette.');
2. (C)hange
.
WRITELN ('
WRITELN ('
3. (Q)uit this program.');
CHOICE:=GET_CHAR(' Enter the number or letter you choose. ',",
CASE CHOICE OF
'1','E': ENTER CITATION;
'2','C': CHANGE_REF;
END; (CASE STATEMNT)
UNTIL CHOICE IN I'3','12'31
CLEAR_SCREEN
END.

DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVES MK DRN

Super Sale on New Disk Drives
Starting at

$199.95* complete!!

single sided 40 track — dual sided 40 track
single sided 80 track — dual sided 80 track
gfor

ZENITH 2 APPLE 3
RADIO SHACK I— HEATH/
IBM/PC - TEXAS INSTRUMENTS & MOST OTHER COMPUTERS 2
SPECIAL! Disk Drive Head Cleaning Kits . . .$12.95
"

I

Now Disk Drives for the Apple 11 3

0

Call for our Low Price

g

1
1

TOLL FREE ORDERING GENERAL and TECHNICAL
1-800-343-8841
1-617-872-9090
Diskettes of all sizes (Box of 10)
starting at $15.95
Dot Matrix Printers
$Call
Word Processing Printers
starting at $999.95
Printer Buffers 8K to 64K
starting at $133.00
Disk Drive Cases and Power Supplies . starting at $49.95

g

g

Dealer inquiries invited.

SOFTWARE
SUPPORT, INC:
Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701

TERMS:
One
M.C.Nisarnmex and personal
checks accepted at no extra charge.
C.O.D. Please add $3.00.
Shipping: Please call for amount.

I
la
ILI

1

(617) 872-9090
Hours: Mon. thru Sat 10 am to 6 pm (EST)

1 'TANDY CORPORATION
2 'ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
3 "APPLE COMPUTER CORP.
4 "ISM CORPORATION
5 'TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

ma NSIO S3Alkia >ism mow Nsia 83AINO NSIO S3A1E10 Ala 83A1k10 msia MARIO NSIO MAIM AS SP.
Circle 224 on Reader Service card.

Indy
After the big race when the engines are silent
and the crowd has gone home,
you'll still have your lap charts to remind you.

by Earl Johnson

I

t's been over 30 years since I began
following the Indianapolis 500. I
can remember standing at the infield
fence under the broiling sun, too poor
to buy a Coke, and watching Mauri
Rose sail to victory. Ten years later, I
had progressed to the grandstands
with a cooler of beer at my feet.
Somewhere along the line, I began
keeping lap charts. I found that charting the race was almost as much fun as
watching it. The charts kept me on top
of things and created a special history.
Years went by and I moved to the West
Coast, but though I no longer attended
the race, I kept up with my annual
charting, glued to the radio on race
morning.
Using my Apple to chart the 500 was
in my mind the day I brought it home
from the store. Thus, Indy (see program listing) was written and used for
the first time in 1981. It works fine.
While Indy is specific for the
Indianapolis auto race, it could be
adapted easily for other types of races.
For instance, you could modify it to
score your local marathon run. Using
data statements for the entry listings is
a natural here, providing considerable
speed and flexibility.
The program may look long, but is
Send your cards and letters to Earl Johnson, 2781
Juanipero Way, Medford, OR 97501.
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V
virtually all single statement lines. You
can shorten it by omitting the remarks
lines, although obviously I firmly believe in liberally salting your programming with remarks. They are helpful
in locating things you'll want to
change sometime, especially in a program you may not get around to modifying until next year's race.
Program Operation
Indy won't do you much good without a printer in your system. Its main
function is to produce printed lap
charts. If you don't have a printer and
can't get access to one, you'd better
skip this program.
Let's go into the menu functions:
1) Enter lap rundown and race
speeds: During the race, car positions
are run down by car number (not by
driver). A rundown gives positions of
the first 10-15 cars. Rundowns are
usually given on the first and fourth
lap, and then after every tenth lap (25
miles) of the race, Sometimes things
get hectic and the rundowns are delayed. The broadcasters try to catch
up any missed rundowns when the

race is running under the yellow caution flag. Available speeds for these
rundowns are usually given as
well—both the present speed and the
previous record speed.
I jot the car numbers down on
scratch paper as they are run down.
The reason for this is that sometimes
the announcer will make a mistake
and these rundowns are usually done
so fast that you don't have time to back
up and correct a computer entry. Then
I enter the numbers. Sometimes lap
speeds are omitted, so the program
allows you the option of entering these
or not.
Pressing return will print these
numbers, formatted in a line across
your page. Usually only the first ten to
15 front runners are given in each rundown. As the program is written, ten
positions will fit fine on normal-width
paper. Removing the semicolon at the
end of line 310 will let you list 15. You
could rewrite line 330 so the positional
numbering is omitted, and thus get the
entire field on standard-width paper.
Unfortunately, positions for the entire
field are not given often enough to
make charting them meaningful.

BASF QUALIMETR1C
A TOTALLY NEW DIMENSION OF QUALITY.

RexyDisk

ENTER TOMORROW ON
*Contact BASF for warranty details.5 7982, 8ASF Systems Corporation, Bedford, MA
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From BASF comes a totally new
level of excellence in magnetic
media—the Qualimetric standard, a standard so advanced
that BASF FlexyDisks' are confidently backed by an extraordinary new lifetime warranty.*
The Qualimetric standard is
maintained without compromise through every step of BASF
design, production, inspection,
and testing...reflecting an
unwavering BASF commitment
to media fidelity and durability.
Our FlexyDisk jacket incorporates a unique two-piece liner
that not only traps damaging
debris away from the media
surface, but a/so ensures precise media-to-head alignment.
The result—certified 100%
error-free performance, backed
by BASF's exclusive lifetime
warranty. *
For information security,
tomorrow and beyond, look for
the distinctive BASF package
with the Qualimetric seal. Call
800-343-4600 for the name of
your nearest supplier.
Visit BASF at Comdex,
Booth 604.

Maybe they could use an Apple in the
broadcast booth.
When information is entered for
successive ten-lap rundowns, it is
printed beneath the previous entry. At
the conclusion of the race, the car
numbers can be connected by lines
down the page. This gives a complete
picture of the race, graphically showing who was the hotshot driver this
year, the best position your favorite attained, and so on.
2) Enter text comments: As the race
progresses, you may want to enter text
comments to be printed to your chart.
You might use this function to note the
reason a car dropped out of the race or
to describe an accident. You also might
want to enter the interval between cars
1 and 2, so it will be handy for comparison following pit stops. Or you just
might want to update something entered earlier. You are asked for the lap
number for the comment.
3) Car and driver information: This
function accesses a submenu that will
display the driver of any car on the
screen. You may also display or print
the entire starting lineup.
4) Enter cars out of the race: On occasion the cars that are no longer running will be announced, more or less in
the order in which they went out. Jot
this information down and enter it.
You may elect to skip this part, but I
find it gives me a good idea of how
things are going to wind up. This is one
of the facets of the broadcast I wish

were done more often.
5) Convert seconds/lap to MPH: It is
sometimes announced that a car is
turning, say, 45-second laps. You may
quickly convert this to MPH. This
function is a screen display. You may
transfer the information to paper via a
text comment if you wish.
Data Entry
The program listing contains the
1981 race lineup in the data. I include
it to show the customary way to format
the entries. Of course, you'll want to
enter information for this year's race.
Newspapers print the starting lineup, usually in the format shown. Begin
checking them a week before race day
so you can enter the data at your
leisure. Make sure the car numbers are
provided in the paper you buy—some
omit them You should further check
the numbers as they are given in the
prerace broadcast to be sure they are
correct.
There are 33 cars in the race. You
are allowed four data fields per entry.
The first must be the car number. The
second must be the driver's name. The
third is customarily the builder/
engine-type and the fourth the qualifying speed for the race. You may
change the information in the third
and fourth fields if you have a better
way, but the car number and driver
must be first and second for proper
program function.
Be careful about comma separators

when entering data statements. You
must use exactly three commas separating four fields in each data line—no
more, no less—unless you format to get
around this. For instance:
7110 DATA 1,RICK MEARS,VENSKEFORD,8 CYLINDER",207.004

is a four-field data statement because
the third field (and its included
comma) is enclosed in quote marks.
Your Apple reads anything in quotes as
a string.
Conversely, you can cut the data
lines back to just car number and
driver by adding commas to the end of
the two fields so the Apple thinks there
are four. For instance: •
7110 DATA 1,RICK MEARS„
When you've got all the cars listed,
try listing the starting lineup to the
screen. Use control-C to stop the listing
as desired. It if doesn't list properly,
you've almost certainly misplaced a
comma somewhere, probably in the
statement just before things went haywire. A common mistake is placing a
comma after DATA.
Finally, be sure to end the data listing with 8000 DATA 0 (that's a zero).
This allows the program to find the
end of the data.
You will want to play with the program a bit before race day to get the
hang of it. But once it's running, your
only problem if you live on the West
Coast is getting up for the 8:30 AM
broadcast. Hope you like it. ■

Program Hating. Indy lap chart program.
10 REM **********************
20 REM *
*** INDY I**
30 ,REM * LAP CHART PROGRAM *
40 REM * BY EARL JOHNSON
*
50 REM * MEDFORD. OREGON
*
60 REM **********************
70 REM
100

TEXT : HOME : NORMAL : CLEAR

110
120
130
140

DIM T(33): DIM N(33)
GOSUB 520: REM SO TO MENU
REM
REM

160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

CAR POSITIONS
260
150

GOSUB 2000
PRINT "RUNDOWN FOR LAP # "::
INPUT L
N = 1
PRINT : PRINT "ENTER CAR * —
ENTER 0 WHEN DONE"
PRINT "POSITION ";N;: INPUT
X
T(N) = X
IF X = 0 THEN 240
N = N + 1: GOTO 200
PRINT "DONE FOR ";N — 1;" IT
EMS"
PRINT : PRINT "DO YOU HAVE A
VERAGE SPEEDS TO RECORD IN T
HIS RUNDOWN ";: INPUT A$
IF A$ = "Y" THEN GOSUB 400

REM
Listing continued..
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270 PRINT : INPUT "HIT RETURN FO
R PRINTOUT ";60$: GOSUB 820
280 REM
290 REM
PROGRAM PROCESSING
300 REM
310 PRINT : PRINT "*** POSITIONS
FOR LAP # ";L:"
;
320 FOR M = TO N — 1
330 PRINT "(":M;") ";T(M);" ";: NEXT
7.40 PRINT
350 IF A$ < > "Y" THEN PRINT "
(SPEED INFORMATION NOT AVAIL
ABLE AT THIS ENTRY)"
360 GOSUB 490
370 GOSUB 850
380 GOTO 100
390 END
400 REM
410 REM
SPEED INFO
420 REM
430 PRINT : INPUT "ENTER NEW RAC
E AVERAGE ";NS
440 PRINT : INPUT "ENTER OLD RAC
E AVERAGE ";OS
450 PRINT : INPUT "PREVIOUS RECO
RD YEAR ";YR
460 LET RS = NS — OS
470 LET RS = ( INT (100 * (RS +
.005))) / 100: REM ROUND OF
F DECIMAL FIGURE TO 2 PLACES
480 RETURN
490 IF NS > OS THEN PRINT "NEW
RECORD OF ";NS;" BETTERS DLD
RECORD OF ";05;" SET IN ";Y
R:" BY ";RS:" MPH"
500 IF NS < OS THEN PRINT "RACE
SPEED OF ";NS;" IS BELOW RE
CORD OF ":05;" SET IN ";YR;"
BY ";RS;" MPH"
510 RETURN
520 REM
530 REM
MENU
540 REM
550 VTAB 4: HTAB 10: PRINT "SELE
CT FROM:"
560 PRINT : PRINT
570 PRINT "1 — ENTER LAP RUNDOWN
AND RACE SPEEDS"
580 PRINT : PRINT "2 — ENTER TEX
T COMMENTS"
590 PRINT : PRINT "3 — CAR & DRI
VER INFORMATION"
600 PRINT : PRINT "4 — ENTER CAR
S OUT OF THE RACE"
610 PRINT : PRINT "5 — CONVERT S
Listing continued.

MILLIONAIRE
THE STOCK MARKET SIMULATIONT

Software for
Mature
Audiences
An adventure that throws you into reality.
MILLIONAIRETM. The Stock Market
SimulationTM is a game unlike any you've
played before. The time is now. The place
is Wall Street and the world is changing
rapidly. You make the decisions. Move
carefully, your fortune depends on it.
MILLIONAIRETM, The Stock Market
Simulation, a computer experience so real
you may not be ready for it. Because
MILLIONAIRETM, gives both the novice and
the expert alike the chance to find out
how good they really are and how it feels
to live in the financial fast lane.
A built in program generator allows you to
command your computer to create an
entirely new game. So there is no added
cost for new scenarios.
If you haven't played MILLIONAIRETM you're
in for an education. It's the adventure in
reality that you've been waiting for!
Available at finer computer and software
stores or may be purchased directly from
Blue Chip Software.

BLUE CHIP SOFTWARE
19824 Ventura Blvd. #125
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
800 835-2246 ext. 234
Dealer & Distributors (213) 881-8288
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620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720

ECONDS/LAP TO MPH"
PRINT : PRINT "6 — END PROGR
AM"
PRINT : INPUT "WHICH NUMBER
";Y
IF Y < 1 OR Y
6 THEN PRINT
: PRINT "BETWEEN 1 AND 6, PL
EASE": GOTO 630
IF Y = 1 THEN RETURN
IF Y = 2 THEN GOSUB 2000
IF Y = 3 THEN 1230
IF Y = 4 THEN GOSUB 2000: GOTO
870
IF Y = 5 THEN 1080
IF Y = 6 THEN 390
REM
REM
TEXT COMMENTS

730
740
750
755
760
770
780
790
800

REM
INPUT "LAP NUMBER FOR THIS N
OTE: ";LAP$
PRINT : PRINT "ENTER TEXT —
(UNDER 2 SCREEN LINES FOR 8
0 COLUMN PAPER)"
PRINT : PRINT "(DO NOT USE C
OMMAS OR COLONS)"
PRINT : INPUT T$: GOSUB 820
PRINT "NOTE ON ";
PRINT "LAP ";LAP$;": ";: PRINT
T$
GOSUB 850
REM

1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090

GOSUB 820
PRINT "CARS OUT OF RACE ON
LAP # ";Y;" "
FOR M = 1 TO N — 1
M;") ";T(M);
PRINT "(":34
" ";: NEXT
PRINT
GOSUB 850: GOTO 100
REM
REM
LAP SPEED

1100
1110
1120
1130
1140

REM (FOR 2.5 MILES/LAP)
REM
GOSUB 2000
HTAB 8
PRINT "LAP SPEED CALCULATOR

1150
1160

PRINT
PRINT : INPUT "ENTER SECOND
S PER LAP "•SEC
SP = 2.5 * 3600 / SEC
LET SP = ( INT (1000 * (SP +
.005))) / 1000: REM ROUND 0
FF DECIMAL TO 3 PLACES
PRINT : PRINT SEC;" SECONDS
EQUALS ";SP;" MPH"
PRINT : INPUT "ANOTHER CALC
ULATION (Y/N)";A$
IF A$ = "Y" THEN 1150
GOTO 100
REM
REM

1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240

CAR & DRIVER DATA

PRINTER ON/OFF
810 GOTO 100
820 D$ = CHR$ (4): REM CTRL D
830 PRINT DWPR#1": REM PRINTE
R ON
840 RETURN
850 PRINT DWPR#0": REM
RETU
RN TO SCREEN
860 RETURN
870 REM
880 REM
CARS OUT
890
900
910

REM
GOSUB 2000
PRINT "CARS OUT OF THE RACE:

920

PRINT : INPUT "ENTER LAP # F
OR THIS REPORT ":Y
930 N = 1
940 PRINT : PRINT "ENTER CAR #'S
— ENTER (0) WHEN DONE"
950 PRINT "POSITION ":(34 — N)::
INPUT X
960 TIN) = X
970 IF X = 0 THEN 1000
980 N = N + 1
990 GOTO 950
1000 PRINT : PRINT "LIST COMPLET
E FOR LAP # ";Y
1010 PRINT : INPUT "HIT RETURN F
OR PRINTOUT ":60$
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1250 REM
1260 REM
1270 M = 34
1280 GOSUB 2000
1290 PRINT TAB( 12)"STARTING LI
NE—UP"
1300 PRINT : PRINT "WOULD YOU LI
KE...."
1310 PRINT : PRINT "1 — THE DRIV
ER OF A PARTICULAR CAR"
1320 PRINT : PRINT "2 — PRINTOUT
OF THE STARTING LINE—UP"
1330 PRINT : PRINT "3 — DISPLAY
STARTING LINE—UP"
1340 PRINT : PRINT "4 — RETURN I
0 MAIN MENU"
1350 PRINT : INPUT A
1360 IF A = 1 THEN 1560
1370 IF A = 2 THEN 1410
1380 IF A = 3 THEN 1420
1390 IF A = 4 THEN 100
1400 IF A< 1 OR A 7 4 THEN PRINT
"BETWEEN 1 AND 4. PLEASE": GOTO
1350
1410 GOSUB 820: GOSUB 1440: GOSUB
850: GOTO 1230
1420 GOSUB 1440: PRINT : INPUT "
HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE ":60$
: GOTO 1230
1430 REM
1440 REM
START FIELD DISPLAY
Listing continued.
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The Best Products at the Best Prices.
Product Description
128KDE Soft Disk Includes:

Retail

The Fantastic DISK EMULATOR & VisiCalc Expansion up to 176K

5599.00

64KC RAM CARD includes:
$327.00

The Fantastic DISK EMULATOR & VisiCalc Expansion

ARD DRIVE $1395.

Memory Master Software:
Software for DOS Relocation in all Legend cards and most 16K
RAM cards

534.95

Disk Emulator Software:

5 Megabyte Unit
Complete with DOS patch for the Apple.-11, and the IBM"-PC
ALSO AVAILABLE IN A 5 &10 MEGABYTE VERSION

Software for Disk Emulation using one (1) or more 64KC card

$34.95

Pascal Soft Disk Emulator:
Software used to Emulate Disk Drive in Apple Pascal 1.1.

549.95

CM Fast Disk Software:

MICROSCIDISK DRIVES $289.

Software used With the Z-80 cards for the GPM operating system

$69.95

SLOT 8, slot expansion:

Z80 CARD $199.

Hardware to add one (1) slot to your Apple II

$64.95

Switch:

MICROMODEM II $299.

Slot 8 extension switch

$34.95

SOFT 8, slot expansion:

VIDEX'BO COLUMN CARD $249.

Add one (1) more card and switch with software

$84.95

Pascal Super System:
Add 6809 speed & 128KDE Pascal Soft Disk

AMDEX'COLOR 1 $359.

$749.00

Super Emulator, Software:
Emulate up to 100 tracks & relocate DOS

VERBATIM SS/DD $25.95

$59.95

VisiCalc Super System:
128K RAM card & Videx 80 col. in 1 package

STAR GEMINI 10 $379.

$850.00

Look for These New Products Coming Soon:
P.O. BOX 306
KEMAH, TEXAS 77565

X4S
0$1A

or visit our showroom at
702000 Hickory Kra!! 1109.10•4 Tex. 77059

Pa
cp4".- VISA/MASTERCARD

1-713-480-6000

1-800-231-6671

S Card 18SRC -

The FIRST RAM Card to take you from 64K to 1 MEGABYTE.
18K STATIC RAM card with battery back-up.

• Disk Emulator Is a trademark of Legend Industries, Ltd. and is Patent Pending.
• Apple II, Apple II Plus, DOS 3.3 and Applesoft F rmware Card are products of Apple
Computer, Inc.
• VisiCalc is a product of Visicorp, Inc.
Legend Industries, Ltd.
2220 Scott Lk. Rd.
Pontiac, MI 48054
(313) 674.0953

Xese

COMPUKIT

ustric s
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FREE SH PP NG
IBM° Personal Computer Products
Davong 5 MB Hard Disk System - $1495.00
IBM PC-2 Drive System
Quadram -

12 MB - $1995.00

$ CALL

Quadboard with Parallel

Port, Serial Port, Clock/Calendar, Expandable to 256K
64K on brd. - $425.00
192K on brd - $829.00

128K on brd. - $539.00
256K on brd. - $719.00

Apple II° Computer Products
Syscom Apple Compatible System... $695
$ 79.95
Apple Compatible Controller Card
249.00
Apple Compatible Disk Drive w/Cabinet & Cable
315.00
w/Controlier
99.95
Printer/Graphics Interface
Davong 5 MB Hard Disk System - $1495.00 - 12 MB - $1995.00
29.95
Apple Compatible Joysticks

Epson/Smith-Corona Printers

Quadram Memory Expansion
192K Maximum
64K on brd. - $230.00
192 K on brd. -$80.00

MX80 $425.00 FX80 $550.00 MX100 $640.00
TRS 80 / Parallel Printer Cable $20.00
IBM Parallel Printer Cable $35.00

128K on brd. - $350.00

Amdek Monitors

STAR MICRONICS GEMINI 10 $ CALL
GEMINI 15 $ CALL
$575.00
Smith Corona TP-1 Letter Quality Daisy Wheel

Composite Color III - $345.00
Mod 300 Phosphor - $150.00
Color I- $300.00
IBM RGB Compatible Color II - $650.00

TRS-80 MOD III

IBM/TRS 80 Disk Drives/Cabinets

TRS-80 MOD III Disk Controller Ind: Disk Controller. PowerSupply. Mounting Hardware. Cables & Instruction Manuals... $230.00"

TM 100 Single 40 Track Drive - $189.00
TM 100-2 Double 40 Track Drive - $280.00

Dual 8" Slim Line-$1.0.00- Dual 51/4" Slim Line-11 90.00
Single 51/4 " Slim Line - $ 89.00

AST MEMORY EXPANSION PRODUCTS $ CALL

VISA, MASTERCARD ($100 in.. Add 2%1
Or Certified Check
90 Day Warranty (Parts & Labor)
TRS 80 is a Registered Trade mark. Tandy Corp.
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

$1850.00

Drives w/RS 232

pgrITTINEll
P
WP'
MID CABINETS

DATA-MAIL
P.O. Box 818. Reseda, CA 91335
1 -800-635-5555

FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.
(TRS 80 MOD ill EXCEPTED)

(213) 993-4804
UN CALIF.)
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1450 REM
1460 FOR I = 1 TO M: FOR J = 1 TO
3
1470 READ CA: IF CA = C> THEN 153
0
1490 READ DR1VER$,CARTYPE$,SPEED
1500 PRINT I:")":"
CAR# ";
1510 PRINT CA:" ";DRIVER$;" ";
CARTYPE$;" ";SPEED$
1520 I = I
1: NEXT J: PRINT : PRINT
:I = I — 1: NEXT I
1530 RESTORE : RETURN
1540 REM
INDIVIDUAL CARS
1550 REM
1560 GOSUB 2000
1570 INPUT "DRIVER FOR WHAT CAR
# ":X
1580 PRINT : PRINT
1590 FOR I = 1 TO M
1600 READ CA
1610 IF CA = 0 THEN 1710
1620 READ DRIVERS.CARTYPES.SPEED
1630 IF CA <
X THEN 1700
1640 PRINT "CAR # ";CA;" IS A ";
CARTYPE$
1650 PRINT : PRINT "DRIVER: ";DR
IVER$
1660 PRINT : PRINT "QUALIFIED AT
":SPEED$
1670 PRINT : PRINT "STARTED IN P
OSITION # ":I
1680 PRINT : PRINT
1690 GOTO 1720
1700 NEXT I
1710 PRINT : PRINT "CAR # ";X:"
IS NOT ENTERED"
1720 PRINT : INPUT "HIT RETURN T
O CONTINUE ";GO$
1730 RESTORE GOTO 1230
2000 REM
2010 REM
CLEAR SCREEN
2020 REM
2030 HOME : VTAB 6: RETURN
7000 REM
7010 REM
DATA PROGRAM
7020 REM
7030 REM DATA ENTRIES MUST BE E
NTERED IN PROPER SYNTAX AND
IN QUALIFYING ORDER
7040 REM USE FORM OF CAR#,DRIVE
R,CAR OWNER & TYPE, QUAL SPE
ED
7050 REM THERE IS NO COMMA FOLL
OWING 'DATA' -- 3 COMMAS SEP
ARATE THE 4 FIELDS/LINE
7060 REM STARTING LINEUPS ARE I
N MOST NEWSPAPERS A DAY OR T
WO BEFORE THE RACE
7070 REM CHECK YOUR DATA ENTRIE
S BY LISTING ALL CARS TO YOU
R CRT
7080 REM THE PROGRAM ALLOWS 33
DATA ENTRIES PLUS A "DATA 0"
STATEMENT (LINE 8000)
80 eider May 1983

7090 REM
DATA ENTRIES FOLLOW
7100 REM
7110 DATA 1.RICK MEARS,PENSKE—F
ORD.207.004
7120 DATA 4,KEVIN COGAN.PENSKE—
FORD,204.082
7130 DATA 14,A.J. FOYT.MARCH—00
SWORTH,203.332
7140 DATA 40.M. ANDRETTI,WILDCA
T—COSWORTH,203.172
7150 DATA 20,G. JOHNCOCK,WILDCA
T—COSWORTH,201.884
7160 DATA 94,B. WHITTINGTON.MAR
CH—COSWORTH,201.658
7170 DATA 7,T.SNEVA.MARCH—COSWO
RTH,201.027
7180 DATA 91.D.WHITTINGTON.MARCH
—COSWORTH,200.725
7190 DATA 25.D.ONGAIS.INERSCDPE—
COSWORTH,199.148
7200 DATA 3, P. CARTER,MARCH—COSWO
RTH,198.950
7210 DATA 12,CHIP GANASSI.WILDCA
T—COSWORTH.197.704
7220 DATA 5,J.RUTHERFORD,CHAPPAR
AL—COSWORTH,197.066
7230 DATA 53.DANNY SULLIVAN,MARC
H COSWORTH,196.292
7240 DATA 28,HERM JOHNSON.EAGLE—
CHEVY.195.929
7250 DATA 52,HECTOR REBAQUE.MARC
H—COSWORTH.195.684
7260 DATA 10,AL UNSER.LONGHORN—C
OSWORTH,195.567
7270 DATA 19,BOBBY RAHAL.MARCH—C
OSWORTH,194.700
7280 DATA 30.HOWDY HOLMES.MARCH
—COSWORTH.194.468
7290 DATA 31,ROGER MEARS.PENSKE—
COSWORTH, 194. 154
7300 DATA 21,GEOFF BRABHAM,MARCH
—COSWORTH,198.906
7310 DATA 75.D.FIRESTONE,EAGLE—M
ILODON.197.217
7320 DATA 68,MICHAEL CHANDLER.E
AGLE—CHEVY,198.042
7330 DATA 95,DALE WHITTINGTON.MA
RCH—COSWORTH.197.694
7340 DATA 42,JIM HICKMAN,MARCH—C
OSWORTH.196.217
7350 DATA 34,J.PARSONS,MARCH—COS
WORTH,195.929
7360 DATA 35,G.SNIDER.MARCH—COSW
ORTH,195.493
7370 DATA 16,TONY BETTENHAUSEN,
MARCH—COSWORTH,195.429
7380 DATA 69,J.SNEVA,MARCH—COSWO
RTH.195.270
7390 DATA 39,CHET FILLIP,EAGLE—C
OSWORTH,194.879
7400 DATA 8,GARY BETTENHAUSEN,LI
GHTNING—OFFY.195.673
7410 DATA 56,T.BIGELOW,PENSKE—CH
EVY,194.784
7420 DATA 66,PETE HALSMER.EAGLE—
CHEVY.194.595
7430 DATA 55,JOSELE GARZA,MARCH—
COSWORTH,194.500
8000 DATA 0

To Do It Right.
lb make a Winchester disk for just Appleton.
That's how we set out to design our hard disk for
the Appleell. To understand the needs of serious
users and programmers, and to correct the errors
of our predecessors.
You want user-friendliness. So we wrote hard disk
versions of Apple DOS, CP/Me and Pascal that
are highly user-friendly and loaded with
useful features.
❑ Auto-boot hard disk
0 Menu-driven utilities
❑ Single-keystroke program execution in DOS
0 Disk search with wild cards, and many more

You want low-cost backup. So we wrote backup
utilities that make floppy backup convenient.
El File compacting to reduce the number of floppies
Cl Volume selective backup in all operating systems
CI Automatic diskette sequencing to ease floppy handling

You want compatibility. We maximize compatibility with existing software and peripheral cards.
o 9K interface card leaves main memory untouched
CI Interrupts are allowed
CI Boot protected floppies from slot 6 without removing hard disk
CI Automatic slot/drive to hard disk remapping

And you want support. We do that right too.
ID Hardware depot service in every region
O Software theft-protection on the hard disk

You want flexibility. So we made every
feature variable.

Compare the features that matter to you.
And visit our local dealer or distributor for
a demonstration. You'll see the difference
specialization makes.

0 From 1 to 16 operating systems on each disk
0 Operating system spaces grow as needed
El Slot independence
0 Variable size volumes (to 400K in DOS)
❑ Mountable and unmountable volumes (even in CP/M)
0 Custom DOS allowed

You want reliability. We use the leading drive.
And Corona's unique data protection technology.
❑ DataGuarct. 32-bit error correction code
❑ FailSafewii read-after-write and automatic bad-sector reallocation
0 2-level impact-protection packaging

Corona Starfire— The Winchester Disk for Apple II
/

5 MB $299$ / 10 MB

(All software included. Pascal not needed for CP/M.)

Now $2195

Now $2695

corona.
The Third Generation Microcomputer Company
Corona Data Systems • 31324 Via Colinas, Section 110, Westlake Village, CA 91361 • 213-706-1505
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Logo

Solving Problems
With Logo
Part II
Here's your chance to put what
you learned last month to practical
use. Logo is not just for kids!

by Greg Stone
Program listing. Average.sort, an averaging and sorting routine.
TO AVERAGE.SORT
SET. START
INSTRUCTIONS
DO. WORK
NEW. ORDER
END

TO SET.START
MAKE 'L.ID [3
MAKE "L.AVG El
MAKE "L.SORT C]
MAKE "CNT.2 1
MAKE "ID 0
END

TO INSTRUCTIONS
PRINT El
PRINT C]
PRINT [THIS PROGRAM TAKES A LIST OF SCORES.]
PRINT [THEN PRINTS THE PERSON'S NAME OR]
PRINT [NUMBER, ALL THE SCORES, THE TOTAL]
PRINT [SCORE, AND AVERAGE SCORE. AFTER THIS]
PRINT EIS DONE FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL, THE LIST]
PRINT [IS SORTED FROM HIGN TO LOW AND THE]
PRINT [RANK, AVERAGE, AND IDENITIFICATION ARE]
PRINT [PRINTED IN A NEW LIST.]
PRINT Cl
PRINT [WHEN ALL NAMES AND SCORES HAVE BEEN]
PRINT [ENTERED, TYPE "X" WHEN PROMPTED FOR]
PRINT [CANDIDATE'S NAME OR NUMBER 70 SIGNAL]
PRINT [THE SORT ROUTINE.]
PRINT El
PRINT [PRINTER MUST BE TURNED ON TO RUN THIS]
PRINT [PROGRAM.]
PRINT E]
PRINT C
END
TO DO.WORK
OET. INFO
IF :ID . EX] [STOP]
AVERAGE
ROUND.I00
DISPLAY
STORE
DO. WORK
END

TO GET. INFO
PRINT [WHAT IS CANDIDATE'S IDENTIFICATION]
PRINT [NAME OR NUMBER
MAKE "ID READLIST
IF :ID = EX] (STOP]
PRINT [WHAT ARE THE SCORES?]
MAKE "SCR READLIST
END

Listing continued,

H

ow do you total, average and
sort the scores of dozens of job
candidates? One way is with a calculator and paper. But this can be a
laborious process with many opportunities for error. The computer can
eliminate much of the labor, reduce
the chances for error, and provide
printouts. Besides, it provides a perfect
opportunity to try out the Logo Bubble.sort routine, described last month,
on a real project.
In addition, tackling this project
will develop a few Apple Logo procedures you might want to make part
of your library even if you don't need
the whole program. One of the bonuses of breaking the program into a collection of brief proceclufes is that each
of these form independent units that
can have many other applications.
The total program (see listing)
should serve as a guide for creating
similar applications, such as a teacher's
gradebook.
Here's what we start with:
1. Forty candidates for an important position.
2. Each candidate is reviewed by
each member of a 19-person committee and ranked on a scale of 0-5.
3. Candidates are identified only by
a code number.

Address correspondence to Greg Stone,1346 Drift
Road, Westport, MA 02790.
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Listing continued.
TO AVERAGE
MAKE "CNT ICOUNT :SCR)
MAKE "TOTL ADD :SCR
MAKE "AVG :TOTL / :CNT
END

Here's what we want:
I. A printed sheet which shows each,
candidate's name or number, the
scores he or she received from each
committee member, the total score,
and the average score rounded to the
nearest hundredth.
2. A summary ranking by highest
score showing the ranking, the average
score (rounded to the hundredths
place), and the candidate's identification number.
The program Average.sort gets us
from here to there by way of 20 procedures, three of which you'll recognize
as being the heart of last month's sort
routine.

TO ROUND.100
MAKE "AVG :AVG • 100
MAKE "AVG ROUND :AVG
MAKE "AVG :AVG / 100
END
TO ADD :I
IF :X = El [OUTPUT 0]
OUTPUT SUM FIRST :X ADD BUTFIRST :X
END
TO DISPLAY
.PRINTER 9
TYPE :ID TAB'TYPE :SCR TAG TAB TYPE :TOTL TAB PRINT :AVG
PRINT [3
PRINT I
]
.PRINTER 0
END
TO TAB
TYPE CHAR 32
IF :REMAINDER FIRST CURSOR B) > 0 ETAS}
END
TO STORE
MAKE .L.ID LPUT :ID :L.ID
MAKE "L.AVG LPUT :AVG :L.AVG
MAKE .L.SORT LPUT :AVG :L.SORT
END

TO AVERAGE.SORT
SET.START
INSTRUCTIONS
DO.WORK
NEW.ORDER
END

TO NEW. ORDER
MAKE .L.SORT LPUT -99999 :L.SORT
SORT
HEAD
comPARE
END
TO SORT
MAKE "CNT.1 0
TRY
MAKE "L.SORT SENTENCE (BUTFIRST :L.SORT) (ITEM 1 :L.SORT)
IF :CNT.1 > 0 [SORT]
END
TO TRY
TEST ITEM I :L.SORT < ITEM 2 :L.SORT
IFTRUE [EXCHANGER]
IFFALSE [MAKE .L.SORT SENTENCE (BUTFIRST :L.SORT) (ITEM i :L.-80RM
IF ITEM 1 :L.SORF
-99999 [TRY]
END
TO EXCHANGER
MAKE "L.BORT (SENTENCE (ITEM 1 :L.SORT) (BUTFIRST BUTFIRST :L.SORT) (ITEM 2 :L.SORT)
MAKE "CNT.1 :CNT.1
1
END
TO HEAD
.PRINTER 9
PRINT C]
PRINT C
TYPE CRANK] TAB TYPE (AVG] TAB PR [ID]
PRINT n
.PRINTER 0
END

TO COMPARE
IF :L.AVG = C7 [STOP]
TEST FIRST :L.SORT - FIRST :L.AVG
IFTRUE LDIsPLAY.2 NEXT.TRY COMPARE]
IFPALSE CFLIP COMPARE)
END
TO FLIP
RAKE "L.ID LPUT FIRST :L.ID :L.ID
MAKE .L.ID BUTFIRST
MAKE "L-AVG LPUT FIRST :L.AVG :L.AVG
MAKE "L.AVG BUTFIRST :L.AVG
END

TO DO.WORK
GET.INFO
IF :ID = [X] [STOP]
AVERAGE
ROUND.I00
DISPLAY
STORE
DO.WORK
END

TO DISPLAY.2
.PRINTER 9
TYPE :CNT.2 TAB TYPE FIRST :L.SORT TAB PRINT FIRST :L.ID
-PRINTER 0
END
TO NEXT. TRY
1
MAKE "CNT.2 :CNT.2
MAKE "L.ID GUTFIRST :L.ID
MAKE "L.AVG BUTFIRST :L.AVG
MAKE "L.SORT RUTFIRST :L.EORT
END

Listing continued.
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Average.sort is also the name of the
main procedure and it starts with a
couple of self-explanatory routines.
The first, Set.start, zeros a few variables and provides some empty lists
we'll fill later. The next, Instructions,
prints directions for the user. (This
may seem like an unnecessary typing
exercise especially if you will be the
person using the program. However, I
find that I have a remarkable capacity
for forgetting a program once it's been
on a disk a few weeks without use, so a
little time spent now saves frustration
later.)
The third and fourth procedures
called by Average.sort are Do.work
and New.order. They are the main
subdivisions of the program. Do.work
gets the numbers, adds and averages
them, prints out the results, and stores
them for sorting. New.order does the
actual sorting and prints out a summary, sorted result.

Let's walk through Do.work then,
seeing exactly what each procedure
does. The first procedure called is

AMERY
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Listing continued.
?AVERAGE. SORT

THIS PROGRAM TAKES A LIST OF SCORES,
THEN PRINTS THE PERSON'S NAME OR
NUMBER, ALL THE SCORES, THE TOTAL
SCORE, AND AVERAGE SCORE. AFTER THIS
IS DONE FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL, THE LIST
IS SORTED FROM HIEN TO LOW AND THE
RANK, AVERAGE, AND IDENITIFICATION ARE
PRINTED IN A NEW LIST.
WHEN ALL NAMES AND SCORES HAVE BEEN
ENTERED, TYPE "X .WHEN PROMPTED FOR
CANDIDATE'S NAME OR NUMBER TO SIGNAL
THE SORT ROUTINE.
PRINTER MUST BE TURNED ON TO RUN THIS
PROGRAM.

WHAT IS CANDIDATE'S IDENTIFICATION
NAME OR NUMBER ?
STONE, GREG
WHAT ARE THE SCORES?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 -10
STONE,GREG
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 -10

35

3.18

RODER.JONES

54

4.5

1,234

0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9

12 123 1245 9876 -4500 967 624 3 2 1

RANK

AVG

1

485.79 1.234
4.5
ROSER.JONES
3.18
STONE,GREG

485.79

ID

Get.info, which, not too surprisingly,
collects the necessary information
from the user.
Incidentally, someone once complained that he couldn't understand
why Apple Logo has no provision for
remarks. Remarks are useful, but in
Logo the trick is to keep procedures
short and their names as descriptive as
possible. The same can be said for variables. A little time spent trying to give
procedures and variables descriptive
(but brief) names will save hours when
two months later you come back to
your program and try to figure out
what it does and why.
TO GET.INFO
PRINT [WHAT IS CANDIDATE'S IDENTIFICATION]
PRINT [NAME OR NUMBER P]
MAKE "ID READLIST
IF :ID = [X][STOP]
PRINT [WHAT ARE THE SCORES?]
MAKE "SCR READLIST
END

The purpose of Get.info is to have
the user input for each candidate first a
name or number, and then the list of
votes. The print statements just provide a prompt for the user and the
Logo primitive Readlist collects the information entered and saves it as a list.
Get.info also contains the stop code
X. If this is entered the procedure stops
and control is returned to the calling
procedure, Do.work. If you had
entered this stop code it would mean
you were ready to move directly to the
86 eider May 1983

6801

sorting section of the program, so the
same stop code is repeated in Do. work.
(If it wasn't included in Do.work that
procedure would go indefinitely.)
But that's getting ahead of the process. Let's assume we have not entered
a stop code, but some valid data.
Get.info gives us a candidate's identification number held in the variable ID,
and all of the scores (or votes, if you
like) held in the variable SCR. Once we
have these, control moves to the next
procedure in Do.work, Average.
TO AVERAGE
MAKE "CNT (COUNT :SCR)
MAKE "TOTL ADD :SCR
MAKE "AVG :TOTL / :CNT
END

Average does three things. Using the
primitive Count, it notes the number
of items in the list SCR, adds up the list
and stores the result in the variable
TOTL, and it divides the total by the
count of the list to get an average. In
doing this it calls another useful little
procedure that could be used to give
you a total for any list of numbers, Add.
TO ADD :X
IF :X = [ ] [OUTPUT 0]
OUTPUT SUM FIRST :X ADD BUTFIRST :X
END

The Logo primitive Sum will take a
variable number of inputs and add
them, but it can't handle a list. If you
said SUM :SCR, it would reply with the
error message SUM DOESN'T LIKE [12 3]
AS AN INPUT. (Of course this message

would vary with the content of the
list.) The problem then is how to get
the numbers out of the list so Sum can
do its work. The path chosen here is a
recursive procedure that keeps pulling the first number out of the list to
use with Sum, and then shortening the
list by using all but the first number
next time.
The first line in Add completes the
process by allowing Sum to have an input, 0, even when the list is empty.
When this business is completed the
Output command hands the result
back to the procedure that asked for it,
Average, where it is saved under the
variable, TOTL.
There is one minor concern to address. Average tends to carry a number
out several more decimal places than
needed, so a procedure is included to
round to the hundredths' place. Logo
has a primitive, Round, which rounds
any number to the nearest integer.
TO ROUND.100
MAKE "AVE :AVG * 100
MAKE "AVE ROUND :AVC
MAKE "AVG :AVG / 100
END

Round.100 is easiest to understand
by watching what it does to a number.
When you're developing or trying to
understand Logo procedures it's frequently helpful to modify them by introducing print statements at key
points. To see Round.100 at work add
Print :avg after each line, then at command level type this:
MAKE "AVG 3.52447

Then ask for ROUND.100 and you will
see this:
352.447
353
3.53

Why? Because the first line takes
:AVG (3.52477) and multiplies it by
100 (352.477). The next line rounds
this to the nearest integer (353), and
the last line divides it by 100 (3.53).
Obviously it would be equally easy
to round to the tenths or thousandths
place and I suggest you write procedures for all three and store them on a
Logo library disk.
Now back to the real business at
hand. When Get.info, Average, and
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APPLE

SOFTWARE • HARDWARE
Round.100 have completed their work
we have four useful pieces of information stored in free variables for display
to draw upon.
TO DISPLAY
.PRINTER 9
TYPE :ID TAB TYPE :SCR TAB TAB TYPE
:TOTL TAB PRINT :AVG
PRINT [ ]
PRINT [
.PRINTER 0
END

Display turns on the printer and
types out the candidate's identification
number, the scores, the total and the
average. The last line turns off the
printer. Warning: If you have no
printer, take these printer commands,
and the one in Display.2 out of the
program. Logo will crash if there is no
printer plugged into the designated
slot number. (We specify Slot 9 here
because this copies text to the screen
while it is being printed out. When
Logo sees the 9, it subtracts 8 to find
the printer slot. We are assuming here
that the printer is in Slot 1.)
With the printing of the first line
we've completed our first task. All that
is required is to make Do.work recursive so it repeats the process for each
candidate. If you have sharp eyes,
however, you've noticed two things.
There's a word in Display, Tab, which
is not a Logo primitive. There's also one
more procedure in Do.work, Store.
Tab can be found in the Apple Logo
Reference Manual. Tab stops are located in every eighth column and it
"tabs" over to the next tab stop. Store is
more important. It provides the transition to the next section of the program.
Before you get into it you might want
to review what we've done so far.
The basic problem Store addresses is
how to keep a candidate's identification number (or name) and average associated while sorting is done so that
they can be linked when the sort is finished. One solution is to create parallel
lists, then put the informaton to be
sorted in a third list. That's the process
used here.
TO STORE
MAKE "L.ID LPUT :ID :L.ID
MAKE "L.AVG LPUT :AVG :L.AVG
MAKE "L.SORT LPUT :AVG :L.SORT
END
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is encountered, control is returned to
the program that called it. In this case,
Do. work was called by the main procedure, Average.list, so we go back
there and find we are at the last line.
(The program picks up where it left
off.) So Average.list calls New.order,
which gets the sorting done and prints
the results.

Here's where the LPUT command
really gets a workout. LPUT puts the
object it works on at the end of a list. In
Store the important point is it's creating two parallel lists, one containing
the candidate's name or number, and
the other the average score for that
candidate. Each time Store is called a
new identification and average get
placed at the end of their respective
lists. The second important thing happening here is the same averages are
also being saved in a third list (L.sort),
which will be sorted.
When the first candidate's name
and score are thus neatly stored, the
procedure Do.work calls itself and
goes back and gets the information
about the next candidate. It calculates
a total and average, prints out the candidate's number, the scores, total and
average, and then stores the essential
items. This recursion goes on until it
sees the stop code, X.
When that happens, any time Stop

TO NEW.ORDER
MAKE "L.SORT LPUT -99999 :L.SORT
SORT
HEAD
COMPARE
END

In last month's Bubble.sort we instructed the user to introduce a stop
code. Here that stop code is introduced
by the first line of New.order, which
makes -99999 the last number in the
list L.sort. (It's minus 99999 because
the sort routine has been altered slightly to sort from highest to lowest rather
than lowest to highest.)
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This and the other printing routines
(Display, and Display.2) do illustrate
.the difference between the Logo primitives Type and Print. These both print
what follows, but Print is followed by
an automatic carriage return while
Type lets you stay on the same line.
The next procedure New.order
calls is Compare, which compares the
sorted list with the two parallel lists
of averages and identification created in Store.
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The next line calls Sort. These procedures are taken straight from last
month's program, so we won't examine them here. You will find that
names of variables have been changed
to conform with this program, so if you
have the program saved you'll want to
make those changes in it. Also check
signs on stop codes and the "greater
than" and "less than" symbols to make
sure they conform with the program.
If you are going to enter this program, the easiest way to start is to first
load Bubble.sort (assuming you have
it), then erase all except Sort, Try and
Exchanger from your workspace. Now
edit these three to conform with what
is published this month, then type in
the rest of this program. Save the entire workspace under the heading Average.sort, or whatever name will help
you remember what it does.
When Sort finishes its work, control
returns to New.order which calls
Head. All this does is provide a cosmetic heading for the printout to follow
and is self-explanatory,

Eastern Regional Office:
P.O Box 1093 • Mk-Lean, VA 22101-1093
17031 821-1101 • TWX: (710) 833-9888
IBM Is
tTodLmark of Inte.,,,trunal Business Machtne, Corp.
Apprf• z a t.mfermarK of Appi.• (
LJ ter Jr.,

TO COMPARE
IF :L.AVG = [ ] [STOP]
TEST FIRST :L.SORT = FIRST :L.AVG
IFTRUE [DISPLAY.2 NEXT.TRY COMPARE]
IFFALSE [FLIP COMPARE]
END

The first line stops the program once
the lists are empty. The next line is the
heart of the process. It runs a test to see
if the first number in the sorted list is
the same as the first number in the list
of averages. If this test proves false,
then Flip is called.

"That's it—perhaps a little complex in its entirety,
but simple in any given procedure."

TO FLIP
MAKE "L.ID LPUT FIRST :L.ID :L.ID
MAKE "L.ID BUTFIRST
MAKE "L.AVG LPUT FIRST :L.AVG :L.AVG
MAKE "L.AVG BUTFIRST :L.AVG
END

Flip works on the parallel lists containing the name (or number) and the
averages. It "flips" a copy of the first
item in each list to the end of its respective list using LPUT. If you let it stop
there, however, you would simply
have the same content at the start and
finish of each list, so you have to create
a new list that is the Butfirst of the old
list (all but the first item of the old list).
Control then returns to Compare.
(This is accomplished by the second instruction under IFFALSE in Compare.)
All that happened is that the first
item has been moved to the back of the
bus in the parallel lists so we can now
compare the first item in the sorted list
of averages with what was originally the second item in the original
list of averages. The parallel lists
keep scrolling forward in this manner until a match is found; when that
happens the instructions under IF
TRUE are carried out.
The first of these prints out the result
through the straightforward Display.2.
TO DISPLAY.2
.PRINTER 9
TYPE :CNT.2 TAB TYPE FIRST :L.SORT
TAB PRINT FIRST :L.ID
.PRINTER 0
END

It first prints a rank with CNT.2.
(Set.start sets this counter at 1 at the
beginning of the program.) The next
thing it asks for is the first item in the
sorted list. Since the list is sorted highto-low this will be the highest score. But
who does it belong to? Since the list containing the names (or numbers of candidates has been moving on a parallel
track with the original list of averages,
all we need is the first item of L.ID.
At work this process might look like
this:
Three lists when sorting is finished:
Kaput Smith Jones
:L.ID
23.55 25.09 50.25
:L.AVG
:L.SORT 50.25 25.09 23.55
After first test in Compare proves false:
Smith Jones Kaput
:L.ID

:L.AVG
25.09 50.25 23.55
:L.SORT 50.25 25.09 23.55
After second test in Compare proves false:
:L.ID
Jones Kaput Smith
:L.AVG
50.25 23.55 25.09
:L.SORT 50.25 25.09 23.55

Now there's a numerical match between the FIRST :L.SORT and FIRST
:L.AVG, so Display.2 prints:
1 50.25 Jones

Obviously, that doesn't finish the
job. Note that in Compare if something is true, the procedure Next.try is
called before going back to Compare
once more.
TO NEXT.TRY
MAKE "CNT.2 :CNT.2 + I
MAKE "L.ID BUTFIRST :L.ID
MAKE "L.AVG BUTFIRST :L.AVG
MAKE "L.SORT BUTFIRST :L.SORT
END

Since Next.try will be called only
when a match is found and after it is
printed, the first thing to do is increment the counter that keeps track of
the ranking. The next three lines take
each of our lists and chop off the first
item. By dropping items like this after
they have been printed, we avoid the
problem of identical scores. (If this
weren't done, identical scores would
all go to the credit of the first person
whose name was associated with the
score.)
That's it—perhaps a little complex
in its entirety, but simple in any given
procedure. Of course the program has
its limitations. You may get an "out of
space" message in Logo if you put
more than 25 scores in for a single candidate. Similarly, as noted last month,
the bubble sorting routine is relatively
slow, so if you have more than 40 candidates, it's best to use some other program. Within these limitations it
should function fine. •
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Hardware

EPROM
Edification
Part II
Here's the program you've been waiting for.
Now you can read EPROMs into Apple memory,
so copies are yours when needed.

by Joe Magee

I

n March I presented an EPROM
programmer that could do only
one thing: program a 2516-type
EPROM. This month, I describe a
few simple additions that will allow
reading (and thus copying) an
EPROM as well as programming.
Also, the software from the last article
has been updated to handle the read
function and is presented here (see the
program listing).
The hardware modifications consist of adding 3 ICs (I.T7, U8, and U9).
U7, a 74LS08, is used to improve
resetting the programmer. The
original hardware had no power-onreset capability; the only way to ensure that the power to the EPROM
socket was off was to issue a reset from
software. The new scheme will reset
the programmer any time the Apple is
reset, as well as from within the
program.
In Part 1, five of the eight possible
decodes from U3 were used. To implement the read capability, the last
three decodes are used.
Function 6, address 5, is used to
toggle between the PROM write and
read condition. When reset occurs,
the programmer is put in the program
mode. When toggled into the read
Address correspondence to Joe Magee, PO Box
614337, Irving, TX 75061.
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Listing. Updated EPROM programmer driver.

C80C81C82C83COR40085c087FOF0FF69FC58FDOCFODA000D00030007003100320033000000020004000510107
8000
80008003800680088008800D201080138016-

20
AD
85
AD
35
20
20
20
29

42
67
00
68
01
14
OC
FO
7F

81
81
81
81
FD
FD

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1340
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460

* EPROM PROGRAMER DRIVER
* THIS PROGRAM IS TO DRIVE THE UPDATED EPROM
* PROGRAMMER. IT WILL READ AS WELL AS PROGRAM
EPROMS. IT FUNCTIONS WITH ONLY TMS 2514 TYPE EPROMS.
* JOE MAGEE
* P. 0. BOX 614337
* IRVING, TEXAS 75061
RESET .E0
BMPADR .E0
RELAY .E0
PGM
.EQ
DATA
.EQ
RDENBL .ED
WRENBL .E0
PRMDAT .E0
COUT1 .EQ
moNITR .ED
CLEAR .E0
RDKEY .EQ
MBYTE .E0
CR
ETX
BELL
.E0
ONE.E0
TWO
.EQ
THREE .E0
PRTPTR .EQ
BUFFER .E0
SLOT
.E0
COUNT .E0
SCASMB .EQ
.OR
.TF
START .E0
JSR
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
JSR
JSR
JSR
AND

RESET PROGRAMMER
BUMP ROM ADR
TOGGLE RELAY
TOGGLE PGM PIN
STORE DATA IN LATCH
ENABLE READ FUNCTION
ENABLE WRITE FUNCTION
READ EPROM DATA
CHAR TO SCREEN ROUTINE
MONITOR RETURN POINT
CLEAR SCREEN ROUTINE
GET KEY STROKE
PRINT ACCUMULATOR IN HEX
ASCII CARRIAGE RETURN
ASCII END OF TX
$07
ASCII BELL
$31
ASCII ONE
$32
ASCII TWO
$33
ASCII THREE
$00
PRINT STRING POINTER
$02
POINTER TO MEM BUFFER
$04
SLOT NUMBER
$05
DELAY COUNT
$1010
ENTRY POINT FOR SC ASSEMBLER
$8000
START LOC
NEWPROMOBJ2
START OF PROGRAMMER
*
BANNER
PRINT SCREEN HEADING
OETSLT
MESSAGE ADR HI
PRTPTR
SAVE
GETSLT+1 MESSAGE ADR LO
PRTPTR+1 SAVE
PRINT
PRINT MESSAGE
RDKEY
GET INPUT DATA
COUT1
ECHO IT
#$7F
MASK OFF MSB
SC080
$C081
$0082
$C083
$0084
$0085
$0086
$0087
$FOF0
$FF69
$FC58
$FDOC
$F0DA

Listing continued.

MACROTECH Computer Products Ltd.

.!I
WP

114.
iliKULATOPO

111111MIN

UNIVERSAL SOLUTIONS TO UNIVERSAL PROBLEMS
How often have you run out of memory - just when you could least
afford it? Now there's a ready solution with a full range of Macromem
memory boards
h, for the Apple 11 ("21, from the supplier of the
WIDEST RANGE of MEMORY BOARDS for the APPLE COMPUTER!
Let our Distribution division quote on Saturn, Prometheus or other
memory boards, or other products for Apple or I.B.M. (*7), in addition
to our own!

MACROMEM - 3
128K - 64K - 32K - 16k
Normally shipped as 128K. Also available as 32K or 64K expandable to
128K. Supplied with MACRODISK software for DOS 3.3 ("2), PASCAL
("2,"61, and CP/M (*3), effectively turning your board into a second
disk drive, as well as DOS-relocating software. Powerful tool for word
processing! Pascal users can store the operating system, Editor, Filer or
Assembler in the RAM-DISK for high speed, quiet operation. The board
that tells you its READ or WRITE and BANK status. VisiCalc ("4), interface available for utilising the full board. Runs software developed for
Prometheus Products or Legend Industries boards. NO CABLE!
32k • $299. 64k - $399. 128k - $499.
32K

MACROMEM- 2

Cost effective for VisiCalc. Users will find this board a must together
with VC-EXPAND and VC-EXPAND/80 ("5) - virtually DOUBLES the
usable array size. Supplied with MACRODISK and other software to
free ram memory.
$269. with VisiCalc interface.
$199. Standard

16K

DISKULATOR (*1)
- 128K
Why limit yourself? Buy the DISKULATOR and run software developed
for OTHER MANUFACTURERS' memory boards (eg Saturn Systems,
Prometheus or Legend Industries). Simple strap options for emulating
the different bank selecting standards. Supplied with MACRODISK for
DOS 3.3, PASCAL, and CP/M.
64K

MACRODISK SOFTWARE (compatible with most manufacturers'
memory cards) available separately.

GRAPHICS GALORE WITH MACROPRINT 0'11
NEW ENHANCED GRAPHECS with scaling from 1 to 6 times size, sideby-side printing, rotation, inversion etc. plus many formatting commands optimised to each printer. Dump Hi-Res or Lo-Res page or read
ext. keyboard. A versatile parallel interface board with input and output channels, allowing reading of an 8-bit INPUT as well as use as
printer interface. the EPROM can be replaced by a RAM chip for easy
design of custom drivers. The BEST choice in printer interfaces.
$129.

DEVELOP A PRODUCT FOR MACROTECH
Computer Products Ltd.
— either a new product or a program (compatible with Apple 11, Apple
III or I.B.M. Personal Computer) enhancing our product line and we
may make it worth your while to contact us!
•
•
'3
•
"5
'6
•7
'S
•9

MACROMEM- 1

Used as language card by Pascal, CP/M and the many other software
packages requiring a 16K card. Specially designed for low-noise reliable
operation.
$139. with MACRODISK (*1), RAM Diagnostics, graphics demo etc.
software. $99. without software.

Canaria

US A

t.m. of Macrotech Computer Products Ltd.
t.m. of Apple Computers Inc.
1.m. of Digital Research, Inc.
t.m. of Visicorp.
1.m, of Saturn Systems Inc.
t.m. of Regents of the University of California.
t,m. of I.B.M.
t.m. of Legend Industries Ltd.
t.m. of Prometheus Products Inc.

1370 Marine Dr., North Vancouver, B.C. V7P 1T4 • Tel 1604) 984-9305
3249 Hackett Ave., Long Beach, California 90808

Circle 304 on Reader Service card.

Listing continued

STA1HgTICS
SERIES
FLEXIBLE • ACCURATE
EASY-TO-USE
Human Systems Dynamics programs are
used by leading universities and medical
centers. Any program that doesn't suit
your needs can be returned within 10
days for full refund. Designed for use
with Apple II 48K, 1 or 2 Disk Drives, 3.3
DOS, ROM Applesoft.
STATS PLUS

$200

Complete General Statistics Package
Research Data Base Management
Design and Restructure Your Files
Count, Search, Sort, Review/Edit
Add, Delete, Merge Files
Compute Data Fields, Create Subfiles
Interface with Other HSD Programs
Produce Hi-Res Bargraphs, Plots
1-5 way Crosstabulation
Descriptive Statistics for All Fields
Chi-Square, Fisher Exact, Signed Ranks
Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-Wallis, Rank Sum
Friedman Anova by Ranks
10 Data Transformations
Frequency Distribution
Correlation Matrix, 2 Way Anova
r, Rho, Tau, Partial Correlation
3 Variable Regression, 3 t-Tests

ANOVA II

$150

Complete Analysis of Variance Package
Analysis of Covariance, Randomized Designs
Repeated Measures, Split Plot Designs
1 to 5 Factors, 2 to 36 Levels Per Factor
Equal N or Unequal N, Anova Table
Descriptive Statistics, Marginal Means
Cell Sums of Squares, Data File Creation
Data Review/Edit, Data Transformations
File Combinations, All Interactions Tested
High Resolution Mean Plots, Bargraphs

HSD REGRESS

*9995

Complete Multiple Regression Analysis
Up to 25 Variables, 300 Cases/Variable
Correlation Matrices, Descriptive Statistics
Predicted & Residual Scores, File Creation
Regression on Any Subset of Variables
Regression on Any Order of Variables
HI-Res Scatterplot & Residual Plot
Keyboard or Disk Data Input
Case x Case, Variable x Variable Input

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
To Order— Call (213) 993-8536
or Write
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS

=

9010 Reseda Blvd. Suite 222
Northridge, CA 91324
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go

8018- C9 38
1470
CMP #838
A GOOD NUMBER?
801A- 10 84
1400
BPL START
IF NOT GOOD, START OVER
8010- 29 OF
1490
AND 080F
MASK ASCII PORTION
001E- OA
1500
ASL
SHIFT TO LEFT HALF
801F- OA
1510
ASL
8020- OA
1520
ASL
8021- OA
1530
ASL
8022- AA
1540
TAX
PUT IN INDEX
8023- 85 04
1550
STA SLOT
SAVE IT
80251560 DONE
.E0 *
COME HERE WHEN FINISHED
8025- BD 80 CO 1570
LDA RESET,X RESET PROGRAMMER
80281580 CHOOSE .E8 *
CHOOSE FUNCTION
80213- 20 42 81 1590
JSR BANNER
PRINT SCREEN HEADING
GET MSG ADR LOW
8028- AD AS 81 1600
LDA CHOICE
802E- 85 00
1610
STA PRTPTR
PUT IN PRINT POINTER
0020- AD A9 81 1620
LDA CHOICE.' GET MSG ADR HI
8033- 85 01
1630
STA PRTPTR+1 PUT IN PRINT POINTER
PRINT CHOICE MESSAGE
8025- 20 14 81 1640
JSR PRINT
0030- 20 OC FD 1650
GET OPERATOR INPUT
JSR RDKEY
8038- 29 7F
MASK OFF mSB
1660
AND e879
CMP *ONE
IS IT A 1?
eoeD- C9 31
1670
803F- DO 03
1680
BNE CK2
NOT ONE, CHECK FOR 2
WAS
A 1, GO TO READ SECTION
8041- 4C E3 00 1690
JMP READ
CARRY ON WITH INPUT CHECK
80441700 082
.50 *
8044- C9 32
1710
CMP #TWO
IS IT A 2?
8046- FO 07
1720
BEG PROG
YES, GO PROGRAM AN EPROM
804$- C9 33
1730
CMP *THREE
IS IT A 3?
804A- DO DC
1740
BNE CHOOSE
NO, ILLEGAL INPUT, REDO
8040- 4C 10 10 1750
JMP SCASMB
EXIT TO ASSEMBLER
804FPROGRAM AN EPROM
1760 PRO°
.EQ
804F- 20 53 81 1770
JSR PUTIN
HAVE OPERATOR PUT EPROM IN SOCKET
0052- BD 82 CO 1780
LDA RELAYS TOGGLE RELAY
8055- A9 64
1790
LEA #100
SET UP 100MS WAIT
8057- 20 28 81 1800
JSR WAIT
WAIT
805A- A9 00
1810
LDA *00
INIT BUFFER POINTER
8056
_.- 85 02
1820
STA BUFFER
SAVE IT
805E- A9 08
BUFFER STARTS AT $800
1020
LDA *00
8060- 85 03
1840
STA BUFFER.1 SAVE IT
1850
INIT INDEX
8062- AO 00
LDY *00
80641860 GETDTA .E17/ *
PROGRAM LOOP
8044- Bi 02
1870
LDA teuEFER) ,Y GET DATA
:3044- 9D 84 CO 1880
STA DATA,X
PUT IN LATCH s
8069- BD 83 CO 1890
LDA P0M,X
TOGGLE PROGRAM PIN
804C- A9 32
SET UP 50 MS WAIT
1900
LDA #50
WAIT
JSR WAIT
806E- 20 28 81 1910
8071- BD 83 CO 1920
LDA PGM,X
TOGGLE PGM PIN
8074- BD 85 CO 1920
RDENBL,X
ENABLE
READ MODE
LDA
8077- BD 87 CO 1940
LDA PRMDAT,x GET PROM DATA
807A- DI 02
1950
CMP (BUFFER),Y COMPARE WITH EXPECTED DATA
IF NO MATCH, GO PRINT ERROR REPORT
807C- DO 14
1960
BNE
LDA WZNL,X ENABLE WRITE MODE
807E- 80 86 CO 1970
LDA DMPADR,X BUMP PROM ADR
8081- BD 81 CO 1980
INCREMENT INDEX
8084- C8
1990
INY
IF NOT 256, -THEN CONTINUE
2000
BNE GETDTA
8085- DO DD
LDA BUFFER+1 GET CURRENT POINTER
8087- A5 03
2010
CHECK FOR LAST PAGE ($F00)
8689- C9 OF
2020
CMP #$OF
IF LAST PAGE AND y=254, THEN DONE
BEG DONE
8088- FO 98
2030
INC BUFFER+1 BUMP PAGE
808D- E6 03
2040
DO NEXT BYTE
SOSF- 4C 64 SO 2050
JMP GETDTA
WRITE VERIFY ERROR
2040 WRERR .E0 *
5092WRITE ERROR MSG ADR LO
LDA WRMSG
8092- AD IC 82 2070
STA PRTPTR
PUT IN PRINT POINTER
8095- 85 00
2080
LOA WRMS0+1 WRITE ERROR MSG ADR HI
8097- AD ID 82 2090
2100
STA PRTPTR+1 PUT IN PRINT POINTER
809A- 85 01
PRINT FIRST PART OF ERROR REPORT
JSR PRINT
8090- 20 14 81 2110
LDA BUFFER+1 GET CURRENT PAGE NUMBER
809F- A5 03
2120
PRINT PAGE NUMBER
JSR PRBYTE
80A1- 20. DA FD 2120
CURRENT BYTE IN PAGE TO A
50A4- 98
2140
TYA
JSR PRBYTE PRINT ROM ADDRESS LOW
80A5- 20 DA FD 2150
LDA ROMMSO ROM DATA PREFIX LO
80A8- AD 36 82 2160
80AB- 85 00
2170
STA PRTPTR
PUT IN PRINT POINTER
LDA ROMMSG+1 ROM DATA PREFIX HI
8OAD- AD 37 82 2180
2190
STA PRTPTR+1 PUT IN PRINT POINTER
8080- 85 01
PRINT ROM DATA PREFIX
JSR PRINT
8082- 20 14 SI 2200
LDA PRMDAT,X GET PROM DATA
8085- BD 87 CO 2210
JSR PRBYTE PRINT IT
8088- 20 DA FD 2220
LDA BERMS0 GET BUFFER DATA PREFIX
8088- AD 3F 82 2230
8088- $5 00
2240
STA PRTPTR PUT IN PRINT POINTER
LDA BFRMS0+1 GET BUFFER DATA PREFIX HI
8000- AD 40 82 2250
STA FRTPTR+1 PUT IN PRINT POINTER
8503- 85 01
2260
PRINT BUFFER DATA PREFIX
JSR PRINT
SOCS- 20 14 81 2270
LDA (BUFFER),Y GET BUFFER DATA
eoce- 81 02
2280
JSR PRBYTE PRINT BUFFER DATA
eocA- 20 DA FD 2290
LDA RESMSG RESTART MESSAGE
80cD- AD 40 82 2300
STA PRTPTR PUT IN PRINT POINTER
2310
8000- 85 00
LDA RESmSG.1 RESTART MESSAGE ADR HI
$002- AD 4A 82 2320
SODS- 85 01
2330
STA PRTPTR+1 PUT IN PRINT POINTER
PRINT MESSAGE
80517- 20 14 81 2340
JSR PRINT
LOA RESET, X TURN OFF PROGRAM VOLTAGE
SODA- BD 80 CO 2350
WAIT FOR OPERATOR TO CONTINUE
SODD- 20 OC FD 2360
JSR RDKEY
GO DO NEXT SELECTION
IMP DONE
SOE0- 4C 25 80 2370
READ
EPROM INTO MEMORY
.E0
00E32380 READ
PUT EPROM IN SOCKET
S0E3- 20 53 81 2390
JSR PUTIN
2400
LDA #00
INIT BUFFER POINTER
00E6- A9 00
80E8- 85 02
2410
STA BUFFER LOW HALF
LOA
BUFFER
AT $800
2420
*OS
SOFA- A9 OS
SOEC- 85 03
2430
STA BUFFER+1 UPPER HALF
SOLE- AO 00
2440
LDY #00
INIT INDEX

Listing continued.

Circle 31 on Reader Service card.

Listingconfinued.
8030—
80F3—
80F6—
80E8—
80FB—
80FR—
80FE—

BD
BD
A9
20

85 CO 2450
LDA RDENBL-,X ENABLE READ FUNCTION
$2 CO 2460
LDA RELAY,X TOGGLE (TURN ON) RELAY
64
2470
LDA #100
SET UP 100 MS WIAT
2B SI 2480
JSR WAIT
WAIT FOR RELAY
2490 RLOOP .EQ *
READ DATA LOOP
BD 87 CO 2500
LDA PRMDAT,X GET EPROM DATA
91 02
2510
STA (BUFFER),Y PUT IN MEMORY BUFFER
9100- BD 81 CO 2520
LDA BMPADR,X BUMP EPROM ADDRESS COUNTER
8103— 08
2530
INY
BUMP BUFFER INDEX
8104— DO F5
2540
BNE RLOOP
DO NEXT BYTE
$106— A5 03
2550
LDA BUFFER+1 GET BUFFER POINTER HIGH
8108— C9 OF
2560
CMP #$OF
CHECK FOR LAST PAGE
810A— DO 03
2570
IF NOT LAST PAGE, CONTINUE
BNE RLCONT
GIMP DONE
810C— 4C 25 80 2580
LAST PAGE, EXIT
810E—
2590 RLCONT .EQ *
CONTINUE DATA LOOP
810E— E6 03
2600
INC EUFFER+1 BUMP TO NEXT PAGE
8111— 4C 93 80 2610
JMP RLOOP
DO NEXT BYTE
8114—
2620 PRINT .EQ *
PRINT MESSAGE ROUTINE
8114— 48
2630
PHA
SAVE A
8115— 98
2640
TYA
GET Y
8116— 49
2650
PHA
SAVE Y
8117— AO 00
2660
LDY #00
INIT INDEX
8119—
2670 PRLOOP .EQ *
PRINT CHAR LOOP
8119— B1 00
2680
LDA (PRTPTR),Y GET DATA
8118— C9 03
CMP #03
2690
END?
8110— FO 08
2700
BEQ PRDONE
YES, EXIT
811F— 09 80
2710
ORA 0$80
NO, SET MSB
8121— 20 FO FD 2720
JSR COUT1
PUT ON SCREEN
8124— C8
2730
INY
BUM INDEX
3125— DO F2
2740
ENE PRLOOP
PRINT 256 CHARS MAX
8127—
2750 PRDONE .80 *
PRINTING FINISHED
8127— 68
2760
PLA
GET Y
2770
8128— A9
TAY
PUT IN Y
8129— 68
2780
PLA
GET A
8I2A— 60
RETURN
2790
RTS
6128—
2800 WAIT .EQ *
WAIT X MILLISECONDS
STA COUNT
8128— 85 05
2810
SAVE WAIT COUNT
812D— 48
2820
PHA
SAVE A
812E— 8A
2830
TXA
GET X
8I2F— 48
2840
PHA
SAVE X
9130— 98
2850
TYA
GET Y
2860
PHA
SAVE Y
8131— 48
2870
LOX COUNT
GET MS COUNT
8132— A6 05
8134—
2880 WLOOP1 .EQ *
OUTER LOOP
8134— AO CC
2890
LOY *SCC
GET COUNT FOR 1 MS
INNER LOOP
8136—
2700 WLOOP2 .EQ *
8136— 88
2910
DEY
DECREMENT 1 MS COUNT
8137— DO PD
2920
BNE WLOOP2
KEEP UP FOR 1 MS
8189— CA
2930
DEX
DEC COUNT
813A— DO F8
2940
BNE WLOOP1
DECREMENT TOTAL COUNT
3130— 68
2950
PLA
GET Y
PUT IN V
8130— AS
2960
TAY
$13E— 68
2970
PLA
GET X
813F— AA
2980
TAX
PUT IN X
2990
PLA
GET A
8140— 68
RTS
RETURN
8141— 60
3000
8542—
3010 BANNER .80 *
PRINT SCREEN HEADING
8142— 20 59 FC 3020
JSR CLEAR
CLEAR SCREEN
8145— AD FC at 3030
LOA HONG
HEADING ADR LO
8148— 85 00
3040
STA PRTPTR
PUT. IN POINTER
8I4A— AD FD 81 3050
LOA HON0+1
HEADING ADR HI
8140— 85 01
3060
STA PRTPTR+1 PUT IN POINTER
JSR PRINT
PRINT HEADING
8143— 20 14 81 3070
RTS
RETURN
3080
8152— 60
3090 PUTIN
*
PUT EPROM INTO SOCKET ROUTINE
8153—
JSR BANNER
CLEAR SCREEN AND PRINT HEADING
8153- 20 42 81 3100
START MESSAGE ADR LO
LDA STRMS0
8156— AD 77 81 3110
PUT IN PRINT POINTER
8159— 95 00
:3120
STA PRTPTR
LOA STRMS0+1 START MESSAGE ADR HI
3158— AD 73 31 3130
STA PRTPTR+1 PUT IN PRINT POINTER
3140
815E— 85 01
PRINT SOCKET MESSAGE
JSR PRINT
8160— 20 14 81 3150
WAIT FOR KEYSTROKE
JSR RDKEY
8163— 20 OC FD 3160
RETURN AFTER KEYSTROKE
3170
RTS
8166— 60
*
GET SLOT # MSG
8167—
3180 GETSLT
.DA GETSLT+2 POINTER TO STRING
3190
8167— 69 81
8169— 53 4C 4F
8160— 54 20 4E
816F— 55 40 42
8172— 45 52 30
.AS "SLOT NUMBER?"
3200
8175— 3F
.DA itETX
3210
8176— 03
START PROGRAMMING MSG
3220 STRMSG .EQ *
8177—
.1)4 STRMSG+2
3230
8177— 79 81
8179— 50 4C 41
317C— 43 45 20
817F— 32 35 31
8182— 36 20 49
e1e5- 4E 20 53
8189— 4F 43 4B
.AS "PLACE 2514 IN SOCKET."
8188— 45 54 2E 3240
.DA #CR
3250
818E— OD
818F— 50 52 45
3192— 53 53 20.
8195— 41 4E 59
8198— 20 48 45
8198— 59 20 54
819E— 4F 20 53
81A1— 54 41 52

Litingconfinued.

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!, Call Free (800)2354137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C.O.D 's
accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal call
(800)592-5935 or
8051543-1037

Circle 67 on Reader Service card.

P. F. S.* Users,
Time is Money!
Your entire program can run
21/2 times faster with our
New Speedup System!
tradernark; Software Piol Co.
•

4tigs
TWO
The Lobero Building P.O. Box 2342
Santa Barbara, Ca. 91120
18051 966-1140 Telex 658439

Circle 168 on Reader Service card.

Dot Matrix Printer Interfaces with Apple II
Featuring an Apple 11g-compatible parallel
interface, Addmaster Corporation has produced
a new dot matrix printer, Model 170. The interface includes a Centronics-type handshake and
DB-25 interface connector, Baudot, and day —
and time clock. The Model 170 provides 18 or
21 characters per line, 6 lines per inch print
density, on standard 21/2" adding machine tape.
Designed to use with personal computers,
Model 170 will produce hard and carbonless
copies of programs, data or results. Write
Addmaster Corporation, 4I8 Junipero Serra Dr.,
San Gabriel, CA 91776 or call 213/285-1121.
May 1983
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"Adding read capability is fairly simple and should
take less time than building the original circuit."

Listing continued.
8144- 54 2E
3260
.4.8 "PRESS ANY KEY TO START."
8146- 03
3270
,DA #ETX
8147- 07
3280
.04 *WELL
81483290 CHOICE .80 .
CHOOSE FUNCTION MESSAGE
8148- AA 81
3300
.D4 CHOICE+2
8144- 20 20 20
8140- 20 20 20
8150- 45 4E 54
8103- 45 52 20
ENTER TO"
3310
8186- 54 4F
.04 #CR
3320
e18e- OD
8159- 20 20 20
815C- 20 20 20
E.:15F- 20 20 31
810.2- 70 20 20
8105- 52 45 41
8108- 44 20 45
81C8- 50 52 4E
READ EPROM"
810E- 40
3330
1
.04 #CR
81CF- OD
3340
20
20
20
51208103- 20 20 20
5106- 20 20 22
8109- 20 20 20
810C- 50 52 4F
sinr- 47 52 41
81E2- 4D 20 45
81E5- 50 52 4F
.AS '
2
PROGRAM EPROM"
81E8- 40
3350
81E9- OD
3360
.DA SCR
?lEA- 20 20 20
81 ED- 20 20 20
81F0- 20 20 33
31F3- 20 20 20
81F6- 45 58. 49
81E9- 54
3370
.AS "
3
EXIT"
81F4- 07
3380
.DA *BELL
8.1F8- 03
3390
.DA SETS
81FC3400 HDNG
.80 *
SCREEN HEADING
81ED- FE 81
3410
.04 HEING+2
81FE- 20 20 20
8201- 20 20 20
8204- 20 20 20
8207- 20 20 20
8204- 32 35 31
8200- 36 20 50
4210- 52 4F 47
8213- 52 41 40
8216- 40 45 52 3420
2516 PROGRAMMER"
5219- OD
3430
.DA #CR
8214- OD
3440
.DA #CR
8218- 03
3450
.DA #ETX
821C8460 WRMSG .80 *
WRITE VERIFY ERROR
821C- 18.82
3470
.DA WRMSG+2
821E- OD
3480
.04 #CR
821F- OD
3490
.DA #CR
5220- 56 45 52
8223- 49 46 59
8226- 20 45 52
.9229- 52 4F 52 3500
.AS "VERIFY ERROR"
822C- OD
3510
.04 #CR
44
41
44
82208230- 52 45 53:
8233- 53 30
3520
.AS "ADDRESS="
8235- 03
3530
.DA #ETX
82363540 ROMMSG .80 *
ROM DATA PREFIX
8236- 38 82
3550
.DA ROMMSO+2
8238- 2C: 20 52
5228- 4F 4D 30 3560
", ROM="
.DA #ETX
823E- 03
8570
BUFFER DATA PREFIX
823F3580 BFRMSG
823F- 41 82
8590
.04 BFRMS0+2
8241- 2C 20 42
8244- 46 52 80 3400
.AS ", 5FR="
8247- 07
3610
.DA *BELL
.04 #ETX
8248- 03
8620
82493630 RESMSG .E0
RESTART MESSAGE
8249- 45 02
3640
.04 RE.SMS0+2
8248- 00
3650
.04 #CR
8240- OD
2660
. DA #CR
8240- 50 52 45
8250- 52 53 20
8253- 41 4E 59
8256- 20 45 45
8259- 59 20 54
625C- 4F 20 43
825F- 4F 4E 54
8262- 49 4E 55
.48 "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"
8265- 45
3670
8266- 03
3680
.DA #ETX
3690
.EN
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mode, U5 is disabled. This will leave
the output of U5 in the tristate mode
so as not to interfere with the data bus
drivers on the 2516 EPROM.
Function 7 is used to go into the
program mode unconditionally. Program mode can be set up three ways:
by reading (or writing) to address 6
($C0X6), resetting the Apple, or toggling function 6 while in the read
mode. Writing to address 6 causes U3
pin 9 to pulse low, which causes U7
pin 6 to pulse low, which clears U8,
making U8 pin 5 go low. U8 pin 5 being low enables U5 through U5 pin 1,
the output driver enable pin.
Function 8 reads EPROM data.
Reading address 7 ($C0X7) causes U6
pin 20 and U9 pin 1 to pulse low. This
enables EPROM data at the current
address onto the inputs of U9, and the
inputs of U9 are enabled onto the Apple data bus.
Thus, adding read capability to the
EPROM programmer hardware is
fairly simple and should take less time
than the day required to build the
original circuit.
Software Enhancements
I made some software improvements to utilize the improved hardware. The program still requires the
slot number, but another choice must
be made: READ or PROGRAM.
The read portion starts at label
READ. After the EPROM is in the
socket, read mode is enabled and
power applied to the device. A loop
similar to the write loop is used to get
EPROM data and send it to the buffer
rather than taking it from the buffer.
Now that a PROM can be read, I've
added a verify function to the write
loop. PROM data is read and compared with the buffer data after each
write. This adds almost no time to the
program loop.
Two new subroutines have been
added. BANNER is used to clear the
screen and print a heading across the
top followed by two carriage returns.
PUTIN is used to print a message to
the screen requesting that the
EPROM be placed in its socket.
Other Changes
The dc-to-dc converter has been
changed to an Elpac CL-3803 (or
CL-3804). The Elpac is easier to ob-

Circle 78 on Reader Service card.

Circle 201 on Reader Service card.

Epson, OKI, IDS, NEC, Diablo, Qume

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURES
• Bottom Feed Capability
• Woodgrain Finish

• Reduces Noise Up to 90%
• Heavy Duty Acrylic Cover

Micro Printercenterr

Dealer & Ordering Info
800-343-4311
Master Charge and Visa Accepled
Shipping 8. Handling Charms Additional

PhotoCaster...a new feature packed system to take,
process, store, print, send and receive color and blackand-white photos with your Apple II computer.
PC•100 (disk software, I/O board, manual,
$499.95
demo tape)
(above
plus
Panasonic
TV
camera,
PC-101
$749.95
RGB filter accessory)

CAB-TEK, Inc.
Riverside St. Nashua, NH 03062
CIVILIZING COMPUTERS
►

MPC I $99 (MX 80) MPC II $129 (0K182)
MPG III $179 (83A, MX10G) MCP IV $199 (Daisy Printer)
Power Control 8 Ventilation $80
Bottom Feed Brackets $30
Paper Rack $30

Write or call for details
Visa and Mastercard orders accepted. Shipping charges and applicable California sales tax will be added.
Apple II TM Apple Computer, Inc
PhotoCaster TM COMMSOFT, Inc

COMMOSOFT
2452 Embarcadero Way
Palo AIto,CA 94303

(415) 493-2184

MPC I SHOWN
Circle 219 on Reader Service card .

SDA HAS THE PROGRAMS
TO PLAN YOUR FUTURE!
Career Directions
•Assess Interests
•Select Occupations
*Explore Options
•Develop Career Plans

College Directions
Select colleges based on
•Cost and Size
'Admission Standards
•Areas of Studies
•and many more factors

Success Through Planning

User Friendly
2 Diskette Programs

For Apple II
See Your
Authorized Apple Dealer or Contact:
Systems Design Associates, Inc.
P. O. Box 389
Charleston, West Virginia 25322
(304) 342-0769
Visa
MasterCard
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"Additional functions can be added from software,
such as buffer comparison with an EPROM, and
selective reading of any particular EPROM location."
tam than my previous choice. However, it has a 28 V output. Since 28 V
is too high, a resistor and zener diode
circuit was designed to drop the voltage to an acceptable value.
The dc-to-dc converter draws more
current than the previous reed relay
could handle. A new. relay has been
included along with a new driver IC
to supply the extra coil current.
Note that during operation this
board puts a substantial load on the
Apple 5 V power supply. You should
consider removing any unnecessary
boards in the I/O slots while programming EPROMs.

comparison with an EPROM, and
selective reading (or writing) of any
particular EPROM location. These
capabilities exist in the hardware
and the basic software has been
provided.
You can get copies of the source

and object programs for both projects by sending $7.95 to the author.
(Texas residents add 5 percent sales
tax.) Software will be provided on
disk. By the time this goes to print a
supply of assembled units should be
available. ■
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NEW! CP/M® 3.0 PLUS Card for
Apple by ALS

Letter Quality Printer by Comrex
Uses convenient cassette type print
wheels, standard ribbon cartridges. Bidirectional printing at 17 CPS, up to 16"
wide paper, semi-automatic paper loader.

PRD-11001
PRO-11002
PRA-11000

Centronics Parallel
RS-232C serial
Tractor option

$899.95
$969.95
$169.95

The most powerful CP/M card available
6MHz Z-80B, additional 64K of RAM,
CP/M 3.0 Plus, C-BASIC, CP/M
Graphics, full CP/M 2.2 compatibility.

CPX-62810A

$359 95

ALS Z-Card for Apple 11
$159.95

Okidata We Can Beat Any Price!!

80 Column Smarterm ii by ALS

Inexpensive highly reliable, industrial
quality printers.

80 column x 25 line video card, 25th
addressable line, 7 x 9 matrix with true
descenders, 40 or 80 column keyboard
selectable, true shift key operation,
Pascal & CP/M compatible, memory
mapped.

PRM-43082 Oki 82A 120 CPS 132 col.
PRM-43083 Oki 83A 120 CPS 233 col.
PRM-43084 oki 64 200 CPS parallel
PRM-43085 Oki 84 200 CPS serial w/2K

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

10V-2500A

NEW! Ok!data 92 & 93
160 cps standard printing,
correspondence quality printing, dotaddressable graphics, and alternate
downline loadable character sets.

PRM-43092
PRM-43093
PRM-43192
PRM-43193
PRA-43092

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

ML92 parallel
ML93 parallel
ML92 serial
ML93 serial
ML92 tractor

Gemini Printers by Star Micronks
Economically priced, high quality,
Epson-compatible 100cps, 9 x 9 dot
matrix, 2,3K buffer, friction & tractor
feed, bit-image graphics.

PRM-66010
PRM-66015
PRA-66200

Gemini 10 (10- carriage)
Gemini 15 (15" carriage)
Gemini serial board

$379.95
$579.95
$85.00

Printer Interlace Card & Cable
for Apple II

Apple card & cable

$59.95

Microbuffers
by Practical Peripherals

Inline, 64K parallel
Inline, 64K serial
Epson parallel 16K
Epson serial 8K
Apple parallel 32K
Apple serial 32K

Totally Apple Compatible serial I/O board
for printers, modems, or terminals.

$99.95

16K RAM Card for Apple II
Expand your Apple II to 64K, use as
language card, full one year warranty.

MEX-16700A

Save up to $100

$59.95

USI Video Monitors
20 MHz bandwidth, 1000 lines resolution.

VDM-750920
VDM-750910
VDM-751220
VDM-751210

9" green
9" amber
12" green
12" amber

$99.95
$129.95
$129.95
$139.95

Taxan RGB Color Monitors
VDC-821210
VDC-821230
VDA-821200
VDA-821220

RGB Vision-I
ROB Vision-Ill
RGB card 8 cable
Apple III

$339.95
$339.95
$159.95
$159.95
$289.95
$289.95

$399.95
$699.95
$129.95
$19.95

Grappler Plus by Orange Micro

15 MHz. switchable 40 or 80 columns.

VDM-201201

List price $189.95

$114.95

Kraft Systems Joystick
Dual mode-spring return or free floating.
full one-year warranty.

SYA-1513A

Apple joystick

$59.95

System Saver by Kensington

Latest version of the popular Apple
parallel printer interface with graphics.

Cooling fan, surge suppressor, and dual
switched outlets; clips onto the side of
your Apple II/X/e

10P-2300A

SYA-1520A

Grappler +

$139.95

We accept cash, checks, credit cards, or Purchase Orders
rom qualified firms & institutions. Minimum prepaid order $15
California residents add 61/2% tax. Export customers outside the
US or Canada please add 10% to all prices. Prices end avellibility
sublect to change without notice. Shipping & handling charges
via UPS Ground 50c/I b. UPS Air $1.00rib minimum charge 1100

MMD-5110105

$19.95

Box of ten

These are the absolute ultimate in quality.
there are none better! Guaranteed 17
years! packaged in versatile Disk Bank
storage boxes. 51/4" SS DD soft sector
w/hub rings. (boxes of 10 only)

MMD-5120102

$67.95

Plexiglass Disk Tub
convenient storage for up to 50 diskettes.
MMA-505 51/4" flip file

Apple Disk Drive by Vista Solo$21.95
All the capabilities of the Apple brand
drives at a fraction of the cost. Totally
DOS, Pascal and CP/M compatible.

MSM-353101 solo
MSM-353111 Solo w/controller

$259 95
$319.95

Super Five Drive
A superb quality, half-height, super
quiet, completely compatible drive for
your Apple II/+/e Controller will
automatically boot DOS 3.2 or 3.3

10D-2250A
10D-2251A

$349.95

Super 5 drive
Controller

Vista Quartet Dual low profile slim
$71i4rie
95
drives give you the capacity or 4
standard Apple floppies. Boots and
runs all Apple software. With controller.

51/4"

MSM-354000

Zenith Hi-Res 12" Green

Available in Epson, Apple, and in-line
versions both serial and parallel.

10P-2510A
10P-2530A
10P-2540A
10P-2550A
10P-2570A
10P-2590A

The Dispatcher by ALS

18 MHz, choice of medium or super hi-res

Interfaces any Centronics parallel printer
to Apple II/+/e

10P-2100A

$179.95

101-1000A

Major manufacturer, lowest prices
5 1/4" SS SD soft sector w/hub rings

Verbatim Optima® Diskettes

Z-80 card with CP/M 2.2, like Softcard.

CPX-62800A

Bargain Diskettes

$79.95

Place Orders Toll Free
4901 W. Rosecrans, Hawthorne, CA 90250

5699.00

Vista V1200 6 Megabyte Subsystem
Lowest priced 6 Megabyte system for
Apple; uses a floppy catridge, allowing
you to keep duplicates of your valuable
data. Accesses as fast as a Winchester.

MSM-351200
MSM-351206

V1200 w/controller
Extra 6Mb cartridges

$1549.00
$89.95

Transpak by SSM Full feature
communication software packages with
either 300 or 1200 baud modem. Also
include free or reduced-fee introductory
packages for The Source, Dow Jones,
and Dialog.

10M-2431A
IOM-2432A
IOM-2433A
10D-2442A
IOM-2443A
IOM-2430A

Transpak 1, 300b
Transpak 2, 300b
Transpak 3, 300b
Transpak 2+, 1200b
Transpak 3+. 1200b
300b ModemCard

$388.00
$448.00
- $695.00
$995.00
$1095.00
$299.95

Continental U.S.

Inside California

800-421-5500

800-262-1710

For Technical Inquires or Customer Service cell:

213-973-7707

Your computer is a real whiz
when it comes to time. Like
you, it works fast. But most
printers don't. Most printers
are slow. If you ever have to
wait for your printer you are
wasting time. Valuable time.
But with Microfazer, there's
no more waiting.
Microfazer is
the print buffer that frees
your computer. That lets it
work fast. That
helps you work
faster; too.

any data processing environment, it's truly the "any
computer any printer" buffer.
With models for any data
transmission need. Serial or
parallel. Or to interface incompatible devices. And
there's always the
traditional Quadram Quality.
The assurance
you are getting
the finest
buffer available.

MICROFAZER
REMEMBERS IT ALL
Microfazer stores data from
your computer in its own
memory, then sends it to
the printer at a rate the
Drinter can handle. And
Microfazer can be expanded at any time to meet all
your future requirements.
The print buffer that offers
512K of memory—a full
half-megabyte—Microfazer
can handle any buffer task.
Word Processing.
Accounting.
Graphics.

THE "ANY
COMPUTER ANY
PRINTER" BUFFER
Microfazer goes with anything. Printers. Plotters.
Even
modems.
Perfect
for

QLIADPAM QUALITY

Available at retail stores worldwide.

You name it.
So stop worrying about
losing vital data because
you run out of buffer space.
Whatever the job—no
matter what the size—
Microfazer remembers it all.
BUT MICROFAZER
REMEMBERS MORE...
Microfazer remembers to
give you the hardware features you're looking for in a
print buffer. Features that
include a Ready LED,
manual Reset and Pause/
Copy buttons. And Microfazer comes in a variety
of convenient
sizes. To

stand alone or stack with
other peripherals. To snap
onto the back of thpopular Epson printer. There's
even a model that plugs
inside an Epson!
Special version
for attaching directly
to the popular Epson printer.

AND PRICED
RIGHT TOO
And with Microfazer you
don't have to wait because
of price. Parallel to parallel
versions start at $159
(8K), serial to parallel and parallel

to serial versions start at
$199 (8K with cable), and
serial to serial versions start
at $229 (8K with power
supply).
Available in models from
8K to 512K.
So stop waiting on your
printer. Compute while
you print with Microfazer.
You'll never have to wait
again.

MICROFAZER.
THE PRINT BUFFER.
THAT REMEMBERS IT ALL.

QUAD IAM

CORPORATION
A DivIsion of Intelligent Systems

4357 Park Drive / Norcross, Ga. 30093 / (404) 923-6666
Circle 234 on Reader Service card.

TWX 810-766-4915 (QUADRAM NCRS)

Pascal

Practically Pascal
Part II
These two handy Pascal file routines can help you
write your own address book—or add them to your
library of useful utilities.

by John Stephenson

p

rofessional programmers try
to write routines in a general
fashion, hoping the routines will be
usable in more than one application.
Although this seems like extra work, a
routine usable in two applications
saves considerable effort, while a
routine usable in many applications
saves enormous effort. Chores like input validation, searching, sorting, and
data conversion are examples of
typical cross-application tasks. Programmers collect routines that expedite these tasks into a library, much
like a craftsman assembles a set of fine
tools. This helps them write future applications more efficiently.
Many of these utility routines can be
purchased. Ones sold with a source
(text file) included are the most useful.
Those sold as code files are inconvenient because they cannot be customized for specific applications or
examined for programming techniques.
Relying on sourceless code files to produce your programs is somewhat dangerous, since you can never be certain
about what is happening or what subtle bugs may be introduced. Truly bugfree code, even in commercial quality
software, is a very rare thing.
Two files from my routines library
will be used to implement Program
AddressBook. You may wish to incorporate them into your own library.
They are called Support. Text and In-
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put.Text, and are listed in Listing 1
and Listing 2.
Support.Text's most useful part is
Function Prompt, which processes
command lines passed to it as a string,
then returns a user-pressed character
among a specified legal set of
characters. It also contains simple independent routines for clearing single
lines on the screen, executing a delay
loop, flashing a status message, and
converting lowercase to uppercase.

"Procedure INPUT may be a
good starting point for an
input processing unit."
Input.Text is a rather lengthy file
containing Procedure INPUT, which
controls user input, and its subprocedures. Essentially, it prompts
you to input at a specified location on
the screen and keeps you within a
specified field. It prohibits the input of
non-printable characters (i.e., control
characters), that might have disturbing effects. Finally, it justifies the input
within the field boundaries, Procedure
INPUT (Listing 3) has no provision for
assigning default values to null responses (a null string will be returned).
Procedure INPUT deals exclusively
with string data. If input of other types

of data is required, then the string
returned by Procedure INPUT would
have to be processed and validated by
appropriate data conversion routines,
such as string to integer, string to date,
string to Social Security number, and
so on. Procedure INPUT may be a
good starting point for the construction of an input processing unit. It consists of four steps that are implemented
in the subprocedures: initializing, collecting characters into a buffer, assigning the buffered characters to the calling program's string variable, and
justifying the input on the screen.
Procedure initlnput performs initialization. The variable blankString is
set to StringDefaultLength (80 characters) by assigning that value to the zero
element. Normally this element is controlled only by the system. If range
checking is not disabled momentarily
with the compiler directive ($r-), an
error would result. The fast built-in
system routine FILLCHAR is used to
load the string with all blanks and the
response buffer with all question
marks. Charindex, which points to the
next vacant position in the input buffer, is set to 1. EndInput, the Boolean
variable used to indicate when the user
is done entering characters, is set to
false. BELLchar, BSchar, and CRchar
Address correspondence to John C. Stephenson,
9118 Smith Ave., North Bergen, NJ 07047.
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r ORDER NOW

to Redesignate the keys fort
PASCAL
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BASIC
840.00
MANY OTHERS call for information
Just plug them in • Includes template overlay.

Apple II +, Ace and TRS•80 Mod In compatible
NEW infection molded color coordinated case
Easy to install - plugs right in - no soldering
Works for Visicalc (Maglcalci and listed Word
Processors
• Why waste time memorizing Word Processor or
"Cale commands or stringing key strokes together
when KeyWiz utilizes single key strokes labeled in
plain English! KeyWiz makes it all understandable!
• Other "program modules" available and more
coming!
• Now available with or without numeric keypad
• Sharply reduces Word Processor training time and
speeds up Visicalc model construction and data
entry!
• 4 arrow keys for full cursor positioning • a great
asset to any Cab or Word Processor user
• END USERS: KeyWiz completes your micro computer package
• DEALERS: KeyWiz makes it easy to sell software
• EDUCATORS: KeyWiz sharply reduces training time
and saves you money.

TRS-80
(Available April 15)
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NEW NOW FOR

STANDARD KEYWIZ 83
Visicalc Keypad winurneric Keypad $299.00
With Optional Word Processor
8339.00
(CHOOSE ONE'
Add $8.00 for Shi pp ing/Handl ng

ALSO...INTRODUCING
NEW "Custom Key Module"
available optionally for $40.00 to all KeyWiz
83 or KeyWiz Convertible owners. Just return
our "Request for Custom Key Module" that
you receive with your KeyWiz, indicating your
command preferences • up to 8 characters per
keystroke for KeyWiz Convertible or up to 4
characters per keystroke for KeyWiz 83. Send
us the request and we will send you a new
plug-in module!
AT LAST...you can have a custom function
keypad for that special application or rearrange our keypad to your liking with the
"Custom Key Module."
-—
-

KEYWIZ CONVERTIBLE"
For Apple II + or Ace with Visicalc and
Word Processor
(CHOOSE ONE
I $299.00
Add MOO for Shipping/Handling
1_ For TRS-80 Mod III WiScripsit
$299.00

ADDITIONAL "PROGRAM MODULES"
For KeyWiz Convertible
Apple II + or Ace only
Modulate! Desired
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(includes template overlay)
Add 93.00 for Shipping/Handling

KEYWIZ VIP
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HE MOST INNOVATIVE
PERIPHERAL OF 1983

$439."

G For Apple• II + , Ace' (others coming) comes
with plastic Applesoft Basic Template,
Pascal Template and 2 blanks.
0 For TRS-805 Model III
comes with 2 Blank Plastic Templates
Add $8.00 for Shipping/Handling

(Very Intelligent Peripheral)

THE FIRST USER PROGRAMABLE KEYBOARD
NO SOFTWARE INTERACTION
• Stores up to four (62 Keys) Keyboards that you create yourself with up to 8 characters per key - ie.." then x =::.etc.
• IT MAKES ALL SOFTWARE PROGRAMS USER FRIENDLY. Program your VIP using our preprinted templates as a guide
or create your own using the blank reverse side of the template and a pencil or marker.
— PROGRAM IT YOURSELF-ANYWAY-ANYTIME —

Program Select Key

Program
Key

A. TOUCH PROGRAM KEY
ON VIP to start programming
Indicates you're In program mode on LED
B. TOUCH DESIRED KEY ON VIP to
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G. INPUT UP TO 8 CHARACTERS from
computer keyboard.
D. TOUCH PROGRAM KEY AGAIN to
LED changes to reflect which 1 of 4
keyboards you're programming.
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E.REPEAT A-D for all 31 keys
El
Decimal
point appears indicating shift.
F. TOUCH SHIFT LOCK KEY ON VIP
LED exhibits "P" and decimal point
G. TOUCH PROGRAM KEY ON VIP and
1
indicating
that you are programming a key
repeat steps B.E.
In shifted mode.
H. TOUCH PROGRAM SELECT KEY
LED indicates thbt you are Into the second
I. REPEAT STEPS /VG, H till all 4
❑
keyboard of 82 keys.
keyboards In memory are program El
med.
BONUS - Reprogram any key anytime
TURN THE POWER "OFF and
to suit your needs, even in the middle
when you turn It on again of Word Processing or your "CALC"
it's still there!
Program - anytime!
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El

E0

Templates

7 Segment
LED

1

11P Creative Computer Peripherals Inc.

10 DAY TRIAL WITH
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Aztec Environmental Center
1044 Lacey Road, Forked River, N.J. 08731
THE BIG NAME IN SMALL COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

Full 1 Year Warranty

Visicalc Is a registered trademark or Vlsicorp.
Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
Ace is a registered trademark bi Franklin Computer, Inc.
TR,S•80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation
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21:
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Listing 1.
Support. Text file.

are assigned their ASCII values.
AllPrintables is assigned the set of
characters from a blank space to z.
Finally, the field area is filled with
marker characters (dots).
Function choice returns a character
generated from the keyboard for a specified set. In the case of procedure INPUT the specified set consists of allPrintables plus the CRchar and the
BSchar. Function choice uses the builtin procedure UNITREAD instead of
the built-in procedure READ to avoid
system filtering; specifically, the Apple
Pascal Read procedure converts the
CR character into a space character,
an unwanted conversion in procedure
INPUT.
Procedure addIt places a character
into the buffer and updates charindex,
taking care not to allow input beyond
the limit specified by the parameter
FIELDSIZE (passed to procedure INPUT by the calling program). Procedure backUp removes a character
from the buffer and decrements charIndex, taking care not to allow impossible deletions beyond the first
character. Both these procedures call
procedure echo to update the screen
display. Procedure endlt recognizes
the CRchar as end of input and sets
endlnput to true, which causes termination of procedure INPUT's character gathering While loop.
Finally, charindex is assigned to the
calling program string variable's
length byte, and the fast built-in procedure MOVELEFT transfers the
character buffer into the string's text
bytes. Procedure cleanup justifies the
input on the screen before control is
relinquished.

procedure clearLine(linenumbersinteger);
C PROCEDURE TO CLEAR'A SINGLE LINE ON THE SCREEN DISPLAY I
const
ClearToEnd0fLine= 29;
firstLine
= 0;
lastLine
= 23;
begin
if(lineNumber<firstLins) then lineNuebers=firstLine;
'if(lineNumber>lastLine) then lineNumberi=lastLinel
gotoxy(0,1ineNumber);
write(chr(ClearToEnd0fLine));
end;
procedure delay (timesinteger);
C PROCEDURE TO PERFORM A DO NOTHING LOOP TO KILL TIME I
var
weiti,
wai t2
: integer;
begin
for waitls=time downto 0 do for weit2s=wait1 downto 0 do begin end
end;
procedure message(sistring);
const
•
messageLine
= 0;
begin
clearLine(messageLinel;
write (s);
delay (48);
clearLine(eessageLine);
end;
procedure upperCase (var thither);
C PROCEDURE TO CONVERT ANY LONER CASE CHAR TO AN UPPER CASE CHAR I
begin
if((ch>-'a')and(ch<='z')) then chs=chr(ord(ch)-ord('a')+ord('A'))
end;
procedure shiftString (var sistring);
C PROCEDURE TO CONVERT ANY LOWER raRF CHARS IN A STRING TO UPPER CASE I
var
ii integer;
tither;
begin
while (i<length(s)) do
•begin
upperCase(c);
sEil:mc;
end;
end;
function prompt (promptStringsstring; a]lowed;charSet): char;
C FUNCTION TO PROMPT FOR A CHAR AMONG A SPECIFIED
SET, AS INDICATED BY A PROMPTLINE
const
promptLine
= 0;
var
ch
: char;
begin
cleartine(promptLine);
write(title,",promptString);
repeat
read(ch);
upperease(ch)
until (ch in allowed);
prompt:=ch;
end;

PhoneEntry, because PERSONS has
been defined in the record as a PhoneEntry type.
PhoneBook is an array of PhoneRecords. Due to the dual nature of
PhoneRecords, elements of the PhoneCoding
Book array may be either integers or
Listing 3 shows the fully-imple- PhoneEntries, depending on what
mented program. The program is ex- name the program calls them. But,
plained proceeding from the begin- how is the program to know what
ning of the listing to the end.
name to call them?
PhoneRecord is a Boolean record;
Two methods can be used: conventhat means the memory space reserved tion and tag fields. A tag field is an adfor it may be interpreted in two ditional field in each record that acts as
distinct ways. Anytime the program a signpost, informing the program
mentions a PhoneRecord by calling its about the type of contents that will folcontents SIZE, it is referring to an in- low. A tag field was not employed in
teger, because SIZE has been defined PhoneRecord. Instead, the convention
in the record as an integer type. that the zero element of PhoneBook
Anytime the program mentions a would be handled as a SIZE record
PhoneRecord by referring to its con- and the remaining elements would be
tents as PERSONS, it is referring to a handled as PhoneEntry records was
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adopted. By this convention, the number of valid entries held in the array is
stored conveniently in front of the entries themselves.
Since it is easy to remember that the
zero element of the array has a special
purpose, the added clarity of tag fields
is not necessary. Specifically,
booktinsize contains the active array
size and boold[npersons contains the
name and address information about
the ?th person. Refer to Procedure
howMany to see how the file size is
displayed on the screen.
Procedure paintScreen and procedure Display display the current work
record on the screen. Notice the use of
the constants Indent and displayAt to
regulate the horizontal and vertical
positions of the display. By simply
changing these constants, the display
position could be easily adjusted.

NEW Beagle Bros Unlocked Utilities!
ONLY
40\DOUBLE-TAKE
2-WAY-LIST/MULTIPLE UTILITY 34.95

All Beagle Bros disks ars Unlocked and ___ AO.
ng ou
le,_91vI
y the MOST for your ITA`" ProntoDOS + ONLY
Dollar. Don't seMe for less!
Cop
SOtW/O
HIGH-SPEED DISK UTILITY 29.50

BY TOM WEISHAAR
Put HIGH-SPEED DOS in your Apple's normal
memory. Language Card or Ile high-memory—

BY MARK SIMONSEN

LISTS & CATALOGS SCROLL LIP and DOWN,
making file names & program lines much easier
to access. Arrow-keys control scroll direction.
NEW LIST FORMAT lists each program statement
on new line— FAST program trace/de-bugging.
VARIABLE-DISPLAY shows all of a program's
strings & variables with current values. CROSSREFERENCE shows line nos. on which each variable/string appears. Better RENUMBER/APPEND
lets you merge programs (not just end-to-end).
Applesoft AUTO-LINE-NUMBER as you type. Instant Hex/Dec Converter, Program Stats, Cursor
Eliminate/Redefine. Free Space-On-Disk...

Normal Pronto

Function

10 sec. 3 sec.
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM . 16 sec. 4 sec.
SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM . . 24 sec. 9 sec.
13 sec. 4 sec.
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD
(TEXT FILES. No Change)

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)

BOOT PRONTO disk or your updated disks.
Create new high-speed disks with normal INIT
command. Compatible with ALL DOS COMMANDS and almost ALL of your programs.
LANGUAGE CARD or He high-memory can hold
DOS— 10,000 Extra-Bytes of program space!
MORE DISK SPACE: ProntoDOS frees-up 15extra-sectors per disk, almost one full track!
PLUS: Auto-Free-Disk-Space, New "TYPE" Command displays Text Files, and much more...

eagle

Apple Mechanic's
Hi-Res type routines
are usable in your
programs WITHOUT
LICENSING FEE! Just
give Beagle Bros credit
on your disk and
documentation.

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)

ALPHA PLOT °NLY
9.50

4315 SIERRA VISTA / SAN DIEGO. CA 92103
619-296-6400

HI-RES GRAPHICS/TEXT UTILITY
BY BERT KERSEY & JACK CASSIDY

"APPLE" is a registered trade mark of You-Know-Who.

DRAW IN HI-RES, on 2 pages, using keyboard
OR paddles/joystick. View lines before plotting.
Mixed-colors and reverse (background opposite).
Fast circles. boxes and ellipses; filled or outlined.
COMPRESS HI-RES PICS TO 1/3 DISK-SPACE.
Superimpose pages or re-locate any rectangular
image area anywhere on either hi-res page.
HI-RES TEXT: Proportional spacing, adjustable
character size and color, upper & lower case, no
htab/vtab limits, sideways typing for graphs.

DOS BOSS

ONLY
24.00
DISK COMMAND EDITOR
BY BERT KERSEY & JACK CASSIDY

APPLE
MECHANIC
SHAPE-WRITER/BYTE-ZAP UTILITY

BY BERT KERSEY
SHAPE EDITOR Keyboard-draw shapes for hires animation in your programs. Design Proportionally-Spaced TYPEFACES with special
characters. Six fonts on the disk. Listable demos
show how to use shape tables to animate games,
graphics and professional Charts & Graphs.
BYTE-ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair
or alteration. Load entire sectors on the screen
for inspection. Hex/Dec/Ascii displays and input.
Complete instructions & experiments for making
trick file names, restoring deleted files, etc.
MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for
your programs. Educational documentation.
(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book*5)

TYPEFACES
FOR APPLE MECHANIC

LY

20 00

26 NEW FONTS for Apple Mechanic programs.
All sizes of fully-editable characters.
BEAGLE MENU: Display only filenames you
want from YOUR DISKS (e.g. only Applesoft or
only Locked files) for one-key selection.

RENAME COMMANDS & ERROR MESSAGES:
"Catalog- can be "Cat"; "Syntax Error" can be
"Oops" or anything you want. Protect your prorams; unauthorized save-attempt can produce
Not Copyable" message. Also LIST-prevention
and one-key program-run from catalog.
CUSTOMIZE DOS: Change Disk Volume heading to your message. Omit/alter catalog file codes.
Fascinating documentation and tips; hours of
juicy reading and Apple experiments.
ANYONE USING YOUR DISKS (booted or not)
will be formatting DOS the way you designed it.

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart
& Tip Book.4)

GOTO YOUR

Apple Software
Store for Beagle
Bros disks. If
they don't have
what you want•
tell them to GET
ON THE STICK
by phoning
Beagle Bros,
619-296-6400, o
ANY Apple
SOFTWARE
DISTRIBUTOR

(Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book0 2)

ONLY

0
1\ FLEX TEXT 29.50
70-COLUMN-TEXT WITHOUT HARDWARE
BY MARK SIMONSEN

PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on the hi-res
screens with normal Applesoft commands
(including Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & compressed text on same screen— no hardware!
ADD GRAPHICS TO TEXT or vice-versa. Run
existing programs under Flex Text control. Easy
to use and compatible with PLE0 and GPLE.g
DOS TOOL KIn. FONT compatibility, or use
Flex Text fonts. Select up to 9 fonts with ctrl-key
commands. Print/List/Catalog in any style! Custom TEXT CHARACTER EDITOR included.

TIP DISK-w-1

ONLY
100 TIP BOOK TIPS ON DISK 20.00
BY BERT KERSEY

REQUIRES MONITOR. not TV; (includes Peeks/Pokes)

100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle Bros
Tip Books 1-4. Make your Apple do things it's
never done! All programs changeable for experimentation. Includes our Apple Command Chart
with ALL Applesoft, Integer & DOS Commands!

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Beagle Menu Utility)

BEAGLE
BAG ONLY
12-GAMES-PLUS ON ONE DISK 29.50

EARLY
MEMORY
MAP

BY BERT KERSEY
(includes Peeks/Pokes AND Apple Command Charts)
COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any one-game 11. we Es um no EN
um •
um
0 locked-up game disk on the market today. All 12
RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail:
games are a blast, the price is right. the instruco Alpha Plot . 39.50 0 Pronto-Plus 29.50
tions are crystal clear, AND the disk is copyable.
I 0 A.Mechanic 29.50 0 Tip Disk#1 20.00
You can even change the programs or list them to
O Beagle Bag 29.50 0 Typefaces .. 20.00
LEARN, and see what makes them tick_
I Ci DOS Boss .. 24.00 ❑ Utility City 29.50
TWELVE GAMES from the Applesoft Ace, Bert
I: Double-Take 34.95
Kersey— TextTrain, Slippery Digits. Wowzo,
0 Flex Text ... 29.50 0 Add me to mail list.
Buzzword. Magic Pack... A GREAT VARIETY of I O Frame-Uo 29.50 El I'm already ON it.
games that tap your Apple's flexibility. Excellent
AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
review In January 83 Softalk (page 148).
Or order directly from Beagle Bros—
BEAGLE MENU TOO: See "Typefaces" disk.

Fjpr

I

UTILITY
CITY ONLY
21 UTILITIES ON ONE DISK 29.50
BY BERT KERSEY

(includes Eerits/Pokes Chart & Beagle Menu Utility)

FRAME-UP

ONLY
HIGH-SPEED DISPLAY UTILITY 29.50
BY TOM WEISHAAR

LIST FORMATTER prints each program statement on a new line. Loops indented with printer
page breaks. A great de-bugger! Also...
MULTI-COLUMN catalogs for printouts, autopost Run-number & Date in programs, put invisible commands in programs, create INVISIBLE file
names, alphabetize/store info on disk, convert
decimal to hex or INT to FP. renumber to 65535,
append programs, dump text-screen to printer...
MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-seller!

MAKE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS of existing hi-res. lo-res & text frames FAST hi-res
loads in 21/2-seconds! Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames. UNATTENDED SHOWS optional
each plc arranged & pre-programmed to display
from 1 to 99 seconds. TEXT SCREEN EDITOR lets
you create b/w text "slides". Add type "live" from
keyboard during shows. Send copies of presentations-on-disk to your friends and associates.

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Booki.3)

(includes Peeks/Pokes Chart)

I
I

Visa/MasterCard/COD, call TOLL-FREE
I Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext 827
California: 1-800-522-1500 ext. 827

I

I

Alaska/Hawaii: 1-800-8542622 ext. 827

I OR mail U.S.Check Money-Order or Visa/MC.
I
to BEAGLE BROS, 17th-Floor
14315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO. CA 92103
Add 1.50 First Class Shipping, any-size order.
Overseas add 4.00. COD add 3.00. California add 6%.

I
MI
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VISA

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY
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Listing 2. Input. Text file.
procedure INPUT (var yourstring:string;
x, y,fieldsize:integer;
justify:justification);
AN INCLUDE FILE FOR CONTROLLING USER INPUT
The type defined below must be declared in the calling program:
justification = (DontJustify,RightJustify,LeftJustify);
Procedure INPUT places fieldsize markings on the CRT at XV
coordinates and allows up to fieldsize characters input as a string.
If justify=RightJustify then the user repsonse is right justified
in the fieldsize area. If justify=LeftJustify then the user
response is left justified in the fieldsize area. If justify=
DontJustify then the user response is removed from the CRT.
con st
marker = '.';
StringDefaultLength = BO;
type
charSet = set of char;
var
charCounter
response
BELLchar,
BSchar,
CRchar,
next
allPrintables
charindex
endlnput
blankString

: integer;
: packed array [1..StringDefau/t4engthl of char;

: char;
s charSet;
0.. StringDefaultLength;
boolean;
: string[StringDefaultLength);

function choice (allowed:charSet)gchar;
{ Press a key until it's among the allowed character set. 3
var
CH
: packed array (0..11 of char;
begin
repeat unitread(2,CH,1,0,12) until (CHID) in ALLOWED);
CHOICE:=C14[0]
end
(function CHOICE);
procedure echo (C:char);
{ Display character on the screen 3
begin gotoxy(X+charIndex-1,Y); write(C) end;
procedure backUp;
(Perform a rubout
begin
if not(charIndex>fieldSize) then echo(marker);
if ((charIndex)>1) then
begin
charIndexs=charindex-1;
echo (marker);
end
else write(BELLchar);
end;
procedure endlt;
•Process end of input condition )
begin charIndex:=char/ndex-l; endlnputi=true end;
procedure addltg
.0 Add a character to the input buffer I
begin
if(charIndex<=fieldSize) then
begin
echo(next);
response[charIndex]:=next;
charindex:=charIndex+1;
end
else write(BELLchar);
end;
procedure cleanUp;
Justify the input buffer in the field area }
var 1,J:integer;
begin
case justify of
DontJustify:
begin
blankString:=copy(blankString,l,fieldsize);
gotoxy(X,V);
writelblankString)
end;
LeftJustify:
if (fieldsize)charIndex) then
begin
blankStringi=copy(blankString,l,fieldsize-charIndex);
gotoxy(X.charIndex.,Y);
write(blankString);
end;
RightJustify:
if (fieldsize>charIndex) then

Listing continued.
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Procedure openFile reads the address book data from disk via the builtin procedure RESET, which automatically loads the buffer BOOK with the
entire phoneBook array. If no file is
found, then Procedure openFile creates a blank address book file on the
disk via the built-in procedure REWRITE. Procedure SaveFile writes
the address book data to disk via the
built-in procedures SEEK and PUT,
which automatically saves the buffer,
including any changes. The
mechanism of reading a buffer of data
from disk at the beginning of a program, maintaining it wholly in RAM
during updates, and writing it back to
disk at the end of the program is efficient and convenient for small buffers.
The alternative is to perform frequent
disk accesses during the program,

"As it turns out,
the skipping search
works well."
slowing down processing.
Function Locate returns a true value if an element in the phoneBook array is found corresponding to a userentered name. The match must be exact, but a useful enhancement would
be adding a substring search. Additionally, Locate returns the index of
the found element.
The search algorithm in Function
Locate skips through the array in little
jumps and then backtracks in single
steps. This algorithm could be changed
without affecting the rest of the program, as long as Function Locate's
parameter line remains unaltered.
Perhaps someone has implemented a
binary search and someone else a brute
force sequential search. Because the
entire buffer is held in RAM and is
small, differences in algorithmic performance are slight. As it turns out, the
skipping search works well.
The procedures Add, Delete, and
Search make use of the variable EntryIsIn to define their logic. The address
book entry on display can be in one of
three states: blank, changed, or filed.
The state is stored in the variable En-

Circle 10 on Reader Service card.
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The Synetix Industries SSD Solid State Disk
Emulator provides complete Plug In emulation
of either a Single (147 K Byte) or Dual (294 K
Byte) Disk Drive. The memory board will
operate in any slot 1 through 7. Total software
compatability is maintained for *APPLE
DOS 3.3, APPLE PASCAL *CP , M Up to
seven SSD s may be used depending on other
peripheral equipment in use.

E. Software compatible with 'APPLE DOS 3.3,
'PASCAL, & *CP !M operating systems
Automatic copying of Disks into SSD
Memory
_1 Single Drive 147 K Byte

E Dual Drive 294 K Byte

E Increase speed up to 1000%
I-I Add up to 2 Megabytes of Solid State
Memory to the APPLE
Operates in any I/O slot 1 through 7
LI Increase reliability by reducing mechanical
disk drive failures
—I Requires no external power or
modifications to the APPLE
.] Price competitive with mechanical drives
El Reduces space requirements

Micro Computer
Product Marketing
Synetix Industries, Inc.
15050 NE 95th St., Redmond, WA 98052
206-885-4215

Creative Products by Synetix
Call Toll Free 1-800-426-7412
Apple and Apple Dos are trademarks of Apple Computer CP M is a trademark of Digital Research

Inside ple
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Apple Computer Inc., 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, California 95014

For the authorized Apple dealer nearest you, call

800.538-9696 (800-662.9238 in California.)

Fruitful Connections.
There are more people in more
places making mere accessories
and peripherals for Apples than
for any other personal computer
in the world.
Thanks to those people —
in hundreds of independent
companies—you can make the
humblest 1978 Apple II turn tricks
that are still on IBM's Wish List
for 1984.
But now we're coming out with
our very own line of peripherals
and accessories for Apple®Personal
Computers.
For two very good reasons.
First, compatibility. We've
created a totally kluge-free family
of products designed to take full
advantage of all the advantages
built into every Apple.
Second, service and support.

Now the same kindly dealer who
keeps your Apple PC in the pink
can do the same competent job
for your Apple hard-disk and your
Apple daisywheel printer.
So if you're looking to expand
the capabilities of your Apple II
or III, remember:
Now you can add Apples to
Apples.

Gutenberg would be proud.
Old Faithful Silentype® has now been joined by New Faithfuls, the
Apple Dot Matrix Printer and the Apple Letter Quality Printer.
So now, whatever your budget and your
needs, you can hook your Apple to a printer
uo
that's specifically dAigned to take advantage of all the features built into your
Apple. With no com Dot Matrix
The 7x9 Apple
Printer is redefining "correspondence
quality" with exceptional
•
With 144x160 dots per square inch, it can
also create high resolution graphics.
The Apple Letter Quality Printer,
which gets the words out about 33%
faster than other daisywheel printers
in its price range, also offers graphics
capabilities. See your authorized
Apple dealer for more information and
demonstrations. Because, unfortunately, all
the news fit to print simply doesrit fit.

A joy to behold.
The new Apple Joystick II is
the ultimate hand control device
for the Apple II.
Why is it such a joy to use?
With two firing buttons, it's
the first ambidextrous joystick —
just as comfortable for lefties
as righties.
Of course, it gives you 360°
cursor control (not just 8-way like
some game-oriented devices) and
full X/Y coordinate control.
And the Joystick II contains
high-quality components and
switches tested to over 1,000,000
life cycles.
Which makes it a thing of
beauty. And a joystick forever.

A storehouse of knowledge.
If you work with so much data
or so many programs that you find
yourself shuffling diskettes constantly, you should take a look at
Apple's ProFileT,' the personal
mass storage system for
the Apple III Personal
Computer.
This Winchester-based
5-megabyte hard disk
can handle as much data
as 35 floppies. Even more
important for some, it
can access that data
about 10-times faster
than a standard floppy
drive.
So now your Apple
III can handle jobs once
reserved for computers
costing thousands
more.
As for quality

and reliability, you need only store
one word of wisdom:
Apple.

the creek
without
paddle?
Or 1. in space? Or down in
the dun ons?
Wha -ver your games, you'll
be hap 6 to know that someone
has fin y come out with game
paddle.wilt to hold up under
blisteri g fire. Without giving you
blisters
Ape e Hand Controller II
game p. idles were designed with
one rec discovery in mind:
Peopl laying games get
excited an can squeeze very, very
hard.
So we .de the cases extra
rugged. We sed switches tested
to 3,000,00t life cycles. We shaped
them for h ing hands and placed
the firing b tton on the right rear
side for m imum comfort.
So yo, 1 never miss a shot.

Launching pad for numeric data.
Good tidings for crunchers of
numerous numbers:
Apple now offers a numeric
keypad that's electronically and
aesthetically compatible
with the Apple II
Personal Computer.
So you can enter
numeric data
faster than
ever before.
The Apple
Numeric Keypad II has
a standard
calculatorstyle layout.
Appropriate,

because unlike some other keypads, it can actually function as a
calculator.
The four function keys to the
left of the numeric pad should be
of special interest
to people who use
VisiCale. Because
they let you zip
around your
work sheet more
easily than ever,
adding and
deleting entries.
With one
hand tied behind your
back.

Circle 256 on Reader Service card.

LEARN TO TYPE
IN FOUR HOURS

Listing continued.
begin
blankStringi=copy(blankString,1,fieldsize-charIndex);
gotoxy(X,Y);
write(blankString);
for i:=1 to charindex do write(responseCil);
end;
end {case justification);
end;
procedure initInput;
( Initialize data and variables. Display field on screen. 1
var
I:integer;
begin
Car-/
blankString[0]:=chr(StringDefaultLength);
Or+1
fillchar(blankString[1],StringDefaultLongth,chr(32));
fillchar(response[1],StringDefaultLength,'?');
charIndex:=I;
endInput:=false;
BELLchar:=chr(7):
BSchari=chr(8);
CRchars=chr(13);
allPrintables:=U
gotoxy(X,Y);
for I:=1 to fieldsize do write (marker);
end;

If you could type you could produce communications much faster than you do by
dictating or writing them, You wouldn't
have to call in a secretary and wait for it.
COMPUTER KEYBOARDING teaches you
the full alphabetic keyboard in four hours.
After that it is speed all the way. And you
won't be writing in longhand. You will be
typing your ideas. You don't know what
speed is until you switch from handwriting
to the typewriter. When you put your ideas
on the typewriter, you get legibility. Is it
worth $10 to switch from handwriting to
the typewriter and reduce turn around time
to zero? Then send $10 postpaid to Dictation Disc Company, Dept. L-2, 240 Madison
Ave., New York, NY 10016 for COMPUTER
KEYBOARDING.

{ PROCEDURE INPUT I
begin
initInput;
while not(endinput) do
begin
gotoxy(x+charIndex-1,y):
next:=choice (allPrintables+CCRchar,BScharl);
if (next=13Schar) then backUO
else if (next=CRchar) then endlt
else addlt;
end;
(Sr-)
yourString(03i=chr(charIndex);
Car4)
if (charindex>O) then moveleft(responseEll,yourString[11,charIndex);
cleanup;
end (procedure INPUT);

Circle 314 on Reader Service card.

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR ? ??
Are you tired of waiting for DOS to
load and save files? Are you tired of
waiting for DOS to finish so you can
type again? Are you tired of waiting
for your printer? When you buy
DversI.DOSTM, you won't have to
wait any more! Here's why:
1. DOS speed-up: Apple DOS 3.3
takes 18 disk revolutions to read a
single track, whereas Diversi-DOS
reads or writes a track in just 2
revolutions. This speeds up file processing tremendously (see table).
2. Keyboard Buffer: Morel-DOS
allows you to type at any time, as
fast as you can, without missing a
single character.
APPLE DOS DIVERSE-DOS
SAVE t

27.1 sec.

5.9 sec.

LOAD

19.2 sec.

4.5 sec.

BSAVE'

13.6 sec.

4.1 sec.

BLOAD•

9.5 sec.

2.6 sec.

READ•

42.2 sec.

12.4 sec.

WRITE"

44.6 sec.

14.9 sec.

APPEND••
21.3 sec.
2.3 sec.
• HI-res screen
t 80-sector BASIC program
• • 52-sector text file

3. Print Buffer: Diversi-DOS can use
a RAM card (16K-128K) to temporarily save characters before they are
printed. Thus, your computer won't
have to wait for your printer to
finish.
4. DDMOVER: Morel-DOS can now
be moved to a RAM card for increased memory with BASIC programs.
DIverel-DOS, the QUADRUPLE utility, requires a 48K Apple II or II +
with DOS 3.3. A simple, menu-driven
installation program Is included on
the un-protected disk. So what are
your waiting for?
Send $30 to:
Diversified Software Research, Inc.
5848 Crampton Ct.
Rockford, IL 61111
(815) 877-1343
VisalMastercard accepted
Apple is a registered TM of Apple Computer. Inc.

Video
MODULATOR
Works with all Apple H
or Apple He computers.

■Easy to install
■High reliability
Low price includes:
Modulator, Video Switch Box
and 12 feet of cable.

$21395
each
(NY State Res. add applicable tax
Add $3 shipping and handling)

ICON

Computer Corp.
81 Plymouth Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803
516 433-6745
Apple II and Apple are registered trademarks of
Apple Computer Inc.
Dealer
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"Both Add and Delete use the built-in
procedures to speedily shift array elements,
instead of using a For loop."
tryisin. Notice, in the case of a blank
state, each procedure makes a recursive call to complete its task.
Procedure Add checks that an alpha
begins all names and will not try to extend a full array. Procedure Delete

asks for confirmation before eradicating valid data. Both Add and Delete
use the built-in procedures MOVELEFT and MOVERIGHT to speedily
shift array elements, instead of using a
For loop.

AlliZPERGRAPH
AMPERGRAPH is a powerful, easy-to-use graphics
utility for the Apple II Plus. AMPERGRAPH adds
twenty-two Applesoft commands that allow effortless generation of professional-looking plots of
scientific or financial data. All of the necessary soak
ing and screen formatting is accomplished with just a
few, simple Applesoft lines.
Unlike most other plotting systems for the Apple II
which are stand-alone systems, the AMPERGRAPH
utility provides extended BASIC graphics language
macros that 'you can use directly in your own Applesoft programs. The additional commands are
&SCALE, &LIMIT, &AXES, &GRID, &FRAME, &LOG X,
&LOG Y, &LABEL AXES, &LABEL, &VLABEL,
&CENTER LABEL, &CENTER VLABEL, &DRAW,
&PENUP, &CROSS, &OPEN SQUARE, &CLOSED
SQUARE, &OPEN CIRCLE, &CLOSED CIRCLE,
&ERROR BARS, &DUMP Ito dump the graph on a
Silentype printer) and VDUMP (to link with
AMPERDUMP, see below).
AMPERGRAPH uses the Applesoft ampersand
machine language jump vector to link to a relocatable
9K routine which normally resides above the second
page of high-resolution graphics in the Apple II Plus.

Listing 3. Implementation.
f$S+1

SAMPLE AMPERGRAPH PROGRAM LISTING:

program addrBook;
C PROGRAM TO MANIPULATE AN ELECTRONIC ADDRESS BOOK AND STORE IT ON DISK.
const
title
= 'PHONE BOOK E I.C3
maxList
= 100;
fileName
= 'PhoneBook.Data';
nameLength
= 30;
addrLength
= 50;
numberLength
• 15;
noteLength
= 50;
indent
= 5;
displayAt
= 5;
type

1 justification type needed by the include file INPUT.TEXT
justification
= (DontJustify,RightJustify,LeftJustify);
entryState
= (blankState,changedState,filedState);
charSet
= set of char;
phoneEntry
. packed record
name
: stringEnameLengthl;
addr
: stringEaddrLength3;
number
stringEnumberLengthl;
note
; stringEnoteLengthl;
end;
phoneRecord
= packed record. case boolean of
false o (size:integer);
true
(persons:phoneEntrOp
end;
phoneBook
= packed array (O.. maxLi st] of phoneRecord;
var

entrylsIn
entryState;
fileMOdified,.
quit
• boolean;
command
: char;
mainSet
: charSet;
book
: file of phoneBook;
currentEntry
• phoneEntry;
current Index
integer; ,
C$1 SUPPORT .TEXT)
C$1 INPUT
-TEXT)
procedure howMany;
C PROCEDURE TO REPORT TOTAL NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN DATA ARRAY 3
begin
cIearLine(1);
writeln ('C File now has ',boole103.size,' entries. 1');
end;
procedure paintScreen;
PROCEDURE TO DISPLAY AN ENTRY FORM 1
const

dashLength

= 60;

var
dashes
stringEdashLength3;
begin
{Sr—)
dashesI03:=chr (dashLength);
{Sr+ 2
fill char (dashes( 1 7, dashLength, ' ) ;
page (out put ) ;
gotoxy (indent, di spl ayAt ) ;
write(dashes);
gotoxy (indent, di spl ayAt +2) ;
write(' Name:
'7;
gotoxy ( i ndent, di spl ayAt4-4);
wr ite ( 'Address:
gotoxy (indent, displayAt+6);
wri te I 'Phone:
');
galaxy (indent, di splayAt+B);
write('Note:
):
gotoxy (indent ,displayAt+10);
write(dashes);
end;
procedure display;
C PROCEDURE TO DI SPLAY THE CONTENTS OF CURRENT ADDRESS BOOK ENTRY 1
begin
paintScreen;
write(currentEntry.name);
gotox y(indent+10., di spl ayAt+2);
write(currentEntry.addr);
gotoxy ( indent+ 10, displayAt+4) ;
write(currentEntry.number);
gotoxy (1 ndent+10, di sol ayAt+6) ;
write(currentEntry.note);
gotoxy (indent+10, displayAt+B) ;
end;

10 &SCALE, 0, 80, 80, 13000
15 OM = "TIME (SECONDS)":LYS= "VELOCITY
(CMISEC)"
20 &LOG Y:&LABEL AXES, 10, 10
25 LABELS= "VELOCITY VS. TIME":&LABEL, 30.
200
30 FOR T = 0 TO 80:&DRAVV, 7, 150 + 712:NEXT T
35 FORT=10 TO 70 STEP 10
40 &CLOSED SQUARE, T,
(150 + 712)•(.8 + .4*RND(3))
45 &ERROR BARS, 5, T1212
5() NEXT T:&DUMP
I nc F.

VELOCITY kI4 TIME

102 r
10

20 30 40 00 60
TIME CSECONOS /

70

AMPERDIMEP
AMPERDUMP is a high-resolution graphics dump
utility which was written specifically to take
advantage of the graphics features of the Epson MX80 and MX-100 printers (MX-80 must have the Graftrax
conversion). AMPERDUMP offers many features
which are not available in other graphics dump
routines:
' Three horizontal magnifications (2,33, 4.66 and 6.99
inches wide)
' Nine vertical magnifications with the MX-80 (0.88,
1.77, 2.64, 3.78, 4.25, 4.45, 5.31, 5.87, and 7.96 inches
high); and three vertical magnifications with the
MX-100 (2.64, 5.31, and 7.96 inches high)
' Horizontal and vertical magnifications can be
specified independently to produce 27 different
plot size formats with the MX-80, and 9 different
formats with the MX-100
• Normal/ Inverse dumps
• Fast
' Adjustable horizontal tab
• Easy to use
* Compatible with AMPERGRAPH
• Relocatable
The AMPERGRAPH and AMPERDUMP graphics
utilities require and Apple It Plus (or Apple II with
language card) with 4BK and DOS 3.3. The
AMPERDUMP utility requires and Epson MX-80 with
Graftrax, or an MX-100, and one of the following
interface cards: Epson, Apple, Grappler, Interactive
Structures, or Mountain Computer.
AMPERGRAPH and AMPERDUMP are available from
your dealer for $30.00 each, or Order direct. Include
$1.50 for shipping and handling; Wisconsin residents
add 4% sales tax.

mad W est

SOFT

GO

ARE

P.O. Box 9822
Madison, WI 53715
608-238-4875 I
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Acceptance—Testing and Installing
Program AddrBook must be tested
for conformance to the original definition composed in the planning stage.
All options and screens must be demonstrated. Testing these options should
not be performed by the project programmer, but by people who will put
the product through its paces as close
to the live environment as possible. Of
course, any professional programmer
will test personally all modules before
releasing them. But, the best tester is
the knowledgeable user who takes
demonic glee in making other people's
systems fail. Challenge a sadistic friend
to find something wrong with a perfect
program.
Checking for predicted outputs tests
Program AddrBook. These tests should
be independent and self-contained.
For example, is the entered data accurately displayed on the screen? Is it inserted in correct alphabetical order?
Does the printed report correspond
with the screen listing report? And so
on. In a formal situation, tests are
written recipe style and summarized in
a pass/fail checklist.
If a test uncovers a bug, then assume
its fix will have a rippling effect on the
rest of the program. The fix may churn
up other bugs previously undetected.
Test repeatedly to combat this. Whatever bugs are missed during testing
will eventually emerge with unpleasant results during live operation. Valid
data could be lost.
After it survives thorough testing,
prepare Program AddrBook for release
by creating a turnkey disk. Initialize a
fresh disk and name it PHONE:, or
whatever name seems meaningful to
you. Transfer the files SYSTEM.APPLE, SYSTEM.PASCAL, SYSTEM.MISCINFO, and SYSTEM.LIBRARY
to the new diskette. Transfer the
.CODE file created by the compiler
from your Program AddrBook .TEXT
file to the new diskette, but call it
SYSTEM. STARTUP. Now boot the
new diskette and Program AddrBook
will run automatically.
Program AddrBook won't replace
the address book some people carry
around, but it might be a handy substitute for the desktop variety. ■
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procedure clearEntry;
{ PROCEDURE TO CLEAR THE CURRENTLY DISPLAYED ENTRY I
begin
entryIsln:nblankState;
fillchar(currentEntry,sizeof(phoneEntry),0);
page(output);
display;
end;
procedure openFile;
C PROCEDURE TO OPEN OR CREATE A DISKETTE PRONEBOOK FILE I
var
: integer;
io
ch
: char;
procedure abort (ioErr:integer);
C PROCEDURE TO HANDLE ABNORMAL TERMINATION CONDITIONS I
begin
page(output);
writeln;
writeln ('Trouble looking far ',fileName);
writeln ('I/O error e',io,'. Program terminated.');
writeln ('Consult Pascal manual.');
exit(Program);
end;
begin
clearLine(C);
writein("Loading ',-FileName,' from prefixed disk.');
C*I-)
reset(book,fileNase);
icu=ioresult;
if(ia<>0) then
if(lo<>10) then abort(io)
else
begin
ch:=prompt('Create new phone file? Y/N ',I'Y','N'1);
if(ch<>"Y') then exit(program);
writeln;
writeln ('Creating new phone file.');
rewrite(book,fileName);
io:=ioresult;
if(io<>0) then abort(io);
fillChar(book"-[07,sizeof(phoneBook).0)i
seek(book,0);
put(book);
close(book,lock);
reset(book,fileName);
end;
C$1+)
clearEntry;
end;
procedure saveFile;
PROCEDURE TO SAVE THE ADDRESS BOOK TO DISKETTE I
begin
clearLine(1);
write('Saving file. ');
seek(book,0); put(book); close(book,lock);
clearLine(1);
writeln ('File now saved.');
end;
function locate (key:string; var index:integer):
boolean;
{ FUNCTION TO SEARCH FOR A NAME IN THE ADDRESS BOOK.
RETURNS TRUE IF FOUND OR FALSE IF NOT FOUND.
RETURN INDEX OF ITS ALPHABETIC POSITION IN THEARRAY OF ENTRIES.
var
jumping,
+pundit,
stillLooking
boolean:
iu=13Size,
limit,
position,
anchor
: integer;
begin
foundIts=false;
position:=1;
stillLooktng:=true;
jumpSizel=7+(book^(07.size div 7);
i 4(book^CO3.size{1) then C the file is empty, so
begin
stillLooking:=false;
jumping:=false:
end
else jumping:=true;
while(jumping)• do
begin
positioni=position+jumpSize;
if(position>book-(01.size) then
begin
C reset position to end of array and stop skipping forward
positiont=book-"- 0O3.5i2e;
josping:=false;
end;
if(key=book^Ip❑ sitionl.persons.name) then
begin
C found a match I
jumping:=false;
stillLooking:=false;
foundIt:=true;
end •
else if(key<book-Cposition].persons.name) then
begin

Listing cuntinued.

is Speeding up The Apple!
The DOS Enhancer (TDE)
works up to 500% faster than
standard Apple DOS 3.3...$69.95
TIRED OF WAITING ... for your programs to load or
save? Then S&H's TDE, licensed by Apple, is the
answer.
TDE program updates standard Apple DOS 3.3 disks — or creates
copyable TDE disks — with TDE's QuickDOS and Quick-load features.
TDE's QuickDOS runs and saves BASIC and binary programs up to
5 times faster* and is completely compatible with standard Apple DOS
3.3 programs. And — just added — text file Quick-read and write!"
TDE "Quick-loads" the RAM card with FPBASIC/INTBASIC,
QuickDOS or user program in 1.7 seconds at startup.
TDE "package" includes utility disk, training/support disk, stepby-step instruction manual, S&H's Supercat/menu, and multidrive
"Quick-copy" program.
TDE system requirements: 48K Apple ][ or][+, ROM/RAM card, DOS
3.3 and one or more disk drives.

Here's what the critics say:
• John Mitchener of PEELINGS II: "The speed increase with TDE is
awesome and is probably worth the price of the program alone, without
all the other features."
• Chuck Carpenter of INFOWORLD: "Results in a disk that will boot—
very fast — in any Apple system."

• Val Golding, Editor of Call-A.P.P.L.E.: "(TDE) stands as a shining
example of how utility and application programs take into account every
possible system configuration."
• Clark Congleton of The Apple Orchard: "The Quick-load capabilities
will make this package attractive to anyone who spends a lot of time at
the keyboard."

Amper-Sort/Merge (A-S/M
works up to 10000/0 faster than even
VisiCorp's VisiFile program...669.95
Now "UNPROTECTED," to allow user-modification to 8", RAM disk, or hard-disk
drives.
A-S/M II is the fastest "file clerk" you've ever met. Of all the sort
utilities developed to manage Apple ][ data files none does the job nearly
so fast as A-S/M II!
A-S/M It's new features include: S&H's superfast VisiFile index
sort (callable from within VisiFile for effortless use), an equally fast S&H
random access file index sort, and parameter file editing.
A-S/M II can sort/merge from one to five unsorted files into a single
file of up to 125K in size per disk.
A-S/M ire "package" includes: utility disk, training disk, step-bystep instruction manual, and S&H's new Supercat/menu.
A-S/M irs system requirements: 48K Apple ][ with ROM or RAM
card or 48K Apple ][+ with DOS 3.3 and Disk II.
Dealer inquiries invited.

*To achieve speeds even taster than a hard-disk drive, combine TDE with Anion's RAMDISK 320K
Memory System.

Apple is a registered trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc

Available from your dealer. Mail Order: Send checks tc S&H Software, 58 Van Orden Rd.. Harrington Park, NJ 07640. 201-768-3144-

firS&H
Software

Credit Cards: Phone Cybertronics international at 212-532-3039

(Overseas Airmail: Add $10.00 postage and handling.)
Circle 63 on Reader Service card.

,

Circle 328 on Reader Service

Listing continued.
C may have passed it }
jumping:=false;
end
else if((key>book""Ipositionl.persons.name)
and(position=book^C01.sizeflthen
begin
C it gets added to the end of the file 1
jumpinge=false;
positions=book^C01.size+11
stillLookingz=false;
end:.
end;
anchor:=position;
while((stillLooking=true) and (foundIt=false)) do C check skipped entries 3
begin
if(position=1) then C beginning of array reached, so 3
stillLooking:=false
else C check previous entry 1 positionemposition-1;
lf(key=book-"Cpositionl.persons.name) then foundlts=true
else if(key>book^Epositionl.persons.name) then
begin
positioni=position+1;
stillLoOking:=false;
end;
if(position=tanchor-jumpSize)) then stillLookings=false;
end;
locate:=foundIt;
index:=position;
end;
procedure getKey;
C USER INPUTS NAME KEY 7.
const
prompt = 'KEY ON WHAT NAME: ';
var
key
: string;
begin
clearLine(1);
write (prompt);
input (key,length(prompt)+1,1,nameLength,leftJustify);
shiftString(key);
currentEntry.name:=key;
entry/sIn:=changedState;
end;
procedure modifyName;
var
temp
: string;
begin
input(temp,indent+10,displayAt+2,nameLength,leftJustify);
shiftString(temp);
currentEntry.name:=temp;
entryls/n:=changedState;
end;
procedure modifyNumber:
var
temp:string;
begin
input(temp,indent+10,displayAt+6,numbertength,leftJustify);
shiftString(temp);
currentEntry.numbers=temp;
entryIsln:=changedState;
end;
procedure modifyAddress;
var
temp:string;
begin
input(temp,indent410,displayAt+4,addrLength,leftJustifyl;
shiftString(temp);
currentEntry.addr:=temp;
entrylsIn:=changedState;
end;
procedure modifyNote;
Vat-

temp:string;
begin
input(temp,indent+10,displayAt+S,noteLength,leftJustify);
shiftString(temp);
currentEntry.note:=temp;
entryIsIn:=changedState;
end;
procedure add;
C PROCEDURE TO ADD A NEW ENTRY TO THE ADDRESS BOOK 1
var
newIndex
: integer;
c
: char;
found
. boolean;
procedure checkName;
var
name0K : boolean;
procedure abortAdd;
begin
message( ' Inval id name. Add operation aborted. ' ) ;

clearEntry;
exit(add);
end;

begin
repeat
if (length(currentEntry.name)<1) then abortAdd;
nameOK:=ScurrentEntry.name[1] in C'A'..'Z'1);
if not(name0K) then deIete(currentEntry.name,1,1);
until(nameOK);
end;
Listing continued.
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MORE
COMPUTER
PRODUCTSTH
PRODUCTS
__AN
.
EVER
RE

BEFO .

FOR APPLE/FRANKLIN A other
”look-a-Ekes" (APPLE Re Compatible)
DUMPLING-GX
Hi-Resolution Graphics Parallel
Printer Interface Card with
Graphics Features for all major
printers
DUMPLING-64
64K Spooler Buffer for Text, Block
and Dot Addressable Graphics.
Works with all major printers
BAM-128
64K/128K Memory Card
0-DISC
128K Disc Emulation System
MAGNUM-80
80 Column Video Card
VISI-PAC
A BAM-128, a MAGNUM-80, and
Software for maximum use of
your VISICALC Spreadsheet
RV-611C
7 or 8 BIT Parallel Printer Interface Card
RAINBOW-256
RGB Board with 256 Output Colon to monitor
BAM-16MM
16K Card with Memory Management System (MOVE-DOS)
VIZ-E-EXPAND
Visicalc Expansion Software
VIZ-E-EXPAND 80 Adds 80 Column Features to
VIZ-E- EXPAND
FOR TILE MIA PC
The HAL Series of IBM compatible memory boards:
HAL-64, 128, 192, 256 Memory Expansion
without Parity
HAL-64P, 128P, 192P, 256P Memory Expansion
with Parity
The HAL Parallel Printer Cables
The HAL Utility Software Package
THE VIC-20 and COMMODORE 64
VIM-8/16
8K or 16K Memory Expansion
Module
VIM-0
EPROM/RAM User Definable
Module
CC-2064
Parallel Printer Cable 8 Software
for the VIC-20/64
FOR ATARI 400 and 800 COMPUTERS
AMB-16
16K Memory Card for Atari
AMB-32A
32K Slot Independent Memory
Card
ATC-P
Atari Parallel Printer Cable
ATC-S
Atari Serial or Modem Cable
ALSO
SCAMP SERIES
RS-232C Serial Interface Cables
6', 10', 25'
NEW!
• Stand-alone Printer Buffers with Auto
Serial/Parallel Conversion up to 256K!
• Serial Dumplings—with and without Buffer.
MICROTEK products carry a 1 Year Warranty and are available
from your local Dealer. For your Dealer's name or for further
details call MICROTEK.

MICROTEKnc.
9514 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123 (619) 569-0900
Toll Free Outside CA
(800) 854-1081
TM 910-335-1269
BAM-16, DUMPLING-GX, DUMPLING-64, HAL,
MAGNUM-80, Q-DISC, RV-611C, and SCAMP are
trademarks of Microtek, Inc. APPLE and APPLE II
are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
ATARI 400 & 800 are trademarks of Atari, Inc.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital
Research, Inc. IBM P.C. is a trademark of IBM.
VIC-20 is a trademark of Commodore Business
Machines. VISICALC is a trademard of VisiCorp.
Z-80 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc. © Microtek, 1983

IF YOU HAVE A GRAPHICS
PRINTER YOU MUST HAVE A
GRAPHICS INTERFACE.
DIMPlifi&Ccir
DIJ
IMPIING=0,4
GRAPHICS PRINTER INTERFACE
GRAPHICS PRINTER SPOOLER
The Dumpling-GX is a DIP Switch Selectable
Dual Hi-Resolution Graphics Screen Dump
parallel interface card for Apple computers
and most popular printers.
At the flick of the DIP switch, The Dumpling
will interface with: APPLE 91 EPSON NEC
IDS* ANADEX A C-ITOH PMC CENTRONICS A OKIDATA x MANNESMANN
TALLEY
Selectable Strobe and Acknowledge polarities allow use with arty 8-bit parallel printer in
text and block graphics mode.
Microtek's proprietary on-board firmware enables the Dumpling-GX to establish intelligent
communication between your Apple computer
and your printer. Simple commands allow:
• Selection of your printer by DIP switch.
• Selective Dump Page 1, Page 2, or both in
either text or graphics mode.
• Chart Recorder Simulation.
• Left & Right Margin Control.
• Line Length/Page Length Selection.
• Block graphics via 8th bit Control.
• Printer bell Control,
• Skip over Perf.
• 90 degree Rotation.
g. Double Size Graphics.
& Emphasized Graphics Print.

IIIIIIII

The Dumpling-64 is the next logical extension
to the industry standard Dumpling-GX parallel interface card, allowing the computer to
DUMP vast quantities of data into the Dumpling-64 for later printing, thus freeing up the
computer for additional tasks.
The Dumpling-64 allows full use of all Dumpling-GX features. In addition to the standard
graphics features, the Dumpling-64 offers:
• Buffer sizes from 0 K to 64K. User upgradable.
& Graphics Dumps to Buffer. Page 1 and/or 2.
▪Multiple Consecutive Screen Dumps to
Buffer.
• Software reset to clear Buffer.
• "Space Compression" saves valuable memory taken up by 'spaces' in text or spread
sheets.
• Automatic Buffer Size Recognition.
• Pause while printing-immediate.
Pause while printing-delayed.
Resume printing.
REMOTE pause-immediate: hooks up to
telephone, switches--etc.
* Buffer ON/OFF control.
• INSERT text editing capability with Pause
and Buffer ON/OFF control.

I

•Woh ,peciol PROM and <cable.
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Listing continued.

UTIL
A COMPLETE DISK UTILITY PACKAGE
From the creators of the PIRACY PRUF
disk protection system comes a new
system which gives you the power
to.
• Protect a disk from standard copiers
• Assign password protection to
prevent unauthorized access
• Increase disk storage space by up
to 25 sectors—identifies an expanded disk with a new catalog
volume message
• Change DOS commands—for example replace 'Catalog" with 'Cat'
for convenience or for protection
• Change DOS error messages—
for example replace 'File Locked'
with 'Get Key
• Undelete a deleted file (Soothes
"the agony of delete")
• Fix the catalog sector count
• Rebuild a blown catalog and/or
VTOC to recover blown disks
• Change name of the 'HELLO' program after a disk has been initialized
• Define the 'HELLO' file type (Basic, Binary, Exec.)
• Alphabetize the catalog and remove old entries.
UTIL requires an Apple II with Applesoft, DOS 3.3, 48K and one drive. The
price is $39.95. N.Y.S. residents add
sales tax Send check or money order
to:

KANE COMPUTING
184 PINEBROOK BLVD.
NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. 10804
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

begin
case entrylsln of
changedState:
begin
checkNaike;
found2=locate(currentEntry.name,newIndex);
if not(found) then
begin
if(book^CO3.size=maxList) then
begin
clearLine(0);
writeln('FILE FULL - CAN NOT ADD!');
exit(add);
end;
book"10l.sizes=book^COl.size+1;
if(newIndex<book^E0l.size) then
moveright(bookInewIndexl,boak^EnewIndex+13,
sizeoftphoneRecord)*(book^E0].size-newIndex));
boolc'EnewIndexl.personsm.currentEntry;
currentIndext=newIndex;
end
else
begin
book -InewIndex].personsm=currentEntry;
currentindesm.newIndex;
end;
message('Record added.');
entry/sIni.filedState;
fileModified:=true;
end;
blankState:
begin
getKey;
faundm=locate(currentEntry.name,new/ndes);
if not(found) then
begin
display;
madifyAddress;
modifyNumber;
modifyNote;
add;
end
else
begin
entrylsInm=filedState;
display;
end;
end;
filedStatem
begin ,
clearEntry;
add;
end;
endtcase);
end;
procedure delete;
C PROCEDURE TO DELETE AN ADDRESS BOOK ENTRY l
var
: char;
neelndex
: integer;
found,
ok
boolean;
function confirmed: boolean;
var
yesno : char;
begin
yesnomm prompt('OK to delete? Confirm Y/N',E'Y','N'));
if (yesno='Y') then confirmedv=true elite confirmed:-false;
end;
procedure erase;
begin
moveleft(book^Ccurrentindex+1],book"'EcurrentIndexl,
sizeof(phoneRecord)11(boolet0).size-currentIndex));
boole103.sizem=book^(0).size-1;
message('Record deleted,');
filatiodifiedm=true;
clearEntry;
end;
begin
if (length(currentEntry.name)C1) then exit(delete);
case entrylsIn of
changedState,
filedStatem
begin
foundm.locate(currentEntry.name,nowIndex);
if not(found) then
begin
message('N0 such name to delete!');
if(entrylsInmfiledState) then halt;
exit(delete);
end
else
begin
currentIndexs=newIndex;
if(book'CcurrentIndex).persOns<>currentEntry) then
begin
currentEntrys=book'lcurrentIndex).persons;
display;
end;

Listing continued.
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THE

TM

PE

WITHOUT FUZ

EMI-RFI FILTERED
AC SURGE PROTECTOR

The Peach"' is the newest addition to
Electronic Protection Devices crop of
EMI/RFI Filters/AC Surge Protectors. It
eliminates transients suchlts "spikes" or
"glitches" same as T
emonru, The
LimeTM and The Ora
while
simultaneously filtering t "fuzz" or
"noise" produced by
ro Magnetic
Interference (EMI) or RaOio Frequency
Interference (RFI).
The increasing co
-xity and scope
of modern electronics
ands that
each microprocessor c
ecl product
perform its function with
raneous
signals of any kind that
degrade
or reduce the intelligibility
"Hash"- electrical noise
s or
opening and closing of

- random noise p
.,- -produce small disturbances in the
Thoaseline of your CRT display interfere
with normal operation by causing errors
in data transmission. Data errors can
lead to skewed results, lost time and
aggravation.
Prevent this from happening to you
with The Peach. Each Peach is a solid
state clamping device with EMI/RFI
filtering utilizing high speed semiconductor technology. Simply plug The
Peach into any standard 3 wire duplex
outlet then plug what needs protection
into it. Each Peach has 3 outlets and
exceeds the IEEE 587-1980 Guide for
Surge Voltages in Low Voltage Power
Circuits.
Circle 158 on Reader Service card.

Compare the cost of computer hardtime with the
ware, software and
You'll opt for
price of our Peach
(7) fuzz with
a line free from surg
The Peach from EPD. A
through
your local dealer.

IMEgnewat

1011111

WPIEN MiWY EOM HMI
Electronic Protection Devices
5 Central Avenue
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
(617) 891-6602
1-800-343-1813

e -52

header Ser,ce card.

For Seeds...
it's Burpee

Listing continued.

if(confirmed) then erase;
end;
end;
blankState:
begin
getKey;
delete;
end;
end(case);
end;
procedure search;
C PROCEDURE TO SEARCH FOR A DISPLAY A RECORD BASED ON LAST NAME 3
var
newlndex
a integer;
found
: boolean;
begin
case entrylsln of
changedStates
begin
foundimlocate(currentEntry.name,newIndsx);
if (found) then
begin
currentEntrylmbook^CnewIndex3.persons;
currentIndeximnewIndex;
entryIsIns..filedState;
display;
end
else
begin
ifl( found=false)andlentryIsIn=filedState)) then halt;
nessage('Not found.');
cl earEntry:
display;

For Clothes...
it's L.L. Bean
For Gifts...
it's Horchow
and

For Software...

it's Strictly
Soft
Wart

end•

end;
filedState:
begin
clearEntry;
search;
end;
blankStatel
begin
getKey;
search;
end;
end(case)5
end;
procedure modify;
f PROCEDURE TO MODIFY THE CONTENTS OF AN ADDRESS BOOK ENTRY)
var
temp
s string;
modifyBet
i charSet;
quit
f boolean;
command
2 char;

If you're tired of
guessing about what the
software does—and when it
will arrive—let us help.
Our free, industry-leading
catalog is crammed with
information about our full
line of software, offered at
sensational prices. Write us
and find out why Strictly
Soft Ware is the mail-order
leader in price, support,
and delivery.

Our wager plus en

►. Sri ow

umedvettised y efab, meal directly to our
customers, ere trobillsouk. One more mem
why N pep e bey from Strictly Sol? Were.

r

To receive your free catalog right
away, send this coupon to the address
below. Do you want our ❑ Apple or
❑ IBM Catalog?

1

begin
modifySetsmC'E','N','A','P','O','R');
quit:.false;
te mpi =''/
command:.
prompt('MODIFY Entire rec N(ame A(ddr P(hone Remark 0(uit',modifySet);
case command of
'E': begin
modifyName;modifyAddressimodifyNumber;modifyNote;
quit:=true;
end;
'
N': modifyName;
'A': modifyAddress;
'
P': modifyNomber;
•
modifyNote:
'0'i guit:=true;
end <case);
add;
end;
procedure list;
( DISPLAY CONTENTS OF ADDRESS BOOK IN SEQUENCE ON THE SCREEN )
var
cancelListingt boolean;
selection:
char;
index.
integer;
procedure endList;
begin
message("End of book reached.');
indeximi;
end;

NAME
STREET
STATE

CITY

procedure listNextItem;
begin
if ((book^10].sizemO)or(index>book^(03.size)) then endList
else
begin
currentEntry.mbook'findex].persons;
entrylsInsmfiledState;
display;
indextmindaw+1;
end;
end;

ZIP

)
PHONE
Strictly Soft Were
P.O. Box 338
Grenville, OH 93023
Technical
Phone Orders
Assistance: 1-800-848-5253
in Ohio: 1.619.587-2938

&
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begin
page(output)p
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Circle 315 on Reader Service card.

Circle 316 on Reader Service card.

Fill Your Basket
With Educational Management Software

SAVE TIME

when you change or debug an APPLESOFT®program!
PUT SOMErin vtilL3S;
I 16-

IN YOUR LIFE

* Attendance Management
* Class Scheduling
* Grade Reporting
* Student Data Base
* Deficiency Reporting
* Computer Literacy

• A Sorted Cross Reference utility
• Helps you modify, debug,
and document
APPLESOFT programs.
• Shows where variables,
referenced line numbers,
numeric constants and strings
are used.
• All info in one
alphabetized list.

optimize

■ Tailor SXR PLUS to
your needs.
• Use FULL mode or SEARCH.
is 40 or 80 column format.
• Use with standard video,
a printer or a VIDEOTERM
card.
• Requires APPLE 11®/II PLUS,
48K, DOS 3.3 (1 drive),
APPLESOFT.

Only $39.95 at a local computer store or directly* from

Apple II, Apple //e, Apple ///, IBM PC
IRS-80 I, TRS-80 III

P

Contact Your Local Dealer or CMA
(619) 365-9718
MICRO COMPUTER DIVISION
55722 SANTA FE TRAIL
Yucca Valley, Ca. 92284

PRASEK COMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
PO. Box 2427 Santa Clara CA 95051
(408) 554-0420

S

TM

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
'Send check or money order. Calif. residents add 61/2 % sales tax. All Sales Final.
APPLE II and APPLESOFT are registered trademarks of APPLE COMPUTER INC
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MACHINE LANGUAGE SPEED
WHERE IT COUNTS...
IN YOUR PROGRAM!

For the first time, Amper-Magic makes It easy for people who don't know
machine language to use Its power! Now you can attach slick, finished machine
language routines to your Applesoft programs In seconds! And interface them
by name, not by address!

You simply give each routine a name of your choice, perform the append procedure once at about 15 seconds per routine, and the machine language becomes a
permanent part of your BASIC program. (Of course, you can remove it if you want to.)
Up to 255 relocatable machine language routines can be attached to a BASIC
program and then called by name. We supply some 20 routines on this disk. More
can be entered from magazines. And more library disks are in the works.
These routines and more can be attached and accessed easily. For example,
to allow the typing of commas and colons In a response (not normally allowed in
Applesoft), you Just attach the Input Anything routine and put this line in your program:
xxx

PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE DATE. "; : & INPUT,DATE$

&-MAGIC makes it Easy to be Fast & Flexible!
PRICE: $75
&Magic and Amper-Magic are trademarks of Anthro-Digital, tee.
Applesoft Is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

413-448-8278

Some routines on this disk are:
Binary file info
Delete array
Disassemble memory
Dump variables
Find substring
Get 2-byte values
Gosub to variable
Goto to variable
Hex memory dump
Input anything
Move memory
Multiple poke decimal
Multiple poke hex
Print wio word break
Restore special data
Speed up Applesoft
Speed restore
Store 2-byte values
Swap variables

Anthro - Digital Software

P.O. Box 1385
Pittsfield, MA 01202
The People - Computers Connection
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Listing continued.
cancelListing:=false;
listNextItem;
repeat
selection:=
prompt('<space> for next item or Q(uits',t'Q',chr(32)]);
if (selection=chr(32)) then listNextItem
else cancelListingi=true;
until (cancelListing);
end;
procedure qui tProgram;
C EXIT PROGRAM CLEANLY )
var
yesNo
: char;
savelt : boolean;
begin
quit:=true;
if(entrylsIn=changedState) then
begin
yesNo:=prompt('Save entry below,Y/N ',I'Y','N'I):
iflyesNo='Y') then add;
end;
end;
procedure print:
SEND PART OR ALL OF ADDRESS BOOK TO LINE PRINTER AS
NAME
NUMBER
LIST )
var

P
: interactive;
select : char;
procedure printSection(key:char);
const
dot
= ...;
Var

continue,
match
: boolean;
where
: integer:
tempstringsstringtnameLengthl;
keystring: string[1];
begin
keystring:="; keystringIll:=key;

P.O. BOX 74157 / DEPT IN / LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
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GET STARTED
ON THE APPLE IN
ONLY 30 MINUTES...
Yes . . . at last, computer instruction is
available on videotape.
If the computer "newcomers" in your family
are getting discouraged with all the technical
books, we have made it easy. We have extracted the most-needed facts and put them
into an easy-to-understand form. We
demonstrate how to:
• Install circuit boards and disk drives
• Install modems and game paddles
• Boot up
• And many more
Our series of "Introduction to..." tapes take
the mystery out of getting started on the
Apple and let the newcomer begin with confidence.
It's as easy as watching television!
Price? Only $60.00.
Mail and phone orders invited.
Lewis Video Productions
601 West End Avenue
=
New York, N.Y. 10024
=
(212) 496-0223
—
I want the 0 Apple II plus version
El Apple Ile version
in the following format:
CI Beta II
E Beta I

ITN,

VISA
MasterCard and Visa holders order toll free:

(800) 835-2246, Ext. 35
Kansas residents call (800) 362-2421, Ext. 35
For product information, call: (212) 496-0223
(Nen `rork resident, add applicable tax
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match:=Iocate(keystring,where);
if (where <= book^(0].size) then
if (booleqwherel.persons.nametll=key) then
begin
writeln(P,'< ',key,' ›');
continue:=true;
while ((continue)and(where<=book^(03.size)) do
if (boole"- Ewherel.persons.nameIll=key) then
begin
fillchar(tempstringIll,nameLength,dot);
tempstring:=book^rwherel.persons.name;
(fr-)
tempstringEOl:=chr(nameLength);
(Sr+)
write(P,tempstring,");
write(P,book-"rwherel.persons.number);
writeln(P);
where:=where+(;
end
else continue:=false;
end;
end;
begin
Cat-)
rewrite(P,'Printer:');
(S I+)
if(IORESULT<>0) then message('Cannot rewrite printer!')
else
begin
writeln(P,");
select:=
prompt('"A"-"Z" for section or <space) all. "0" quits'.["..'Z','0')):
then printSection(select)
if (select in
else if(select=")then for select:='A' to 'Z' do printSection(select):
end;
close(P);
end;
C MAIN PROGRAM 1
begin
fileModified:=false;
currentIndex:=0;
quit:=false;
mainSet:=I'A','C','D',"L",'M'
openFile;
repeat
howMany;
command:=
prompt('A(dd C(lear Delete List M(odify P(rint Q(uit Slearch',mainSet);
case command of
'A': add;
'C': clearEntry;
'D': delete;
'L': list;
'M': modify;
'P': print;
quitProgram;
'S': search;
end Ccase);
until (quit);
if (fileModiiied) then saveFile;
end.
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The Apple users group
software library bonanza
at truly affordable prices. For the first time
enjoy your Apple to its fullest capacity
using specially packed disks with over BO
outstanding programs each. Not available
from any other source!
• Applesoft
• 3.3 DOS

NEW!!

ttionol5 APPLEUUEME INC.
LEACH

offers
An extensive variety of interesting,
useful and entertaining programs
indispensable to the serious computerist
including:

Business
Games
Utilities

•
•
•

Educational
Music
Data Base

•
•
•

Graphics
Science
Finance . . .

Library disks 1, 2 & 3 are mixed categories and new
disks 4 (Games), 5 (Utilities), 6 (Graphics) & 7 (Integer)
at $59.95 each. Why pay more?

Order direct from this ad and $ave up to $136.
Buy disk library package 1, 2 & 3 and get a
special bonus disk FREE — over 260 programs
for $179.95 + shipping. For best value, get
all 8 disks for $349, postage prepaid, for over
530 of our best programs at 65c each!
Call now toll free: 1-800-327-8664
Florida: 1-305-987-8665
6400 Hayes St.
Hollywood, FL 33024

If you're serious about VISICALCt
then you should know about

That's because VIZ-A-CON is the exciting new
consolidation system for VisiCalc users. Using your
VisiCalc database, and without learning a new
system, VIZ-A-CON will:
• Perform Consolidations—Automatic roll-ups
of weeks into months into years, or
departments into divisions into regions.
• Allow "What If" Questions in Three Dimensions—
Get answers at any level of consolidation.
• Act as a Report Writer—To your VisiCalc database, with word processor interface.
VIZ-A-CON is another imagination enhancing product brought to
you by ABACUS ASSOCIATES, (713) 666-8146, 65Y,5 W. Loop S.,
Suite 240, Dept. 11, Bellaire, TX 77401. See your software dealer or
order directly, (800) 547-5995, ext. 170. Visa/Mastercard accepted.
Dealer inquiries invited.
99.95 + 3.95 S&H
Apple II, II + , 11E, TRS-80 I,
Apple III, TRS-80 II 12/16, IBM PC--$139.95 + 3.95 S&H
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With these tools you can really program!
S-C' Macro Assembler, by Bob Sander.Cederlof. Combined editor/assembler includes twenty-nine commands and twenty directives;
with macros, conditional assembly, global replace, edit, and more. Provides new level of power and performance for beginner and professional
programmer alike. With 100-page manual, reference card. $80.
S-C Assembler II Version 4.0; by Bob Sander-Cederlof. Combined
source-program editor and assembler takes full advantage of Apple features. Many useful examples and sample programs in both the manual
and disk, assembles up to six thousand words a minute, may assemble
from source code in memory, or from multiple source files. Older, lowercost version fewer features, but still powerful and practical. $55.
Source Code for Disk Version 4.0, by Bob Sander•Ccderlof. If you
arc serious about understanding assemblers, or you want to make your
own modifications, this complete commented source code for S-C Assembler Version 4.0, on disk and ready to assemble, is for you. Requires
ownership of Version 4.0 and signed license agreement. $95.
S-C 6800 Macro Cross Assembler Module. Owners of the S-C Macro
Assembler may add the ability to develop programs for the Motorola
6800/6801/6802 microcomputers by buying this update package. $32.50.
S-C 6809 Macro Cross Assembler Module. Owners of the S-C Macro
Assembler may add the ability to develop programs for the Motorola
6809 microcomputer. Write programs for the Stellation Mill or the ESD
Laboratories Excel-9 with all the comfort and convenience of the S-C
Assembler II. $32.50.
S-C Z-80 Macro Cross Assembler Module. Owners of the S-C Macro Assembler may add the ability to develop programs for the Z-80 microcomputer. Write programs for the SoftCard or other Z-80 systems using your Apple and the familiar, friendly environment of the S-C assemblers. $32.50.
S-C 68000 Macro Cross Assembler. Owners of the S-C Macro Assembler may add the ability to develop programs for the Motorola sixteen-bit Champion microcomputer. Use this cross assembler to program the Digital Acoustics 68000 board or others. $50.

Apple Assembly Line. Monthly newsletter for assembly language programmers, beginner or advanced. Tutorial articles, advanced techniques, handy utility programs, commented listings of code in DOS and
Apple ROMs. $15 per year; add $3 for first class postage in U.S.. Canada and Mexico; add $13 postage to other countries. All back issues
available at 51.50 each plus postage.

Apple Assembly Line Quarter!;' Disks. Available to subscribers, containing source code printed in three consecutive issues of Apple Assembly Line. $15 each in U.S., Canada, and Mexico; $19.50 Pith corresponding issues of newsletter; other countries add 51 postage.

Es-Cape, by Bill Linn. Full-function, interactive program editor for
Applesoft. For painless programming complete line editor for fast, easy
changes; split-screen display; single-key operation; global search arid replace: automatic line numbers; keyboard macros; and more. $60.

Flash! by Laumer Research. Integer Basic compiler transforms your
programs into machine language so they run many times faster. Optional assembly source code output for use with S-C assemblers. Requires Integer in RAM or ROM to edit source programs: not required
for compiled programs. Source code of run-time package availabk.
Compiler 579: run-time source $39.
Double Precision Floating Point for Applesoft, by Bob Sander-Cederlof. For the scientist or engineer who is not satisfied with Applesoft's
nine-digit precision. With this 2,048-byte machine language augmentation package, you can get twenty-one digit precision out of Applesoft
whenever you need ii. Supports +,
•, /, input, and print. Includes subroutines for standard math functions. $50.
Disam and X-ref by Bob Kovacs. Symbolic two-pass disassembler
handles data tables, displaced object code; lets you substitute meaningful labels of your choice. An address-based cross-reference table gives insight into the inner workings of machine language programs. .Y-Ref is a
line number—based global cross-reference table for complete source
documentation. Designed to complement the S-C assemblers. Both on
one disk: $45.

S-C SOFTWARE CORPORATION
2331 Gus Thomasson, Suite 125
P.O. Box 280300
Dallas, TX 75228
(214) 324-2050
We accepl Visa. MasterCard and American E Ronne.
Apple is a trademark of Ace* Computer. inc
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Pascal

A Pascalian
Puzzle
Once the toast of France, Blaise Pascal
lives on as Appledom's leading eponym.
Surely, you and your computer can
outwit a man dead for 321 years!
by Swain Pratt
Microcomputing Staff

C

omputer-involved people all
recognize Pascal as the name of
a programming language. They are
often surprised, however, to discover
that Pascal, unlike Basic, Cobol and
others, is not an acronym, but a
man—indeed, a man of rare genius.
The Frenchman Blaise Pascal (16231662) was both brilliant mathematician and fervent religious apologist. At
the age of 12 he undertook to teach
himself georiietry, and within four
years was writing original papers on
conic sections that astonished mature
mathematicians. He went on to become one of the fathers of modern algebra and is credited with the invention, at age 18, of the first mechanical

Figure I. Examples of hexagons, with sides
numbered consecutively.
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calculating machine.
A breakdown of health and a religious conversion brought Pascal much
physical and spiritual pain during the
last half of his life. He nonetheless remained active until his death at 39,
leaving a treasury of mathematical invention and copious notes for a
religious treatise, later published as the
classic Pensees.
Since Pascal was a master of structure and form in mathematics, it seems
most appropriate that a highly structured programming language now
bears his name. A couple of examples
may illuminate the quality of his
mathematical thinking and insight.
At about the age of 16, Pascal discovered and proved a theorem which
became one of the cornerstones of projective geometry. Simply stated, it
says: If all six points of a hexagon lie on
a conic, the three points of intersection
of the three pairs of opposite sides always lie on one (straight) line, now
called the Pascal Line. (The sides of the
hexagon may be extended if necessary.)
For those of you whose high school
geometry is rusty, here's a quick review. A hexagon may be defined as a
plane figure formed of six points (no
three of them on a line) and the six
lines joining them in any order. (See
examples in Fig. 1.) If the sides are
consecutively numbered, pairs of "op-

posite" sides are defined as sides 1 and
4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6.
A conic is the boundary curve of any
plane section (cross-cut) of a conic surface. (See Fig. 2.) Figure 3 shows several illustrations of Pascal's Theorem.
(The last example—the degenerate
case of two straight lines—actually
was discovered by the Greek geometer
Pappus, about 300 A.D.)
A Triangle's Secrets
Although not original with Pascal,

FRANKLIN'S BAKER'S
DOZEN!
Buy
theACE1200
13 Good Reasons to

Apple II-compatible
CP/Mg-compatible
128K of RAM
Built-in floppy disk drive
Disk controller
80 column card
Serial interface
Parallel interface
Upper and lower case
VisiCalc° keys
Cursor control pad
Numeric pad
Auto repeat key

Extras can more than double the price of your personal computer. Not so with the Franklin ACE 1200.
It's the professional computer system that includes
the extras—and a long list of exclusive Franklin
features that make it the most extraordinary value on
the market today.
The ACE 1200 has everything you'll need
to add a color or black and white monitor,
modem, printer, back-up disk drive and
other accessories. You can choose from
the enormous selection of Apple programs
and peripherals because the ACE 1200 is
hardware- and software-compatible with

the Apple II. And, with the built-in CP/M card, you
can run both Apple II and CP/M programs. Franklin's
CP/M operates three times as fast as many competing systems, drastically reducing processing
time for most business applications.
The Franklin ACE 1200—the most extraordinary value
on the market today. Call or write today for
the name of your local authorized Franklin
dealer.
Franklin ACE is a trademark of Franklin Computer Corporation
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc
CP IIVI is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.
VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Visi Corp.

FRANKLIN
COMPUTER CORPORATION

7030 Colonial Highway, Pennsauken, NJ 08109 609-488-1700
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Figure 2.
Conic Sections
a. Circle: cut at right angle to central axis of cone.
b. Ellipse: cut at any angle, but passing completely through cone.
c. Parabola: cut is parallel to a straight line in cone's surface.
d. Hyperbola: cut passes through both nappes of cone,
e. Two straight lines: cut passes through both nappes and vertex of cone.

the triangular number array in Figure
4 occupied him extensively and today
is often referred to as Pascal's Triangle.
Even if you've never seen it before, a
thoughtful inspection should reveal
how each row is derived from the one
above it. Once you discover that
secret, you can add as many rows as
you please. (But to write any given row
without the preceding row to look at
requires more knowledge.)
Other properties of Pascal's Triangle
are less obvious. For example, the sum
of the numbers across each row is a
power of two, so you have the binary
scale—the mathematical basis of the
digital computer. Each row read as a
decimal number (from the sixth row
on, you must first perform a carrying
operation on the double-digit numbers) is a power of 11!
Even more remarkable is a discovery Pascal made (spurred by analysis of
a gambling game!) while investigating
the mathematical laws of probability.
These laws involve Combinations, the
study of the possible ways to choose, or
combine, a given number of objects-or events—out of a total number
available.
For example, in how many ways
can a one-, two-, three-, four- or fiveperson committee be chosen out of a
group of five people? The answers are,
respectively, 5, 10, 10, 5 and 1—the
last five numbers in the sixth row of
Pascal's Triangle. (You can verify this
by letting the letters A, B, C, D and E
stand for the five people and listing the
possible combinations, taking one-ata-time, two-at-a-time and so on.
Finally, Pascal discovered that the
Triangle clearly displays a link between Combinations and the algebraic
expansion (raising to powers) of the
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Pascal's Triangle
1
1

1
2 1
1 3 3 1
1 4 6 4 1
1 5 10 10 5 1
1 6 15 20 15 6 1
1 7 ? ? ? ? 7 1
1

binomial a + b. (See Fig. 5.)
A Pascal-Inspired Puzzle
Figure 6 presents a triangular puzzle
for your amusement. The object is sim-

11

. so you have the binary
scale—the mathematical basis
of the digital computer."
ply to find the total number of routes
by which PASCALSTRIANGLE can
be spelled out, starting at all the Ps
and ending at the only E —the center
of the bottom row. The solution is a
number that should be quite familiar

Powers of 11
1 = 110
1 1
11
112
1211
1331 = 113
14641 = 114
161051 = 115
1771561 = 110

Powers of 2
1 = 20
2 = 21
4 = 22
8= 23
16= 24
32 = 25
64 = 26

Figure 4. Pascal's Triangle, through the 8th
row. The sum of the numbers in each row
yields the power table of 2 (on the right).
Each row read as a decimal number (with
necessary carrying from the 6th row on) is a
power of 11 (on the left).

nec LINES
IPAPPUe rHEOREMI

Figure 3. Illustrations of Pascal's Theorem.

to microcomputer users.
A related puzzle might also intrigue
you. How many different routes are
there from the upper left corner square
of a checker board to the lower right
corner square, moving only horizontally to the right and vertically down?
(Do not move diagonally or backwards.)
If you wish to send in detailed solutions, inCider will print a few of the
most elegant in a future issue. (Professional mathematicians and math
teachers, please restrain yourselves—we know you can do it!) It
would be interesting—and appropriate—to see if anyone can write a
Pascal program to solve these puzzles
on the Apple, though that would be a
bit like using your car to go mail a letter across the street.
How astonished Blaise Pascal would
be if he could see today's descendants
of his calculating machine. And how
pleased he might be that his name lives
on in a programming language! ■

(a + b)° = 1
(a+b)'=a+b
(a+b)2 =a2 +2ab+b2
(a + b)3 = a° + 3a2b + 3a132 + b3
(a + b)4 = a4 + 4a313 + 6a2b2 + 4ab3 + b4
(a + b)5 = a5 + 5a4b + 103.31)2 + 100133 + 5ab4 +
(a + b)° = a° + 6a5b + 1584b2 + 20a3b3 + 15a2b4 + 6al 5 +136
Figure 5. The expansion of the binomial a + b through the fith power. The first and last
terms of each expansion have coefficients of 1, which are not written. Put in those l's, take
away the a's and b's, and you have the rows of Pascal's Triangle.

P
P AP
P ASAP
PASCSAP
PASCACSAP
PASCAL ACSAP
PASCALSLACSAP
PASCALSTSLACSA P
PASCALSTRTSLACS A P
PASCAL STRIRTSLAC S A P
PASCALSTRIAIRTSLA CSAP
PASCALSTRIANAIRTSL ACSAP
PASCALSTRIANGNAIRTS LACSAP
PASCALSTRIANGLGNAIRT SLACSAP
PASCALSTRIANGLELGNAIR TSLACSAP
Figure 6. PASCALSTRJANGLE puzzle.
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SOLID OAK
SECURITY

APPLEDEXTEROUS*

FOR YOUR COMPUTER

Tebbs Techniques
Fine Furniture
combines the functional beauty and hardwood security of solid oak office furniture for
your computer equipment. Spacious interior
room for desk top computer, terminal, CRT.
printer and disc drive. Rolltop desks 5499.98
and flat-top desks 5209.99 plus shipping.

Tebbs Techniques
gine giEmitwie
P.O. BOX 817* PLEASANT HILL, OR 97455
Phone orders: 1-503-747-1448
Prices Subject To Change

* The ability of an Apple II® computer to perform more than one function
concurrently when using the BREM-239D buffered serial interface. With an
Appledexterous Apple, it is possible to print, compute or write to disk without
interrupting or losing incoming data. In the output mode, the 239D spools data
either to the on board printer port or the serial output channel. The
BREM-239D is plug compatible with popular serial boards, is easily installed
and costs only $299.00. What this means is a lot more juice from your Apple.
TO ORDER OR FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL (714) 739-5020
BREM ENTERPRISES 15201 Santa Gertrudes Ave. #Y-102 La Mirada, Ca. 90638
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RGB designs

MINI TAUR II DISK DRIVE

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE WITH
Apple II*, Apple 11+*, and Apple 2e*
Franklin ACE* 1000 and 1200
Basis 108*
FEATURES
100% Compatible With ALL Apple Software
Half Track and Full Track Accessing Capability
35 Track and 40 Track Operation
Band Stepper Provides Faster and More Precise Head Positioning
Twice the Storage in the SAME Space as a Standard Apple Drive
User Selectible Write Protection Switch Featuring Three Modes
• Read Only Always Write Protected
• Normal Write Protect Operation
Write
Protect
Disable
Allows
Use
of Opposite Side of Diskette
•
Color Coordinated to Apple Computers
90 Day Warranty

1 Year Warranty Optional

For Dealer and Distributor Information Call:

RGB designs
3375 Woodward Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95050
408/748-0400
*Apple, Apple II, Apple II+, and Apple 2e are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Franklin Ace is a trademark of
Franklin Computer Corporation. Basis is a trademark of Basis Incorporated.
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Apple II'" 16K RAM
Compatible with Apple Language Card, Z-80 Softcard, Fortran, Pascal and CP/M. Assembled, tested
and burned-in. With complete instructions and
schematics. 90 day warranty.

4995

3375 Woodward Avenue
Santa Clara, California 95050
408/988-4408

C.13.E.

Dealerinquires invited.

22500
5%" APPLE COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE
Shugart SA-390 Mechanism
Compatible with Apple Language Card, Z-80 Softcard, Fortran, Pascal and CP/M. Matching Apple
color case and cable. 90 day warranty.

514" FLOPPY BOX
$21.95 or 2/$37.50
As shown on our drive above.

APPLE
SYSTEM SHELF
$37.50

PRINTER PEDESTAL I
80 column — $24.95
All accessories are color-coordinated to Apple computers.

PRINTER PEDESTAL II
132 column — $47.50

Amber or Green

COLOR MONITORS

COMPOSITE VIDEO MONITORS

RGB and Composite Video inputs.
High-Resolution Graphics Capability.

HIGH-RESOLUTION — 20 Mhz

Open Frame (OEM Style)
GREEN

9"

$129.00

12"

$139.95

AMBER

9"

$149.00

12"

$169.95

Enclosed Units
RGB-Host Adapters
Composite-Host Adapters

Call for prices!
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Review

Bank Street
Writer
A look at a home word processor
for the entire family.

by Hartley G. Lesser

H

ey, Dad, this is great!" With this
excited pronouncement, my
ten-year-old son offered his unsolicited
opinion of Broderbund Software's new
Bank Street Writer, advertised as a
home word processor. Quite truthfully, I was amazed by his statement. I
have had several word processors lying
about in my computer room for weeks
at a time. My son has rarely booted one
up, and he quickly lost interest with
the few he did boot up. Not so with
Bank Street Writer.
What makes this word processor different? And what prompted my son to
try the software? For starters, the
packaging of the software leads one to
believe that the product can be used by
the entire family. Norman Rockwell
would have been pleased with the
painting reproduced on the package
cover—a healthy, wholesome American family is depicted. Mom, dad, and
little sister are all smiles, and the little
girl is happily pounding away on an
Apple computer. Could the next great
American novel be hiding within their
daughter, merely awaiting the arrival
of Bank Street Writer? I wonder.
Perhaps such a thought seems a bit
far-fetched, but I have never seen a
youngster take to a word processor so
quickly. For a ten-year-old to sit down
and type for two straight hours is
amazing. When I asked Kirk how he
had managed such a task, his simple
answer was, "I liked using it. And I
126 eider May 1983

understand the manual."
Let's take a closer look at Bank
Street Writer. Upon opening the box,
you'll find a 28-page manual and two
program disks. That's right, two disks.
You automatically receive a backup
copy of the program disk. For those
with "technifear," the manual is written in a clear and informative style.
But don't be surprised if you find
yourself neglecting the manual when
using Bank Street Writer. Many of the
screen prompts are self-explanatory.
The manual first explains how to
boot up the Bank Street Writer and
then deals with accessing the utility
program, which is reached by pressing
the escape key when the program is
loading. This is the only area of the
Bank Street Writer that my son needed
assistance to complete. Communication between the program and the disk
drives and printer are read into the
main memory from the utility program, as .are the passwords created to
protect your files. More on this a little
later on.
There are four selections from the
utility program: standard value modification, listing of data disk files and
their current passwords, conversion of
Bank Street Writer binary files to text
files for telecomputing use or use in
another program (and vice-versa), and
quitting the utility program. By selecting 1, you are presented with the first
of two screens for changing the basic

values of the program. Each screen is
accessed by a press of the spacebar.
To change a value, the letter of the
item to be changed is entered. You
may then input the new value, press.
return, and continue to the next item
that requires modification. When
completed, all of the new values are
saved on the program disk. Parameters
for the printer slot, (which is the data
disk drive), margins for both rough
and final drafts of your text, top and
bottom margins, headers and page
numbers, line feed on carriage returns,
form feed character shift modification
or keyboard enhancer card and choice
of cursor type and keyclick, are all
modifiable by the user.
The standard values that arrive on
the disk are fairly universal. Once a
change has been made to adapt the
program to your system, re-entry into
the utility program for further changes
will be rare. I explained this to my son;
he smiled and informed me that I
could continue to manage the utility
program—he'd do all of the writing!
It's advisable to have initialized data
disks ready. These may be formatted
in any manner you wish, or you can
access the INIT program from Bank
Street Writer. However, to access this
utility, you should become familiar
with the method of operation of the
word processor.
To accomplish the latter, Broderbund provides a tutorial program with

MAKES BACK-UP COPIES OF PROTECTED SOFTWARE
QUICKLY, EASILY, WITH JUST A PUSH OF A BUTTON.
New software locking schemes have rendered even the latest generation of
copy programs virtually unusable. Locksmith' , Nibbles Away" and other
"Nibble copiers" require complicated parameter settings, much patience and
great effort to use. More often than not, the results are disappointing. WILDCARD is different. Rather than copying disks track by track, WILDCARD
ignores the disk and any copy protection encrypted on it. Instead, WILDCARD
takes a snapshot of memory in your Apple• II.
Now you can make back-up copies
of protected software with
the push of a button.
Features

❑ Hardware copying device...
push button operation.
❑ Copies 48K memory resident
software, most 64K software.
❑ No programming experience
or parameters necessary.
❑ Backs up DOS 3.2 and
DOS 3.3 disks.
❑ Creates DOS 3.3 unprotected and autobooting disks.
❑ WILDCARD lives in any slot.
Undetectable by software.
❑ Produces autobooting disk
in 2 minutes.
❑ Copies are DOS3.3 compatible.

❑ Copies become accessible
for alterations.
❑ Simple, easy-to-use
software included.
WILDCARD Utility Disk 1 also
available, featuring:
❑ Automatic program compression and BRUT file maker.
❑ Multiple programs can be
placed on the same disk.
❑ Recreates basic files to load
and save.
❑ Files can be placed on a hard
disk
and more.

Software is not copy protected. System requirements: Apple II Plus with 64K and DOS 3.3 or Apple Ile. Franklin Ace also supported.
*Wildcard does not operate with CP/M" or other microprocessor based software.

Order direct from East Side Software Co., 344 E. 63 St., Suite 14-A,
New York City 10021, 212/355-2860. Please include $3.00 for
handling. Mail and phone orders may be charged to MasterCard and
VISA. N.Y. State residents add sales tax. Dealer inquiries welcome.

WILDCARD $129.95
WILDCARD Utility Disk 1 $30.00

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The WILDCARD is offered for the purpose of enabling you to make archival copies only.
Under the Copyright Law you, as the owner of a copy of a computer program, are entitled to make a new copy for
archival purposes only and the WILDCARD will enable you to do so. The WILDCARD is offered for no other
purpose and you are not permitted to utilize it for any other use, other than that specified.
Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. Locksmith—trademark of
Omega Microware, Inc. Nibbles Away—trademark of Computer: applications.
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Figure 2. Edit mode.

the disk. To enter the tutorials, remove
the disk from the drive, turn it over,
re-insert, and reboot your system.
You're all set to go. A new menu is
presented.
Lesson one deals with the method of
entering text in the Write mode. Lesson two teaches cursor movement and
the manner in which text should be

corrected. Lesson three explains the
commands ERASE and UNERASE, and
Lesson four discusses the MOVE and
MOVEBACK commands. The final lesson teaches you about using FIND and
REPLACE. On-screen prompts guide
the user deftly through each lesson. Errors cannot be made because the tutorial won't allow you to progress unless

Leap into
a new
dimension
with

Aztec C!
C COMPILERS-COMMON FEATURES:
• UNIX VER 7 compatibility • standard float, double, and long support • run time library with full I/O
and source • fast compilation and execution • full language.
AZTEC C II CP/M (MP/ M) $199
• produces relocatable 8080 source code • assembler and linker supplied • optional M80 interface •
SID/ZSID debugger interface • library utility • APPLE requires Z80 and 16K card
AZTEC C II APPLE DOS $199
• relocating assembler supplied • APPLE SHELL • VED editor • library and other utilities
• requires 16K card
C86 IBM PC MSDOS CP/M-86 $395
• directly produces 8088/8086 obiect code • linker supplied
Manuals— $30 ORDER BY PHONE OR BY MAIL-Specify products and disk format

MANX

software systems
Box 55, Shrewsbury, N.J. 07701 (201) 780-4004
HEATH, APPLE, OSBORNE, NORTHSTAR, OUTSIDE USA-Add 510 In N.J. add 5% sales tax
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each lesson is followed accurately. One
slight drawback is that after the tutorial begins, you must finish the work;
there's no other exit, other than turning off the computer. Each tutorial
faithfully duplicates the conditions
found on the main program. Overall,
the tutorials are excellent. Not a single
screen is wasted. And once through the
tutorial, there should be little problem
in running the Bank Street Writer.
Bank Street Writer's manual was
written for the Apple II or Apple II
Plus computer. If you are running this
word processor on a new Apple He, the
differences are explained in the word
processor's opening screen and in the
tutorial. Most importantly, Bank
Street Writer is 100% compatible with
the He, either with or without the
standard 80-column text card inserted.
When using the Apple II without
shift modification, the shift-N produces the desired effect. To produce all
capital letters, shift-N must be pressed
again. Leaving the capital letter mode
requires a third keypress of shift-N.
When trying this maneuver on an Apple II, I found that I sometimes left an
n or N on the screen and did not enter
the capital letter mode. It takes a little
time to become familiar with these
combination keypresses.
After removing the program disk
and rebooting for the actual program,
the first screen should look like Figure
1. This is the Write mode. Bank Street
Writer operates just like a typewriter:
what you type is what you'll get on the
screen. To manipulate your text, you'll
need to enter the Edit mode by simply
pressing the escape key. Your second
screen for the Edit mode should look
like Figure 2.
Note that the arrows point in four
directions on this screen. These are the
cursor movement arrows, that move
your cursor in whatever direction the
keypress indicates. For example, if you
wanted to move your cursor towards
the top of the page, strike the I key.
This cursor movement is only accessible from the Edit mode.
If you are operating the He, however, these keys do not control your
cursor movement. Instead, use the
cursor direction keys located on the
bottom row of your Ile keyboard,
which are to the right of the closed apple key. An appropriate symbol ap-
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Controller
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Power Line Spikes, Surges &
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memory & processor often interact! Our patented ISOLATORS
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Spikes, Surges and Hash. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; integral
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$76.95
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BOOKENDS

The Reference Management System

Sensible Software would like to introduce you to
BOOKENDS, a revolutionary new system designed to
manage your references. BOOKENDS will take the guess
work out of hunting for lost articles or information. Think of
it as a personalized, state-of-the-art catalog system.

Pay for BOOKENDS. And not for your time.
BOOKENDS tracks down articles, magazines, and books
for you quickly and effortlessly. It even prepares professional bibliographies for you. If you've ever spent time looking for important information, then BOOKENDS is for you.

BOOKENDS remembers for you.
The purpose of BOOKENDS is to keep track of information
from articles and books so you don't have to. BOOKENDS
works with your Apple Computer, and is menu-driven for
ease of use. It has a word processor quality editor which
supports upper and lower case entry and display, and also
allows you to re-type just your typos, not the entire entry.
BOOKENDS allows you to store the author, title, journal,
volume, page number, date, publisher, and keywords (all
up to 255 characters), and an abstract (to 720 characters).
BOOKENDS also permits you to chain your reference files
together, to contain any number of references you
might have.

Eliminate the guesswork from your search
BOOKENDS eliminates most of the guesswork
from your data search because it finds your stored
information quickly and effortlessly. References
can be searched for quickly by author, portions of
titles, or by the keywords of your choice. And if

you forget the keywords or the author, don't despair.
BOOKENDS provides you with a complete, alphabetized
list of the keywords and authors in the data base.

BOOKENDS is your state-of-the-art card
catalog system.
BOOKENDS is particularly innovative because it can present you with professionally produced bibliographies that
can be printed or.used directly with your word processor.
You have complete control of printouts, from simple lists
including an abstract, up to professionally formatted, formal
bibliographies suitable for inclusion in your word processor.
When retrieving your references, the bibliography can be
sorted by author, keyword, or title.

Give up the search.
Put your library in BOOKENDS. $124.95

Sensible
Ilb
'Software, Inc.
6619 PERHAM DRIVE
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48033
(313) 399-8877
Copyright 1983-Sensible Software, Inc
APPLE is a Registered Trademark of APPLE
Computer Co.
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Figure 3. Transfer Menu.

I

= Cursor moves up 1 line
= Cursor moves 1 space to the left
K
= Cursor moves 1 space to the right
M
= Cursor moves 1 line down
B (for Beginning) = Cursor moves to the start of the document
E (for End)
= Cursor moves to the end of the document
U (for Up)
= Cursor moves up 12 lines
D (for Down)
= Cursor moves down 12 lines

J

Figure 4. Cursor movement key presses.

pears in the upper right corner of the
screen, which simply displays the cursor arrows without the letters I, J,
K, and M inside. When this symbol appears, you'll know you can use
the cursor movement keys on you Ile
easily.
Another important difference is that
those using the Apple II will be using
their right and left arrows to select the
appropriate Edit mode. For example, if
ERASE is highlighted on screen, and
you want to find a word, either press
the left arrow key twice, or the right
arrow key twice, to highlight the
desired mode. Striking the spacebar
drops the highlighter from the top row
of selections to the bottom row, or
vice-versa.
The lie functions differently. Here,
you must press either your open apple
or closed apple keys to move the highlighter to the desired mode. The spacebar works in the same manner as for
the Apple II. Again, these are differences not noted in the manual, but
they are indicated by on-screen
prompts in the upper left corner of the
screen and in the tutorial.
The third mode is accessed by selecting TRANSFER MENU, followed by a return keypress. The screen looks like
Figure 3. Again, depending upon
which Apple you're using, the left and
right arrows, or the cursor movement
keys, as well as the spacebar, move the
highlighter to the desired selection, or
prompts. Movement between the three
modes is simply a matter of pressing
130 eider May 1983

the escape key.
If you own the Apple II, screen
prompts will remind you to use the
left and right arrows and spacebar
to highlight the option required. If
you're using a He, then the open and
closed apple keys and the spacebar are
utilized.
Once in the Write mode, the computer becomes a typewriter. Up to 38
characters can be typed on a single
line, and there is no allowance made
for an 80-column board. Cursor movement about the page is controlled by
the left arrow key (which erases previously typed text), the spacebar (for
moving the cursor right), and the return key. Each move in the Write
mode leaves blank character space(s).
The word processor wraps each line
automatically, and the final printed
product is determined by whatever parameters are set up when accessing the
printing program.
Use of the rept key on the Apple II in
conjunction with a letter repeats a
character. Merely holding down the
letter causes automatic repetition on
the He. Control-I indents 8, 16, 24,
or 32 spaces, and control-C centers
all text that precedes a return. Control-S tells how many characters you
have remaining in the current file.
For computers with 64K bytes RAM,
this is about 3200 words, and for the
standard Apple II without the RAM
or language cards, about 1300 words.
Not a great deal of storage space,
to be sure, but adequate for most

tasks. Save the file, clear the memory, and you can continue writing
a long document. When it comes time
to print, simply print them one at a
time. These operations are accessed
through the Edit mode.
All alterations and movements
throughout your document that don't
destroy text are handled through the
Edit mode. This requires the press of
the escape key from Write mode. For
the Apple II, eight key presses are required for cursor movement. Refer to
Figure 4. These key movements are
easy to remember because they are displayed in hi-res in the upper right corner of the screen. When this illustration is on screen, these key movements
are available for use. For those using
the Ile, the cursor movement keys on
the lower row of the keyboard manipulate the cursor, as well as the B, E, U
and D keys.
For those who have used a sophisticated word processor, the key presses
needed with Bank Street Writer seem
awkward at first. Example: You are in
the Write mode and happily typing
your fifth paragraph, and you realize
that a mistake has been made in the
second paragraph. In order to edit the
mistake, you must leave the Write
mode by pressing escape and enter the
Edit mode. You must then manipulate
the cursor to the specific area, make
your deletions, press escape to re-enter
the Write mode, and type in the correction. This becomes frustrating if a simple correction is needed just two lines
or so above where you are typing. You
cannot simply move your cursor upwards in the Write mode and change
the error. This extra step takes a little
time to get used to. However, once you
have operated under these conditions
for a while, it almost becomes second
nature.
If you have a paragraph of text that
needs to be erased, press return to access the Erase mode. You are informed
at the top of the screen to move the
cursor to the first character of the
block of text to be erased. Press return,
and you're told to move the cursor to
the end of the text to be deleted. Press
return again. As you move the cursor
to this point, the text to be deleted
becomes inverse, black-on-white.
When you reach the end of the deletion, press return, and a final query

tider BOOK SHELF
The Apple
Connection

THE BOOK OF APPLE SOFTWARE—edited by Jeffrey
Stanton, Robert P. Wells, Ph.D., and Sandra Rochowansky. Are you bewildered by the thousands of Apple II programs on the market? Here Is the advice you
need, with descriptions, ratings, and evaluations of
over 500 of the mast popular programs for the Apple II.
You'll find reviews of business, education, game, and
utility programs, and advice on hardware options and
software vendors. BK1265 $19.95.

N
THE APPLE CONNECTION—by James W. Coffron. Connect your Apple to household appliances for greater control. With this book you will learn about elementary interfacing and about BASIC programming, including input/
output techniques and devices, building real systems,
and even analog to digital and digital to analog conversion. All programs are written in BASIC and no prior electronic knowledge Is required. BK1262 $12.95
MICROBOOK: DATA BASE MANAGEMENT FOR THE
APPLE II—by Ted Lewis. This book provides you with an
affordable data base management system for your Apple II. These programs turn your Apple II into a combination filing cabinet, information gathering/retrieval system and data processing engine. Written in Pascal, the
programs simulate a library. Information is maintained
and broken down into books, chapters and pages and index to pages. Photographs of the Apple II screen are
abundant, and they show you step-by-step the effect of
each of your entries. Microbook can be used for almost
any application involving the storage and retrieval of information. BK1261 $19.95

THE CP/M HANDBOOK (with MP1M)—by Rodney Zaks.
A complete guide and reference handbook for CPIM—
the industry standard in operating systems. Step-bystep instruction for everything from turning on the
system and inserting the diskette to correct user
discipline and remedial action for problem situations.
This also includes a complete discussion of all versions of CP/M up to and including 2.2, MPIM and
CDOS. BK1187 $14.95.'

MASTERING CP/M—by Alan R. Miller. For advanced
CPIM users or systems programmers who want maximum use of the CPIM operating system, this book
takes up where the CP/M Handbook leaves off. It will
give you an in-depth understanding of the CP/M
modules such as CCP (Console Command Processor),
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System), and BDOS (Basic
Disk Operating System). It explains the incorporation
of additional peripherals to the system, console I/O,
the use of the file control block and much more. It also
includes a library of useful macros and a comprehensive set of appendices. BK1263 $15.95

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS, APPLE II EDITION—By Lon Poole et al. A powerful collection of financial, statistical, home management and mathematics programs-76 in all. Each program is presented
with BASIC source code, operating instructions and
descriptions. if you're a beginning programmer you
can learn from this book what well designed and documented programs look like. BK1232 $14.99
THE CUSTOM APPLE AND OTHER MYSTERIES—by
Winifred Hofacker and Ekkehard Floegel. This is the
guide to customizing Apple software and hardware, published by the folks at IJG. It contains such hands-on information such as: data acquisition and control applications, Programming the 6522 Internal timer, Constructing the 6522 110 board, An Eprom Burner for the Apple
Computer, An Eprom/RAM board, The Apple Slot Repeater, and much, much more. BK1246 $24.95.

APPLE GRAPHICS AND ARCADE GAME DESIGN—by
Jeffrey Stanton The only book available that explains
how to design arcade games from start to finish
through the use of text, flow charts and working examples. Learn how to speed up your graphics, and the
theory of how to design a playable game. This book requires a solid foundation in BASIC programming on
the Apple Il. BK1259 $19.95
THE VISICALC BOOK—APPLE EDITION—by Donald H.
Bell. If you are presently using Visi-Calc on your Apple II
or want to learn more about its expanded uses, this book
is for you. It will show you how to build a model, enter
your data, and begin to explore all of your "what if" questions about any aspect of your business. There are also a
large number of practice problems Included in this book
to help you become a skilled user. BK1268 $14.95
THE APPLE II USER'S GUIDE—By Lon Poole, Martin
McNiff, and Steven Cook This guide is the key to
unlocking the full power of your Apple II or Apple II
Plus. Topics include: "Applesoft and Integer BASIC
Programming--especially how to make the best use
of Apple's sound, color and graphics capabilities.
Machine Level Programming,' "Hardware Features"
—which covers the disk drive and printer, and "Advanced Programming''—describing high resolution
graphics techniques and other advanced applications.
Well organized and easy to use, BK1220 $16.95

THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE—by George Young_ You .
need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer provides but the thought of buying one makes your wallet
wilt. SELECTRICTM INTERFACE, a step-by-step guide
to interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your microcomputer, will give you that quality ate fraction of the
price. George Young, co-author of Kilobaud Microcomouting magazine's popular "Kitobaud Klassroom"
series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy
wheel printer. SELECTRIC INTERFACE includes: stepby-step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Selectric, information on various Selectric models, including the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041, driver software for
Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips, tips on interfacing techniques. With SELECTRIC INTERFACE and some background in electrohics, you can have a high-quality, lowcost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included. BK7388
(125 pages) $12.97
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APPLE BASIC FOR BUSINESS: for the Apple II—by
Alan J. Parker and John Stewart. Unlike most introductory BASIC books, this book uses files extensively. It is
written specifically for the Apple II microcomputer
with DOS Version 3.2. All programs presented are compatible with DOS Version 3.3. With the emphasis on
problem-solving, the focus of this book is the point at
which problem elements meet language capabilities.
BK1247 $15.95
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING FOR THE
APPLE II—by Robert Mottolz, This comprehensive,
easy to understand introduction provides solid
groundwork for getting started in assembly language
programming on the Apple II.' Many subroutines written in assembly language are provided, and most explanations are shown with equivalent examples in
BASIC. There's an excellent section on hexadecimal
arithmetic included, as well as appendices for further
study. BK1249 $12.95
APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE—by Don Inman and
Kurt Inman. APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE builds
upon your previous knowledge of BASIC, and teaches
you the machine language in small, easy, completely
illustrated steps. Following this guide, you will be able
to write machine language programs directly, using
the Apple System Monitor, Each new program is
thoroughly presented in functional blocks, with
sketches of how each step will actually appear on-the
video screen. Soon you will be entering and executing
your own machine language programs, with predictable results! BK1248 $14.95
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MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR APPLE II,
BOOK 1—by Howard Berenbon. This book provides
you with 28 ready-to-use, BASIC language programs
which have been completely tested and debugged for
use on your Apple IL Includes a telephone dialer,
digital Stop watch, spelling test, a house buying guide,
a gas mileage calculator, and many others useful to
businessmen, hobbyists. scientists, and computer enthusiasts. BK1251 $12.95
MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR APPLE II,
BOOK 2—by Howard Berenbon. A second gold mine of
fascinating BASIC programs, including two dungeons
that test your math and history abilities and another
one that's strictly for tun, eleven household programs,
a monthly savings plan and six more on money or investment, two that test your level of ESP, and more32 in all! Excellent for beginning or advanced computerists. BK1252 $12.95
KIDS AND THE APPLE—by Edward H. Carlson.
Whether you are a kid, a parent, or a teacher, this book
is something unique. It starts with the bare bones introduction to programming, leads quickly to more interesting programs, and gives anyone who uses it a
complete knowledge of Applesoft BASIC. Lively illustrations, notes to parents and teachers and questions for the reader are Sprinkled throughout the book.
While this guide is aimed at 8-16 year olds, adults will
find it equally attractive as a beginning book for use
the Apple personal computer! BK1253 $19.95

For Toll Free Ordering Call 1-800-258-5473
*Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to inCider Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information. No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for the first book, $1.00 each additional book for U.S. and foreign surface.
surface
`10.00
$
.1080 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.
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"This FIND and REPLACE mode enables one to
change name and address only on a form letter, saving
the need of retyping the letter time after time."
appears on screen. Are you sure you
want to delete this text? If so, answer Y
and the text disappears. Answer N and
the inverse tdxt is converted back to
normal. A maximum of 15 lines can be
deleted before you must repeat the
procedure to continue erasing. Unerase does exactly the opposite, and is
only available for the most recently
erased segment of text.

MOVE and MOVEBACK transport the
text into different areas within the
body of your document. Again, the
specific mode must be highlighted, followed by a press of the return key. The
text to be moved is again highlighted
after you mark both the start and end
of the segment and can be transferred
a maximum of 15 lines. Moving the
material beyond 15 lines requires an-
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Communiever pubis.,
Apple 11* Compute
ASCII EXPRESS "THE PROFESSIONAL" is
the answer to all of your communications
needs. Call information services, such as
"THE SOURCE", exchange Apple DOS files
with other compatible programs with errorfree protocol transfers, send or receive any
text files, or use password-protected AutoAnswer mode for unattended operation. The
features are many:
• Compatible with all popular modems and
hardware devices far the Apple,
• Supports baud rates of up to 9600.
Editor creates or alters text files.
• Data Buffer holds 28K bytes with 64K
Apple, 18K with 48K Apple.
• Powerful Macros put your Apple on automatic pilot for fast log-ons.
• Macro Library lists phone numbers and
characteristics of 26 computers.
• Emulates many popular terminals.
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You can use ASCII EXPRESS "THE PROFESSIONAL" the first day you buy it. Command
and Help menus are available at any time.
And, as your communications needs grow,
ASCII EXPRESS "THE PROFESSIONAL"
grows with you.
For Apple communications, call on 'the pro,
ASCII EXPRESS "THE PROFESSIONAL.'

soutnuuesteRn cJata systemsTHE LEADERS IN INNOVATIVE COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
10761 Woodside Avenue, Suite E, Santee, CA 92071, (619) 562-3670
`Also Apple II+ and Ile compatible.
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Apple, Apple II, Apple II+ and Apple Ile are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc,
THE SOURCE" is a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corporation.

other MOVE command and a repeat of
the process. MOVEBACK returns your
text to its original setting and only
works on the most recent segment.
A word consisting of up to 29 characters can be found or replaced by
Bank Street Writer. Highlight REPLACE and you're asked to enter the
word to be found. Press return and
you're asked to replace the word with
the new word. Bank Street Writer then
finds each requested word, highlights
the word in the text, and asks if this
word is to be replaced. If you answer
Y, the new word is inserted, the old
word is deleted, and the next occurrence of your selected word is located
in your document. An answer of N
moves to the subsequent occurrence.
Although certainly not as handy as a
word processor with a glossary function, this FIND and REPLACE mode enables one to change name and address
only on a form letter, saving the need
of retyping the letter time after time.
Again, most of these modes are
found on more expensive word processors, and for the initial price of only
$69.95, they certainly make this product a viable entry into the text crafting
market.
Whenever a document has to be
saved or retrieved from your data disk,
or you wish to initialize a data disk,
rename your previously saved document, clear memory or delete an unwanted file, the TRANSFER MENU must
be accessed from the Edit mode. This is
the function found to the right of the
screen.
The submenu appears when in
Transfer mode, and the function you
desire must again be highlighted. Press
return to enter that process. To initialize your disk, make certain that you
know which drive you have designated
as a data drive. This was accomplished
when we discussed the utility program. Here are two methods of making certain you know which is which:
• Turn off the program, reboot, and
press the escape key to enter the utility
program. Select 1 to have another look
at the parameters set.
• After accessing INIT, remove your
program disk from drive #1, insert
your data disk, and follow the onscreen directions. If drive #2's light
comes on and whirrs and clacks away,
then your data disk drive has been set

to 2. An error message arrives on
screen, and you can try again by simply reinserting your program disk in
drive #1 and your data disk in drive #2.
If drive #1 came to life, then you're
safe. You have an initialized disk.
SAVE and RETRIEVE access your data
disk. You're asked for a filename and
then queried for a password. This password may be used when saving your
file. This is fine for limiting access to
personal files; however, this procedure
may be easily defeated by simply
renaming the document with the
original name—the password lock will
no longer be in place. Document
names cannot be longer than eight
characters. In either mode, you'll be
asked if you wish a data disk catalog
and a simple "Y" or "N" should be input. QUIT is another selection made
from this mode.
PRINT FINAL is the function highlighted when you want to control how
your text is formatted on paper. You're
asked how many characters you want
per line, with a range of from 40 to 126
characters. Spacing may be set at
either single, double, or triple spacing.
If the document is a continuation of a
previous document, then it will be
chained, using the same headers and
continuation of page numbers.
You can also decide if pages are to be
numbered. For printers using single
sheets, a pause is allowable between
pages. The last page may be ejected.
giving you a fresh sheet of paper for
your next task. A page heading of up to
38 characters may also be input. This
heading appears on all of the pages.
You can print the entire document or
parts of the document. A handy feature allows you to see where each page
of the current text ends. This is helpful
in formatting the pages, so that they
don't break in awkward places. During the printing process, press the
escape key to halt the printing.
PRINT DRAFT prints your text exactly
as you see it on your screen, at 38
characters per line. A few of the same
questions as in PRINT FINAL mode are
asked. To change values, the utility
program may be accessed.
To close things up, there is a handy
index/glossary at the back of the manual, which not only offers the meanings for some of the words used

throughout the book, but also indicates the pages where these references
are made.
What is, or isn't, Bank Street Writer? This is not a word processor adapt-

"Bank Street Writer is perfect
for the home. It introduces
word processing to the novice
but does have some
sophisticated features."

ed for major business undertakings.
For those used to a highly sophisticated
word processor, such as Zardax or
WordStar, Bank Street Writer may
seem primitive. But keep in mind that
the entire Bank Street Writer package

costs only $69.95. It's quite a value as
far as I'm concerned.
Bank Street Writer is perfect for the
home. It introduces word processing to
the novice but does have some sophisticated features. I think children aged
eight and up will find Bank Street
Writer perfect for their needs (school
reports, etc.), and the first-time word
processing user will find report creation simple and rewarding. For those
who disagree, recall your first experience with a more complex word
processor, and the amount of time and
frustration spent learning the system.
Bank Street Writer is usable immediately!
Bank Street Writer requires an Apple II, II Plus, or He, 48K bytes RAM,
one disk drive, 16 sector controller,
Applesoft in ROM or RAM and extra
memory of 16K RAM or language card
utilized by program. It is produced by
Broderbund Software, 1938 Fourth
St., San Rafael, CA 94901. •

Circle 270 on Reader Service card.

Can your VisiCalc R Sort?
Date

Sort the rows
or columns of a
VisiCalc
spread sheet.

2/05/83
2/09/83
2/11/83
2/15/83
2/19183
2/23/83

Contribution
$225.00
$450.00
$1,500.00
$390.00
$2,000.00
$945.00

Jones.

. //

Mares. P.
Davis. N
Franks, B.
Howard. R.

It can with VIS \Bridge/SORT- from Solutions, Inc.
The sorted spread sheet
still contains all the
Contribution
Date
Fra
formulas and values from
$2,000.00
2/19/83
Mares,
0
the unsorted original. Up
$1.500.0
2/11/83
Howard, R.
$945.00
to 5 rows or columns may
2/23/83
Billings, J.
$450.00
be used as sort keys.
2/09/83
Davis, N.
$390.00
Each key may be alpha or
2/15/83
Jones, R.
$225.00
numeric and either ascen2/05/83
ding or descending.
VIS\ Bridge/SORT is available for the Apple° II + and III,
the IBM PCTM and the TRS-80® I, 11/16, and III.
$89 plus $4 shipping and handling from Solutions, Inc.
Order 802 229 0368. Box 989, Montpelier, VT 05602.
Mastercard and Visa. Dealer inquiries welcomed.
Also available: VIS \Bridge/REPORTTm for $79 and
VIS \Bridge/DJTm (Dow Jones) for $445.
All VIS /Bodge products are trademarks of SCUMS Inc Ihstalt • s a trademark Of MCorp TRS BO.fs a trademark of Tandy Corp
IBM BC" ,s a trademark Of IBM Corp Applo• ,s a trademark of Apple Computers Inc
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Input Insult:
Getting Around the Problem
Has your Apple been rejecting sincere
attempts to communicate? You can sidestep
these input problems using the GET
command and a few tricks of the trade.
by M. Max McKee

W

a string, we get the fatal error: BAD
RESPONSE TO AN INPUT STATEMENT.

PRINT CHR$(34):PRINT CLIR$(98) (return)

know about you but I don't have
enough as it is. Thank goodness it's my
Apple talking; I don't think I could
handle the rejection otherwise!
The INPUT statement has been a
problem since day one with the Apple,
and unfortunately none of the manuals
really help us get around the problems
with entering commas, colons and
quote marks into strings. And when
disk storage and access is involved, it
really starts to get frustrating. Talk
about rejection: BAD RESPONSE TO AN
INPUT STATEMENT. If you've already
had your EXTRA IGNORED . . . well, it's
just hard on your ego.
With INPUT you simply can't use
commas and colons, and if you plan to
send the data to disk with any intention of retrieving it later, you'd better
not embed any quote marks. Within a
program:

Very frustrating when we're just trying
to use the Apple for text manipulation
without wanting to create a complete
database word processing system.
Getting around those problems is
the answer. That is to say, by using the
Apple's GET instead of INPUT, it is
possible to monitor each character as it
is entered {very nice for limiting input
to all numbers or all alphabetic characters, for example) and to build a
string one character at a time. Instantly,
the EXTRA IGNORED problem within a
program is solved, and with one simple
addition you can take care of disk access as well. Placing a "throwaway"
quote mark—CHR$(34)—in front of the
built-up string before sending to disk
guarantees that upon disk access the
Apple will look at the string requested
(via the INPUT statement) as a literal. It
will return the entire string but will
dump the lead quote. Voila! No EXTRA

Listing 1 has been set up as a complete program, but its major purpose is
to provide You with a short subroutine
called GETLOOP which will handle all
data input problems.
GETLOOP is located between statements 50 and 98 and requires a GOSUB
5900 prior to GOSUB 50. The defined
function at 5910 sets up EN BY(Z) as a
dummy variable that looks at the screen
to see the actual character placed there
by the PRINT N$ statement in 94.
When the program is run, you will
be asked how many characters you
want allowed during input. (This control function can be removed by
deleting lines 5040-5050, 58 and 82.)
It is there to show a simple way in
which the user can be limited. If you
don't want the user to have any choice
in the matter, just change 5040 to

100 INPUT "ENTER DAY & DATE: -.DT$

IGNORED.

would probably prompt the user to
respond:

The only problem remaining is getting quote marks back from disk without an error. Since GET will monitor
each character entered by the user, it is
a simple matter to change the ASCII
value of the quote from CHR$(34) to
CHR$(98) before adding it to the string.
Result: Apple DOS doesn't see it as
quote marks related to INPUT but returns a character which to us looks exactly the same. Try it.

hen was the last time your
EXTRA got IGNORED? I don't

FRIDAY. APRIE 15

and the Apple would print:
FRIDAY
EXTRA IGNORED?

Similarly, retrieving from disk files
data which has embedded commas or
colons will produce the same result.
And, if quote marks were used within
134 eider May 19S3

ML$ = "Or.

Entry into GETLOOP places the cursor at the left side of the screen at VTAI3
1 (unless otherwise specified) and then
sets the string NN$ to null. Statement 58
prints as many periods as specified by
line length and repositions the cursor
at the first dot.
Whatever the user types is handled
through the GET N$ in 62 and PRINT N$

M. Max McKee is president of Multi Data Service
Corp., 407 Terrace St., Ashland, OR 97520.

Program listing.

No-problem Apple input.

0 REM NO-PROBLEM APPLE INPUT
10 GOSUB 5910
20 GOTO 5000
50 REM GETLOOP*************S$11**
54 HTAB 1:SV = PEEK (37) + 1:NN$ = ""
58 FOR I . 1 TO ML: PRINT "•":: NEXT : HTAB 1: VTAB SV
62 H = LEN (NN41):V = SV + INT (H / 40): VTAB V; GET N$:OV
V - 1:OH =
PEEK (36)
66 IF N$
CHR$ (27) THEN 50
70 IF NOT H AND N$ = CHR$ (8) THEN 54
74 IF N$ = CHR$ (8) THEN NN$ = LEFTS (NN$,H - (H
1)): HTAB H - 1 +
SH: ON (H 3 I) + 1 GOTO 54,62
78 IF N$ = CHR$ (34) THEN N$ = CHR$ (90)
82 IF H = ML THEN IF N$ < > CHR$ (13) THEN PRINT CHR$ (7);: GOTO 6
86 IF N$ = CHR$ (21) THEN HTAB SH + H + I: VTAB PEEK (37) + (H + SH <
40): GOTO 98
90 IF N$ = CHRS (13) THEN CALL - 958: PRINT :NN$ = CHR$ (34) + SINS:
RETURN
94 PRINT N$(
96 NN$ = NNI + CHR$ ( FN BY(I) - 128): GOTO 62
5000 REM MAINIA1*****IttS********2
5010 TEXT : HOME
5020 HTAB 8: INVERSE : PRINT " NO-PROBLEM APPLE INPUT "
5030 NORMAL : VTAB 3
5040 INPUT "DESIRED LINE LENGTH? (1-230) ";ML$: IF NOT VAL (ML$) THEN
5000
5050 ML = VAL (ML$): IF ML > 238 THEN 5000
5060 VTAB 5: PRINT "TYPE ANYTHING! (EVEN
: " CHR$ (34)")"
5070 VTAB 7: GOSUB 50
5100 REM SAVE STRING TO DISKS***
51)0 0$ = CHR$ (4)
5120 VTAB 14: HTAB 13: FLASH t PRINT 'SAVING TO DISK": NORMAL : PRINT
5130 PRINT DS:"OPEN TESTSAVE"
Listing continued.

in 94. If the right arrow is pressed (see
statements 70-74), the routine advances the cursor and adds whatever
was underneath it to the growing
string NN$. If the left arrow is pressed
(statement 86), the cursor moves left
and subtracts one character from the
length of NN$. If the quote is pressed
(statement 78), the routine converts its
ASCII value from 34 to 98. If the
length of NN$ equals the allowable
string length specified by ML, the Apple beeps control-G (statement 82) and
returns for another character. If return
is pressed, the "throwaway" quote is
added to the front of NN$ (statement
90) before exiting GETLOOP.
To demonstrate the power of this
type of subroutine, I've added an
escape key function at 66. If you press
escape anytime during input, the line
is blanked out and starts over. This
could just as well tell the Apple to access a routine to answer the telephone
or reinitialize your favorite adventure

A unique experience for those who love a challenge .

• O

SPITFIRE SIMULATOR...
Fly a 360 mph Spitfire fighter • Pursue and attack 3-D target
aircraft • Eight target types (Me 109, Fw 190, etc.) • Scores
for targets hit and successful mission completion
• Aerobatic (loops, rolls, stalls, etc.)
.
• AIRSIM-I pilots: SPITFIRE SIMULATOR
can use AIRSIM-Iscenetv
4t.fit*k,

$40.00
Mass. residents
add 5% sales tax.
Overseas shipping
add S3.00. For
Apple II or II + with
48 K RAM. Applesoft R04
or equivalent. One disk.
Game paddles or joystick,,
See your dealer or
contact us dire
Apple is a Trademark of Apple Computer. Inc
AIRS0.4 is a Trademark of Mind Systems Corporation

Mind Systems
Corporation
P.Q.Box. 506
Northampton, MA 01061
(413)586 -6463
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"This could just as well tell the Apple to
access a routine to answer the telephone or
reinitialize your favorite adventure game disk."
lAgingcontinued.
5140 PRINT 0$:"WRITE TESTSAVE"

5150 PRINT NNS: PRINT DS:"CLOSE"
5200 REM READ BACK FROM DISK'S**
5210 VTAB 14: CALL — 958: HTAB 9: FLASH : PRINT "READING BACK FROM DIS
K": NORMAL
5220 VTAB 16
5230 PRINT DWOPEN TESTSAVE"
5240 PRINT DWREAD TESTSAVE"
5250 INPUT NN$
5260 PRINT DWCLOSE"
5270 PRINT NN$
5280 VTAB 14: HTAB 4: INVERSE : PRINT " AS RETURNED FROM DISK TEXTFILE
": NORMAL
5290 VTAB 22: HTAB 12: PRINT "TRY AGAIN? (Y/N)":: GET CRS: PRINT CH*: IF
CH$ = "Y" THEN 5000
5300 IF CHO <
"N" THEN 5290
5899 END
5900 REM DEFINE FUNCTION****** 1*
5910 DEF FN BY(2) . PEEK ( INT (OV 8) * 40 + 1024 + (OV — I INT (OV
/ 8) * 8)) * 128 + OH)
5920 RETURN
6000 REM VARIABLE NAMES*********
4010 REM SV.SET VERTICAL
6015 REM N4).SINGLE CHAR. GET
6020 REM NSIS..NN$+NS (STRING)
6030 REM ML-MAXIMUM LINE LENGTH
6040 REM H-HORIZONTAL (CURRENT)
6050 REM V-VERTICAL (CURRENT)
6060 REM OH-OLD HORIZONTAL
6070 REM OV-DLD VERTICAL
6080 REM DS.CTRL—D
6090 REM CHRS(27)=ESC KEY
6100 REM CHRS(34)=GUOTE
6110 REM CHRS(98)=UUOTE TO DISK
6120 REM CHRS(81.LEFT ARROW
6130 REM CHRS(21)=RIGHT ARROW
6140 REM CHR11(13).-RETURN KEY

game disk—and then gleefully return
for the next letter of input! Try, for example, having statement 66 disallow
the letter E:
66 IF N$ = CHR$(69) THEN PRINT
CHR$(7);:GOTO 62

I give up. Why would anyone want to
do that?
As soon as the user presses return,
this short program saves the string to a
disk file called TESTSAVE (statement
5130) and then immediately retrieves
it. This is merely to demonstrate that
any character can be sent to disk using
GETLOOP to build the string. Note that
NN$ is saved using the standard print
statement (at 5150) and is retrieved using the standard input statement (at
5250). A sequential file is used here,
but random access works equally well
with as many fields of input as desired.
Experiment. I think you'll like it
and all of those days of rejection will
be no more. •

Circle 161 on Reader Service card.

Call (800) 847-4176 For Protection!
• Apple

Aluminum
Shipping Case

• Atari

Removable Cover
$215J50*

Polyplex
Heavy-Duty
Carrying Case
$142.50*

with

• AVL
• Bell &
Howell

Apple II cases
holding 2
disk drives

Aluminum
Shipping Case
$216.50*

• Centronics
• Commodore
• Epson

ABS Storage
& Carrying Case
with

Removable Cover
$69.50*

• NEC
•

RadioShack

•

Sanyo

•

TRS-80
• Xerox
• Zenith

• Texas
Instruments

• IBM
• Hewlett-Packard
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'UPS Shipping Included.

Call for Complete Computer Case Catalog.
Credit Card Customers Call Toll Free
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Ikelheimer-Ernst, Inc.
601 West 26th Street
New York, New York 10001-1199
(212) 675-5820 (NYC. area)

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

ECTRONICS, INC.

DESIGNING • MANUFACTURING
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

COPYRIGHT © 1981 — PATENTS PENDING

566 Irelan, Buellton, CA 93427
(805) 688-2047
8:00 TO 5:00 CALIFORNIA TIME

OR OUR APPLE II t COMPUTER

One Year Warranty

$74.95
With Aer
Protection
MASTERCARD — VISA

"COOL IT"
• ALSO FITS ON APPLE'S* NEW MONITOR STAND
• RED PILOT LIGHT ON/OFF SYSTEM SWITCH
• CLIPS ON — NO HOLES OR SCREWS • REPLACEABLE SWITCH
• AVAILABLE IN 120V or 240V AND 50/60 HZ • DURABLE MOTOR
TWO EXTRA
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG-IN CARDS
120 VOLT OUTLETS
• SOLD WORLD WIDE • UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY
•
• TAN OR BLACK COLOR • QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET
• INCREASED RELIABILITY — SAVES DOWN TIME AND REPAIR CHARGES
• LOW NOISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH YOUR COMPUTER AND SPECIAL FAN AND MOTOR DESIGN
• TWO EXTRA 120V OUTLETS FOR MONITOR AND ACCESSORIES TURN ON WHEN YOU TURN ON YOUR FAN
(NOT AVAILABLE ON 240V MODEL)

SUPER FAN IITM WITH ZENER RAY OPTION $109.00

ZENER RAYTM TRANSIENT VOLTAGE SUPPRESSOR
OUR BUILT IN ADVANCED DESIGN UNIT GIVES
DRAMATIC COST SAVINGS— STOPS ANNOYING DOWN TIME
INSURANCE FROM VOLTAGE SPIKES - GLITCHES
DANGEROUS VOLTAGE SPIKES CAN JEOPARDIZE YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
PROTECT COMPUTER - DISK DRIVE - PRINTER AND MONITOR
NO CUTTING WIRES • WON'T VOID WARRANTY, JUST PLUG IN SUPERFAN II WITH ZENER RAY

OTHER PRODUCTS BY
ELECTRONICS, INC.
SUPER RAM IITM 16K RAM CARD FOR YOUR APPLE II. 2 YEAR WARRANTY $125
GUARDIAN ANGELTMAN UN INTERRUPTABLE POWER SOURCE $595
12 VOLT TRANSVERTER 12 VOLT — RUNS YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER AND
AND 51/4 " DRIVE FROM YOUR CIGARETTE LIGHTER $1.49
*Registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

Review

Franklin Ace 100
While Franklin mints near-copies of the Apple,
the argument rages over which machine offers
better price-performance. The following candid
comparison of the Apple II Plus and the
Franldin Ace will put it all into perspective.
by Timothy Daniel

T

here is much difference between
imitating a good man and counterfeiting him."
When Ben Franklin wrote those
words in 1738 neither he nor anyone
else could have predicted the age of
microcomputing. Yet Franklin's sage
counsel has stood the test of time, witness the appearance of Franklin Computer Corporation's Ace 100, a computer that looks like the Apple II Plus
and is said to be completely compatible.

The question of imitation versus
counterfeiting might best be answered
by comparing the Apple and Franklin
side by side. Both computers have a
box-like shape with the Franklin being
slightly bigger. One major cosmetic
difference is the Franklin has a different keyboard (see Photo 1). The
Apple has 52 keys compared to 72 keys
on the Ace 100. Franklin hasn't incorporated 20 new characters though;
most of the additional keys are part of

Photo 1. The shape and general layout of the Franklin Ace 100 rlosely resemble that of the Apple II.
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a numeric keypad. What is unique to
the Ace are two bracket keys, (/) and
[/], and keys labeled PAUSE, BREAK
and alpha-LOCK. The resulting
layout looks more like a conventional
typewriter than it does the Apple. For
example, if you type (SHIFT 8) you'll
get * , the same as a Smith-Corona portable! The Apple, however, returns a (
for that combination.
The numeric keypad, which is designed to aid data entry, is supplemented by dedicated — , + , *, = and
. keys. When combined with the two
bracket keys this part of the keyboard
is ideally suited for use with several
spreadsheet programs.
The presence of an alpha-Lock is
explained by the Ace 100's upper/
lowercase capability, compared to the
Apple II Plus keyboard that generates
only uppercase letters. The shift is used
to toggle between two different characters, like the 8/( key. Because of the
lack of a lowercase keyboard many
Apple programs use a shift key modification. Unless the shift key is depressed
the software converts the uppercase
character into a lowercase one. The
biggest drawback is the need for a
hardware modification and some additional software. (Both the Franklin

Address correspondence to Timothy Daniel,
7 Peabody Drive, Oxford OH 45056.

WILL MAKE YOUR APPLE
ME JACK OFALIIIIIADES FOR
Four applications in one.
The Incredible Jack combines the
avenience of a personal filer with the
wer of a calc package. It handles
)st word processing tasks with ease.
ss in the ability to sort and print
tiling labels, and you have a totally
grated, suprisingly easy to use
ckage that does most of what you
tight your Apple for.
Organize information your way.
The Incredible Jack lets you arrange
ur information in "records" you design
urself using the computer display.
ch record may be as little as a mailing
)el or as large as 60 sheets of legal
ed paper.
Word processing made easy.
With a few simple commands you can

master in minutes, you can create
letters, memos and reports. To help
you edit, Jack lets you insert, delete,
and copy portions of text all with
automatic word wrap and flush right
margins. The Jack does away with the
mind boggling control codes and
formatting options of other word
processing packages.
Automatic decision making.
Jack even allows you to build decison
making logic into your file. With
English language rules and a powerful
IF THEN ELSE function, you can
instantly calculate complex discount
tables, commission plans, contract
terms, or tax rates.
See for yourself.
Try Jack. (You'll need an Apple II
Circle 282 on Reader Service card.

with 16K memory extension and 2
disks.) If you're not convinced it's the
best investment you've made since you
bought your Apple, send Jack back
in good condition within 2 weeks
for a full refund.
To order call: (800) 645-4513. For
information: (516) 269-1120. To order
by mail, enclose $129.00 plus $5.00
shipping and handling.
(charge card #
and exp. date)
N.Y residents add 74% tax, and send
to: Business Solutions, Inc.
60 E. Main St., Kings Park, N.Y. 11754.

THE INCREDIBLE
JAcii
rm

•

business.,
solutions

WELLAIAKEWKW APPLE II THE JACKOFAELIRADES

Photo 2. Peripherals that work with an Apple can be used with the Ace 100. A Micro-Sci disk drive
controller and Grappler printer interface are shown here. The cable in the foreground runs from the
keyboard to the game connector and serves as a substitute for the Apple shift key modification.

and recent versions of the Apple allow
you to display upper- and lowercase
characters.) With the Ace 100 you
don't need a shift key modification. To
input and display "Franklin" as part of
a Basic program just type it normally.
Of course, you can also use the alphalock and get "FRANKLIN". With
the alpha-lock on, the Ace 100's
keyboard output resembles the Apple,
all uppercase, and you still use the shift
key to differentiate between two characters on one key, 1 and 1 for example.

say when or if it would be sold to the
public.
Hardware Compatibility
"Any peripheral that works with
Apple will work with the Ace." The
seriousness of such a claim comes home
if you consider the huge number of Apple peripherals on the market. By using similar circuitry and firmware,
Franklin has insured hardware compatibility. You can plug in an Apple II
disk drive controller or any of the Apple compatible controllers, use a Z-80
card, a printer interface card, joysticks
and so forth. (See Photo 2.)
There seem to be only three exceptions to Franklin's compatibility claim.
Don't expect to use software stored on
cassette tape, or use speech software
that requires the cassette interface.
Nor will you want to use the Ace 100
with a color monitor; only black and
white graphics will be shown. A minor
hardware change eliminated the Ace
100's ability to generate color video.
The third exception comes from the
difference in keyboards—no shift key.
The lack of technical documentation
forces you to do without or to probe
blindly around the keyboard for a suitable signal. There are several such tie
points available, but none seem to provide one exactly like the Apple
modification.

Looking Inside
With exception of the Franklin's
keyboard, the Ace 100 has circuitry
that is almost identical to the Apple II
Plus, in both component choices and
layout. You'll find eight peripheral
slots, game connector and power supply junctions, just like in the Apple.
There are only three obvious differences—an absence of input and output
jacks for a cassette interface, extra
space in the middle of the Franklin circuit board designated "ROM AREA"
and a fan on the Ace 100 power
supply.
If you expect to do anything more
than run prepackaged software on
your Franklin, be prepared to buy or
borrow additional documentation.
The Apple II User's Guide by Lon
Poole can be very helpful, in addition
to Apple's DOS Manual and Reference
Manual. Franklin representatives have Software Compatibility
told me that a "technical" or service
"Any program that runs on the Apmanual will be available but wouldn't. ple will run on the Franklin Ace 100."
140 eider May 1983

This can be done because the monitor
and Basic ROMs are almost identical
to the Apple ROMs. A large variety of
machine language and Applesoft programs run successfully on the ACE 100
and there is no problem in implementing Apple's Integer Basic, thanks to the
64K of RAM.
The ACE 100 is sold with 64K of
RAM while the typical Apple comes
with 48K. Franklin accomplishes this
16K difference in the same manner
that Apple does when it upgrades a
machine to 64K. All you do is add a
memory card to peripheral slot 0. The
Franklin 16K add-on resembles the
Apple language card as well as third
party memory boards and uses a strap
that runs to the RAM section of the
main board. By removing the memory
card and transferring one of its 4116 •
RAM chips to the socket where the
strap once was, I turned my 64K Ace
100 into a 48K Ace 100.
Firmware
The Ace 100 firmware plays a
crucial role in making the computer
compatible with software written for
the Apple. Officials at Apple claim
that Franklin accomplished this by reproducing the contents of the Apple II
Plus ROM. The legality of such a tactic
will be decided in court.
A byte by byte comparison of the
Apple Autostart ROM and its Franklin
equivalent showed that slightly more
than 200 bytes differed, about 10 percent of the ROM. The Franklin's
monitor does not provide for writing
or reading memory on tape, a logical
omission when you remember that the
Ace 100 has no cassette I/O. Other
changes stem from the difference in
the two computers' keyboards. None of
the changes affect using the monitor or
running machine and Applesoft programs. The Ace 100 comes with a
firmware Basic that bears a remarkable resemblance to Applesoft Basic.
The only difference seems to be the
lack of Save or Load for cassette
storage.
Documentation
Franklin must have operated under
the assumption that less is better when
they prepared documentation for the
Ace 100. The 24 page Operator's Reference Manual covers only unpacking,

Circle 317 on Reader Service card.

Franklin Update
Shortly after I wrote this review
of the Ace 100, Franklin Computer
Company announced the availability of the Ace 1000, a model designed to supersede the Ace 100.
The major differences between the
1000 and 100 seem to be in the different cabinet (the 1000 features a
pop-off top), the location of the reset switch (it is not located near the
main keyboard on the Ace 1000)
and the inclusion of all 64K of RAM
on the main circuit board (the 100
uses an extra board for 16K of its
memory). From the user's point of
view the Ace 100 and the Ace 1000
are said to be identical.
There seems to be some confusion
about the color capability of an Ace
1000. Several distributors and at
least one Franklin sales representative claim that the Ace 1000 has col-

or capability. Other distributors
and a Franklin technical representative stated that the Ace 1000 is not
capable of generating color video
but that a modification circuit
should be available by late 1982. In
the absence of any definite commitment from Franklin, at least one
outside supplier is offering a color
modification kit.
As of mid November Franklin
was not making a service manual
available to the public. Despite several verbal promises the only software patch available at this writing
is for AppleWriter. Potential
Franklin owners would be well advised to deal with a knowledgeable
distributor. The manufacturer does
not seem well equipped to handle
user problems or questions, either
by phone or mail. ■

61XTI-1 FIWERTM
The automatic repeat
key for your Apple II*

$9.95
Also introducing our new
adjustable unit with on/off
feature

$12.95
))Adapts your Apple; all keys
held down will repeat after
the perfect delay.
})Great for program editing.
word processing &VisiCalc.*
))Easy for anyone to install.
Plugs onto the Apple's encoderboard (all rev. 7 or later end late
rev B with encoder board).

(30 day trial)
Regular unit
$9.95
Adjustable unit
12.95
Add shipping
1.00
Overseas shipping
300
Cal. res. add halo tax
To order or request free
instruction sheet use order
form or call (2133 675-4706

cabling (internal and external) and
loading a program. Despite its short
length the manual has two pages of errata. Once you get past installing disk
drives, the 16K board, plugging the
computer in and loading the first program from disk, you are on your own.
Information about programming is
nonexistent.
The exceptions to Franklin's software claim come from the Ace 100's
hardware limitations—programs
should not require a cassette interface
or color video. Unfortunately the Ace
100's improved keyboard is often useless and in some cases is a hindrance
when used with word processing that
has ingenious programming to get
around the Apple lower/uppercase
problem. Franklin's solution is to provide patches for popular word processing software. The Owner's Reference
Manual is accompanied by a modification for AppleWriter, and Franklin
plans to offer similar patches for other
popular programs.

cellent tactile feedback, offset reset key
and numeric keypad. Franklin's inclusion of a fan was a wise move, especially if you intend to fill several of the peripheral slots.
The Ace 100's deficiencies center
around Franklin's implication that all
Apple hardware and software is compatible. This just isn't so, as shown by
the lack of color video and cassette interface. The business user who wants
VisiCalc may not need these frills, but
the game enthusiast could be disappointed by their absence.
The second set of disadvantages
arises from the lack of documentation
and support. Franklin, a relatively
new firm, will sell only a fraction of
the computers that Apple does, so you
cannot expect extensive technical references or user support.
Ace 100 hardware advantages,
fan, upper/lowercase and keypad, can
be added to an Apple, although you'll
spend quite a bit more if you go that
route. The disadvantages associated
with the Ace 100, once recognized,
Advantages and
are not extreme and perhaps will be
Disadvantages
solved with time. Meantime, Franklin
The biggest selling point for the provides an attractive alternative for
Ace 100 is its price, about $250 less cost conscious users with well defined
than a 64K Apple. Strict cost compari- needs.
sons are, of course, unfair due to the
As for the question of imitation verdifferences in features, documentation sus counterfeiting, Apple versus
and support. The Ace keyboard will Franklin, Ben said, "Don't value a
be preferred by experienced typists, man for the quality he's of, but for the
thanks to its conventional layout, ex- qualities he possesses." ■

Dealer Inquires Invited
*Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer Co.
evisiCalc is a regatered trademark
of VisiCorp.
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Graphics

Poking Perfection
Part II
In March we showed how graphics commands could
improve your text screen. Now here's a formatter
to help you put on the finishing touch.

by A. E. Doughty

D

oes the design of your text screen
leave something to be desired?
Does your text screen suffer from the
top left corner blues, with all text originating in the top left corner? Or do
your text screens suffer from the continuous scrolls, with every new text
line appearing at the bottom of the
screen?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions—fear not, relief is at hand!
The Apple II Text Screen Formatter
was designed to cure these and many
more screen programming ailments.
The Apple II text screen consists of
24 rows of 40 columns, producing a
grid of 960 character positions on the
screen. Figure 1 shows a chart of the
Apple II text screen, with the 24 rows
numbered 0 through 23, and the 40
columns numbered 0 through 39. Each
grid location on the screen corresponds
to a single byte of the random access
memory (RAM) in the computer.
Row 0/column 0 grid location corresponds to the RAM byte address
1024, and row 23/column 39 corresponds to the address 2039. Consecutive grid locations on the same row are
stored consecutively in the RAM, but
consecutive lines are not stored sequentially. Figure 2 shows how the Apple II
RAM sequences the screen lines.
Notice the RAM stores the screen
rows 0, 8, 16, 1, 9, 2 . . . and so on to
the end of the screen. The column
headed RAM in Figure 1 indicates the
142 eider Mar• 1983

byte address for the column headed 0
of each line. To access the adjacent columns on the same line, add the column
number to this byte address.
Each screen RAM location can be
poked with a text character (refer to
Table 1 for the text character values
that can be used), thus the statement:
POKE 1469,65

will place a flashing A on the screen in
row 11 at column 19 (almost in the
center of the screen). The cursor is not
positioned at this screen location. To

"Each grid location
on the screen corresponds
to a single byte of RAM."

10 HOME : DIM ROW(24): SPEED = 240
20 FOR K = 0 TO 7
30 ROW(K) =1024 + K*128
40 ROW(K + 8) = ROW(K) + 40
50 ROW(K + 16) = ROW(K) + 80
60 NEXT K

This routine simply places the RAM
address of each screen row into the array called ROW.
Now add the following lines to the
above routine, and observe what the
program does:
99 J = 32
100 FOR K =39 TOO STEP -1: POKE
(ROW(0) + K),J: NEXT K
200 FOR K = 23 TO 0 STEP -1: POKE
(ROW(23 K)),J: NEXT K
300 FOR K = 0 TO 39: POKE
(ROW(23) + K),J: NEXT K
400 FOR K = 23 TOO STEP - I: POKE
(ROW(K) +39),J: NEXT K

Another interesting effect can be obtained by changing line 99 to:
position the cursor at any grid location
on the screen use the HTAB(column)
and VTAB(row) statements. Figure 1
shows the row and column numbers to
be used in the HTAB(n) and VTAB(n)
statements.
Sometimes it is expedient to access
the screen RAM using the Poke statement, but it is inconvenient to use the
RAM byte address directly. The following short program will allow the
user to access the screen RAM using the
row and column numbers from the
Apple II Text Screen Formatter:

99 FOR J = 1 TO 191

and adding line 500:
500 NEXT J

The Apple II Text Screen Formatter
On the Apple II Text Screen Formatter, the large star represents the
geometric center of the screen, and the
four smaller stars represent the geoAddress correspondence to A. E. Doughty,
11715 145 Ave., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
T5X 1M2.
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Value to be Poked into Video RAM for:
Text Character Reverse Flashing Normal Text Character Reverse Flashing Normal
a
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
[
\
]
A
—

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159

space
!
#
$
%
&
(
)

/
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
<
=
>
?

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191

Table 1. Text character values for screen formatting.

40 BYTES
LINE 0

40 BYTES
LINE 8

40 BYTES
LINE 16

8 BYTES
UNUSED

40 BYTES
LINE 1

40 BYTES
LINE 9

40 BYTES
LINE 17

8 BYTES
UNUSED

Figure 2. Map of Apple 11 video RAM.

metric center of each quarter of the
screen.
The grid location row 1/column 1
shows the position of the cursor after a
Home statement has been used. Note
that the cursor is not positioned at the
extreme top left corner of the screen.
Shaded columns numbered 0, 16
and 32 represent the automatic Tab
positions used when the comma (,) separator is used in Print statements—
thus the statement:
PRINT "A","B","C"
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will cause an A to be printed in column
0 (the first shaded column), and a B to
appear in the second shaded column,
and a C to be printed in column 32.
Notice that there are 16 columns in the
first and second fields, but only 8 in the
third. If the length of the printed character string or value exceeds the field
width, it will overflow to the next field
and the next available Tab position
will be the next shaded column.
The column headed RAM represents
the RAM addresses for column 0 of
each line. To access subsequent col-

umns on the same line, add the column
number (0-39) to this byte address.
Each screen RAM location can be
poked with the text character value required (refer to Table 1 for the values
to be poked), but the cursor is not repositioned at that RAM location.
Figure 1 represents a worksheet that
can be used in the design of screen layout, before programming is started.
Once the design of the screen layout is
satisfactory to the programmer, then
the coding can be started and the program written using the appropriate
statements and location values.
The Apple II Text Screen Formatter
is copyrighted by the author, but original purchasers of this magazine may
photocopy this chart for personal use.
The Apple II Text Screen Formatter
may not be copied, by any means, for
distribution or sale to third parties. ■
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CP/M

CP/M The Lingua Franca
of Operating Systems
The popular operating system from Digital
Research offers portability and compatibility to
markedly expand your computer horizons.

by John Davidson

A

s the computer user upgrades
from cassette tape recorder program storage to floppy or hard disk,
things get complicated. More programs
and files can be accessed more quickly,
but filing, handling, and retrieval problems arise even more quickly.
The computer operating system (OS
for short) is a "program" that handles
this housekeeping. It is not a "language" like Basic, Pascal, or ADA.
Neither does it, alone, do useful and
interesting things such as word processing (like WordStar), spreadsheet
calculation (like SuperCalc), or database management (like dBASE II). It
does provide a working "environment"
(great buzz word) for both languages
and applications programs. Some operating systems are interwoven with
specific languages such as Basic for a
simpler and more economical package
at the cost of versatility. CP/M is not,
and most if not all of the microcomputer languages in use today are available to run with it.
To write a file (either data or a program) to a floppy disk, somewhere
there must be a record of which sectors
on which tracks on the disk already
hold data and which are available.
Thus, the operating system keeps a
directory on each disk showing the
contents of the disk and the actual
track and sector locations on the disk
where each program or file is stored.
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This directory is both for the OS's own
use and to be able to provide a program list for the user. From this information the operating system can also
tell what locations are still open for
new material.
Because disk rotation is painfully
slow in the microsecond terms of the
central processor, the order of use of
these sectors is important. With sequential disk writes, for example, the
central processor must access a sector,
store the data from memory onto the
sector, and then wait for the next sector to be used to come under the drive's
read-write head. If the sector ordering
were poor, perhaps only one sector
could be written per disk revolution,
the processor would spend most of its
time waiting, and disk operations
would be slow. The operating system
assigns this sector sequence during disk
write operations. Obviously, the read
sequence must follow the write sequence, good or bad, or there will be a
big mess!
In addition to the primary function
of file handling, the operating system
usually cares for other computer system
details such as interfacing peripherals—your page printer for example.
John Davidson is a Professional Engineer. He has
been working with microcomputers since 1975.
Address correspondence to him in Marlow, NH
03456.

Much of the work of the operating
system is "transparent to the user," as
they say. Thus, in CP/M, to run a program written in Basic you just type the
file name of your Basic and the name
of your application program. CP/M
locates the Basic on the disk and loads
it, finds the application program,
loads that, and then, with a Run instruction as its parting shot, transfers
control to Basic. To go one step further, you might be using an accounting
program that asks Basic (through file
opening commands) to get CP/M to
access still other files of data. Through
all this you need not (and probably
don't) know the actual locations of any
of these files on the disk. In fact, you
can pour another cup of tea while
CP/M sets things up and gets them
going.
Why is CPIM so popular and ubiquitous on today's microcomputers? In
a word—
Portability
CP/M enables very different microcomputers to exchange disks. A program written on, say, an Apple with
CPIM will generally run without modification on a CPIM-equipped Osborne
or Altos computer and vice versa, as
long as the author of the program has
not circumvented CP/M and accessed
the host computer directly, and if you
can solve or get around the format

compatibility problem that is rampant
with the 51/4 -inch disks. (In fact, the
program may even run on some Olympia word-processing typewriters!) This
makes easy program exchange between computer people possible—a
real benefit, witness the users' groups.
More importantly, it provides a large
base of apparently identical computers
for software writers, encouraging the
production of many widely-varied
programs, thus convincing more people to install CP/M and the circle
continues.
This portability is possible because
the CP/M system actually consists of
several relatively independent parts.
Only one of these parts—the Basic Input/Output System or BIOS—deals
with the host computer's hardware.
Only the BIOS must be changed to
move CP/M from one type of computer to another. The rest of the operating
system remains the same. Thus the
running program only has to tell CP/M
to send a message, say, to the printer.
A routine in the BIOS provides the address of your printer and directs the
message properly.
There is another reason CP/M is so
widespread—
Compatibility
Often when an operating system is
revised or replaced, programs running
under the old system must have modifications to run under the new system.
Sometimes it can't be done.
CP/M operating systems are "upward compatible." A program prepared to run on an older CP/M (say,
version 1.4) should work fine on a
newer one (say version 2.2). "Downward compatibility"—running a
CP/M 2.2-based program on a CP/M
1.4 system with fewer features—may
be a problem. This is usually a moot
point because you aren't apt to trade in
your new operating system for an older
one, and your main concern is to protect the program collections that you
are building up.
Compatibility is of particular interest just now. Most of the CP/M-compatible programs on the market and in
use today were prepared for version
2.2. CP/M Plus (version 3.0) has just
been announced. If you get it, your 2.2
programs should run just fine on the

Plus. On the other hand, if you cling to
your 2.2, beware when the Plus applications programs come out.
A ROSE by Any Other Name
Than ROSE.COM Won't Run
Files on a disk are referred to by
their titles—names of up to eight characters, a period, and an "extension" of
up to three more characters. The extension normally suggests the nature of
the file —PROG.COM , PROG.ASM,
PROG.HEX, PROG.DAT, and PROG.DOC,
for example. In this group, PROG.ASM
is the assembly language listing used by
the assembler (AsM.coM, another program entirely, mentioned below) to
create PROG.HEX, a hexadecimal
machine language file that is converted by LOAD.COM (another separate
program) into the actual machine language code to form PROG.COM .
PROG.COM is the actual command
file or "runnable" program. PROG.DAT
would be data used by the PROD program, and PROG.DOC would be an
ASCII text file—English language instructions on the use of PROC. All these
files could occupy the same disk.
There are conventions governing
the use of extensions. Some are arbitrary, but others are mandatory. For
example, only a .COM (command) file
can be directly executed by CP/M, and
the assembler will only work on .ASM
files. CP/M allows wild cards—the asterisk (*) and the question mark
(?)—for some uses. The asterisk substitutes for anything in the field, either
name or extension, while the question
mark substitutes for any single character. Thus, DIR PROG.* would provide a
listing of all the files mentioned above,
and ERA PROG.D?? would eliminate the
data and documentation files.
A> Means "Talk to Me"
As CP/M loads, it announces itself
by displaying its name, its memory
size, and its version number. Then it
prompts with A>, meaning "Your
wish?" (A is the disk drive presently in
use.) It is looking for a command,
again a string of up to eight characters,
followed by a carriage return. It checks
what you type in against its list of inherent commands and, with a match, executes immediately. No match sends
CP/M to the disk directory looking for a

command file (a file with the .com extension) of the name you entered. This
can be either your program or one from
the original CP/M disk. If the disk has
no .COM file of the name you entered,
CP/M repeats your keyboard entry with
a question mark, followed by another
A>. This time A> means "Want to try
that again?" (Computers are so
patient.)
Inherent Commands
CP/M has a limited repertoire of inherent or "direct" commands that are
built into the system:
• ERA (erase) deletes files and frees
disk space for other use. It doesn't actually erase the file but notes on the
disk directory that the program is no
longer to be listed, and its space is
available. I mention this detail because
once in a while a file will be erased in
error. With CP/M's method of erasure,
you can sometimes retrieve most or all
of an erased file if it hasn't been overwritten, and if the rescue is important
enough for the special procedures that
must be used.
• DIR (directory) lists the names of all
the files or programs on the disk you
are using. It does not show you where
they are on the disk or how long they
are. These features are available
elsewhere, but they won't fit into the
resident operating system.
• REN (rename) changes the name of a
file or program.
• SAVE writes a program from main
computer memory into a disk file. This
command is not often used. Reading a
program from disk does not destroy the
disk file, so unless the program has been
changed it needn't be saved again. Most
of the programs that create files (such as
Basic) have their own save commands
within the language.
• TYPE lists out ASCII text material
such as .DOC (documentation) or .ASM
(assembly) files on the screen. Typing
command files is more exciting but not
generally recommended—CP/M will
throw random bytes about the system,
reposition the cursor, "ring" the bell,
erase the screen, and so forth.
• USER is a hand-me-down from
larger systems. Basically, it allows up
to 16 people (or 16 different projects)
to share the system and the disks at difMay 1983 eider 147

ferent times without running into each
other. Thus, user 3 running DIR will
not see and cannot access files or run
programs belonging to user 7. This
does not allow simultaneous use of the
computer by several different people.
For that, you need major software and
hardware changes.
Transients Aren't All Itinerants
There is a second set of CP/M commands, transients, that is furnished on
your master CP/M disk. As opposed to
direct commands, these transients are
.COM file programs that must be
copied onto each disk from which they
are to be used. They are not sacred,
and, with the exception of SYSGEN
(assuming that you want to have more
than one system disk), they are not essential; but they are useful. Similar
programs (usually called utilities) are
available from users' groups and independent vendors.
The CP/M transients provided by
Circle 238 on Reader Service card.
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Digital Research include the following:
• MOVCPM changes the amount of
memory the system makes available to
your transient program. The official
Digital Research system comes configured for 20K of memory. MOVCPM can
then be used to change CP/M to any
size that your hardware can accommodate.
• SYSGEN transfers "the system," the
actual CP/M operating program, to a
disk, either from another disk if it is already configured for the memory size
you want, or from main memory if
you have changed the memory size
with MOVCPM. The CP/M system must
be present on every disk used to start
up the computer.
• LOAD converts a .HEX listing (see below) to a .COM file ready for execution.
• STAT is a multipurpose gem. It tells
you about disk space and program
lengths. It sets files to "read only," as
protection from change or erasure (if
everything is working properly—no

guarantees if your system malfunctions). It sets files to "system," making
them invisible to the DIR command but
available to all users working with user
numbers. And it does many natty
things for you in redirecting computer
inputs and outputs among various
devices (such as several different
printers or a modem) if your hardware
is elaborate enough to use it.
• PIP (Peripheral Interchange Program) does neat tricks in moving files
around between disks and devices,
and, if told to, in modifying them in
beneficial ways in the process: adding
line numbers, changing or checking
format, and so forth. Its most common
use is to copy a file from one disk to
another and then verify the copy.
• ASM is an 8080 assembler. It takes
8080 assembly language mnemonics
for a program and converts them to
hex code that LOAD can, in turn,
transform into a working machine
language .COM file (if there are no

Bibliography for CP/M 2.2:
• Seven manuals in a one-volume set:
An Introduction to CP/M Features and Facilities
ED: A Context Editor for the CP/M Disk System, User's Manual
CP/M Assembler (ASM), User's Guide
CP/M Dynamic Debugging Tool (DDT), User's Guide
CP/M 2.2 Alteration Guide
CP/M 2.2 Interface Guide
CP/M 2.2 User's Guide
Digital Research, PO Box 579, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Free from the vendor with CP/M
Aside from CP/M itself, these manuals are the Bible for the system. Very
complete, but somewhat difficult to use for working reference.
• Osborne CP/M User's Guide
by Thom Hogan
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710
$15.95 from your bookseller
A simple but comprehensive guide, with sample commands and clear
explanations.
• CP/M Summary Guide
Bruce A. Brigham, Editor
The Rosetta Stone, PO Box 35, Glastonbury, CT 06025
$7.95 ppd. from the publisher
Command set notes. Little explanation, but valuable to have at hand
when using CP/M. Also covers CBasic, Microsoft Basic, TEX, MAC,
and Despool.
• Using CP/M (A Self-Teaching Guide)
by Judi Fernandez and Ruth Ashley
John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158
$12.95 from your bookseller
The subtitle tells it all.

"While this set of utilities won't conquer
the (computer) world, it is certainly a good,
adequate start until you find out exactly
what paths in computing you want to take."
mistakes in the assembly code, of
course). Note that 8080 code almost
always works with a Z-80 processor,
but not vice versa. Like any good
assembler, ASM can use "labels" for
jumps and calls (similar to target line
numbers for Goto or Gosub in Basic).
It handles "pseudo-operations"—assembly statements that don't result in
object code directly, but tell the assembler such details as where you want the
program to be located in memory or
that you want a certain amount of
memory space reserved for data.

sembles the program—recreates the
assembler file from the machine
language (without the labels, comments and explanations, alas). It traces
the program—runs it one step at a
time, telling you after each step what
has happened. And it does hex math.
Want to know what FAO3h minus
B021h is, fast? DDT's H command will
tell you. DDT has more features, but
this gives you the idea.
• ED (editor) creates or modifies text
or assembler files. For the writers
among us, forget it! ED doesn't know
the difference between a noun and a
verb. Of course, I jest. We've had
spelling checkers around for a while,
but I know of no computer program,
large or small, that can handle English
grammar in the real world. Even in its
own realm, however, I find ED barely
usable, and then only if nothing else is
available. I consider it distinctly userhostile with its intricate command set,
its inability to handle its own program

• DDT (Dynamic Debugging Tool) is,
of course, for killing bugs in machine
language programs. While use of this
type of DDT is not controlled by the
Environmental Protection Agency yet,
some types of program bugs have developed a resistance to it. Even so, it
has many useful features. It displays
machine language files in both hex and
ASCII codes at the same time. It disas-

buffering in and out of the disk files,
and its unwillingness to display the text
except on explicit command. Perhaps
if I had spent a couple of hundred
hours more with it..
• SUBMIT allows you to place a number of sequential keyboard commands
in a disk file and then have the computer execute them in turn, automatically. There are tricks you can do with
SUBMIT, but its biggest benefit is to
keep you from going glassy-eyed staring at the screen while waiting for one
command of a repetitive series to finish
so you can key in the next.
While this set of utilities won't conquer the (computer) world, it is certainly a good, adequate start until you
find out, from hands-on experience
and experimentation, exactly what
paths in computing you want to take
and what features you really need. We
hope that, in the coming months, inCider will be able to provide you with
hints and guidance in this search. •
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COOSOL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
EPSON PRINTERS

OKIDATA PRINTERS

• OKIDATA 82A, 83A, 84A
• OKIDATA 92A, 93A. & OTHERS
• 82A TRACTOR $55•OKIDATA 80

CALL
CALL
$325

• EPSON EX-80

NEW

• E PSON MX-80 FIT GRAFTRAX PLUS

•EPSON MX-100 GRAFTRAX PLUS.. ..

OTHER PRINTERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEC PC-8023A-C .
NEC 3550
NEC 3510.3515, 3530
NEC 7710.7715. 7730, 7720, 7725
C ITOH 8510AP CALL • 8510ACD
C. ITOH 1550 AP CALL•1550 ACD
C ITOH F10-40PU & F10-40FiU
C ITOH F10-55PU & F10-55R0
STAR-GEMINI-10
TALLY MT 160L
TALLY MT 1602 MT 1605
TALLY MT 1802 MT 1805
DIABLO 630 and 620 SERIES
OUME SPRINT 5 45/RO,KSR & 55/RO.KSR
ANADEX ADX-9500-P, ADX-9501-P
COMREX CR-1-S, CR-1-C. CR-1-0
SMITH-CORONA TP-1
BROTHER HR-1 ...
DAISY WRITERS

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
$1495
$1795
CALL
CALL
S1295
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

SANYO COMPUTER

CALL • SANYO MBC-1000
S1599
CALL • SANYO MBC-2000
S2699
$4999
.. CALL • SANYO MBC-3000
• Above with CP/M, BASIC, and other software.
• SANYO ACCESSORIES & SOFTWARE

MODEMS
• HAYES SMARTMODEM (300 BAUD)
• HAYES SMART MODEM (300 & 1200 BAUD)
• RS-232C COMPATIBLE
• FULL and HALF-DUPLEX OPERATION
WITH BOTH
• TOUCH TONE and PULSE DIALOG
• AUTO-ANSWER/DIAL/REPEAT
• COMPLETELY PROGRAMMABLE
• BUILT-IN AUTO MONITOR
• STATUS AT A GLANCE
• DIRECT-CONNECT DESIGN
• HAYES CHRONOGRAPH ......
• NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTO ANS
• SIGNALMAN MARK 1 (300 BAUD)
• U.D.S. 103 OALP (300 BAUD)
• D.D.S. 103 JLP )300 BAUD/
• U.D.S. 202 SLP (1200 BAUD)

$229
5595

$209
S219
$89
$175
S199
S249

CALL

OTHER COMPUTERS
• COLUMBIA Computer Systems
• ADDS Computer Systems
• NEC PC-8001A, PC-8012A, PC-8031A, and
JB-1201 (NEC SYSTEM) with CP/M
and BASIC
• NEC Other CPU's and Software
• DYNABYTE 5605-6-1
• DYNABYTE OTHER SYSTEMS
• XEROX 820 SYSTEM w/5 1/4" DRIVES
• XEROX 820 SYSTEM w/8" DRIVES
• SOFTWARE FOR THE ABOVE

CALL
CALL
$2149
CALL
S5999
CALL
$2499
$2995
CALL

COOSOL SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
APPLE SOFTWARE
IBM SOFTWARE

COOSOL, INC. P.O. BOX 2642, COSTA MESA, CA. 92626-2642 OR PHONE 7 DAYS

COMPUTER BARON 3017B-HARBOR BLVD. COSTA MESA, CA 92626

Calif.

CALL
CALL

(714) 545-2216
(800) 854-8498
(714) 979.2488
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Bent on Business
by Gregory R. Glau

Ah, Payday!
h, Payday!---that most dreaded
time, when the businessman
hunts under rocks and bushes, in
trees and shrubs, digging here and
begging there, all to gather enough
cash to pay the help. To add insult to
injury, many of us do our payroll by
hand, committing math errors in
taxes and FICA and union dues, losing pennies in this account and
nickles in that, and then having to
spend dollars to find the darn things
again!
But one day, as if riding a white
horse, along comes an Apple to the

rescue. But what's that? You want to
use your Apple to figure your payroll,
but you don't want to spend $400 for
payroll software? You want to do it
yourself?
Well, I did, too. So I sat down and
wrote a payroll program. The basic
math, files and printouts weren't too
difficult to handle. What I couldn't
figure out was how to separate all the
data by quarters.
You see, accountants don't want
just the totals. They want to know
how much each employee earns in
each three-month period. And not
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Figure 1. Payroll program flow,
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Greg Glau owns and runs a heating and air conditioning firm. Address correspondence to him
at PO Box 1627, Prescott, AZ 86302.
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Nteis
FILE

just how much the worker receives,
but the amount of FICA (Social Security) removed, the amount of
federal taxes taken out, the dollars
deducted for state taxes. . . and insurance, and dues, and anything else
that alters the payroll.
And it all has to balance!
Well, for about a year I cheated.
After all, I could get various totals,
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Figure 2. Blank array QT.
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Our Prices are Insane.

HARDWARE
MONITORS

OUR
PRICE

AMDEK
Vidio 100-12"
Vic86'310-12"
Color 1-13"
Color 11-13"
Color 111-13"

90.00
195.00
335.00
725.00
430.00

ELECTROHOME
Color Receiver/Monitor-19" 715.00
Color Receiver/Monitor 25" 830.00
ECM 1301-Hi Res. 13"
1550.00
NEC
12" Color

320.00

USI 12" Green
USI 12" Amber
PRINTERS

145.00
165.00
OUR
PRICE

PROWRITER
8510AP - Parallel
8510ACD-Serial
2-1550-Parallel
2-1550-Serial
STARWR ITER

445.00
585.00
715.00
750.00

F 10-40PU-par.
F 10-40RU-Serial

1325.00
1325.00

OKIDATA
Microline 82 A FT
Microline 83A FT
Microline 84A FT (S)
Microline 84A FT (P)
NEC
8023A W/Graph. Par.
Smith Corona TP I
DISK DRIVES
AM-Disk-3-500K
Rana Elite I
Rana Elite II plus
Rana Elite III
Elite Controller
Micro SCI A2
Micro SCI w/contr.

435.00
685.00
1095.00
1065.00
480.00
625.00
OUR
PRICE
770.00
310.00
585.00
660.00
115.00
345.00
425.00

MODEMS
Lexicon Leif II 300 Baud
Lexicon Lex II 300 Baud w/battery
OTHERS

RETAIL

399.00
CP/M Card
169.00
Z-Card
345.00
Smarterm
139.00
Dispatcher
99.00
Printer Mate
99.00
Add-Ram
Commodore Sadie Dual
242.00
Commodore ADA 1600 Par. 172.00
Commodore ADA 1450serial 187.00
Apple Tymac PPC-100-pa
139.00
949.00
X-Y Plotter 10"x14"

Order Any Day Any me

(10,3)333- 040 0
VISA'

s:MgrAii<4

RETAIL

OUR
PRICE

700.00
229.00
99.00
700.00
400.00
395.00
395.00
495.00
375.00
125.00
195.00
195.00
195.00
295.00
650.00
199.00
125.00
195.00
125.00
99.00
250.00
300.00
149.95
149.95
199.00
268.00
295.00
295.00

455.00
155.00
65.00
460.00
290.00
285.00
285.00
360.00
200.00
80.00
115.00
115.00
115.00
175.00
375.00
143.00
80.00
135.00
85.00
65.00
175.00
220.00
95.00
95.00
135.00
230.00
190.00
190.00

BUSINESS
D-Base Cl
DB Master
DB Master Utility pak 1 or 2
Financial Planner
Bottom Line Strategist
Payroll
Accounts Recievable
General Ledger w/payable
Word Star
Mail Merge
Spell Star
Calc Star
Condor Jr
Condor I
Condor 3
Word Handler
Sensible Speller
Real Estate Analyzer II
Pascal Programmer
The Dictionary
Visicalc 3.3
Visitrend or Visiplot
Piewriter
The General Manager
Data Fax
Versaform
Supercalc III Televidio
Supercalc 100

ACCESSORIES

OUR
PRICE

I nterafce for Color I
20.00
35.00
Interface for Color 11 & III
Expansion Board MBC AP 16K
100.00
PrinterRibbons/12
45.00
T. G. Paddles
28.00
T. G. Joysticks
42.00
Hard Disk III 5 MEG
1600.00
Hard Disk III 2x10 MEG
3300.00

OUR
PRICE
125.00
130.00
OUR
PRICE
320.00
135.00
290.00
120.00
85.00
85.00
225.00
135.00
150.00
90.00
800.00

Cables
MPC AP 96-Upper & Lower
Case Rom
System Saver - Apple II Fan
Head Cleaning Kits
The Grappler
Videx Enhancer II
Memory Board 16K
Memory Board 64K
Interface Modules
Microsoft Ram Card

MEDIA
Maxell 5'/4 SSDD/10
Elephant 51/4 DSDD/10
Verbatim 53/4 SSDD/10
Elephant 8" SSSD/10
IBM Compat.

Call
22.00
73.00
23.00
137.00
120.00
488.00
525.00
85.00
74.00
OUR
PRICE
30.00
31.00
3100
26.00

RETAIL

OUR
PRICE

Shooting Arcade
29.95
Sands of Egypt
39.95
Moonshuttle
3435
Zaxxon
39.95
Graphic Master
39.95
Graphic Generator
24.95
Arcade Machine
44.95
Chop Lifter
31.95
Space Warrior
24.95
Apple Panic
29.95
Galactic Empire
24.95
David's Midnight Magic
34.95
Fathom's 40
34.95
Galactic Trader
24.95
2435
Galactic Revolution
Chess
69.95
Checkers
49.95
Odin
49.95
Star Blazer
3135
Shark Trap
19.95
Space Quarks
29.95
Thief
29.95
Frogger
34.95
Combat
2435
Snack Attack
29.95
Casino
3935
Lunar Lander
20.95
Rosen's Brigade
34.95
Tumble Bugs
29.95
Canyon Climber
29.95
O'Riely's Mine
34.95
Castle of Wolfenstein
29.95
Robot Wars
39.95
Crossword Magic
49.00
Math Magic
88.95
Gin Rummy
29.95
Apple Spice
29.95
Backgammon
19.95
Eliminator
29.95
Planetoids
24.95
Tunnel Terror
29.95
War
24.95
Dueling Digits
29.95
Martian Raider
19.95
Multi Sound Synthesizer
19.95
Genetic Drift
29.95
Seafox
29.95
Serpentine
29.95
Deadly Secrets
29.95
Track Attack
29.95
Strar Cross
39.95
Curse of Ra
19.95
Alibaba & the 40 Thieves 32.95
Bandits
34.95
Cannonball Blitz
34.95
Wizardry
49.95
Kabul Spy
34.95
Adventure to Atlantis
40.00
Oo-Topos
32.95
International Grand Prix
29.95
Country Fair
29.95
Pig Pen
29.95

20.95
27.95
24.95
27.95
27.95
1935
29.95
22.95
16.95
20.95
1635
23.95
24.95
16.95
16.95
49.95
38.95
38.95
21.95
1435
20.95
20.95
2335
16.95
1935
26.95
14.95
25.95
21.95
21.95
2535
21.95
27.95
28.95
68.95
21.95
20.95
1435
20.95
17.95
20.95
17.95
21.95
14.95
14.95
20.95
19.95
23.95
21.95
21.95
26,95
13.55
21.95
23.95
23.95
35.95 .
23.95
27.95
2L95
19.95
21.95
2L95

ENTERTAINMENT

niversal Software

We accept Master Card, Visa include card no. & expiration date. For faster
delivery send money orders, certified checks. Personal checks, allow clearance
time. Shipping & handling charges extra depending on size of the package.
Conn. residents, please add 7.5% sales tax. Ask for FREE CATALOGUE.
Prices subject to change without notice.
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P.O. Box 36/4
Bpt. CT 06605
These and many more. JUST CALL.
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17400 REM ADD TO TOTALS
17410 QT (QR,1) = QT (OR,1) + R: REM REGULAR PAY
17420 QT (QR,2) = QT (QR,2) + Os REM OVERTIME
17430 QT (OR,3) = QT (GR,3) + Ts REM TOTAL PAY
17440 QT (OR,4) = QT (GR,4) + Ss REM SOCIAL SEC
17450 QT (QR,5) = QT (QR,5) + F: REM FEDERAL TAX
17460 QT (QR,6) = QT (QR,6) + As REM AZ TAX
17470 QT (QR,7) = PT (QR,7) + I: REM INSURANCE
17480 QT (OR, 8) = QT (aR,e) + Ms REM MISC.
17490 QT (QR,9) = QT (QR,9) + B: REM NET PAY

Listing 1. Adding weekly figures to QT for quarterly totals.

2090 PRINT "ENTER THE QUARTER YOU WANT
TO SEE:"
2100 INPUT GA
2110 IF OR > 4 THEN 2090

2120 IF OR < 1 THEN 2090
2130 GOSUB 4000; REM DISPLAY
Listing 2. To specify the quarter to be displayed.

Listing 3. Displaying data for the chosen quarter.

4080 PRINT "2. OVERTIME PAY

"; QT(QR,2)

4090 PRINT "3. GROSS PAY

"; GT(GR,3)

4100 PRINT "4. SOC SECURITY

"; QT(GR,4)

4000 REM DISPLAY SECTION
4010 HOME: PRINT
4020 PRINT N$, SS
4030 PRINT
4040 PRINT "THIS DATA IS FOR QUARTER ";QR
4070 PRINT "1. REGULAR PAY

"; QT(QR,1)
Listing continued.
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so it was pretty simple to get the figures for individual quarters by subtracting. But it was silly—all those
manual calculations with my Apple
sitting there, watching. And probably laughing at me the whole time.
The problem was that I didn't understand double-dimension arrays. I
couldn't remember the difference between a column and a row, and then
that bit about Dimensioning. It just
didn't seem worth the trouble.
But, to handle payroll properly, I
had to, and so this month I'll share
my experience. Hopefully, it will be
of help to you. If you are already
sharp on arrays, then send some suggestions along to me—okay?
The basic flow of our payroll program is shown in Figure 1. Our people are paid on a weekly basis, which
simplifies things. If they are getting
vacation pay this week, we enter
them twice and print a separate
vacation check.
The program handles one employee at a time (not feasible, I realize, for
large applications). This way everything that happens to the figures appears on the screen, so we're more
likely to notice an error before everything gets SAVEd. When done with
the figuring and saving, the program
prints a summary and the payroll
checks.
Arrays in Pay
The easiest way for me to understand the quarterly totals concept
was to draw a little chart, like Figure
2, to represent a blank array, named
QT. It's like an orderly cluster of
empty boxes, waiting to be filled. I
remember that a column in a doubledimension array is similar to the columns in old buildings—it goes up
and down. Rows, on the other hand,
are like rows of letters—they go
across.
The array filled in with the variables that represent payroll dollars is
illustrated in Figure 3. As you can
see, the printout of an array is what
we would call a table.
In Basic array notation, the first
numeral designates the column and
the second the row. So, QT(3,4)
means the "box" in column 3, row 4

Bent on Business
Listing continued.

of array QT. It helps to remember
that C comes before R in the alphabet, so the first figure is the column
(C) and the second is the row (R).
The nine variables shown in Figure 4 hold weekly totals in nine financial categories for each employee. We
also save things like the employee's
name, Social Security number, and
so on. All we have to do to code the
program is to insert the data into the
proper "boxes" in the array.
One of the early lines in the program, 100 DIM QT (4,9), "dimensions"
the array—a fancy term to say saves
room for the array in the Apple's
memory. It sets up QT as four columns wide (for the quarters) and
nine rows deep (for the financial categories).
Once the nine weekly amounts are
computed, the routine in Listing 1
adds them to the QT array, yielding
quarterly totals. You'll notice that the
numbers for the variables like regular
pay, insurance, and so on, match the
list in Figure 4.
We input the quarter we're working on early in the program as the
variable QR. As QR changes we keep
track of the same nine items, but for
different quarters. QT (1,1) is the
regular pay for the first quarter, and
QT (4,1) is the regular pay for the
fourth quarter.
This approach also overcomes the
limits of your Apple's screen. You can
only display 24 lines of 40 characters
each at a time. There's no way to get
four quarters' worth of payroll data
on the screen at once for viewing or
correcting. However, there is room
for one quarter. With the doubledimension array QT, you can select
the quarter to see.

1.Regular pay
2. Overtime pay
3. Gross pay
4. Social Security (FICA) deducted
5. Federal Tax deducted
6. Arizona Tax deducted
7. Insurance deducted
8. Miscellaneous deducted
9. Net pay
Figure 4. Payroll program variables.

0

4110 PRINT "5.FEDERAL TAX

"; QT(QR,5)

4120 PRINT "6.ARIZONA TAX

"; QT(QR,6)

4130 PRINT "7.INSURANCE

"; QT(QR,7)

4140 PRINT "8.MISC. DED

"; QT(OR,8)

4150 PRINT "9.NET PAY

"; QT(QR,9)

4190 PRINT "ANSWER 1 TO SAVE THIS DATA"
4200 PRINT "ANSWER 2 TO CORRECT THIS DATA"
4210 PRINT "ANSWER 3 TO SEE OTHER QUARTERLY
DATA FOR THE SAME EMPLOYEE."
4220 INPUT Q
Listing 4. Choice of action after the quarter is displayed.

Item

1st Qtr. 2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr.
== = =========================

==

Regular Pay. -GT (1,1) QT (2,1) QT (3,1) QT (4,1)
Overtime Pay.QT(1,2) CIT(2,2) QT(3,2) QT(4,2)
Gross Pay

QT(1,3) QT(2,3) QT(3,3) QT(4,3)

Social Sec

QT(1,4) QT(2,4) QT(3,4) QT(4,4)

Federal Tax

GT (1,5) QT (2,5) QT (3,5) QT (4,5)

Arizona Tax

QT(1,6) QT(2,6) QT(3,6) QT(4,6)

Insurance

QT(1,7) QT(2,7) QT(3,7) QT(4,7)

Misc. clod— QT (1,8) QT (2,8) QT (3,8) QT (4,8)
Net Pay

QT(1,9) QT(2,9) QT(3,9) QT(4,9)

For example:
QT (1,1) is the regular pay for Quarter 1.

A

QT (3,3) is the gross pay for Quarter 3.
DT (4,9) is the net pay for Quarter 4.
Figure 3. Quarterly payroll array QT.
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Bent on Business
"Arrays will save you a
lot of programming time,
when you're working
with many numbers."

a time.
Of course, the program has routines to print out this information for
an individual employee, or for all
employees. These routines access this
same array, and print it much as
The code that displays the quarter- shown here.
ly totals is also used to change them if
needed. The first step is to request the The Point
employee's number and load this perThe point is, of course, that by
son's data from the quarterly pay changing only one variable—the coldisk. Then the program goes on to the umn number in the array—you can
sequences in Listing 2 and 3.
control similar information efficientThe lines in Listing 4 enable the ly. In this particular application, we
user to view another quarter's infor- keep track of nine categories of information. When you answer "3" to in- mation per employee, for each of four
dicate that desire the program re- quarters, or 36 separate amounts.
turns to line 2090 to ask which And we have almost instant access to
quarter you want. You input your those figures.
answer, which becomes QR, and
The array is much simpler than a
then return to line 4000 for the dis- long list. If, in a payroll program,
play section. Thus can you "flip" you had 20 employees and wanted to
through the four quarters of a year's keep track of those same 36 items,
salary information, one quarter at your list would be 20 people times 36

items, or 720 amounts long. With an
array to handle the same chores you
work with only 36 figures.
Just remember that an array is a
cluster of numbers or characters. You
can also have a string array for alphanumeric characters—perhaps to
store words or phrases.
Double-dimension arrays, also
called matrices (singular, matrix) in
some circles, have two dimensions,
with values or characters going in
two directions, as in a table. Singledimension arrays are also possible.
They extend in only one direction—basically like a list.
The next time you have to create a
file, try using an array. Once you get
the idea, arrays will save you a lot of
programming time, especially when
you're working with many numbers,
as in a payroll program.
Now then, if we only had enough
money. . . •
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Circle 350 on Reader Service card.

A MUST FOR
APPLE II USERS
THE ORIGINAL REMINDER CALENDAR
***********e*******

IT'S AN ELECTRONIC DATE BOOK AND
MONTHLY PLANNER1IT REMINDS YOU OF
YOUR APPOINTMENTS,MEETINGS,EVENTS,AND
SPECIAL DATES ALL AUTOMATICALLY,AND
IN JUST SECONDS.YOU ENTER YOUR OWN
DATES IN JUST A FEW SECONDS TOO!
HOLIDAYS ARE ALREADY IN,AND IT WILL
TELL YOU THE WEEK DAY FOR ANY FUTURE
DATE IN LESS THAN A SECOND.PERFECT
FOR BUSINESSMEN,STUDENTS,EVEN SCHOOL
KIDS AND HOUSEWIVES WILL USE IT.
YOU'LL ENJOY USING IT EVERY DAY OF
THE YEAR! NO PROGRAMING KNOWLEDGE
REOUIRED.DOES REOUIRE AT LEAST 32K OF
MEMORY AND 3.3 DISK DRIVE.
eil.Feeee*** ***** **00

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR 124.95 TO:
"CALENDAR" P .0 . BOX 5701 FOREST PARK
STAT I ON, DAYTON , °HI 0 45405
ADD $1.00 FOR C .0.D.-U.P.S.
Circle 67 on Reader Service card.

Apple Pascal*
Users!
Attention!
Your programs can now run
21/2 times faster with our New
Speedup System!
'trademark; Apple Computer

The Luhero Building P.O. Box 2 142
Santa Barbara. (Ca. 93120
1805) 966-1140 Telex 658430

PRESERVE t idea
WITH
BINDERS &
FILE CASES.
Keep your issues of inCider handy and protected in
handsome and durable library file boxes or binders.
Both styles are bound in kelly green leatherette with
the magazine logo stamped in gold.
File boxes: each file box holds 12 issues, with spines
visible for easy reference.

$5.95 each, 3 for $17.00, 6 for $30.00
Binders: each binder holds 12 issues and opens flat
for easy reading.
$7.50 each, 3 for $21.75, B for $42.00
(USA postage paid. Foreign orders must include
$2.50 per item.)
Please state years desired (1982 to 1984).
Send check or money order to:
Jesse Jones Box Corp., P.O. Box 5120,Philadelphia.
PA 19141; please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.
Sorry, no C.O.D. or phone orders.

EARN YOUR
WINGS
with Instant Software
JET
FIGHTER
PILOT

NIGHT
FLIGHT

Takeoff. intercept the enemy, navigate
to the airport or
carrier, and land.
Jet Fighter Pilot
takes you as close to
real combat flying as
possible ...without
pulling G's, A challenge
you will never outgrow—Jet Fighter Pilot
offers you more commands and controls
than any other fight simulation we know of!

Dangerous photorecon missions await
as you wing your
way through the
murky night with
only your instrument panel to
guide you. This
program lets
you take-off, land,
and fly in a simulation so
real we've included the basic principles of
flight in the instructions.

Apple*Disk Applesoft 32K 0329AD $24.95

APPLE Disk, Applesoft 32K 0304AD $24.95

MOUNTAIN PILOT/PRECISI 1 N
APPROACH RADAR

SKYBOMBERS II

Fly like an ace—
command like
a pro. Experience the danger
of mountain
flight and the
challenge of air
traffic control with
these two simulations: MOUNTAIN
PILOT—If you can
bring supplies to the
desperate miners of Goldtown you'll receive a generous reward. The catch? On your return trip
you must safely pilot your fully loaded plane
through the treacherous Fagle Pass . . not
once, but twice! PRECISION APPROACH
RADAR--Attention all aircraft . . . Metro
Airport is now closed due to heavy fog!" As
air traffic controller, you must become the
eyes of the pilot to guide their plane to a safe
landing. Can you handle the pressure?
Apple II or Apple Plus Disk, Game Paddles
32K 0362AD $19.95

Air warfare becomes
vivid reality as you
and an opponent
command fighter
bombers against
each other. You
must first fly over
the treacherous
mountain that
separates your
countries before you
bomb the enemy blockhouse
into oblivion—that is if you're pilot
enough to escape enemy fire along the
way. Game paddles required. Arcade.
Sound.
Apple II Disk Applesoft and Integer 32K
0271AD $24.95
Tape 0183A $14.95

To order call toll free 1-800-258-5473
or fill in the coupon

Instant Software-

*Apple isa registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

YES! I want to earn my wings! Send me:
__copies of 0329AD 0 $24.95
DCheck/M0
copies of 0304AD ot $24.95
CARD#
copies of 0362AD a$19.95
INTERBANK
copies of 0271AD Cg $24.95
copies of 0183A 0 $14.95 SIGNATURE
Please add $2.50 postage & handling

I

❑ AE EMC D Visa

EXP DATE

NAME

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-258-5473

Instant Software

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Rte 101 and Elm Street
Peterborough NH 03458

ZIP

335B5F
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When you're ready to listen . . .

We're ready to talk.
That used to be enough but it's not anymore.
Now, great software companies want sound
effects too. They expect it. So we deliver it on a single board.

Software, AMI, Designware, Edu-Ware,
Budgeco, M & R Enterprises, American
Educational Software, Legend Industries,
Earthware Computer Services, Sunnyside
Soft, Lightning Software, G.Y.S.T., Vagabond° and a host of other fine producers.

MOCKINGBOARDTM When you're ready to
listen, try sound and speech enhanced software by: Penguin Software, Datamost,
Synergystic Software, Sierra On-Line, SirTech Software, Gebelli Software, Hayden

Sweet Micro Systems, 150 Chestnut Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903 401-273-5333
MOCKINGBOARD" is Apple 11*, Apple 11 Plus* and Apple 1Ie* compatible. Hear one in action at your local dealer.
*Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Company.
Circle 222 on Reader Service card.
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Fudge It!
by Don Fudge
A renowned expert discusses the union
of audio and video effects on the Apple.

Sights and Sounds Together
T
his column is about graphics
and sounds together. I've included several sound routines for you
to key in and use. Hi-Res Secrets, and
Action Sounds and Hi-Res Scrolling
(from Avant-Garde), both contain
lots more sound routines if the need
should arise. But just by examining
the enclosed machine language routines you may learn enough about
sounds to assemble some good ones of
your own. It's the simplest type of
machine language routine there is,
except for the delay routine.
Let's look for a second at what
other popular computers have for
graphics and sounds. The VIC-20 offers character graphics and can produce three simultaneous notes (a
chord) and sound effects with its
sound generator. Almost any imaginable sound effect is possible with the
noise generator. Poke statements access this hardware.
The Atari 400 has sprite graphics
they call player/missile graphics
(sprites are hi-resolution programmable objects that can be moved by
changing coordinates) and four independent sound generators that use
your TV's speaker. There are 16 hires colors and 16 luminescence levels
available in various combinations. Its

100 GOSUB 61000: REM

LOAD TONE

ROUTINE
200 D = 140:P = 114: GOSUB 60000.
P = 102: GOSUB 60000:P = 128
GOSUB 60000:P 235. GOSUB
60000:D = 255:P = 172: GOSUB
60000: PRINT "LIST OUT THIS
PROGRAM!"! END
60000 POKE 768,P: POKE 769,D: CALL
770: RETURN
61000 FOR I = 770 TO . 790: READ D
: POKE I,D: NEXT : RESTORE :

RETURN
61010

173,48,192,136,208,
DATA
5,206,1,3,240,9,202,208,245,
174,0,3,76,2,3,96

Listing 1. Tone routine.
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sound effects are great.
The Commodore 64 has sprite
graphics, collision detection, scaling
up, and more. The sound generators
are excellent—they allow simultaneous notes (chords), sound effects,
imitation of musical instruments,
and so on. POKES access all sprites and
sounds. Volume, waveform, control,
attack/decay, sustain/release, and
frequency are all POKE-controlled.
With Apple and IBM, however,
sounds are less dynamic since there is
no real sound-creation hardware outside of "clicking the speaker." The
IBM has sound interrupts, but with
Apple you've got only location $C030
(the speaker address) to use. Sound
becomes a matter of clicking Apple's
trusty speaker at various frequencies,
frequency control depending on delay loops.

Apple's Speaker and Tone Routines
You can access the speaker by way
of Basic or machine language.
PEEK(-16336), from Basic, yields a

•
302L
03020305030603080308030D030E031003130316031703180319031A0310031C031D031E031F0320-

AD
88
DO
CE
FO
CA
DO
RE
4C
60
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

30 CO
05
01 03
09
F5
00 03
02 03

LDA
DEY
BNE
DEC
BEM
DEX
BNE
LDX
JMP
RTS
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK

$C030
$0308
$0301
$0316
$0305
$0300
$0302

Listing 2. Machine language Tone routine.

click, and if you put P =PEEK(-16336)
inside a For . . . Next loop, you get a
buzz. For decent tones you need at
least a tone routine to CALL. Find
Listing 1 and key in the Tone routine
now.

In line 100 you POKE in the
machine language tone generator
via line 61000. In line 200 you
use the routine by specifying a duration of 0-255 (as D) and a pitch
of 0-255 (as P), and then GOSUBing to 60000 to POKE in your pitch
and duration and run the tone generator with a CALL 770. Do a CALLAddress correspondence to Don Fudge at
Avant-Garde Creations, PO Box 30160,
Eugene, OR 97403.
08196.8E2
0886088808C008C8088008D8OBEO$886L
08860889O8BCOBBF08C108C308C508C7OBC908CCOBCF08D2088408D508870889OBDB0BDDOBEO08E1-

20
08
00
00
30
FE
60

BF
20
85
88
CO
FO

20
20
20
A9
85
A9
85
A9
BD
EE
CE
A6
CA
DO
C6
FO
E6
4C
60
00

BF
FF
30
A6
05

BF
BF
BF
00
FF
FF
FE
00
30
30
30
FF

08
A9
CO
FF
E6

08
08
08

CO
CO
CO

FD
FE
05
FF
C7 08

20
FF
EE
CA
FF

BF
B5
30
DO
4C

OB
FE
CO
FD
C7

JSR
JSR
JSR
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
INC
DEC
LDX
DEX
BNE
DEC
BEG
INC
JMP
RTS
BRK

A9
A9
CE
C6
08

$088F
$088F
$OQBF
*$00
$FF
*SFr
$FE
*$00
$C030
5C030
$C030
$FF
$0884
SEE
$08E0
$FF
$08C7

to BSAVE type: MULTIPLE LASER
(CALI223O),A2230,1.44
Listing 3. Multiple Laser.

Fudge It!
10 HIRER: 37475
20 POKE 232,99: POKE 233,146
30 DC - CHM' 14): PRINT D•'BLOAD
BOON': PRINT DS"BLOAD EXPLO
DE's PRINT DS'EPLOAD RND1'
40 HOR : ROT= 0: SCALE- 1
50 HCOLOR. 3. HPLOT 0,99 TO 279,
99
60 FOR 0 - 10 TO 99, HCOLOR— 3. HPLOT
0,0 TO 0 — 8,0 — 8 TO 0 — 6,
0 — 10
70 P
PEEK ( — 16336) 4. PEEK
— 16336) — PEEK — 16336)

Listing 4. Demo.

place of do-nothing delay loops in
sound routines, the deed can, in effect, be accomplished. Of course, the
game must be in machine language
so STA $C030 commands happen
60-10,000 times a second. Simultaneous tones and action are then a perceived reality. To the computer it's
click-move shape-click-move shapeand so on. But to your ears and eyes
it's all happening at once.

151 and 302L <return> to see the tone
generator disassembly. Notice that
the pitch and duration, POKEd into
768 ($300) and 769 ($301), control
the looping and delaying. See Listing
2 and Tables la-c.
But these tones take the full attention of the 6502 (Apple's CPU). You
can't really have graphics action during a tone. Or can you? Well, not if
you build it as in Listing 2. However,
if you use the graphics commands in

Sound Routines
At the conclusion of this column
you'll find the sound routines Explosion (Listing 9), Helicopter (Listing
10), and Dive Strafing (Listing 11).
Another sound routine, Multiple Laser, appears in Listing 3. BSAVE information accompanies the listings. Do
a CALL-151 before keying them in.
There's also an explosion shape table
called Boom, with five vector shapes
in it (Table 2).
Unless the Basic program you run

BO HCOLOR= 0. HPLOT 12,0 TO Q —
,0 — 8 TO 0 — 6,0 — 10: NEXT
110 FOR A . 1 TO 5: XDRAW A AT 0
Q. FOR N 1 TO 20. NEXT : %DRAW
A AT 0,0
120 IF A - 1 THEN CALL 2048
130 NEXT

is quite short, you might like to
POKE103,1:POKE104,64:POKE16384,0 in
your boot program and run it before
running your sound-using program.
This prevents sound routines from
clashing with program memory by
starting your Applesoft program at
$4000.
Multiple Laser
Now key in MULTIPLE LASER(CALL
2230) (Listing 3) and do a CALL 2230 in
immediate mode in Basic. Now try a
CALL 2239. The sound just went from
four laser blasts to one laser blast.
Let's see why. Type CALL-151 and do
an 8B6L <return>. The 2230 is decimal
equivalent to hex 8B5, while 2239
equals $8BF. From $8B6 to $8BE is
simply GOSUBing (via JSR) the single
laser sound at $8BF, which returns
(RTS) at $8E0. So three GOSUBs and
one CALL are essentially what this
Multiple Laser routine contains.
CALL-151 and 8B6G or 8BFG are ways

Circle 302 on Reader Service card.

LOCK-IT-UP
DISKETTE COPY-PROTECTION
AND DUPLICATION SYSTEMS
FOR THE APPLE COMPUTER
The Lock-It-Up systems are sophisticated, menu driven
copy-protection and duplication utilities for the Apple II
Computer. They feature several levels of protection which
make standard diskettes uncopyable by even the most
sophisticated nibble copy programs currently available.
• All sectors on the diskette can still be used.
• Data files can be loaded and/or saved to either the protected diskette
or an unprotected diskette.
• Memory will be cleared and the disk will reboot if the reset key is
pushed.
• The copying systems support up to 14 disk drives.
• Complete data-verification is optional during copy.
• Sequential serial numbers are assigned to each diskette produced by
the system
• Master diskettes created with the system contain an I.D. stamp that
you select. The I.D. stamp must be correctly specified before any
diskettes can be duplicated. This prevents other Lock-It-Up owners
from copying your diskettes.
• Extensive support is provided should you have any problems or
special needs.
• Our system is supported by numerous disk copying services should
you need a large quantity of diskettes duplicated.
Either system is available for $225, which includes three diskettes, an
informative manual, and a non-exclusive license to copy as many
diskettes as needed.
ORDER NOW! Call collect for COD, Mastercard or Visa orders

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

DOS VERSION:
• Any standard DOS 3.3 diskette can be protected.
• DOS command names can be changed and/or deleted.
• Autorun can be used to prevent the listing of a program or the use of
any basic commands outside of a program.
• A faster DOS can be used in order to decrease disk access time by up
to 50%!
REQUIRES: 48K Apple II or II+ with Applesoft in ROM or language
system and at least two disk drives.

PASCAL VERSION:
• Arty standard Apple Pascal 1.1 diskette can be protected.
• Files may be transferred to a standard Pascal diskette, but they will
not run unless they are on the protected diskette.
• Easily added to any program by use of a Regular Unit.
• Compatible with Apple Fortran.
REQUIRES: Apple Pascal and at least two disk drives.
DOUBLE - GOLD
SOFTWARE
13126 ANZA DRIVE
SARATOGA, CA 95070
(408) 257-2247
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to CALL 2230 and 2239 from the
monitor.
Now, let's check out the program's
construction. LDA means load the accumulator from either memory or
from an immediate specified value (#
means immediate value follows). STA
means store the accumulator in the
address given. INC means increment
(add one to) the following memory
location. DEC means decrement (subtract one from) the following memory location. DEX means decrement
the X register, which is used as a
counter here. LDX means load the X
register from the memory location
given. (No immediate mode LDX is
given here, but that's valid also.)
BNE means branch to the given
location if the last operation produced results not equal to zero. BEQ
means branch to the given location if
the last operation produced a zero
result. JMP means jump to the given
location. RTS is like Basic's
RETURN—if you run a routine with a
monitor G command, RTS sends you
back to the monitor. If a JSR hap-

pened prior to the RTS, you'll be sent
back to the command following the
JSR when you hit the RTS. (I use LISA
2.5G for assembling and recommend
it highly.)
Notice that from $8D2 to $8D5 is a
delay loop. The BNE keeps sending us

8C4:7F <return>
8B6G <return>

"This yields a sound
that goes from high to
low, because the frequency
of clicking the speaker
goes down as the
delays increase."

up to $8D4 until the DEX we do there
results in zero. This delay loop gets
more and more time consuming, because the value in $FF keeps getting

Pitch(P)
G = 255
Ab = 243
A = 231
Bb = 217
B = 203
C = 192
C# =182
D = 172
Eb = 162
E = 154
F = 146
F# = 137

G' = 128
Ab = 121
A' = 114
Bb' =108
B' =102
C = 96
Cr =90
D' =85
Eb' = 80
E' = 76
F' = 72
F#'=67

G' =64
Ab" = 60
A" = 56
Bb" = 53
B" =50
C"=47
C#'=45
D" = 42
Eb" =40
E" = 37
F"=35
F#"=33

G"' = 31
Ab" = 29
A"' = 28
Bb"' =26
B"' =25.
C"'=23
Cr = 22
D"' = 21
Eb- =20*
E- = 18
F" = 17
F#'=16

G'"' = 15
Ab""= 14
A"" = 13.
Bb"" =12

E =11
F"" = 10
11' = 9

Table la. Pitch
Rests(R)
The formula for a whole rest is:
Line # FOR 11=1 TO 500:NEXT It

Duration(D)

Whole note = 240
Half note =120
quarter note = 60
Eight note = 30
Sixteenth note= 15
Thirty-Second note =8
Sixty-Fourth note = 4
One hundred and twenty-eighth note = 2
Table lb. Duration
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larger due to $8DB INC $FF. This yields
a sound that goes from high to low,
because the frequency of clicking the
speaker ($C030) goes down as the
delays increase. The 255($FF) put into
$FE is the routine length variable. A
number like $7F (127) would make
the laser much faster. Try it and see:

Whole rest = 500

Half rest = 250
Quarter Rest =125
Eighth rest =62
16th rest = 31
32nd rest =16
64th rest =8
128th rest = 4
Table lc. Rests

A Plane Crash Demo
Now let's get sound and action
together. Check out the Demo listing
(Listing 4). It produces a simple
representation of an airplane
crashing. The plane is hplotted in
white and erased (prior to updating
its X and Y coordinates and redrawing it) by hplotting in black.
The Boom file (Table 2) is five increasingly larger explosion vector
shapes that can be drawn or redrawn. Line 110 of Demo displays all

19263.9353
9263- 05 00 OC 00 1E
9268- 00 39 00 62 00 A 1 00 40
/270- 61 1C 3F 3F 17 97 36 BD
92713- 15 17 OD 2D OC 64 24 04
9280- 00 9B 92 6E 92 05 60 4C
9288- 64 60 E1 C4 08 18 OC LC
5'290- DC 9F 17 DF 97 97 92 BA
9298- 6E 12 06 00 DB DB 93 DE
92A0- DB 12 BD 69 49 09 D6 DF
92A8- 12 4D 89 6A 68 61 40 E1
9280- 44 61 40 40 C4 18 44 40
9288- EO E3 FB E3 1B 96 E3 BD
92C0- 18 97 92 06 00 CO 40 CO
92C8- 68 40 40 69 49 4C 61 09
92D0- 96 92 92 52 09 96 92 FB
92D8- 98 92 OF 93 95 97 92 DA
92E0- DF DC FB CO CO 18 96 92
92E8- FB LB C7 CO CO E3 CO CO
92F0- CO 40 45 4B 08 44 on 18
92F8- 44 CO CO 40 4C 48 48 48
9300- 48 48 05 00 CO CO CO 40
9308- CO 4o 18 DC C3 DB DU 18
9310- 96 92 92 18 96 92 1A DF
9318- 92 12 96 92 92 6A 49 89
9320- 92 6A 40 40 40 48 B1 92
9328- 92 6A 49 49 41 48 56 49
9330- 44 40 40 4E 09 44 40 EO
9338- CO 40 40 40 63 40 40 40
934°- C4 CO CO CO CO DO DE 63
9348- 40 48 09 F8 DB DB DB E3
9350- CO DB 38 00
to BSAVE type: BOOM,A37475,
L243 (use HIMEM:37475)
Table 2. Boom,

Fudge It!

these vector shapes (with a slight
delay in the drawn mode) sequentially. Explode (Listing 5) is a sound
routine at 2048 and Rndl (Listing 6)
is a random number generator at
$890 called by Explode in 0815.
The BSAVE information for Explode is A2048,L45. For Rndl it's
A2192,L64. HIMEM is set to 37475
since that's where Boom BLOADs, and
program strings from Demo would
overwrite part of Boom if we didn't
protect it in this way. Also, locations
-232 and 233 must always contain low
and high bytes of the shape table
(Boom) starting address, if you're going to use Applesoft shapes. In line 20
convert 37475 into those two numbers, specifically 99 and 146, by the
following:
NEW <return>
?PEEK(104) <return>
37475A <return>
CALL-151 <return>
4003.4004 <return>
Use the 4003.4004 if ?PEEK(104) got a
result of 64. If it got 8, then use 803.804.
You'll see either 4003-63 92 or 803-63 92,
depending on the PEEK(104) result. (I
IRE100.62D

0800—
0808—
0810—
0818—
0820—
0828—
$800L

AO
23
18
A9
CE
EF

7F
A9
A5
00
30
4C

0800—
0802—
0804—
0806—
0807—
0809—
080B—
080D—
080E—
0811—
0813—
0815—
0818—
081A—
081D—
0820—
0823—
0825—
0827—
0829—
aL

AO
84
C6
EA
FO
A9
85
C6
FO
A5
85
20
A9
EE
EE
CE
C6
FO
DO
4C

082C—

60

84
08
FF
EE
CO
04

09
85
85
30
C6
08

7F
09
09
23
08
FF
FF
18
FF
06
90
00
30
30
30
OB
02
EF
04

08
CO
CO
CO

08

C6
FF
06
CO
08
60

09
C6
20
EE
FO

LDY
STY
DEC
NOF
BED
LDA
STA
DEC
BED
LDA
STA
JSR
LDA
INC
INC
DEC
DEC
BED
ENE
JMP

EA
FF
90
30
02

FO
FO
oe

CO
DO

#1,7F
$09
$09
$082C
*$08
$FF
$FF
$082C
$FF
$06
$0890
41$00
$C030
$C030
$CO3C
$08
$0829
$0818
e0804

again recommend POKE103,1:POKE
in the Hello program that runs before Demo). The
63 92 means $9263 is the hex address that 37475 is equivalent to.
Converting the low byte ($63) to
decimal yields 99 since 6 x 16 + 3 =
99 and converting the high byte ($92)
to decimal yields 9 x 16 + 2 = 146.
After keying in Boom (Table 2),
Explode (Listing 5) and Rndl (Listing 6), key in and run Demo (Listing
4) and notice how it works. The
plane seems to dive slowly to earth
and crash. You can still tell that the
engine noises happen between shape
movements; and the explosion sounds
happen quite apart from the blow-up
shape displays, if you're observing
carefully. Yet this type of sound/action sequence is not all that uncommon. What are in truth separate
sound and action events pass, for all
practical purposes, as simultaneous

104,64:POICE18384,0

sound and action.
Machine Language to the Rescue
What would a program look like
that produced absolutely indistinguishable sound/action sequences?
Well, first of all it would be in
machine language. It might use extra
hardware peripherals, like the music
peripheral cards that give simultaneous notes on-screen and musical
chords through speakers. One sound/
action sequence that comes immediately to mind is the laser-quarks in
Death Race '82, my second machine
language arcade game. See Listing 7.
I've included these assembly instructions from Death Race '82's
source codes so you can see how I interwove sound-creation instructions
with laser-quark movement algorithms. We'll ignore lines 1-10 and
15-27, which deal with action. Lines
11-14 create the neat little hornet-

Circle 59 on Reader Service card.

INTRA'S PSIO CLOSES
THE GAP BETWEEN
ASCII & BAUDOT
INTRA'S PROGRAMMABLE SERIAL I/O Board makes
an APPLE* Computer into an intelligent ASCII or
BAUDOT terminal. On board ASCII firmware and disk
-based BAUDOT drivers enable BASIC'S GET, INPUT,
PRINT, and LIST commands to communicate with all
terminal types. Hardware interface to RS-232 AND
CURRENT-LOOP peripherals and built-in Telex pulse
dialer put all Asynchronous
$199
,
serial devices on
95
siNyks
-_...-,-..___------"
. _._ - - i
speaking terms.
o

I

VISA

1

i

to )i

RTS

101 W. 31 st Street
Listing 5. Explode

New York, N.Y. 10001
(212) 947-5533
'TRADEMARK APPLE COMPUTER. INC
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!L 1
2
3
4

like buzz the laser-quarks make as
they zip across the hi-res screen.
Notice that I stick $FF into Y, the
temporary counter, and decrement Y
until it reaches 0, all the while clicking the speaker once per loop. Once
line 14 (BNE) finds a 0 in the Y
register, the program continues on.
The effect is totally convincing. The
laser-quarks appear to be making the
sound you hear as they zip across the
screen. The idea that the speaker
clicks and action sequences are actually separate will never enter your
head—it all happens too fast.
Another example is the voidboundary dots in Zero Gravity Pin-

ball, my first arcade game. The
redrawing of void-boundary dots is
periodically enhanced by sound effects. In Listing 8, Dotsl, you'll find
a disassembly rather than assembly
source codes. Sometimes an algorithm is so simple to write I don't
even bother to save the source. I just
BSAVE the machine language routine
once assembled, knowing that I can
rewrite the assembly code in a few
minutes by checking out the disassembly. You'll see what I mean shortly.
Dotsl hplots dots, spaced four
coordinates apart, with accompanying sound effects. I could have drawn
all the dots involved in a tiny fraction

5
6
7
9
10 QUIT
11 L88
12 DDDD
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

SEC
SBC
CMP
BCS
CLC
ADC
CMP
BCC
BCS
RTS
LDY
STA
DEY
BNE
LDX
LDY
LDA
JSR
LDX
LDY
LDA
JSR
INC
LDA
CMP
BCS
JMP

4145
YZ
L88
41!10
YZ
L88
L90
MIFF
*C030
DDDD
XZ
40110
YZ
HPOSN
40105
*19
*F9
XDRAW
$EB
$EB
U
QUIT
MOVBUL

Listing 7. Death Race '82.
890.800
089008980814008480880088808C008C8-

AE
4E
El
2A
4F
38
AS
C2

El
ES
08
2A
29
26
4F
08

08
BC
A2
2A
01
48
38
18

ES
00
08
29
18
26
ES
65

BC
DO
18
01
45
4E
06
06

00
84
AS
85
07
CA
90
85

DO
4F
4E
07
FO
DO
03
oe

84
BE
2A
AS
01
E4
4C
60

890L
08900893089408970899009A0e9o08980842084408450847084808490844084808AD08AF08810883-

AE
E8
BC
84
ES
BC
E4
SE
A2
18
A5
2A
2A
2A
2A
29
80
A5
29
18

08e408860888088908880888088E08C008C208C308C508C7OBCA08C808CD08CF0800080308D50808-

45
FO
38
26
26
CA
DO
A5
38
ES
90
4C
18
65
85
60
20
A9
20
A9

El 08
00 DO
4E
00 DO
4F
El 08
08
4E

01
07
4F
01

07
01
4F
4E
E4
4F
06
03
C2 08
06
08
58 FC
C2
ED FD
01

LDX
INX
LDY
STY
INX
LDY
STY
STX
LDX
CLC
LDA
ROL
ROL
ROL
ROL
AND
STA
LDA
AND
CLC
FOR
BED
SEC
ROL
ROL
DEX
ONE
LDA
SEC
SOC
BCC
JMP
CLC
ADC
STA
RTS
JSR
LDA
JSR
LDA

Listing 6. Rndl.
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$06E1

"The idea that the speaker
clicks and action sequences
are actually separate will
never enter your mind—
it all happens too fast."

$0000,X
*48
$D000,X
$4F
$08E1
*108
*4E

*$01
$07
$4F
*101

*07
$0809
$4F
$48
$0844
$4F
$06
$08CA
$08C2
$06
$08
$FC58
*$C2
$FDED
*101

of a second without sound effects or
delays, but the result would have
been less interesting. The disassembly
alone will enable you to key Dots1 in
and test it. 10HGR:POKE-16302,0:HCOLOR = 3:CALL32768 is all that's
needed to RUN it.
To delete sounds do an 8074:60. And
8001:AO produces a variation on the
sound effect. All that's really happening here is hplotting and speaker
clicking. The JSR $8071's take the program to the hplot/sound routine at
$8071 where JSR $F457 (the Applesoft
Hplot routine) plots the point having
coordinates stored in the registers
(horizontal low in X, horizontal high
in Y, and vertical in the accumulator). So, INC $FF four times and then
LDA $FF means that vertical coordinate data is being quadra-incremented before being used for plotting again.
In the $8071 subroutine, the speaker clicks an increasing number of

times as the action progresses. The INC
$07 sees that each use of the subroutine
increments the loop counter ($7) and
BNE $8078 makes sure you keep looping

though the speaker-clicker lines until
the temporary loop counter ($6) is
decremented to 0.
The Dotsl routine also includes
looping for hplot purposes, such as
8036-8038 CMP (compare) and BCC
(branch if less than), which loops
back to $8008, and the 806C-806E CMP
and BCC, which loops back to $803E.
See how a quick explanation can turn
a bunch of meaningless codes into
simple routines?
Zero Gravity Pinball
Other algorithms simulating sound
caused by on-screen action are the
bumper and spinner hitting routines
in Zero Gravity Pinball. When
bumpers are hit by the ball, they
light up and/or change color and
then I CALL (with a JSR usually) a
sound routine so the ball appears to
have caused the game's "electronic
switches" to light up the bumper and
create the sound. What really happens is that I check the collision
counter for a collision of the ball with
any on-screen object, find a collision
and so jump to the collision
subroutine. This determines where
on the screen the ball is, so the program can determine which object
was hit. (Four spinners, four buzzers,
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four bumpers, four corner-bumpers,
one black hole, two force fields, ten
flippers, and four voids are all possi-

8000—
8002—
8004—
8006—
8008—
800A—

86 FF
00 00
A6 FF

800C—

A9 04

800E8011—
8013—
8015—
8017—
8014—
801C7

20
AO
A6
A9
20
AO
A6
A9
20
AO
A6
A9
20

71
00
FF
00
71
00
FF
BF
71
00
FF
BB
71

802C—
802E—
8030—
8032—
8034—
8036—
8038—
803A—
803c—
803E—
8040—
8042—

E6
E6
E6
E6
A5
C9
90
A9
85
AO
A2
A5

FF
FF
FF
FF
FF

STA

$FF

00
02
FF

LDY
LAX
LDA

*100
*102
$8071
*100
*100
$FF
48071
*$01
*414
$FF

801E—
8020—
8023—
8025—
8027—
8029—
EL

A9 28
85 07

LDA
STA
LDX
STX

A2 66

LDY
LOX
LDA
80

BO

80

80

*128
$07
0$66
$FF
*100

$FF
*104

JSR
LDY
LDX
LDA
JSR
LDY
LOX
LDA
JSR
LDY
LOX
LDA
JSR

$8071
41$00
$FF
*100
48071
*100
$FF
4$BF
$8071
*100
$FF
$188
$8071

INC
INC
INC
INC
LDA

$FF
$FF
$FF
$FF
1FF

B3

CMP

$$83

CE
14

BCC
LDA

f8008
*114

FF

V

8044—

20 71 80

JSR

AO
A2
AS
20
AO
A2
A5

00
00
FF
71 80
01
14
FF

LDY
LDX
LDA
JSR
LDY
LDX
LDA

8056—
8059—
8058—
805D—
805F—
8062—
8064—

20
AO
A2
A5
20
86

71 80
01
16
FF
71 80
FF
86 FF

JSR
LDY
LDX
LDA
JSR
INC
INC

8066—

£6 FF

INC

8068—
806A—
806C—

E6
A5
C9
90
60
20
A5
85
A9
8A
EE
CE

57 F4
07
06

TNC
LDA
CMF
BCC
RTS
JSR
LDA
STA

00

LDA

*100

30 CO
30 CO
30 CO

STA
INC

$C030
$C030

DEC

$C050
$06
$06

806E—
8070—
8071—
8074—
8076—
8078—
807A—
807D—
8080—

18071
*$01
*116
$FF
$8071
$FF

$FF
$FF
$FF
$FF

*$48
$8038
$F457
$07
$06

*L
8083—

C6 06

DEC

6085—

A5 06

LDA

8087—
8089—
8088—

DO EF
86 07
60

BNE
INC
RTS

Listing 8. Dotsl.

Speech Synthesis
You may have noticed the spoken
words in Intellivision's newest games.
This addition to usual game sound effects can enhance the realism of the
game and create extra excitement
and intrigue.
Apples can also generate spoken
words. Appletalker, an old Bob
Bishop cassette from Softape, has you
talk to your Apple via the cassette input port. It digitizes the sounds and
saves the resultant data in Appletalker tables. These could be
played back and even stored on tapes
or disks, to be used in your own programs. There is, however, one serious
drawback (apart from the fact that
the sound quality is low). Each word
takes up an enormous amount of
memory.
Programs often act like water—
they conform to the shape of their
container. If you have a 16K Atari,
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$FF

8047—
8049—
804B—
804D—
8050—
8052—
8054—
EL

FF
FF
AB
CE

ble collision sources.) Appropriate
action can then be taken, including
the introduction of randomness.
Bumpers and buzzers merely light
up and make noise. Spinners, on the
other hand, need to simulate rotation, accompanied by noises that
enhance the effect. The spinner must
be drawn and erased at various
points in the rotation until motion is
perceived by the player. Appropriate
sounds are interwoven into the
animation sequence.
Balls that hit the "void" disintegrate immediately with an explosion
routine not unlike the one in Demo.
(Even though space has no noise in it
because it's a vacuum, if Star Wars
and Battlestar Galactica and Buck
Rogers can have space sound, then so
can Zero Gravity Pinball!) Again, the
use of machine language is critical in
achieving effective sound/action simultaneity.

$8078
$07

INTRA'S PSIO*
AND SOFTERM
Turn your APPLE into an intelligent file transfer terminal
for accessing applications on hosts and time sharing
systems. Supporting keyboard selectable transfer
rates to 9.6 kbit/s, the *PROGRAMMABLE SERIAL
I/O BOARD, when used with Softronics Inc.'s Softerm
lets your APPLE emulate IBM's 3101, DEC's VT100, DG's
D-200, LSI's ADM-3A and ADM-5A, Hazeltine 1400 and
1500, ADDS Regent, and TeleVideo 900 Series Terminals.
P510 Board
SOFTERM Software
300 Baud 103 LP Modem
1200 Baud 202 LP Modenn
1200 Baud 212 LP Modem

fintra
momputer

19995
150°°
245°°
295°°
495°°

SPECIAL
10% Off
whEN you buy 2 OR MORE iTEMS

1421)
101 W. 31st, N.Y., N.Y. 10001
(212) 947-5533
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*1560.15A5
1560156815701578158015881590159815A015A8-

A9
85
30
DO
FF
DO
21
FD
A9
BD

07
FE
CO
FD
CA
FD
CA
C6
45
60

85
A9
CE
A2
DO
D6
DO
FE
20

06
00
30
FF
FD
21
FD
FO
AS

AO
eD
CO
CA
56
CA
86
03
FC

00
30
A2
DO
21
DO
21
4C
C6

A9
CO
FF
FD
CS
FD
CA
6A
06

09
EE
CA
A2
CA
86
DO
15
DO

to BSAVE type: EXPLOSION
(CALL5472) ,A5472,L75
Listing 9. Explosion.

you'll have a lot of 14-15K programs.
If you have a 48K Apple, you'll use
most of that RAM space. Memory always seems to be at a premium—
hence 16K, 64K, and 128K RAM
cards, hard disks drives, and so on.
How many games have room for
1000-byte words or 4000-byte phrases?
Not many, There was a CALLA. P.P.L.E. article entitled "Apple
Free Speech" in September of 1981
that included a Maxtalk program by
B.C. Detterick. He stated that extending the sample time would enable a whole word to fit into 512-768
bytes (two to three pages) of memory. By sample, he meant a sample of
the audio coming in through your
Apple's cassette input port, by way of
a microphone. As the length of the
sample to be digitized increases, the
sound quality decreases. The two-tothree-page words above stretch the
limits of this scheme; clearer words
take a lot more memory.
Fortunately, speech synthesizer
chips have made massive memory
usage an obsolete methodology for
speech synthesis. Texas Instruments
has not only made good RAM and
ROM chips, but also good sound generation, video display processor, and
speech synthesizer chips. As a result,
the Echo II (a peripheral card with
speech synthesizer), for instance,
need only be plugged into a peripheral slot, a couple of magic commands given, and words typed or
strings read are spoken. I've tried the
Echo II—it's quite impressive, except
for the Gs sounding too much like Bs
(or was it vice versa?).
Needless to say, this approach,
rather than memory-hogging digitization, is the key to future computer
speech. In goes a string, out comes a
pronounced word. This method is
more than a idea; speech synthesizers
164 eider May 1983

are already used in toys, exhibits, and
devices to help speechless people
"talk" and retarded people learn.
Is Compiling the.Answer?
In a game called Lazer Maze by
Jim Spain, lines (lazers-24th century spelling) are drawn between
reflection baffles after a combatant
has fired his lazer into a mirror maze.
You try to guess where the lazer beam
will come out, which is also where
the alien combatant will be waiting.
A special eerie space sound starts each
turn, and after the lazer beam is fired
an appropriate sound is heard every
time a beam bounces off a reflective
baffle. Ultimately, either the alien is
hit, with accompanying explosion, or
the alien heaves a throwing bomb
that blows you up.
Both explosion sound effects included in this column are used in this
game. The lazer sound (CALL2239
after BLOADing MULTIPLE LASER
(CALL2230)) also appears in this column. Feel free to use any of my sound
effects in your own games. Just CALL
them from Basic at the CALL number
given, or JSR to them from machine
language.
This lazer beam drawing with the
lazer sound routine works reasonably
well in Basic, but compiling it (into
Lazer Maze) makes it work very well
indeed. The lines draw faster and the
calculation routines execute faster.
We used a Speedstar compiler from
Southwestern Data Systems (S.D .S .).
But the sound effects don't change
with compiling at all, except for the
throwing bomb. You see, a compiler
*15AC.15FS
15AC1580155815C015Ce15D015De15E015E815F015Fe-

AO
15
A9
CO
FF
E6
08
07
30
DO

23
88
45
EE
CA
FF
A9
8D
CO
F8

20
DO
85
30
DO
4C
20
30
C6
C6

84
FA
FE
CO
FD
BC
85
CO
06
08

A9
A9
CE
C6
15
06
EE
DO
DO

01
00
30
FE
A9
A9
30
02
E3

to BSAVE type: HELICOPTER
(CALL5548),A5548,L76
Listing 10. Helicopter.

85
BD
CO
FO
12
03
CO
C6
60

FF
30
A6
05
85
85
CE
07

speeds up programs by circumventing the Applesoft Interpreter. Once
compiled, the program merely jumps
around from one machine language
routine to another. But the lazer
sound in Lazer Maze already was in
machine language, so there was no
way (and no need) to speed it up.
Compiling just changed CALL to JSR,
in effect.
The reason the bomb-throwing
sounds speeded up is that this routine
was in Basic, structured so that as the
bomb moved across the screen the
speaker would click. When the bomb
moved two to three times as fast due
to compiling, the delays between
clicks became two to three times as
short, transforming the clicking into
a buzzing. There are many types of
sound effects created in Basic that
could be improved by compiling.
Hi-Res Secrets' Sounds
Another way to improve the quality of sound effects is by using the
Ampersand (&) command from Applesoft Basic. Hi-Res Secrets provides
an example of this, as well as many
tone, sound and noise routines. There
are even a violin sound producer and
a music program that turns the Apple's keyboard into a "piano."
The key (no pun intended) to the
latter is in interpreting which key is
being pressed by examining the char4(14D6.155F
14D614De14E014E814F014F8150015081510151815201528153015381540154815501558-

A9
85
85
30
09
FD
09
CO
CA

es

FO
SC
20
15
A9
CO
FF
E6

FF
07
FE
CO
CA
88
A9
CE
DO
FO
05
15
3C
20
9B
EE
CA
FF

A9
A9
CE
DO
FO
00
30
FD
03
E6
20
15
3C
85
30
DO
4C

FF
00
30
FD
03
SD
CO
A2
4C
09
3C
20
15
FE
CO
FD
44

85 09 A9 BO
BD
CO
A2
4C
30
AO
64
OE
4C
15
3C
A9
A9
CE
C6
15

30
AO
64
EF
CO
03
CA
15
E2
20
15
FF
00
30
FE
60

CO
03
CA
14
EE
A6
DO
C6
14
3C
20
85
8D
CO
FO

to BSAVE type: DIVE STRAFING
(CALL5334),A5334,L137
Listing 11. Dive Strafing.

EE
A4*
DO
E6
30
07
FD
FE
20
15
3C
FF
30
A6
05

Fudge It!

aster you just got with the Get command, then looking at the relative
position of the key on the keyboard
and assigning a frequency value according to the tone forthcoming. I set
C at 192, D at 172, and E at 154, for
example. (See Tables la-c for more
pitch, duration, and rest values.)
Four and a half octaves were possible. By adjusting the machine language tone generating routine in
Listing 2, longer, higher and lower
tones are possible.
Since such keys as the comma and
semicolon are among those used as
note keys, saving the composed tunes
as string array textfiles can't be easily
accomplished. So, I convert to ASCII
numbers first. To reduce space requirements, I could have, with a bit
more work, BSAVEd binary files full
of the hex equivalents of these
ASCIls.
An Overview
I'll close with an overview of
future graphics and sounds potentials. The Commodore 64 introduction of standard 64K, the VDP (video
display processor) chip, and sound effects hardware, all for under $600, is
certainly a token of things to come—a
token to be taken seriously. Soon all
micros will be expected to have sprite
graphics (which the VDP provides)
and dynamic sound effect hardware
as standard equipment. The fact that
Apple and IBM lag behind in these
two respects is, I believe, only a temporary result of their trying to appear
sophisticated and business-like to the
business market. But the IBM is
already the business computer
amongst the larger-sized machines,
and thousands of companies have already found that the Apple can be a
serious business computer if applied
correctly to the task and supplied
with appropriate software.
IBM and Apple seem to have
serious reservations about being
state-of-the-art graphics and sound
machines. I can only conclude that
they're equating sound and graphics
with arcade games, and feel that area
is for Atari, Intellivision, Coleco, and
perhaps the Commodore 64.
This is a serious , error. I can

already see some Apple owners looking longingly at the graphics and
sounds of the less expensive competitors. Will these people have to
shell out the 600 bucks and learn a
new Basic and modification of 6502
assembly to satisfy their smoldering
desires? Will Apple get busy fast on a
new machine? Or will, perhaps, a
new peripheral board for less than
half the price of a Commodore 64 appear to solve the whole problem?
There are a few companies presently
offering such hardware, but at such a
user-unfriendly stage that for the
most part only hobbiest hackers will
be attracted. What I'm wondering is
whether or not a mass market quality
product will soon appear. Suffice it to
say that neither you nor I believe that
any Apple owner really wants to
jump to another computer to get
something the Apple is quite capable
of doing itself—with a little help.

Remember, there are close to
500,000(?) Apple owners. I hear a
different figure every time, but at this
writing, January 1983, there appear
to be about 20,000 Commodore 64
owners. That ought to say something, especially when you consider
the huge mountain of software and
peripherals available for the Apple. I
can't help but feel that regardless of
what the people at Apple Computer
do, the innovative, loyal Apple users
(and software producers) will see the
deluge of new, cheap machines (it's
coming, it's coming!) as a delightful
challenge, and anything but a cause
for alarm. I welcome your comment
on this subject.
Coming Soon
In next month's column I'll explain
scrolling and more. Bye for now! ■
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INTRA's PSIO
& ASCII EXPRESS
Give your APPLE the most versatile and accurate data transfer
capabilities available. Combining the PSIO's programmable hardware options with the Editor, Directory, and Keyboard Macro
features of SDS's ASCII EXPRESS: PROFESSIONAL, there is virtually NO Computer System it can't be used with. This is the only hardware/software combination available to offer 5-LEVEL BAUDOT
CODE; CURRENT-LOOP TELEX capability; and all desireable
RS-232 and ASCII UTILITIES for APPLE COMMUNICATIONS. •
Programmable Serial I/O Board .
ASCII EXPRESS: Professional
300 Baud 103LP Modem
1200 Baud 202LP Modem
1200 Baud 212LP Modem
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Book Reviews
What's Where in the Apple:
A Complete Guide to
The Apple Computer
by William F. Luebbert
Micro Ink
34 Chelmsford St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Softcover, $24.95

T

here are two ways to travel_
you can take the eleven countries in seven days tour, spending
your time at the usual tourist haunts
or you can take a leisurely trip, searching out special places far from the
beaten track. William Luebbert has
written a guidebook for the second
kind of traveler. And with his What's
Where in the Apple you can explore a
side of your computer that few people ever see.
The book is divided into three
parts: Part I, the first 150 pages, provides an overview of the Apple hardware and firmware and outlines
methods that even a beginning programmer can use; Part II is an atlas
with over 2000 numerically ordered
listings of specialized locations in the
Apple memory; Part III is a gazetteer
and contains the same information as
the atlas except that the list is in alphabetical order.
You don't need to be a machine
language expert to make use of
What's Where in the Apple. In fact,
you can use a high level language like
Basic in conjunction with PEEK, POKE
and CALL. On the other hand, if you
are a serious machine language programmer, why go to all that trouble
when all you have to do is take advantage of the operations built into
the Applesoft or Integer Basic compiler, or the computer's monitor?
After introductory chapters on
PEEK, POKE, CALL and machine language programming, the book discusses in great detail the Apple's
memory, starting with page zero and
going through the system monitor
and page FFFF. What's Where in the
Apple answers questions such as
where old strings go, or why OUT OF
MEMORY messages occur, or how the
Apple stores information on a disk.
What's Where in the Apple guided
me through several problems the first
166 eider May 1983

week I owned it. I learned a new
(and better) way to include short machine language routines in a Basic
program. The book also explained
why a high-resolution display mysteriously failed in the middle of a program. It wasn't the hardware; my
program had outgrown its space and
encroached on the graphics memory.
In both cases I probably could have
solved the problem on my own but
instead I relied on Luebbert's advice
and avoided much frustration.
While the first part of the book has
been the most useful to me, I am
slowly becoming familiar with the
atlas and gazetteer sections. As I gain
confidence integrating machine language with Basic, I find myself bor-

"You don't need to be a
machine language expert
to make use of What's
Where in the Apple."
rowing routines from the Apple's
firmware. The atlas and gazetteer
listings include the address in hexadecimal and signed decimal format,
the common name for the function or
location, use, and descriptions that
affect CPU registers. A typical entry
is: $002D (45) [SECT P1 DOS RWTS (READWRITE TRACK-SECTOR) PARAMETER
FOR CURRENT DISK SECTOR. The

publisher also offers a software version of the atlas and gazetteer. You
can get a disk for $14.95 that includes
the listings and a retrieval program.
This book is lacking in several
areas. The 20 pages devoted to elementary machine language programming, though very well done,
are no substitute for a full treatment
of the subject. Nor is What's Where
in the Apple a guide for beginning
Basic programmers or a replacement
for Apple's hardware oriented reference manual.
it is easy to justify passing by
What's Where in the Apple and buying a new game. But if you want to
write your own game you had better
think twice; the $24.95 for this book
is cheap compared to the time you

could invest learning its lessons on
your own.
Like tourist guides, What's Where
in the Apple isn't for everyone or a
substitute for experience and patience. Isn't it nice though, to know
that someone has been there before
you and is willing to make your trip a
little easier? What's Where in the Apple could be just the ticket for any serious-minded Apple programmer. I
Timothy Daniel
Oxford, OH
Apple Fortran
By Brian D. Blackwood
and George H. Blackwood
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, IN
46268; Softcover, $14.95

ik

sstated on the back cover of
this 236 page book, this is a
"detailed language manual" for the
Fortran programming language as
supplied by Apple Computer Inc. for
use on the Apple computer. This is
not a book for you if you have no interest in learning how to write programs in Fortran.
Chapters include an interesting introduction to computers in general,
Apple Fortran, the rules of Fortran,
how to input data from keyboard and
disk, and how to output data to disk,
printer and monitor screen. There
are also several chapters on the various structures of Fortran and how
they are implemented on the Apple
computer.
The authors have done a very good
job of giving step-by-step examples of
how to write, compile, run and save
Fortran programs on the Apple computer. Each programming concept is
presented in the form of a short program. A chapter (nine pages long) is
devoted to the use of the Apple Pascal
Operating System, which is used by
Apple Fortran and is supplied on disk
with the Fortran system. The instructions are very easy to use because information can be found in a few
pages rather than having to search in
several books. The last chapter in the
book (eight pages long) is on using
two or three disk drives. As stated by
the authors, programming is much

NEW WAYS TO
POLISH YOUR
APPLE*

easier when using two or three disk
drives because disks are placed in the
proper drives and left there for the
duration of the programming session.
The authors do not assume any
knowledge of Fortran on the part of
the reader. Although prior programming experience would be a great
help, no programming background is
required to write programs in Fortran if you follow the steps in this
book. By typing in and running the
program examples you can get a feel
for how to write your own programs.
The book lacked two important
additions: 1) a list of error codes and
their meanings so the Apple FORTRAN Language Reference Manual
does not need to be referenced while
writing programs; and 2) a more
complete index that lists AND, OR,
NOT, .LE., etc. as separate entries.
Also, a few of the program listings

1. SCREEN SCRIBE
Display text and special characters anywhere on
your high-res graphics screen. Any size, any shape,
in your choice of seven different colors. Contains
subroutine to create title page or any graphics display you wish.
Apple II Disk Applesoft 32K
0438AD $19.95

2. SECTOR EDITOR
Get fast and total access to any info on your Apple
disk. Modify files, BASIC programs, systems programs or data by altering, adding or deleting info
with ease. Single keystroke commands! A disk editing magician.
Apple II or Apple II Plus 48K 1 or 2 disk drives
0389AD $39.95

3. MAILING LIST
CekitTiut.1; 1-1(...1•

" . no programming
background is required to
write programs in Fortran
if you follow the steps
in this book."
were printed lighter than the text and
that makes them hard to read when
typing the programs into the computer. The book is bound to lie flat
(good); but the binding is a size too
small for the thickness of the book
and that crumples the pages (bad).
In conclusion, this is a handy book
for both experienced and novice programmers because it concentrates information about the statements and
operations of Apple Fortran, as well
as information about the use of the
Apple Pascal Operating System, into
one easy-to-understand and easy-touse volume.
It should be noted that the Apple
language card or other plug-in memory expansion card is required in addition to the Apple Fortran System to
write programs in Fortran. ■
John Davison
Ft. Walton Beach, FL

Turn your Apple into the ultimate personal tool!
Print addresses on labels or two sizes of envelopes.
Handles up to 150 names, addresses and phone
numbers. Search for last names or company names
on file. Many more features!
Apple 11 Disk Applesoft 48K Compatible printer
0410AD $29.95

EATUlit'S

•

4. BUSINESS CYCLE ANALYSIS
Now you can get a flexible, professional time series
analysis instrument for your Apple. Business Analysis helps you analyze various business climates and
cycles; undertake product planning; analyze stocks,
company trends and growth rates. Lets you store
graphs of cycles and trends to aid your decisionmaking. Business Cycle Analysis turns your Apple
into an invaluable business assistant.
Apple Applesoft 48K 1 disk drive
0406AD $59.95
•Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

I wont to polish my Apple with the following
New programs:
copies of 0410AD (4429.95
copies of 0438AD M19.95
copies of 0406AD @959.95
copies of 0389AD @139.95
Please add 32.50 for postage and handling.
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FRIENDLY SERVICE
Business & Utilities
Accent Software
Soft-Step
Accu-Shapes
Loop-Hole
The Graphic Solution

S 34
S 34
$ 17
95

Applied Software
Versaform

$239

Artsci
Magic Window If

$ 95

Ashton-Tate
dBase II (Reg. Z-80)
Avant-Garde

$419

Hi.ReS Secrets
Ultra Plot/Data Graph
Graphics Application System

$ 79
$ 62
r 49

Beagle Brothers
Apple Mechanic
Tip Disk it1
Flex Text
Frame Up
Typefaces

$ 20
$ 15
$ 20
$ 20
$ 15

Broderbund
Payroll .........
Accounts Receivable
The Bank Street Writer

Business & Utilities

$249
499
$$23

Business & Utilities

LJK Enterprises

Insoft
Transtorth II
Ald System II
Graforth II

Systems Plus

$ 79 Letter Perfect with Mail Merge
$ 49 Data Perfect
5 49 Edit 6502

ISM
!US

The Invoice Factory
$ 99 The Asset Manager
$115 The Tax Manager
$ 27 Data Factory 5.0
$ 52 Wall Streeter
$ 89 Payroll Manaoer
$ 99 Microsoft $ 65
Tasc Compiler
$ 45
Fortran-80 (Req. Z•60(
$ 62
A.L,D.S. (Req. Z-80)
$189
Basic Compiler (Reg. Z-80) . „
$ 89 Cobol 80 (Reg. Z-80)
muLispimuStar-80 (Reg. Z-80)
$159 M-Sort-80 (Reg. Z-80)
muMathImuSimp-80 (Req. Z-80)
$119 Time Manager
$ 62 Multiplan (Apple Dos or Z-80)

Kensington Microware
Link Systems
Datafax
Datalink
Link Index
Link Video
Link Disk.

$ 90
$ 34
.. $ 45

$125

Super Text 40/80
Super Text 40/56/70 (Hi-Res)

Muse

$ 59
$ 59

Format II

Accounting Plus — G/L
$4
299
39
Accounting Plus (GL. AP, AR)
Accounting Plus (GL. AP. AR. INV) . $629

Lotus

Mathemagic
Graphmagic
Datadex
Professional Easywriter
Tellstar Level I
Tellstar Level II
Forth Development System
Professional Easymailer
Original Easywriter
Original Easymailer
Easymover
Pro. Easywriter/Mailer Combo
Orig. EasywriterlMailer Combo

$ 95
$ 69
S 69

Executive Briefing System

Micro Lab
$129
$129
$ 95
$189
$189
$189
$119
$125
$ 79
$249

..

$ 34
$ 20

Continental Software
The Home Accountant
1st Class Mail
CPA Module #1 — G/L
CPA Module t12 — AIR
CPA Module #3 — Ad,
CPA Module #4 — Payroll
CPA Module #5 — Property mot
The Form Letter

Dakin 5
The Depreciation Planner
$249
The Budget Planner
$ 95
The Business Bookkeeping System 5249
$ 82
$ 82
S 82
$ 82
$189

Da tasof t
Micropainter .......
...........
Dalasm 65 2.0
Lisp Interpreter
The Basic Compiler

$
$
$
$

23
59
79
65

Data Transforms
Graphtrix 1.3

$ 49

Delta Software
The Bookkeeper Master Program , . .$ 59
The Bookkeeper Check Writer
27

Denver Software
$ 82
$189
$159

Pascal Tutor
Pascal Programmer
Financial Partner

DJR Associates
FMS.80 (Reg. Z•80(
FMS 81 (Req. Z-80)
FMS-82 (Reg, Z-80).

.

$545
$235
$235

Don't Ask Software
S.A M

$ 79

Eagle Software
Money Decisions

$129

Fox & Geller
Quick Code (Req. Z-80(
Dutil (Req. Z-80)

$189
S 62

Hayden Software
Pie Writer/Multi 80-col
Pie Writer/Standard

5 95
$ 95

Hayes
Microcomputer Products
Hayes Terminal Program

$ 65

Highlands Computer
E-Z Ledger

S 39

Howard Software
Creative Financing
Real Estate Analyzer II
Tax Preparer 1983
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$129
$119
$145

$ 82
$ 65
$ 55
$ 75
5 55
$129

Personal Investor ...

$$19
45
9

Peachtree
(All Peachtree products require a Z-60 card)
ea. $239
Series 40 Acc't Packages
ea. $239
Series 80 Acct Packages
$289
Peachtext
$19
79
Spelling Proofreader
Mailing List Manager . ........
$209

IPUTE
,R OUT

$299
$ 79
$ 27
$ 20
$ 17
$ 20
$ 17
$ 34

Sensible Speller
Image Printer
Super Disk Copy YII
Multi Disk Catalog III
T
Dh
isekbRuegcovery
Ouickloader

Datamost
R.E.I.P.
Write On
Personal Ledger
The Market Technician
The Property Manager

Screenwriter II
The Dictionary
Lisa 2.5
Lisa Educational System
The Artist
Screenwriter Professional ....
The General Manager II

Select
Selectword Processing Sys.
Sensible Software

Cybertronics
$159

On-Line

$ 49
Complete Graphics System
Special Effects
$ 27
Graphics Magician
$ 39
Additional Fonts & Char. Sets
$ 15
Complete Graphics System II
$ 79
(Apple Tablet Version)
Special Effects (Apple Tablet Version) . $ 49

$ 27

Karel the Robot

$ 23
$ 23

Deaf Disk
Software Diskette

Penguin Software

$ 48
$ 48
$159
$159
$159
$159
$159
$ 20

Crane Software
Menu Generator

Novation

PBL Corporation
$125
$125
$159
$ 95
$175

Micro-Sparc

Ampersoft
Directory Master .

$115
$ 79

Silicon Valley
Word Handler II
List Handler
Dictionary

Education
. .......... • . $ 39
Bumble Plot .... . .
$ 49
Gertrudes Secrets
$ 49
Gertrudes Puzzles .
Rocky's Boots
$ 49
Snooper Troops #1
$ 30
Snooper Troops #2
$ 30
$ 26
Story Maker
Face Maker
$ 26
Compu-Read ... ........ ........ $ 23
Spelling Bee w/Reading Primer . .. . . $ 27
Algebra I .. , .. , .
....$ 34
„ ............... $ 34
Fractions ...
Decimals
$ 34
Master Type
$ 27
Type Attack
$ 27
Wordrace
$ 17
Dueling Digits
$ 20
SAT Word Attack
$ 34
New Step by Step ,
.......$ 59
Delta Drawing .. „ ........... , ...$ 45
Harcourt Brace S.A.T. Series . .... . $ 59

Spanish For Traveler
Whole Brain Spelling „ ...
.
Speed Reading Courseware ..... ..
Speed Read Plus
PSAT Word Attack Skills ....... .
Perception
Word Scramble/Super Spell
U.S. Constitution Tutor
Algebra II
Algebra III ... ..... .
The Linguist
Know Your Apple
E•Z Learner . . . , .
Crossword Magic
Counting Bee
Compu-MathiArith. Skills
Planetary Guide
Star Gazers Guide
Astro Quotes
Juggles Rainbow
Bumble Games
.

omputer Outlet
Park Place — Upper Level
1095 E. Twain — (702) 796-0296
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
Call Toll
Order Line
Free
Only
Information Order Inquiries (702) 369-5523
We accept Major Credit Cards
Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-6 P. M.
Sat. 9 A.M.-5 P. M.
Dealer Inquiries Invited

800-634.6766

$129
$ 59
$ 79

Stoneware Products
$ 39
$ 23
$ 65
$ 39
$ 34
S 17
$ 15
$ 20
$ 20
$ 27
$ 27
$ 23
$ 24
$ 34
$ 20
$ 34
$ 23
$ 22
$ 17
$ 30
$ 39

D.B. Master
D.B.Master Utility Pak /11
D.B. Master Utility Pak #2
Graphics Processing Sys. lStgndardl
Graphics Processing Sys. (Pribf.)

$145
$ 65
$ 65
$ 49
$119

Synergistic
The Data Reporter ......
Integer Basic Compiler
Global Program Line Editor
The Inventory Manager

$159
$ 95
45
95

Software Publishing
PFS: Report .
PFS
PFS: Graph

$ 59
$ 79
$ 79

Sorcim/ISA
$179
$125

Supercalc (Reg. Z-80)
Spellguard (Req. Z-80)

Southeastern Software
$ 47
$ 59

Data Capture 4.0
Data Capture 4.0/80

Southwestern Data (New)
Apple Doc .
...
$ 27
Ace
$ 27
List Master
$ 27
Speed Star
$ 65
Correspondent
$ 39
Z Term (Req. Z-80)
$ 65
Z Term The Professional' (Reg:2.80.s 99
P Term The Professional"
Si 85
Ascii Express "The Professional'
$ 85
Disk Library
............
$ 34
Double Time Printer
Financial Management System II
$ 45
Munch-a-Bug
$ 34
Printerographer
$ 34
Routine Machine
45

Visicorp
Visicalc 3.3
Visiplot
Visitrend/Plot
Visidex

5165
$139
............. $199
$165
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TOP
SELLERS
Entertainment
Snapper
Toddlers Tutor
Cyborg
Congo
Goldrush
Alien Lander
Retro-Ball
Space Adventure
International Grand Prix
Conglomerates Collide
Battlesight
Starship Commander
Amoeba Man
The Gauntlet
Crisis Mountain
Nightmare Gallery
U-Boat Command
Escape From Arcturus
Atlantis
Odyssey
Epidemic
Galactic Adventure
Cytron Masters
Galactic Gladiator
The Cosmic Balance
The Battle of Shiloh
S.E.U.I.S
Guadacanal
Pursuit of the Graf Spree
The Shattered Alliance
Operation Apocalypse
Computer Bismarck
Napoleon's Campaign
i'The Alien Game"
Norad
Knight of Diamonds
The Blade of Black Pool
Way Out
Space Eggs
Phantom's Five
Pulsar II
Sneakers
Outpost

$20
$16
$22
$23
$23
$20
$20
$20
$20
$27
$27
$20
$23
$23
$23
$20
$20
$20
$27
$20
$23
$39
$27
$27
$27
$27
$27
$39
$39
$39
$39
$39
$39
$23
$23
$23
$27
$27
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

PERIPHERALS
Softcard
Ramcard
Microsoft Premium Sys
(Contains Softcard, Ramcard,
Videx Videoterm)
Fortran 80
System Saver Fan
Flip & File Diskette Box
Cobol-80
Extended muMath
Enhancer II
EZ Port
Game Paddles
Joystick
Select-a-Port
Lower Case Adapter
fvtannesman Tally 160
Citoh Prowriter
Microtek Apple Parallel
Interface
Apple Adapter (WicoJoysticks)
Wico Joystick
Wico Redball
Wico Trackball
12 Foot Ext. Cord
Microbuffer II 16K Parallel

$ 229
$ 69
$ 479

5 139
$ 65
$ 21
$ 449
$ 169
$ 99
$ 19
$ 29
$ 39
$ 39
$ 25
$ 799
$ 439
$ 79
$ 17
$ 23
$ 24
$ 49
$
9
$ 169

$ 199
$ 45
$ 34
$ 95
$ 155
$ 199
$ 549
$ 34
$ 45
$ 209
$ 229
$ 189
$ 529
$1299
$ 179
$ 729

Microbuffer II 32K Parallel
Kraft Joystick
Kraft Paddles
Apple Dumpling GX
Buffered Dumpling 16K

Buffered Dumpling 32K
8088 Coprocessor Board
The Joyport
TG Trak Ball
Versawriter Graphics Tablet
Videoterm 80 Column Board
Vision 80-Board
IDS 480 Printer
IDS Prism 132 Printer
Amdek Amber Monitor
Amdek Digital Plotter
Amdek 3" Micro Floppy
Disk Drive
Microline 84P
Microline 83A
Microline 82A

$ 699
$1029
$ 679
$ 429

Daisywriter Letter Quality
Printer

$1129

Corona Start ire 5 MB Drive
Corona Start ire 10 MB Drive

$1850
$2289

SYSCOM II 64K . . $799
(Apple Compatible)

or

OUR
SPECIAL PACKAGE
84K, NEC Green
Screen Monitor, Fourth Dimension Drive with Controller, Monitor Stand, System Saver Fan,
Word Handler Word Processing
SySCorn II

Package

$1599

Mystery House
Mission: Asteroid
Frazzle
Castles or Darkness
Acey Deucey
Zargs
Spider Raid
Zork III
Juggler
Mummy's Curse ........
Kamikaze
Shuttle Intercepts
Horizon V
Lazar Silk
Zenith
High Orbit
Phaser Fire
Prisoner II
Rendezvous
Empire II Interstellar Sharks
Rubicirs Cube Unlocked
Wordrace
Zaxxbn
Fathom's Forty
Solitaire & Cribbage
Mars Cars
Money Muncher
Crazy Mazey
Raster Blaster
S.A.G.A. Adventures
Serpentine
Choplifter
Frogger
Sea Fox
Hard Hat Noah
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$17
$15
$17
$23
$20
$23
$20
$27
$20
$20
$23
$23
$23
$20
$23
$20
$20
$23
$27
$23
$17
$17
$27
$23
$23
$20
$20
$20
$20
ea. $27
$23
$23
$23 •
$20
$20

' SPECIALS OF THE MONTH
**Elephant Disks (Box)
• •Amdek Color I Monitor
• *Micromodem II
**Novation Apple Cat II Modem
"The Grappler Plus
"NEC 8023A Printer
• *Rana Systems 40 Track Disk Drive
"Rana Systems 80 Track Disk Drive
• *The Word Handler
"NEC 3530 Printer
"Gume Sprint 11 + Printer
""Hayes Smartmodem 300
• "Amdek Color II Monitor
• *Hayes Smartmodem 1200
• *Citoh ProwrIter
**Screenwriter II

* * *

$ 20"
$ 309"
$ 259"
329**
$ 119"
$ 459* *
$ 299••
$ 659"
$ 1295 *
$1599**
$1359"
$ 209**
$ 659**
$ 499**
$ 419"
$ 82**

Computer Outlet
Call Toll
Order Line
-•
Free 800-634-6766
Only
Information Order Inquiries (702) 369-5523
ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS:
For Fast Delivery send cashier checks, money orders or direct bank wire transfers. Personal and company checks allow 3 'weeks to clear. C.O.D. orders ($3.00
minimum) and 1% of all orders over $300. School purchase orders welcomed. Prices
reflect a cash discount only and are subject to change. Please enclose your phone
number with any orders. Shipping — Software ($2.50 minimum). Shipping — Hardware (please call). Foreign orders, APO & FPO orders — $10 minimum and 15% of
all orders over $100. Nevada residents add 5M% sales tax. All goods are new and
include factory warranty. Due to our low prices, all sales are final. Alf returns must
have a return authorization number. Call 702-369-5523 to obtain one before returning
goods for replacement. All returned merchandise is Subject to a restocking fee and
must come With their original packaging in order to be accepted.
NO returns permitted after 21 days from shipping date.

TOP
SELLERS
Entertainment
Fly Wars
Cyclodi
Kabul Spy
Zero Gravity Pinball
Copts and Robbers
Escape from Rungistan
Lemm I nos
Computer Foosball
The Battle of Shiloh
Electric Duet
Temple of Apshai
Tuesday Morning Quarterback
Hi-Res Computer Golf David's Midnight Magic
Track Attack
Apple Panic
Ultima
Bug Attack
Snack Attack
Thief
County Fair
Compu-Read
Empire I World Builders
Firebird
Sargon II
Zork I
Zork II
Pool 1.5
Castle Wolfenstein
Threshold
Mousekattack
Hi-Res Football
Hi-Res Soccer
Time Zone
Wiz & Princess
Ulysses & The Golden Fleece
Wizardry
Hadron
Beer Run
Gorgon
Photar
Warp Factor
Tigers in the Snow
Computer Baseball
Ceiling ZerO
Sherwood Forest
The Queen of Phobos
Be; Wars
Bez Man
Star Blazer
Cross Country Rallye ........
Swashbuckler
Tumble Bugs
Rear Guard
Hungry Boy
Dneiper River Line
Labyrinth
Oil Rig
Human Fly
Deadline
Minotaur
Bandits
Oil Barons
Monster maze
New World
GFS Sorceress
Telengard
Starcross
Aztec
Tubeway
Vegas Video
Odin
Star Maze
Zendar
Front Line
Mask of the Sun
Pest Patrol .............. .
Lunar Leeper
Pie Man
Thorolian Tunnels
Canyon Climber
Alien
Normandy
Germany
Miner 2049er
AE
Beaton
Moon Shuttle
Spy's Demise
Space Vikings
Flip Out
Wavy Navy
Bomb Alley
Ultima II

$20
$20
$20
$20
$23
$20
$20
$20
$27
S20
$27
$20
$20
$23
$20
$20
$27
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$22
$20
$23
$27
$27
$23
$20
$27
$23
$27
$20
$65
$22
$23
$34
$23
$20
$27
$20
$27
$27
$27
$20
$23
$23
$19
$16
$22
$20
$23
$20
$20
$17
$20
$27
$27
$34
$23
$23
$65
$20
$20
$23
$19
$27
$27
$23
$20
$34
$23
$20
520
$27
$20
$20
$20
$20
520
$19
$27
$39
$29
$20
$27
$27
$20
$34
$20
$23
$39
$39
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by Bill O'Brien

Chips Ahoy!

w

hen Apple reintroduced the
III a year and a half ago, I
thought it would be nice to make sure
they had really removed all of the
bugs, especially the heat build-up
failures the original versions were
prone to. The day I set it up, I borrowed a hair dryer from the love-ofmy-life and went to work. With the
III on, I heated the bottom, then shut
it off, wrapped it in plastic, and stuck
it in my refrigerator overnight. (Keep
in mind I strongly recommend you
don't do anything even remotely similar.) The next day I removed the Apple, and after sampling its light flaky
crust (wait a minute, that was the
pie), plugged it in and it worked. I
felt great. It had passed the fire
and ice test, and I hadn't even used
Shell oil!
As I said, that was a year and a
half ago. Sometime last week, my III
developed a problem. While I was
pounding out the prose that constitutes this column, it started to display
strange watery lines down the edge of
the screen, or, when in a perky
mood, it told me my volume wasn't
found when I tried to save to disk. At
other times, I would get an SOS ERROR
$01, or there would be lovely vertical
rules (I) attached to some of the
screen characters.
Most normal people, given these
circumstances, would take the beast
to the local repair shop and be done
with it. I could hardly be classified as
normal. Besides, repairs to an Apple
III can, at times, be expensive.
What to do? While I pondered
weak and weary, through this maze
of problems dreary, a thought sprang
to mind. Why not take the HI apart
myself?
Kidding aside, though, while not
overly difficult, it's not the kind of
thing someone who's never delved in170 eider May 1983

K.ys
to a computer should tackle unaided.
I'm checked out to service a few computers and some printers, and I've
always been a tinkerer of sorts. Most
importantly, I'm only about 30 percent clutz. Anything over that is really unacceptable. Keep in mind that if
you do any gross damage, and the
machine is under warranty, you may
well void your warranty. Check on it
first, or you may be stuck trying to
find a very sympathetic service tech.
Down and Out
To start I made sure there were no
disks in the drive and turned the III
off. Then I removed the power cord.
That's essential. If you don't, and you
should happen to turn the computer
on in the middle of dismantling
it . . . well, do you remember the bicentennial fireworks display? Unplug
all the other cables (video, disk drive,
printer) and remove the monitor
from atop the machine. Heft the III
and move it to your work area. I use
the floor. It's spacious, flat, and my
dog only walks on it to and from her
water dish (otherwise she walks
on me).
On either side of the top cover (the
piece that sits like a hat on the III and
covers the internal disk drive) there
are regular head screws. They don't
come out, but by applying a screwdriver with the appropriate blade
width, you can twist them enough to
release the cover. Make sure the disk
drive door is closed before you remove it. Next it would be wise to remove any boards inside, like the
UPIC or the Profile interface. Now
lean the III back on the rear panel so
the keyboard points to heaven.
Before your wondering eyes should
appear a silver bottom with screws
far and near. Many screws. Many,

many screws. And they've all got to
come out. Actually, there are two
panels, one thin, the other wide; the
thin one hides the power supply and
should be left untouched. While
you're twirling your Phillips head
screwdriver, be sure to support the
bottom panel so it doesn't swing out
all of a sudden. Yes, even the two
screws on the little metal mounds
must come out.
Carefully, ever so carefully, move
the bottom panel away from the casing, making sure you don't disconnect any of the wires you see. With
your left hand disconnect the power
connector (the only connector on the
left side). This is the shortest of all the
cables inside, and you'll have a little
more leeway to get at the rest once it
is removed.
With the power cable gone, ease
the bottom panel out a little further.
At the rear, on the right side, you'll
see three more cables. Two of them
are blue ribbon-type connectors, the
other is a black two-wire cable with a
white connector on the end. That's
the next one out. It's the speaker
cable, and if you haven't pulled it out
just by moving the bottom plate a little further than you should, just keep
pulling—carefully.
Next are the ribbon cables. The
furthest back comes from the disk
drive and the other from the keyboard. They have keyed connectors,
which means that, unless you exercise
phenomenal cunning and craft, you
won't be able to plug them in backwards. Slipping thumb and forefinger back where they sit, and using a
gentle rocking motion, remove them.
(Caution: Do not pull by the cables!)
Address correspondence to Bill O'Brien at
WABASH Consulting & Management, 111
Brook St., Scarsdale. NY 10583,

NOW, USE ALL THE POWER OF THE APPLE iie
FOR FAST, EASY WORD PROCESSING

Write Away is a new, fullfunction word processing
system designed specifically for the Apple Ile.
It will also run faster than
any other word processor
when using 48K or 64K
Apple 11 systems.
Write Away is ideal for
both the advanced professional or novice user. It
is fast, versatile, powerful
and easy to use . . . Just
1==am
what you need to produce any type of document. Write Away has all
of the advanced features
you would expect from a
professional word processing system.
Write Away is easy to learn and use
... the manual is organized by chapters,
and has a complete index as well as
reference sections, in which each command is carefully explained with examples. Write away has screen tutorials,
a "Help" screen and a handy stand-up
command reference card. You'll also use
single keystrokes for deleting, searching,
inserting, cursor movement and other
commands. Write Away allows conditional text ("If . . Then" text selection).

It's fast . . . Write Away
uses S&H's TDE ("the DOS
enhancer) for fast system
loading. Write Away programs are written in 6502
machine language using
advanced programming
techniques. As a result,
commands are executed
and files are loaded with
amazing speed.
Extra features ... Write
Away uses standard Apple
DOS text files for easy
interfacing with popular
programs ... VisiCalc, Sensible Speller and more. It
also has a DIF file translator and other utilities
for creating a mailing list from DB Master
and other data bases . . mail merge
system included.
Automatically utilizes RAM card, upper/
lower case and recognizes Videx,
Smarterm, Vision 80, Wizard 80, Sup 'R
Term, Full View 80, Viewmax-80 and both
Apple lie 80-column boards. Write Away
will work with any printer.
Awarded the recommended seal of
approval by the Professional Software
Programmers Association.

ONLY
$175

WRITE AWAY

-

Midwest Software Associates
St. Ann, MO 63074
PO. Box 301
Call toll free1-800-835-2246/Ext. 467
(In Missouri 1-800-362-2421/Ext. 467)
Apple and Apple lie are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp, inc.
DB Master is a registered trademark of Stoneware, Inc.
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1
2

0

16
15

Now separate the motherboard fully fied by alphabetic and numeric char14
3
from the case. The bottom metal acters silkscreened around the
panel should come along with it; board's edge.
13
4
they're very good friends.
Starting at the upper left corner, I
Keep in mind that micro-electron- began removing chips, one at a time,
12
ics is just a later branch of magic. As noting the direction they faced.
5
such, you will find that your III is af- That's important, because you don't
fected by the four elementals: water, want to wind up with pin number 1
11
6
earth, wind, and fire. In other in hole number 8. If you should rewords, be careful during this whole seat the chip backwards, the hole
7
I0
process about static charges, cats, with the voltage will not be aligned
dogs, heat, cold, and little children. with the pin that needs it, in which
8
9
case whether the chip was originally
Chipping Away
bad or not becomes a moot point.
Figure I. Typical IC pin arrangement.
Having proceeded confidently
It might be helpful to refer to Figthus far, I laid the motherboard out ure 1, a diagram of a typical IC pin
on the floor, set up suitable barri- arrangement. There is usually a
cades to keep out the German painted dot, or a circular impression, tant topic—unbending IC pins. Also,
Shepherd tide, and scrutinized the to identify pin 1.
depending on the finesse of whoever
board. There was no obvious probAfter I removed a chip, I checked installed it, the leg might not just be
lem, at least not from a medium alti- it for bent or broken pins, inspected folded up under the chip, it might
tude vertical pass. I switched on a the socket, and put it back, immedi- also be mangled. If that's the case,
lamp and, magnifying glass in hand, ately. Yes, the Apple III mother- you've got to reform it.
I went over it again from a different board has the individual chip numKeep in mind the pins are very
point of view.
bers etched next to each socket, but fragile. In doing a few of them, I've
There was still no sign of gross I'm a good good friend of Murphy found that prayer works best. For
damage, but I did notice a few and I've learned to take no chances. those less devout, I would recomthings. Spanning three or four paralAcross each row I worked, pulling, mend small needle-nosed pliers with
lel trace lines was some beige-colored inspecting, replacing. The brown a good, flat grip between the jaws.
crud that looked fried on, and two of crud disappeared with a dose of alco- This is one of those times when the
the chips had patches of green stuff hol on a cotton swab. I bypassed the usual 99 cent variety won't work too
on their legs.
two chips with the green stuff for well. By pulling at the distorted pin
Rousting around in my desk later on and worked my way to the with slow, even pressure, you can
drawer, I extracted my chip pullers. end of the board. By the time I was straighten even the most recalcitrant
Almost everyone's seen the typical, done, I had uncovered a surprise.
back to almost normal.
steel, thong-like kind that Apple supI've had my III for a year or so,
I'd suggest that before you try this
plies with the Language System for and there have been times when it procedure for real, you buy a few 49
the II. Those are great for grabbing has misbehaved just a little bit. On cent chips and mangle the pins. Prac74LS125s and other bitty chips, but those occasions I just removed the tice on them for a while until you get
the damage they can do to a 2732 or motherboard, pressed on all the chips the hang of it, because some of the
8051, or even a 6502 (if you can and back it went to working fine. chips in the III are not readily
stretch them that far), is consider- Now, after pulling all the ICs, I un- available, and Murphy dictates that
able. For those larger devices, you derstood what the problem was all these are the ones you'll destroy.
need a more substantial chip puller. along. Two of the chips had pins bent Keep in mind, also, that the pins
You're also going to need patience up underneath, probably from when you've just straightened will be
and understanding to get the RAM they were installed. After a few weaker than the rest of them, so
board off. Many tiny wire fingers are months, this just-barely-touching ar- when you resocket the chip, be extra
held firmly in place by the connectors rangement was ruined by oxidation, careful. If you thought straightening
on each side of the board, and easing imperfect contact was made, and the them out the first time was risky, the
them out is a matter of time and the machine behaved strangely. Pressing second or third time is really walking
most gentle of hands. Push a little the chips down into the sockets re- on thin ice.
here, push a little there, and eventu- stored whatever contact there was to
ally it comes off. If you rush the job, be had and all was well for a while.
you'll definitely damage something (I This time I put them on the straight Wearing Off the Green
speak with the voice of experience!). and narrow path!
Remembering that green stuff on
With the RAM board off, everytwo of the chips, I went back and
pulled them. There was also green on
thing on the motherboard is exposed. Straightening Up
Which brings up another impor- the sockets. It puzzled me for a while,
Notice that all of the chips are identi172 eider May 1983
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Micro Power BenchTM
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APPLE 1E/1E+ AND APPLE III

•
•
•
•
•

PICK THAT TUNE contains 100 different popular
tunes divided into these four categories:
Pop, Country & Western, Children and TV tunes.
There are 16 different game variations and
from 1 to 10 players can play! Using the sound
generator, PICK THAT TUNE will begin with the
lowest bidder and play the number of notes
that each player has bid. High SCOUff, can be
obtained by underbidding your opponents and
picking tunes correctly. TOP TEN PLAYER files
are automatically maintained by PICK THAT TUNE.
Whether your Apple is used for business or for
pleasure, PICK THAT TUNE is a must for your
software collection. (Apple III version
requires Business Basic, Apple 1E/1E+ requires
48K). PICK THAT TUNE is available for 029.95
at your local computer store or by sending
check or money order to:

Single Switch Control of CPU and Peripherals
Built in circuit breaker protects your system
Four power expansion outlets
Opt. Power Surge ($40), Opt. Cooling Fan ($40)
IBM, Apple, TRS, Atari, Commodore, Others
Dealer & Ordering Info

800-343-4311
thslpr CNJule and V,1 Acroled
Sri,poInc A Handling ChargaS Adddmnal

CAB-TEK, Inc.
Riverside St Nashua NH 03062

DESKTOP ACOUSTIC
SILENCERS FOR
ALL POPULAR PRINTERS
UO.To$199.

DEALER
INQUIRIES irtViTFC

Swearingen Software
6312 W. Little York
Suite 197
Houston, Texas 77088
Circle 34 on Reader Service card.

Circle 73 on Reader Service card.

PROTECT YOUR APPLE* KEYBOARD
wITH
• PLEXA-LOK

PROTECTING YOUR APPLE ...
AN OPEN AND SHUT CASE

PROTECT YOUR EXPENSIVE INVESTMENT
OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME PLEXA-LOK COMES WITH A
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED!
PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the keyboard —
then gently snaps into position.
i Your valuable computer is protected from objects and spills directly on top of keyboard
which could cost hundreds of dollars to repair!
• PLEXA-LOK allows your secretary to go on break without having to worry about visitors
accidentally destroying their hours (and your $) of work.
,
• ENHANCES looks ol
your system

• PROTECTS
from dust

• ALLOWS computer to

keyboard

remain on while unattended

ratilillil
li

il

ak''''''

'^'7•711:

44114ak
4•
i,i4

" TM APPLE COMPUTER Inc.
MON -FR 9 oo-5 00
mmwi
.aki
E]
.
MasterCard and sea Accented
Allow 4-6 Weeks
Delivery
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Ell

LAST ELECTRON [CS
P.O. BOX 1300S
SAN ANDREAS. CA 95249
(209) 754-1800

...._

01410,

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
$19.95
APPLE II
APPLE III
$24.95
FROSTY
APPLE
1.50 extra
Prepaid LIPS
Continental USA
CA Residents Add 6% Tax

Introducing the.APPLE
CENTER Model 12, an
opening and closing
cabinet for the Apple II.
Unlocked, the APPLECENTER opens up
to allovvyou quick
and easy access.
Locked with the
key, the APPLE-CENTER
shuts tight to protect your
Apple and 2 disk drives. The key also switches power to your
Apple and your monitor. Both outlets are protected from damaging voltage surges with RKS Industries' SURGE SENTRY We've
even built in a filtered cooling fan. Model 10 comes without
electronics.and is compatible with side mounted fans.

(appleicenter)
Call or write for additional information:

NI DOSS INDUSTRIES
1224 Mariposa, San Francisco, CA 9410714151861-2223
Apple Ise registered trade mark of Apple Compute r,
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until I remembered I had received a
clock for the III from an aftermarket
manufacturer to review.
The clock setup involves a battery
pack, so that turning the III off won't
remove the time and date values. The
battery compartment is clearly
marked, showing the proper orientation. However, I decided to install
the kit while watching TV. Three of
the four AA cells went in great, but
the fourth one, just as I was slipping
it into the case, jumped up and
turned itself around in my hand—
without my noticing it. You have to
be careful with batteries; they're very
sneaky that way.
To the clock manufacturer's
credit, the battery case didn't want to
close with the battery installed backwards. To the credit of my own pigheadedness, I made it close. I was
about to install the case in the III

Figure 2. RAM diagnostic display indicating
no problems.

when I heard the bubbling noise. It
took about 250ns for me to realize
where the sound was coming from. I
disconnected the pack from the wiring to the motherboard (a masterstroke of design, making a connector
midway in the wires!) and opened up
the case. My rebellious battery had
paid dearly for its treachery.
Unfortunately, I paid a little also.
The analog card on the internal disk
drive was wiped out, and the
74LS125 on the outboard drive was,
zapped as well. You thought you
were the only person who did things
like that? Total repair price, about
$71. But imagine what would have
happened if the III had been on at
the time.
That surge of churlish voltage
was probably the cause of the green
stuff, since I hadn't noticed it before and I'd had the board out at
least twice. I've seen that type of
residue on tubes in old TV sets that
have gone up in a cloud of acrid
fumes.
Surprisingly enough, when I put
the III back together, it worked.
There were no stray lines and no vertical rules. I guess that means I fixed
it, or at least earned myself a
reprieve.

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

b6
136
66
b6
b6
b6
b6
b6

b5
b5
b5
b5
b5
b5
b5
b5

b4
b4
b4
b4
b4
b4
b4
b4

b3
b3
b3
b3
b3
b3
b3
b3

b2
b2
b2
b2
b2
b2
b2
b2

bl
bl
bl
bl
bl
bl
bl
bl

b0
b0
b0
130
b0
b0
b0
b0

Figure 4. Bit composition of RAM diagnostic
display.

swap it out and charge you good old
dollars. If you think you can get a
better deal from Apple directly, ask
the dealer to send the broken machine on to them for "repair and return." Apple will fix it on a time and
materials basis, which may or may
not work out to be cheaper.

MORE ABOUT RAM
How often do you turn your III
on? Once a day? Twice? Did you ever
wonder what that pattern of dots is in
the upper left corner of the screen?
It's a display of the results of a RAM
test that triggers every time your
machine is turned on. You can also
induce it by holding down the open
apple and control keys while pressing the reset button. That dumps
you unceremoniously into the Apple III's monitor. Type F6E6G, press
return and, Voila!, a RAM diagnostic
display.
If everything's all right, you see all
Disclaimer
dots, as represented in Figure 2. But
I want to emphasize again that, if you have a RAM chip that's senile,
unless you're familiar with working one or more of the dots is replaced by
on hardware and know how to be an inverse 1 (a black 1 in a white
careful, don't dismantle your Apple box).
If the positioning of the dots in the
III. There are more than enough
competent service persons in the display corresponded to the rows and
world who know what's happening columns of RAM in your III, that
under the hood. The Level 1 service would be even better.
Look again at Figure 2. Doesn't
centers are authorized to repair your
machine on a board level. If they find look like much, does it? Now check
a board that doesn't work, they'll out Figure 3, the arrangement of the

[1 11 H [1 [1
[1 [1
[1 [
11 [
[J[
[ J 11 II 11
H [1 [1 [1 H
11 [1
Figure 3. Chip arrangement on RAM board.
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chips on the RAM board. They don't
look similar at all do they? In the
display there are 8 rows by 8 columns
of dots—a total of 64. There are 3
rows by 16 columns of RAM chips.
That's only 48. But, wait a minute!
The bottom RAM row is made up of
32K chips, so each counts for two of
the 16K variety. Thus, we have the
equivalent of 64 RAM chips, even
though to count there are only 48.
Also, there are 8 dots across each
row. And a byte is 8 bits long. But the
RAM is arranged in rows of 16 chips.
Now, suppose the RAM is arranged
in rows of 16 bits. Each row of chips
counts off 8, ending one byte. The
next one begins where the first left
off. Starting with that as a basic postulate, let's take another look at our
RAM test display, this time as it is
composed of bits. See Figure 4. Since
the 32K chips have twice the capacity
of the others, they must account for 2
rows of the dot display, and since
we've postulated that each RAM row
is 16 bits of data, the row of 32K
RAM is displayed by 4 rows of dots.
That leaves 4 rows of dots, which are
amply represented by the remaining
2 rows of RAM chips. If we are right,
the only problem now is to associate
rows of dots with rows of RAM.
The Apple III hardware bulletin
confirms our hypothesis, and offers as
help the RAM map in Figure 5.
"Board" refers to the alphabetic legend along the side of the motherboard. B fills two positions because,
as we mentioned, it's a row of 32K
chips.
Find Figure 6. If our display turned
up so, we could check our chart in
Figure 4, see that the 1 referred to bit
4 of row 6, then refer to the hardware
bulletin RAM map (Figure 5) and
discover that row 6 was motherboard

reference B and that bit 4 was the
fourth chip in from the left. That
chip would have to gol
That wasn't so bad, was it? If you
were practiced at Apple III dissection, you could repair your ailing
machine for the cost of the new chip
and about a half hour of your time.
Just make sure the new chip has the
same speed rating as the old. Slower
chips are a disaster.

postage. So, if you ask a question that
needs, a speedy reply, keep in mind
these four magic letters—SASE (SelfAddressed Stamped Envelope). Tuck
one in with your letter.
LOOSE ENDS
To that nice person in Kansas City:
No, 99 percent of the stuff I get Tye
got to return after I'm done with it. I
don't have a neat pile of spare equipment. There are probably more reviewers than there are fingers and
toes on all the inhabitants of Italy,
Texas. It would be quite costly for the
manufacturers to give away that
much merchandise.
Don't feel bad, though. It's a common assumption that columnists
have a stash and a half of freebies.
Anyway, don't rush into writing for
that reason; it's a good way to go
broke.

HELP WANTED
I'd like to ask your assistance with
the mail. A lot of you folks are not
just writing in to tell me you're enjoying this column. You also want answers! I have two choices in dealing
with these requests. I can answer in
this column, which means a time gap
before you get help. I can also mail
an answer directly. This option seems
the best, but even a multi-decinaire
(someone who has a few $10 bills lyTime to go. I haven't yet decided
ing around) could not afford all that what to do for next month's column.
It's a toss-up whether I'll think up a
topic tonight, or go out to my favorite
Chinese restaurant. (There's this
great one in Fort Lee!) Whichever,
• • • I 0 • • • •
live long and program, and see you
next time.
Ciao bene, AppleAmerica! •

Circle 31 on Reader Service card.

wabasli
Figure 6. RAM diagnostic display indicating
a faulty chip.

Chips
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Chips
Board Row
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b 1 b0
2
1
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 bl b0
D
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b 1 b0
0
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 bl 60
3
C
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b 1 b0
5
4
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 bl b0
B
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b 1 60
7
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 bl b0
B
6

When it comes to
Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than
Wabash.
MasterCard. Visa Accepted.
Call Free: (8001235-4137

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (In Cal call
18051 5411037

Figure 5. RAM map.
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Hints 'n' Techniques

Remark Reminder Made Easy
Listing. Remark Extraction program.
SOURCE FILE: REMSCAN
NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS REMSCAN.OBJ0
0300:
1
ORG $300
0300:
2
0300:
3
0300:
4 ; REMARK EXTRACTION ;
0300:
5 ;
PROGRAM
0300:
6
0300:
7 ; BY DAVE SCHROEDER ;
0300:
8
JULY 1981
9
0300:
0300:
10
0300:
11
0300:
12
STORES POINTERS FOR START OF BASIC PROGRAM
13
$FC HOLDS SINGLE (01) OR DOUBLE (02)
0300:
0300:
14
SPACE INFORMATION.
15
0300:
0300:A5 67
16
LDA $67
0302:85 06
17
STA $06
0304: A5 68
18
LDA $68
0306:65 07
19
STA $07
0308:20 FB DA
20
JSR $DAFB
0308:20 FB DA
21
JSR $DAFB
030E:A5 FC
22
LDA $FC
0310:C9 02
23
CMP #$02
0312:F0 04
24
BED CHECK
0314:A9 01
25
LDA #$01
0316:85 FC
26
STA $FC
27
0318:
0318:
28 ; CHECK TO SEE IF AT THE END
0318:
29
30 CHECK
0318:A0 01
LDY #501
031A:B1 06
LDA ($06),Y
31
0310:D0 09
32
ENE TEST
031E:20 FB DA
33
JSR $DAFB
0321:20 FB DA
34
JSR $DAFB
0324:4C 00 00
JMP $0000
35
0327:
36
37
IS IT A REMARK STATEMENT
0327:
38
0327:
39 TEST
INY
0327:08
0328:08
40
INY
INY
0329:C8
41
032A:81 06
42 TEST1
LDA ($06),Y
0320:F0 07
43
EEO NEXT
CMP #$E2
032E:C9 82
44
45
BEQ PRTREM
0330:F0 13
INY
0332:08
46
0333:D0 F5
47
ENE TESTI.
0335:
48
NO — GET NEXT LINE
0335:
49
0335:
50
LDY #500
0335:A0 00
51 NEXT
LDA ($06),Y
0337:81 06
52
53
TAX
0339:AA
033A:08
54
INY
0338:B1 06
55
LDA ($06),Y
033D:85 07
56
STA $07
57
TXA
033F:BA
58
STA $06
0340:85 06
CLC
0342:18
59
BCC CHECK
0343:90 D3
60
Listing continued.
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by David Schroeder

R

EMSCAN is a relocatable machine language program that
displays the line numbers and the text
of Rem statements in an Applesoft
Basic program. It is useful in the documentation of long and involved Applesoft programs. REMSCAN must
be BRun. You can select double spacing of the list by poking location
$FC(252) with a 2.
Looking at the program, lines 1626 store the pointer to the beginning
of the Basic program in locations
$06-07, check spacing and generate
two carriage returns. Lines 30-35
check the second byte of the tag field
for zero, which marks the end of the
Basic program. Then REMSCAN
checks for a $B2, the code for a REM.
When found, lines 64-99 take the
REM's binary line number and convert it to a formatted five-digit BCD
number. The rest of REMSCAN performs the printing of the in-

formation.

00010 - ''**START OF PROC***
05000 - ***DRAW HANDS***
05035 - ***WIPE HANDS*"*
05065 - ***MOVE HANDS***
05139 - ***DRAW CLOCK***
05400 - *• *TEXT ON HCR*"
05500 - *"SPACE ROUTINE***
05600 - ***QUIZ INPUT***
05700 - "'PROBLEM TEXT*"
Figure 1. Sample output.

Address correspondence to David Schroeder,
224 Clark St., Brockport, NY 14420.

Circle 711 on Reader Service card

Statistical
Software
ELF and TWG/ARIMA statistical software

ELF For Apple and CPIM
❑ factor analysis El discriminant analysis El stepwise
regression with residuals and forecasting ❑ crosstabs
El uses Basic commands for transformations E hi-res
scattergram C means, standard deviations, etc.
Elcorrelation coefficients E 1 and 2 way ANOVA
El report writer El t-test on
means C database manager

DNS
Daisy wheel quality
without daisy wheel
expense.
You need the quality print that a daisy wheel
printer provides but the thought of buying one makes your
wallet wilt. The Sc!nitric:1-Ni Interface, a step-by-step guide to
interfacing an IBM Selectric 1/0 Writer to your microcomputer, will give you that quality at a fraction of the price.
George Young, co-author of Microcomputing maga=ine's
popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy wheel printer.
The Seiectric[\ I Interface includes:
• step-hy-step instructions
• tips on purchasing a used SelectricTm
• information on various SelectricT\ models, including the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041
• driver software for 780, 8080, and 6502. chips
• rips on interfacing techniques
With The Selectric Interface and some background in electronics, you can have a high-quality, lose-cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included.
Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE 1.800-258-547 3. Or
mail your order with payment plus $1.50 shipping and
handling to: Wayne Green Inc. Attn: Retail Book Sales,
Peterborough, NH 0ii458.
Dealer inquiries invited.
ISBN 0-88006-051-4

12.97

128 pages

LI Yes, I want Selectric Interface (BK7 ii561. Enclosed is $12.47 per
copy plus 41.50 for shipping and handling.
::MASTER
Card #

VISA

-._ AMEX
Expires

Signature
N sine

Visa and Master Charge accepted. Call or write for information:

THE W1NCHENDON GROUP
3907 Lakota Rd. PO Box 10114 Alexandria, VA 22310
1-800-431-1953 x831
1-800-942-1935 x831 (in New York;
Circle 57 on Reader Service card

A FUNCTIONAL, COMFORTABLE
APPLE II COMPUTER STATION

VII

THE PROBLEM:
AN ACHING BACK RESTIN9 ON A TIRED "e" REDUCES
YOUR PRODUCTIVITY CREAT VITv AND ENJOYMENT

THE SOLUTION:

3FisranFogr
DESIGNED BY A DEDICATED
COMPUTER HOBBYIST, IT
POSITIONS THE KEYBOARD AT A
HEIGHT THAT REDUCES FATIGUE
AND ACHES OF THE LOWER BACK
AND SHOULDERS. WITH DISK DRIVES
AND CRT IN PLACE THERE ARE ABOUT
TWO SQUARE FEET (15" X 25") OF
WORK AREA DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF
YOU FOR READ'N AND WRIT'N.
CONSTRUCTED OF ALL WOOD FURNITURE
QUALITY PARTICLE BOARD AND FINISHED IN
WOODGRAIN (WALNUT OR OAK) HIGH PRESSURE
MICA LAMINATE, BASIC COMFORT II IS RUGGED (70 LBS.) TO ORDER
OR INQUIRE PHONE 1.800.874.3514
IN FLORIDA CALL COLLECT (904) 252-7970
$169.00 Pais SHIPPI ,1.141S ADD

mai

PICTURE HOUSE

Address

State and Zip

❑ Box-Jenkins package
C seasonal and non-seasonal models
El Box-Cox transformations El identification,
estimation and forecasting ❑ statistics,
SSE grid, confidence intervals, etc.
EL database manager

ASSL-MHi ED

BASIC COMFORT II COMPUTING PRODUCTS

City

AN orders shipped UPS if complete rtrcet address is gins.

TWG/ARIMA For Apple

335B5S

166 BOYNTON BLVD., DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32018
APPLE n APPLE ARE RE(; ;HAN-MARK ul APPI I i,UMPLiltiL ,,I)PAPAhlr
CUPYRIGH1 1901 Psi IURE HOUSE ALL PIhHIS NES!. VII)
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isl Ties,
Extra Special!
I
& d Base II [Req. - Z-80]
$449.46
ECV53
$1.00 credit for all phone orders over $100.00

LIST PRICE $29.95 • OUR PRICE $22.16
Micro Cookbook
Flip Out
Micro Barmate
Spectre
Lunar Leeper
Rhymes & Riddles
LIST PRICE $34.95 • OUR PRICE $25.86
Face Maker
Story Machine
Frogger
C hoplifter
Sea Dragon
Knight of Diamonds
AE
Bolo
LIST PRICE $39.95 • OUR PRICE $29.56
Stickybear Numbers
Zaxxon
Stickybear ABC's
Dark Crystal
Stickybear Bop
Type Attack
Old Ironsides
Algebra 1.2.3, or 4
Mask of the Sun
Miner 2049'er
Serpent's Star
Legacy of Llygamym
LIST
OURS
Arcade Machine .
. 59.95 - 44.36
Bag of Tricks ..
39.95 - 29.56
Bank Street Writer
69.95 - 51.76
Chess (Odesta) .
. ....... 69.95 - 51.76
59.95 - 44.39
Delta Drawing •
General Manager
229.95 - 170.16
Graforth
75.00 - 55.49
Graphics Magician
59.95 - 44.36
G.P L E
64.95 - 48.06
Krell S.A.TT. .....
299.95 - 254.96
Krell Logo
89.95 - 76.46
Lisa Ed. System .
119.95 - 88.76
Magic Window II
149.95 - 110.96
55.00 - 31.00
Maxell Disks (10) .
Micro Mother Goose
39.95 - 29.56
Nibbles Away II ..
69.95 - 51.76
Quick Code (req. Z-80)
295.00 - 218.19
Rocky's Boots
75.00 - 55.49
S.A.M.
124.95 - 92.46
Screenwriter II
129.95 - 96.16
Screenwriter Pro.
199.95 - 147.96
Sensible Speller
125.00 - 92.49
16K Ram Card (Microsoft)
99.95 - 77.96
Snooper Troops 1 or 2 44.95 - 33.26
Step by Step II
79.95 - 59.16
System Saver Fan
. 89.95 - 76.46
TASC Compiler
.175.00 - 129.49
The Artist
79.95 - 59.16
Wizardry ..
49.95 - 36.96
Word Handler
199.00 - 147.26
Zoom Grafix
39.95 - 29.56
SPECIALS
Multiplan (CPM or DOS)
275.00 - 198.46
VVildcard
139.95 - 111.19
Home Accountant
74.95 - 52.46
T.G. Trak Ball
64.95 - 44.96
Microbe
44.95 - 34.96
Ultima!! .... .......... . 59.95 - 41.96
Pinball Construction Set
39.95 - 28.56
C.O.D. • Money Orders • Certified Checks • Personal
Checks Allow 2 Weeks • N.Y.S. Res. Add Sales Tax
U.S.-Orders Under $150, Add $2.00 P& H
All Canadian, U.S. Funds $3.00 P&H
Foreign, Charges Only, Min. P&H $6.00

• SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST *300 •

Source TCP637

BYTES & PIECES

(516)751-2535

Box 525 Dept. J • E. Setauket. N.Y. 11733
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0345:
0345:
0345:
0345:S4
0347:40
0349:81
0348:85
034D:88
034E:81
0350:85
0352:49
0354:85
0356:A9
0358:B5
035A:8D
0358:3D
0360:8D
0363:F8
0364:42
0366:41
0368:2A
0369:48
036A:40
0360:B9
036F:79
0372:90
0374:29
0376:99
0379:88
0374:10
0370:68
037D:E8
037E:E0
0380:DO
0382:C6
0384:A9
0386:C5
0388:60
0384:D8
038B:
0388:
038B:
0388:
0388:18
0380:90
038E:F0
0390:AD
0393:69
0395:20
0390:40
0398:AE
039E:20
03AI:20
03A4:49
0346:20
0349:20
03AC:38
03AD:A5
03AF:65
0381:85
0333:45
0385:69
0387:85
0389:40
0388:81
03BD:F0
033F:09
0301:20
0304:08
0305:00
0307:46
0309:20
03CC:CA
03CD:DO
03CF:F0

18
03
06
09
06
08
09
19
00
14
00 02
01 02
02 02
00
19
02
00 02
00 02
02
7F
00 02
FO
08
E6
19
07
19
DA

02
A5
00
BO
ED
01
02
41
57
AD
ED
57

02
FD
02
02
F9
DB
FD
DB

06
18
19
07
00
14
00
19
08
BO
ED FD
F4
FC
FB DA
FA
BD

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
so
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

;
; GET LINE NUMBER AND FORMAT FOR 5 DIGITS
;
PRTREM STY $1B
LDY #$03
LDA ($06),Y
STA $09
DEY
LDA ($06),Y
STA $08
LDA #$09
STA $19
LDA #$00
STA $14
STA $200
STA $201
STA $202
SED
CONVERT LDX #100
LDA ($19,X)
CONVERT1 ROL A
PHA
LDY #$02
DOUBLE LDA $200,Y
ADC $200,Y
BCC DOUBLE1
AND #$7F
DOUBLE1 STA $200,Y
DEY
BPL DOUBLE
PLA
INX
CPX #108
ONE CONVERT1
DEC $19
LDA #$07
CMP $19
BNE CONVERT
CLD
;
; $200-$202 HOLDS LINE NUMBER IN BCD
; PRINT IT, A DASH, AND THE REMARK
;
CLC
BCC PRINT
BEG NEXT
STEP
PRINT
LDA $200
ADC #$B0
JSR $FDED
LDA $201
LDX $202
JSR $F941
JSR $0857
LDA #$AD
JSR $FDED
JSR $DB57
SEC
LDA $06
ADC $18
STA $19
LDA $07
ADC #400
STA $14
LDY #$00
TEXT
LDA ($19),Y
BED LINE
ORA #180
JSR $FDED
INY
ONE TEXT
LINE
LDX $FC
LINESP JSR $DAFB
DEX
BNE LINESP
BEG STEP

*** SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS

KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS ...
THE SECOND SCENARIO
The characters with whom you
fought through to the 10th level in
"Proving Grounds" must now call upon
every ounce of resourcefulness to save
the City of Llylgamyn. In fact, they
must have reached the 13th level of
power merely to survive!
The same high resolution, 3-dimensional visual effects that thrilled you in
the first scenario are here—and more.
"Knight of Diamonds," so eagerly.anticipated by Wizardry players everywhere,
surpasses highest expectations for
story, action and complexity.
If successful, you will return the
enchanted staff of Gnilda to Llylgamyn
and become the Knight of Diamonds,
but formidable adversaries block you
at every turn. To begin your quest,
simply place yourself under the spell
of Wizardry °°.

A Fantasy Rok,Playing Sinitlatian
14r2 by A,drekv drerArry.

.pd

Worxibe.d.

SIR-TECH

THE LEGENDARY FANTASY
ROLE-PLAYING SIMULATION
. . In "Proving Grounds of the Mad
Overlord" you begin a challenging and
totally absorbing journey through a 10level, 3-dimensional maze. Create, then
command, a hearty band of up to six
adventurers who all must cooperate to
explore a deep and mysterious maze in
search of loot and glory.
The mages cast spells; thieves plot
to steal treasure; and warders battle
the monstrous fiends of the underworld. In Wizardry®, no one remains
unchanged; each member of the party
grows in age, experience and, you
hope, wisdom.
The puzzles, passageways and personalities in "Proving Grounds" have
already fascinated and astounded the
computer world and created a dedicated following of players. Find out
why—place yourself under the
spell of Wizardry®.

Proving Grounds of the Mad Ch,eviord
A Font <' k,it-

;IN F4,1 41,

Copyr,o, 198e by Andoirn Gtoor.en?
Wpcl,
eact fec

0.00,15.91.0.

ALL SOFTWARE A A

LE

'PC AT YOUR FAVORITE RETAILER

SOFTWARE THAT COMPLIMENTS YOUR INTELLIGENCE

6 MAIN STREET
SIR-TECH OGDENSBURG,
N.Y 13669

EOFTVVARE INC.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

I

I

(315) 393-6633

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
Circle 218 on Reader Service card.

Wizardry is a registered trademark of Sir-tech Software, Inc.
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A Quick Renumber Fix
by Mark J. Yannone

A

pple's Renumber program can
sometimes produce the unexpected. Although it does what it is
supposed to do—renumber the lines
of your program according to your
instructions—it can cause difficulties
if corrections are not made to the
program.
Problems appear if your program
contains mathematics that involve
multiplying by constants. If the integer part of a constant that appears immediately to the right of an
asterisk is the same in value as an
"old" line number, then the constant
is changed when the line number is
changed.
For example, this is what a program listing would look like before

and after being renumbered with the Fortunately, there is a permanent
solution.
faulty program:.
Here it is, courtesy of Apple ComBEFORE
puter Inc. After booting a copy of
3 PRINT "This is a test."
System Master (which contains the
13 REM Here is the multiplication.
Renumber'program), just type:
40 A= CD•13
45 PRINT A

(The constant is the same as an
"old" line number.)
AFTER
10 PRINT "This is a test."
20 REM Here is the multiplication.
30 A = CD 20
40 PRINT A

(The 13 became a 20.)
One (unacceptable) solution to the
problem is to put the fickle constant
inside parentheses—A = CD*(13).

LOAD RENUMBER
POKE 4789, 172 (RETURN)
POKE 4790, 171 (RETURN)
UNLOCK RENUMBER
SAVE RENUMBER
LOCK RENUMBER

Good luck! ■
Mark J. Yannone is a college student majoring
in business. When he's not studying he likes to
write, program his Apple 11, garden and bike.
His address is 2202 N, Laurel Ave., Phoenix,
AZ 85007.

Move It!
by Marc Baime

W

BLOAT) a binary file into your Apple
hat did you say? You can't Program Line Explanations
II, the address that the file is loaded
remember the length of the
binary file you saved last week and • 50-170 prints out a short explana- into is placed in decimal location
43635 (high byte) and decimal locayou need to load it and transfer it to a tion of what the program does.
new disk. I've got just the program to • 190 waits for a key press before tion 43634 (low byte). The Apple II
stores the length of your file in decicontinuing.
help you.
mal location 43617 (high byte) and
Its name is Binary Transfer Utility • 200 clears the screen.
or BTU, for short. This relatively • 210-220 prompts you for your decimal location 43616 (low byte).
250 gets (by using the Peek comsimple program prompts you for the binary file name.
name of the binary file you would • 225 checks to make sure you mand) the decimal high byte value
like to transfer. You enter the file entered something and sends you (H1) and the decimal low byte value
(L1) of the file location. 260 mulname and press return. The program back to line 210 if you have not.
loads your binary file and displays • 230 causes your Apple II to tiplies the high byte value by 256 to
get the actual decimal value of the
the location and length of your file in monitor input and output.
decimal format. The program then • 240 loads your file.
prompts you for a new file name. • 250-267 determines the length and Marc Bainte works as a programmer/analyst. In
Once you have entered the new name location of the file that was just addition to computing on his Apple II he enjoys
and pressed return, it saves your file loaded. Your Apple II helps to do this tennis, movies and good friends. Write to him at
in the following manner. When you 52-08 Fox Run Drive, Plainsboro, NJ 08536.
under the new name.
180 eider May 1983
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0 REM BINARY TRANSFER UTILITY
10 REM WRITTEN BY MARC BAIME
20 REM 52-08 FOX RUN DRIVE
30 REM PLAINSBORD,NEW JERSEY
08536
40 REM
45 HOME
50 PRINT "THIS IS A UTILITY THAT WILL TRANSFER A"
60 PRINT "BINARY FILE FROM ONE DISK TO ANOTHER."
70 PRINT "IT WILL TELL YOU THE BLOADED LOCATION"
75 PRINT "OF THE FILE AND THE LENGTH OF THE FILE."
77 PRINT "**************I***********************.
80 PRINT "AFTER THE FILE HAS BEEN LOADED THE PRO-"
90 PRINT "GRAM WILL ASK FOR A NEW FILE NAME AND"
100 PRINT "AFTER YOU ENTER THE NEW NAME, THE FILE"
110 PRINT "WILL BE SAVED UNDER THAT NEW NAME."
120 PRINT "**************************************"
130 PRINT
140 PRINT
151' PRINT
160 INVERSE : PRINT "TO CONTINUE PRESS ANY KEY!"
170 NORMAL
190 GET CO$
200 HOME
210 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE NAME OF THE FILE THAT"
220 INPUT "YOU WOULD LIKE TO TRANSFER. ";FILE$
225 IF LEN (FILES) = 0 THEN GOTO 210
230 PRINT CHR$ (4);"MON C,I,O"
240 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAD ";FILES
250 H1 = PEEK (43635).L1 = PEEK (43634)
260 LET FLOC = ((HI * 256) + LI)
265 H2 . PEEK I43617);L2 . PEEK (43616)
267 LET LE = ((H2 * 256) + L2)
270 PRINT "FILE ";: FLASH : PRINT FILE$
275 NORMAL
";FLOC
200 PRINT "LOCATED AT DECIMAL LOCATION
320 PRINT "THE LENGTH OF THE FILE IS "
";LE
330 PRINT "DECIMAL
340 PRINT
350 PRINT "PLEASE TYPE THE NAME OF THE NEW FILE"
360 PRINT "IN WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO SAVE THIS"
370 PRINT "FILE AND PRESS RETURN. IP YOU DON'T"
375 INPUT "WANT TO CONTINUE JUST PRESS RETURN. ";NFILE$
377 IF LEN (NFILE$) = 0 THEN PRINT CHR$ (4);"NOMON C,I,O": HOME : PRINT
"BYE-BYE!": END
380 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BSAVE ";NFILEW,A"FLOC",L"LE
385 PRINT CHR* (4);"NOMON C,I,O"
390 PRINT "YOUR BINARY FILE HAS BEEN SAVED UNDER"
400 PRINT " IT'S NEW NAME. "
410 END

Listing I. BTU.

cation and length of the file.
• 350-375 prompts you for a new file
name to save the file under. The new
file may be stored on the same disk or
on a new disk. At this point you could
place a new disk in your drive. If you
decide that this file is not worth the
effort of saving, you can simply press
return.
• 377 notes that you have entered no
file name; i.e. NFILE$ has a length
of zero, and the program is ended.
• 380 BSAVEs your file if you enter a
file name.
• 385 shuts off input-output monitoring.
• 390-410 prints out a good-bye
message and ends the program.
If you have a 32K Apple or a 16K
Apple, lines 250 and 265 in the program will need to be changed.
Change the following lines on a 32K
machine:
250H1= PEEK (27251): Li= PEEK (27250)
265 H2= PEEK (27233): L2= PEEK (27232)

A 16K Apple will need the following changes:
250 H1= PEEK (10867): L1= PEEK (10866)
265 H2 = PEEK (10849): L2= PEEK (10848)

file location high byte, and the deci- 267 perform the same type of operamal value of the low byte is added to tion to obtain the decimal length of
it. (Variable FLOC then contains the the file.
decimal location of the file.) 265 and • 270-340 prints out the decimal lo-

Perhaps you can think of some
ways to improve the BTU program. I
hope you find this utility makes taking a byte out of your Apple much
easier. ■

A-(Hex)Hunting We Will Go!
by David Schroeder
Program Listing. liex-Asc Dump.
SOURCE FILE: HEX-ASC
NEXT OBJECT FILE NAME IS HEX-ASC.OBJ0
ORB 4300
1
0300:
0300:
2
; HEX -ASC DUMP
03001
4
0300:
5 ;
BY
0300;
6 ;
0300:
7 ;DAVID SCHROEDER
0300:
0300:
9 ;
0300:
10 ;THIS' PROGRAM WILL ALLOW
0300:

Listing continued.

W

elcome to the Apple Island
Monitor Safari! Today's
challenging hunt involves hacking
our way through a jungle of numbers
to find an elusive DOS command
table. Ready. Set. Go!
Dave Schroeder works as a systems engineer.
His non-professional interests include music,
electronics, math puzzles and numbers, Address
correspondence to him at Williamstowne
Court, Apt. 6, Cheektowaga, NY 14227.
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• 160 cps
• Unlimited character
List $691
or symbol selection
gpeeia
• 9 x 11 matrix
• 256 characters can be
stored in RAM
• 80 cps Office Quiet Mode
• Emphasized, condensed, proportional,
elite, italic, etc.
$454.95
$489.95
$679.95

MX 80
MX 80 FIT
MX 100 FIT

82A 10"120cps 5424"
83A 15"120cps '664"
84 15"200cps '994"
92 10"160cps '519"
93 15"160cps '879"
Via#440)0MOROM.*
'354"
Gemini 10"
Gemini 15"
'489°'

OVIOMINSMIYHE

Microbuffers
16K
32K
32K In Line
64K In Line

'199"
'234"
'234"
'299"

*00#40-kANWIW
32 K RAM
'184"
64 K RAM
'299"
128 K RAM
s409.5

44040111W, WM.

'1349"
'1544"
•,;?.

Smart 300
'219"
Smart 1200
'519"
M icromodem 11 '279"
Micro II w/Term5314"

Microprism 80 '559"
Prsm 80 Loaded51229" ii****510Mare
Prsm132Loaded '1529" Apple Cat 300 '269"
Apple Cat 1200'57985
TPI
'569" Auto Cat 300 '219"
Auto Cat 1200 '569"
NOMONIONOIMM, Cat
'154's
2000,48K,33cps51024"
D Cat
'149°'
HR-1, 2K, 16cps5859" J Cat
'134"
300 G 12"
'159°'
300 A 12"
'164"
ColorlLowRes '329"
Color 2 Hi Res '719"
Color 3M ed Res '429"

m
2K, 16cps

PI 1 9"0
PI 2 12"G
PI 3 12"A
PI 4 9"A

5 724°'

MMWORNIWOlff*Y
Softcard PriSys'459"
Softcard Plus '428°'
Z80 Softcard '234°'
16K RAMcard
'89"
.416SIMMMVVVI
CP/M Card, 64K
RAM, 6mhz '309"
Smarterm II, 80
column card '144"

'139"
'159"
'164"
'159"

1001MORVIOIt
Elite 1 163 KB '299"
Elite 2 326 KB '469"
Elite 3 652 KB '659"
Controller
'99"

000ifraittlefAM..,

MicrofazerPrintBuffers
8K
'144"
16K
'164" ACE 1000, Drive,
Color, 64K '1399"
'184"
32K
'219" ACE 1200, Drive,
64K
Color, 128K'1749"
128K
'279"
We also carry Mountain, Corona, NEC, Diablo, .
Dome. Anadex, Microsci, Vista, Vides, Corvus

BUSINESS
COMPUTERS
OF PETERBOROUGH
12 School Street • Peterborough, NH 03458
(60 3) 924-9 881 Free Shipping
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11 ;THE USER TO SEE BOTH THE
12 ;HEX AND ASCII REPRESENT-

0300:

13 ;ATIONS OF CORE IN S BYTE
14 ;CHUCKS. WHEN 'BRUN' IT
15 ;SETS UP THE CTRL—Y FEATURE
16 ;OF THE MONITOR. THE PROGRAM
17 ;IS RELOCATABLE AND REQUIRES
18 ;ONLY 166 BYTES OF MEMORY.

0300:
0300:

0300:
0300:
0300:
0300:
0030:
003D:
003E:
003F:

0060:
0061:
0062:

Prowriter 10" '449" *00
7 *0.*C71
Prowriter 15" '669" Grappler II + '135"
PKASO
'135"
PKASO IDS
5145"
s69.
Wizard IPI
sggs 5
Graphitti

F10 40cps
F10 55cps

0300:
0300:

0063:
FDED:
F940:
FDA3:
03F8:
03F9:
03FA:

C000:
C010:
0300:
0300:
0300:
0300:
0300:
0300:
0300:A9 40
0302:8D F8 03
0305:49 60
0307:85 06
0309:20 06 00
030C:BA
0300:0A
030E:86 06
0310:A0 01
0312:84 07
0314:A0 00
0316:61 06
0518:AA
0319:C8
031A:81 06
0310:8D FA 03
031F:8A
0320:18
0321:69 21
0323:SD F9 03
0326:90 03
0328:EE FA 03

0326:60
032C:
0320:
032C:
0320:
0320:
0320:
0320:A5 3E
032E:85 62
0330:A5 3F
0332:85 63
0334:A5 3D
0336:85 61

19
20 AIL
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32

A1H
A2L
A2H
T1L

TIH
T2L
T2H

COUT

PRBL.7
XAM8
CTL.Y
VECTLO
33 VECTHI
34 kEYBRD
35 KYSTRB

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EOU
EQU
EQU
ECU
ECU
ECU
ECU
EQU
ECU
EQU
ECU

$3C
$3D
$3E
$3E
$60
$61
$62
$63
$FDED
$F94C
$FDA3
$03FS
$03F9
$03FA
$C000
$0010

36
77 ;SET UP THE JUMP FOR THE

38 ;CTRL—Y. IF YOU SET UP
39 ;AI AND A2 THEN YOU CAN
40 ;JUMP TO THE REAL START
41
42
43
44
45

46

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
JSR

$$4C
CTL.Y
M$60
$06
$0006

47

TSX

48

DEX

49

STX

$06

50
51

LDY
STY
LDY
LDA
TAX

$$01
$07
0$00
($06),Y

J.

54

55

INY

56
57
58
59

LDA
STA
TXA
CLC
ADC
STA
BCC
INC

60
61
62
63

64 RETURN
65 ;

($06).Y
VECTHI

$$21
VECTLO
RETURN
VECTHI

RTS

66 ;SAVE ADDRESSES FROM
67 ;THE CTRL—Y

68
69 ;REAL PROGRAM STARTS HERE
70

75

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA

76

STA

71
72
73
74

A2L
T2L
A2H
T2H
A1H
T1H
Listing continued.

Well, if you're like me, hex digits
start looking the same after the first
hundred scroll by on the screen.
Instead of hand-scanning the cells
for a keyword, a small program
could be written to search memory
for it. I, however, adopted the approach of extending the monitor

display to include not only the hexadecimal value of each location, but
also its ASCII equivalent. Nonprintables and control codes are
displayed as periods.
I chose this approach because it
lends itself easily to application in
other projects, such as manual repair

Hints 'n' Techniques
Listing continued.

0339:A5
033A:29
033C:85
033E:A5
0340:85
0342:A5
0344:85
0346:20
0349:
0349:
0349:
0349:
0349:
0349:A9
0348:85
034D:A9
034FtA2
0351:20
0354tA0
0356:81
0358110
035A:29
035C:D0
035E:A9
0360:DO
0362:81
0364:20
0367:C8
0368:98
0369:C9
0368:DO
036D:
036D:
036D:
036D:
036D:
036D:
036D:
036D:
0360:
036D:AD
0370:C9
0372:F0
0374:C9
0376:8D
0379:F0
0378:EA
037C:
037C:
037C:
037C:
037C:I8
037D:A9
037F:65
0381:85
0383:90
0385:18
0386:A5
0388:69
038At85
038C:90
038E:60
038F:
038F:
038Ft
038F:
038F:A5
0391:C5
0393:F0
0395:80
0397:60
0398118
0399:A5
0398:09
0390:C5
039F:F0
03A1:90
03A3:18
0344:90

3C
F8
60
60
3C
61
3D
A3 ED

ID
24
BA
02
4C F9
00
60
OA
60
04
AE
02
60
ED FD
08
E9

00 CO
93
07
83
10 CO
IC

08
60
60
OA
61
01
61
01

63
61
03
OC
62
07
60
02
F4
98

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

LOOP

LDA
AND
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
JSR

AIL
*$F8
T1L
T1L
AIL
T1H
A1H
XAMB

;MAKE LOW BYTE A
;0 OR AN B

;AFTER DISPLAYING THE
;8 LOCATIONS TAB TO
;COLUMN 30 FOR ASCII

DISP

GETCH
PRINT

LDA
STA
LDA
LDX
JSR
LDY
LDA
BPL
AND
ONE
LDA
ONE
LDA
JSR
INY
TYA
CMP
ONE

41111D
$24
0108A
002
PRBL3
000
(T1L),Y
PRINT
0$60
GETCH
0116AE
PRINT
(T1L),Y
COUT

;PRINT A COLON
;AND A SPACE

;PRINT OUT ASCII

008
DISP

;
;
;HERO WE CHECK FOR A KEY
;PRESSED. IF ITS A CTRL-S
;DON'T READ IT. IF IT'S A
;CTRL-C THEN ABORT. ALL
;OTHERS FAIL.
;
;
LDA KEYBRD
CMP 01193
;A CTRL-S
BED CONTIN
CMP 0$83
;A CRTL-C
STA KYSTRB
BED DONE
CONTIN NOP
;
;INCREMENT LINE POINTER
;UP BY 8 MEMORY LOCATIONS
;
CLC
LDA *08
ADC T1L
STA TIL
BCC LPCHK
CLC
LDA T1H
ADC 001
STA T1H
BCC LPCHK
RTS
;
;CHECK TO SEE IF WE
;ARE FINISHED YET
;
LPCHK
LDA T2H
CMP TiN
BED LPCK2
BCS LOOP1
RTS
DONE
LPCK2
CLC
LDA T2L
ORA 007
CMP T1L
BED LOOP1
BCC DONE
LOOP1
CLC
BCC LOOP

*** SUCCESSFUL ASSEMBLY: NO ERRORS

of Basic programs that have crashed
without backup. After setting it up
using the BRun command, it lies dormant until I am ready to use it.
The program, dubbed HEX-ASC,
is written in machine code and is
completely relocatable. It is very
small and requires only 165 bytes of
memory to operate.
When the program is BRun, it sets
up the control-Y vector. Then, after
entering the monitor (CALL-151),
you use it by employing the monitor's
control-Y feature. The following example shows how to get the mixed
display for the memory range $300
through $380.
)CALL --151
*300.3£i0[CTRL-Y1[RETURN]

If you want to stall the scrolling to
avoid long unwanted memory scans,
use control-S, and then any key, except control-C, to start it again. In
this way you can abort the listing at
any time.
The most important feature of the
code is its relocatability. Lines 44-64
are the key to this feature, as they calculate and store the address of the
start of the routine in VECTHI and
VECTLO, which in this case is the
monitor control-Y jump vector. This
routine puts a return in the zero page,
jumps to it, and picks off the address
of the next executable opcode (minus
1) from the stack.
Lines 71-84 set up the monitor call
to print out the hex values of the first
eight locations. The ASCII section is
printed out by lines 90:107. The keyboard is monitored in lines 117-123,
and the rest handles looping and exiting conditions.
By the way, if you want to find the
DOS command tables, try the following commands from the monitor.
•6880.8908[CTRL — Y][FIETIJRN]
(32K Apple II + )
oA880. A908( CTR L — Y][RETURN]
(48K Apple II + )

I am sure you will find this program useful as you dig through your
Apple's memory. I would be interested in hearing from other users how
they have used this routine or developed other patches to the monitor.
Happy Hunting! ■
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The Cosmic Balance

A

re you tired of shoot 'em up,
fast-action arcade games? Are
you ready for a game that requires
some real thinking and planning?
Cosmic Balance places you completely in charge of a single ship or fleet of
space ships; as a matter of fact, you
design each ship from the ground up.
In this way, every game can be
different.
Cosmic Balance offers the option
of two-player or solitaire modes. In
the latter, your Apple takes charge of
the opposing ship or fleet. At the start
of each game, you may select one of
six possible scenarios, each with a different mission and type or number of
opponents. The first, Decpspace Encounter, pits your ship, the Enterprise, against the starship Reliant.
This is probably the best scenario to
start with because both ships have
been created for you.
All other scenarios have three
phases you must perform. In the setup phase, you must either design
your ship(s) or select previously saved
ones from the disk. After indicating
the technological level of your ships
(i.e., how advanced the weaponry is)
and selecting the size of each, you
must outfit them with engines, protective armor, marines, etc. Finally,
you install weapons arotmd the perimeter of each ship and indicate the
specific 45-degree arcs or angles that
each will cover.
The amount of each option you select depends primarily on the space
you have left in the ship. Once this
space has been exhausted, you may
reduce any of your previous allocations in order to build up other neglected areas of the ship. Building an
effective, battle-worthy ship will require some practice. (The program
does show an efficiency rating while
you are designing each ship, and
that helps.)
Once all ships have been designed
or selected from the disk, play begins,
The remainder of the action is divided into the orders and the execution
phases. In the orders phase, you issue
commands that will be carried out

-I
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for the next 16 seconds. You may
change your ship's course and speed,
recharge depleted shields, launch
fighters, charge and fire weapons,
or learn about the course of your opponent(s) .
Weapons may be set to fire in three
ways: when the target is within a
specified range, when a particular
second of the turn is reached (1-16),
or at the last instant—the optimal
distance within the weapon's arc of
fire. The target for each weapon
must also be indicated.
This process must he completed for
each ship in the fleet. When you are
through, the execution phase commences. You indicate which ship will
be centered in the screen and the
scale (0-5) of the map on which the
action will be displayed. The turn is
shown on the hi-res screen, and as
each weapon is fired, the execution
pauses and you are told whether your
ship hit its target and how much
damage it caused. At the end of the
turn, you re-enter the orders phase

great deal of practice. This is not the
sort of game you simply pop into the
drive and play, nor is it one that is
easily mastered. In the solitaire
mode, your Apple is a formidable opponent. I was only able to defeat it
once or twice in the first six games.
You should expect to take at least an
hour to complete even the simplest
scenario, a one-on-one encounter.
This is due to the complexity of both
the setup and orders phases. Estimated time for play in the two-person
mode should probably be doubled.
A helpful hint: Be sure to record
your weapon placements before leaving the setup/design phase. If you
don't know where your weapons are
placed and what arc of fire each covers, you won't hit a thing.
It would have been helpful if the
manual had provided a brief description of the ships supplied on the disk.
Since all scenarios (except Deepspace
Encounter) require you to design the
enemy fleet, information on which
ships fit which scenario is essential.
If you enjoy thinking games that
require skills other than good eye/
hand coordination, you will probably like this one. Cosmic Balance is
distributed by Strategic Simulations
Inc., 465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108,
Mountain View, CA 94043. It is available for the Apple II Plus, Apple III,
or Apple 11 with Applesoft ROM
card, and requires 48K and a single
disk drive. •
Dr. Steven Schwartz
Pittsburgh, PA

Spitfire Simulator
again and play continues.
The game ends when one of the
players is destroyed, one escapes the
battle space, or the time limit is
reached, At the end of each game,
points for each side are awarded according to performance, and you are
allowed to examine any of the surviving ships. If you wish, Cosmic Balance also lets you save games in progress at any time.
Cosmic Balance offers an amazing
degree of control over the ships. Effective control requires several careful readings of the manual and a

A

s a child of 12 I sent away a cereal boxtop for a toy cardboard
cockpit. Thus began a lifelong fascination with the world of flight simulators. Personal computers have increased my interest. Bruce Artwick's
1980 program, (A2-FS1) Flight Simulator, was the beginning of my keyboard adventures in computer flight.
Next came an ad in a trade magazine
for a color Space Shuttle Landing
Simulator from Harvey's Space Ship
Repair in New Mexico. I was one of
the first to attempt landing the Co-

The PKASO family makes you
and your Apple Computer
a master of text and graphics.
PKASO Interfaces
come complete
with Cable,
Instructional
Diskette and
Comprehensive
Manual .

PKASO makes it easy to use the features of your
printer—select character sizes, vary line spacing,
even print in colors. Simple PKASO commands
make these features usable from the keyboard or a
program.

NEW!
The IS Pipeline" Printing Buffer
with Random Access Printing
stores paragraphs or pictures
for printing in any order—any
number of times!
■ Universal—works with any
parallel (Centronics style) computer/printer combinations.
■ 8K to 128K Bytes of memory
with data compression for efficient use of memory space.,

PKASO also adds features to your system. Press a
few keys and get a snapshot "dump" of the image
you see on the screen—text or graphics. Add new
characters and symbols that you couldn't print
before, using our SuperFont "system Add our
new PipeLine " printing buffer and your printer
can take its time while you and your Apple move
on to the next task. The PipeLine is a modular addon to the standard PKASO board.
The PKASO interface is designed for Apple II and
Apple 111 in all the popular configurations. It prints
in full color on the IDS Prism Printer, and in striking
black on C. Itoh, Centronics, Epson, IDS, NEC, and
Okidata matrix printers.
Circle 28 on Reader Service card.

Interactive Structures Inc
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: (215) 667-1713
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lumbia on that narrow desert strip,
but the graphics animation was slow.
In 1981, when Ted Kurtz, president of Mind Systems Corporation,
introduced his Airsim-1 program, I
quickly became a computer ace at
aerobatics and spent countless hours
in my video cockpit learning to land
at six airports. The self-centering joystick actually kept the slow plane flying a true course. My rapture was so
complete that I drew an artist's chart
of the New England coast and offered it to Mind Systems for distribution to fellow Airsim-1 pilots. In return for my efforts they sent me a
preliminary disk of Spitfire Simulator
for testing. I am not employed by the
company, but remain an enthusiastic
user of their simulation products.
The Spitfire was a fast, nimble
plane that earned respect from her
pilots in the Battle of Britain. Ted
Kurtz's product will also gain your
respect. However, before you grab
the joystick and fly, take the time to
read the entire documentation. Complete flying lessons are included.
After booting the disk, you need to
adjust your joystick and all trim controls to their center position. The
screen bursts to life with a monochrome, out-the-window view of an
aerodrome in southeast England. To
the left is the headquarters building
and radio tower. The runway center
stripe is barely visible at this
worm's-eye view. Below the window
are easily understood digital instruments and an artificial horizon indicator for rapid aid in visualizing your
altitude in relation to the horizon.
High sensitivity can be selected for
the aileron and elevator, or coupled
together (X) for steady flying.
Simple one-key inputs select the
flying modes. R enables the versatile
radar that can be enlarged or reduced as a navigation aid, L levels
the plane for a safe landing, and F
lowers the flaps to decrease your
landing speed. The gunsight,
brakes, and throttle as well are all
triggered by single key strokes. Why
can't all programs be as simple and
functional?
Control-T is the magic button that
transports your plane to any x, y, z
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Figure I. Spitfire Simulator landing scene.

coordinate on the grid. The z coordinate gives you a choice of altitude.
This feature saves face and gasoline
when you wander too far from home.
But, the fun part of Spitfire Simulation is in the flying. You're in another time, another place, as you
peer out your narrow canopy window at the scene ahead. With full
throttle activated and 1280 units of
fuel, pull back gently on the stick and
at 180 mph your plane pierces the
air, the runway an arrow pointing
you on your way. Hit the 1 key and
the flat landscape becomes a 3-D perspective grid with two mountain
peaks looming in the distance. With
new-won confidence you do a 180°
roll towards the training field dead
ahead. Careful now—resist the desire to land. You need more flight
time to learn the controls. Later on
you can use practice landings, without having to worry about turns or
leveling the wings.
Try an inside loop after gaining altitude. The Spitfire is sluggish on the
climb, but very fast diving out. For
added fun turn and buzz the aerodrome radio tower, and watch it whiz
by in fast machine code animation.
The ultimate thrill is your first
landing. At 3000 feet switch on R, radar, for a birds-eye-view of the approach. If you're pleased with your
progress, key back the scene, S, and
hit 0 for a detailed picture of the runway (Figure 1). Hitting the L key levels the wings. Now, cut back your
throttle and check the climb rate an-

gle for a smooth descent. This is the
time when the speedy (360 mph)
Spitfire is almost too fast. Take a
needed breather with pause, controlP, key, then continue landing with
control-C. Lower the flaps, F, as you
approach the runway and get ready
to decrease throttle speed. Check
your approach angle with G, the
gunsight's cross hairs. At 300 feet pull
back for a perfect flare landing,
throttle to 0 and apply brakes, the
period key, for a smooth stop in the
middle of the runway. Whewl
Landing with Spitfire Simulator is
very much like the real thing. It takes
lots and lots of practice. My first
touchdown ended in an ego-shattering noise and a screen that went crazy. If your landing speed is too fast or
angle too steep a crash lies ahead.
Eventually, with diligent practice,
you become master of your computer
cockpit and can tackle something
really challenging. How about loading scene 2 of the Airsim-1 disk and
trying to land your hot Spitfire on
Martha's Vineyard? All the scenes
from Mind Systems' early Airsim-1
Flight Simulator can be used with the
Spitfire plane.
If landing a speedy fighter plane
on a postage stamp field isn't enough
of a challenge, advance into the
three-dimensional world of pursuing
enemy targets built into the Spitfire
program. Begin the battle by letting
the computer choose your opponent,
or, if you prefer, select one of eight
targets by keying your choice in. To
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conserve computer memory for the
targets, a simple horizon replaces the
grid during the battle. The tracer
guns (wing cannon) are activated
with either paddle or joystick buttons. Tease the enemy by flying
around his stick-figure 3-D fuselage
before engaging him in combat.
Score a hit and the enemy becomes a
sticker on your video scoreboard. You
have the advantage, as the enemy
never shoots back. If you score a
number of kills and still find your
way back to the base with enough
fuel for a safe landing, you're rewarded with a bonus score. With
empty tanks you cannot use the control-T, transport, feature to magically return to the aerodome, for the
Spitfire then handles like a winged
bomb, making a landing impossible.
This type of program is relaxing at
the same time as it teaches about flying. I find satisfaction in learning to
set a course from Boston to New York
and then maneuvering through a
fuel-saving flight and a safe landing.
Testing greater speeds and heights
makes this program very rewarding.
The joystick handles nicely as long
as you don't make rapid jerky moves.
A self-centering joystick is a real
necessity.
I wish there were more graphical
landmarks and ground features, but I
realize this takes memory. Maybe a
64K or 128K version could be offered.
The manual is well written and
follows a natural scheme of events.
Once you learn the simple key controls they become automatic. The
hardest skill to learn is controlling
your plane during landing. There
isn't a shortcut; you have to hang in
there and practice. The simplified
graphics cut down on the realism,
but, when the "ground" rushes up to
meet you at 300 mph and you are
working feverishly to do the right
things, you forget that this is makebelieve. I have run this program for
many months and have yet to become bored.
Recently I watched a color flight
simulator on an IBM computer and
was caught drooling on the merchant's machine. But, with the experiences packed into the Mind Systems
package, I have enough to keep my

interest going until Ted figures a way
to put color into his programs. Spitfire Simulator surely beats that static
cereal box cardboard cutout. My interest in flying has been honed and
refreshed, all without costing me
megabucks or accidents.
Simulators are lots of fun . . . I hope
they keep coming. Happy landings!
Spitfire Simulator is available
from Mind Systems Corporation, PO
Box 506, Northampton, MA 01061.
The price is $40. It requires an Apple
II or II Plus with 48K of RAM, DOS
3.3, one disk drive, Applesoft in RAM
or ROM, and game paddles or
joystick. A modified version of Spitfire Simulator that will run on the
Apple Ile is available after February
14, 1983. ■
Philip H. Rapp
San Diego, CA

ered include prompts, the cursor, text
display, and low and high resolution
graphics. The graphics demonstrations show the colors available and
display an animated truck running
into a tree. The difference in modes is
readily apparent, since the same
animated sequence is used for both.
Finally, the lesson switches back and
forth between the two graphics
modes to reinforce their difference.
• The Disk drive lesson displays a
high resolution graphics picture of a
drive and disk, then discusses disks
and their various parts. An interesting drawing that shows the
relative size of fingerprints, dust
specks and human hair is included in
the cautions for handling disks. Another set of drawings demonstrates
how data is stored on disks and illustrates the concepts of track and
Know Your Apple
sector. DOS and proper handling of
the disk drive are also discussed.
• Back Of The Apple is a short lesson
use Software has recently that describes the location and funcintroduced a program in- tion of the various connectors and
tended to provide beginning level in- switches located on the back of the
formation for the novice Apple II Apple.
user. Don't look for programming
hints or application data in this • Inside The Apple discusses chips,
package; as a matter of fact, a por- slots, power supply and the intion of the manual shows how to un- put/output port. An enlarged diagram
pack and connect the computer, disk of the motherboard then appears
drive and monitor.
on the screen and the text is disWhen the disk is booted (by fol- played in a box on the upper left of
lowing the instructions given in the the screen. This section of the lesson
manual), the title page appears. Press describes the video out, auxiliary
any key and a five item menu is dis- video, cassette I/O, lowercase adapplayed alongside a high-resolution ter area, and the speaker.
drawing of the Apple II, Disk II and • Keyboard is a high-resolution
monitor. An arrow-shaped selector graphics lesson that demonstrates the
appears to the left of the menu and is functions of various keys. I was parused to designate the item desired. ticularly happy to see zero and 0 disThe selector is moved by pressing the cussed, since that is an area of confuspacebar. Once the desired selection sion for many new Apple owners.
is made, press return and the lesson
Know Your Apple is an interesting
begins.
method of learning more about the
From within a lesson, you may Apple II computer. Operationally,
press return to proceed to the next the program is simple and effective.
frame, "-" to review previous frames, One problem, however, is the diffior control-C to interrupt the lesson culty in exiting the program. None of
and display the menu. At the end of the menu choices provide a way out.
each lesson, press R to repeat the lesKnow Your Apple is billed as a
son or M to display the menu. Five program that helps the new Apple
lessons are available:
owner become acquainted with
• The Monitor lesson discusses the his/her computer. And it does an exability of the monitor to display cellent job of presenting valuable
words, shapes, and data. Areas cov- material for the newcomer. Both the

M
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manual and the program make the
new guy on the block feel at home. I
wish this program had been available
when I purchased my Apple computer. Know Your Apple is published
by Muse Software, 347 N. Charles
St., Baltimore, MD 21201 and sells
for $34.95.•
Leslie R. Schmeltz
Bettendorf, IA

Sargon II

I

es hard to be humble, but believe

me, I found a way. I dropped
down to my local Apple dealer the
other day and bought Sargon II, the
latest computer chess program from
Hayden Software. It can play at
seven levels (0-6) of expertise—well,
I played it at level 1 and got creamed.
So far, I've played it about 15 times
and have beaten it twice. Sometimes
it's a little difficult to believe in
human superiority. We are superior,
aren't we?
Why buy a chess playing program?
For one thing, you get an always
willing opponent. The only other
person I ever get to play chess with is
my son. Trying to work around
homework, Boy Scouts, and other
pursuits, we're lucky to get in a game
a week. Secondly, you get an opponent that (I almost said "who") plays
well enough to challenge your skills
and help you to improve them. For
my son, it has already begun to improve his game.
To use Sargon II you need at least a
24K Apple II with monitor, and a
disk drive or cassette recorder. It is
available for the Apple on tape or
disk. The program appears to be
completely compatible with the Apple He. A friend of mine has one and
rve played (and lost) on it using my
copy of Sargon IL Having lived
through some upward compatibility
nightmares with mainframes, I truly
appreciate Apple's concern in this
area. There are also versions for other
computers. Since I haven't tried the
tape version, I'll be referring here to
the disk version exclusively.
When you boot the Sargon disk,
you are presented with a choice of
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New Game, Change Board or Exit.
Exit is obvious. Change Board allows
you to set up a situation which I'll
discuss later. After choosing New
Game, you indicate whether you
elect to play black or white and the
level of play (0 to 6) in increasing
order of expertise.
Level 0 is for beginners, and the
program does not look ahead at all,
only considering its own best countermove. Each higher level is characterized by the minimum number of
"half moves" the program considers
before deciding on its countermove;
for example, at level 1 it considers
three; its move, your response and its
response. This is a minimum, and

Sargon II will look deeper, especially
in the end game when there are fewer
initial moves to consider.
The documentation does not give
minimum half moves for the other
levels. It does estimate average time
for a move at each level, ranging
from 20 seconds at level 1 to 4 hours
at level 6. It also says that a single
move can take anywhere from 1/3 to
three times as long. That's right, 12
hours! I wonder what one does between moves at level 6. Wash the
car? Panel the living room?
During play you have two screens
available, between which you can
flip by using the escape key. One

screen displays a list of your and the
program's moves and the other displays the board. Moves are entered in
algebraic chess notation where files
are lettered A-H and ranks are
numbered 1-8, as shown in Figure 1.
The manual really didn't make
clear to me that you can play the entire game with the board displayed.
For me, at least, this is the best way
to play since it emulates a traditional
chess game. I indicate my move, the
piece moves, Sargon II's piece moves,
etc. The list of moves isn't of great interest except as an occasional reference; it would be nice as a printed
listing to record past games.
Two useful playing features are
control-R, to take back a move, and
control-K, to allow Sargon II to assess
your situation and advise a move. If
you want to set up a situation or
simply take back a move, you have
that option with control-R. You must
do this from the Move List screen,
however; the manual clearly warns
that you will get knocked off and
have to reboot the disk if you try it
from the board.
To set up, you use indicated keys to
access any square on the board, empty it, leave it as is, or fill it with any
piece. To ensure proper castling, you
also must indicate whether the piece
has ever moved. You then indicate
approximate move number, color
and level of play.
Sargon II is a good chess playing
program. I consider it well designed,
with many good features. I have two
minor complaints about the documentation and two suggestions for
enhancements.
The manual left me with the impression that it was preferable or
even necessary to enter moves from
the Move List screen. It says, "You
can enter a move with the board
displayed, but the listing of that
move will not appear unless you
flip." I had played several times and
was somewhat irritated at the artificial, unchesslike bother of flipping to
the other screen to enter my move
and then back to the board each
time. I was pleasantly surprised
when I accidentally entered my move
while the board was displayed and
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saw the piece move. Once you know
that, it seems more like real chess. I
love surprises, especially pleasant
ones, but the manual ought to have
made this clear.
Also, the manual doesn't tell exactly how to castle on the queen side.
The writer apparently thought it obvious that, since king side castle is
done by entering E 1 , GI , then queen
side would be EI,C1. It wasn't obvious to me, however, and I'd have
appreciated having the manual tell
me. I tried several ways to castle
queen side before I stumbled upon
the correct way.
I suppose no one writes a program
but what someone wants to suggest
improvements. I'd like two on this
one, and I wrote to the publisher suggesting them. To date I haven't heard
anything, but it really hasn't been
very long.

If you have to stop a game part
way through, it would be useful to be
able to save the game "as is" on disk to
pick up. later. As it is, you can note
the positions manually and set up the
game as described above. It would be
more convenient to save it. I suppose
the manufacturer would face some
security problems, but I can't imagine
they'd be very difficult to solve. After
all, it need only be a data file to tell
Sargon II where to pick up the game.
Also, Pd like the ability to print out
the moves of a game so I could archive games for future reference and
analysis. This may not be important
to all chess players, but many do like
to record games, and it seems unusual
to have to do it manually when
you're playing against a computer.
Even without these enhancements,
it seems to me that Sargon II was well
worth my $34.95, and that anyone

who enjoys chess will find it a worthwhile addition to the things they can
do with their Apple. II
Ronald W. DelPorto
Erie, PA

Warg,le

W

olves! Nasty, snarling, dangerous creatures, or so Hayden Software would have us believe.
Wargie, the new arcade game from
Hayden (600 Suffolk St., Lowell, MA
07662), abruptly introduces the gamer to an entire pack of these fearsome
critters. Nine of them to be exact,
each with but one desire—to consume you.
Consider, first, that you're trapped
in an island city. That doesn't leave
you too many places to hide. The
wolves roam over every square inch
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PEN-PAL'" is the new word processor that maximizes your output. For home or business PEN-PAL gives you the flexibility you
need to do all of your writing. From memos to manuscripts, from
reports to recipes you produce professional results.
At $59.95 PEN-PAL is your best buy. Functions found in more
expensive word processors can be found in PEN-PAL — like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 help "menus" for display
Horizontal scroll to 254 characters
40 and 80 column formatting
Automatic page numbering and heading
Centering and left and right justification
Block copy moves, store and delete
Global word search, replace and delete
Accepts 16K RAM card to increase file storage
2 display modes (editing and formatting)
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•
•

scr
Paddle controlled horizontal and vertical q
Takes advantage of Apple Ilex new features (upper/lower
case, arrow keys, delete, etc.)

For efficiency, economy and performance buy PEN-PAL. Only
$59.95 at your local software retailer or call 800-428-3696 and
reference Ad SW101. In Indiana call (317) 298-5400.
PEN-PAL, NO. 26115, $59.95
Available for Apple IF", Apple lIe®, 48K, one disk drive.

SAMS BOOKS AND SOFTWARE
Howard W. Sams & CO., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street, P.O. Box 7092
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
Apple II and Apple Ile are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc,
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in their hunt for you.
Quite a task at hand. Either you
kill them, or they kill you.
To aid in your evasion and annihilation of the wolves you have what is
called a wargle. On screen, this is a
rather thick-looking arrow. Anything
else on screen is a wolf—or an even
deadlier canine, a werewolf. Your
wargle can fire missiles at the wolves.
This capability is heartening, especially when you learn that these missiles may be fired from either the
front or back of your wargle. However, only one missile may be in flight
at a time, so don't depend on rapidfire—there isn't any.
After booting the disk, you're offered a main menu. Here you're informed as to the current level in play.
Following are four letter categories to
select for input: P for play, L to select
another level, K for the key definitions you wish to use in the game, and
H for recording your high score to
disk. You're also told that a bonus
wargle is received for every 1000
points accrued.
I'm right-handed, so I found defining the I, J, K and M keys for up, left,
right and down movement the most
convenient. To fire forwards, I selected the spacebar, and for firing
backwards, the return key. Escape
became my pause key, and R the keypress for resuming play. The capability of allowing each player the
opportunity to redefine these keys is a
welcome addition to the game, as the
configuration best suited for any
player may be used. You are then
asked if you wish to make these
changes permanent, at which point
they are saved to disk if you answer
with a Y. Even after your particular
key mode has been saved, it can be
changed at any time.
Six levels of play are available: Novice, Introductory, Intermediate,
Official Wargle, Advanced Wargle
and Tournament Wargle. I tried the
latter and was totally finished in
about six seconds. All five of my
wargles became wolf fodder. A great
deal of practice at the Novice or Introductory level is recommended before advancing to the higher levels of
the game. After selecting your de-

sired level from the main menu, press
P to start the game.
The island city is represented by a
bordered group of 84 squares. Your
wargle begins play in the lower right
corner of the screen, with the nine
wolves lined up in the center of the
city area. Once they start moving
toward the lower edge of the screen,
it's time for you to develop the finger
dexterity needed to stay ahead of the
pack, so to speak. Move you must,
else your missile firing capability isn't
activated. To linger in one spot is also
certain death early in the game.
You'll note a rather disturbing occurrence as you play. As you wipe out
the wolves, the remaining beasts tend
to move faster. And when seven of
them have been vaporized, the last
two become extremely cunning. After all, they have the same idea in
mind as you—to stay alive.

Please watch out for the smaller
square representations that move
about the city. These are the werewolves. One missile hit is required to
turn them into ordinary wolves, at
which point a second missile strike is
needed to finish them off, No small
matter, believe me. They are appropriately agile.
There are seven levels of play, each
more difficult than the preceding
one. Each level requires a different
approach. On some levels, an aggressive attack plan is in order. Other levels require maneuverability. Whichever level you happen to be engaged
in, never feel confident that you've
figured out a particular wolf's course
of action. Many of these beasties will
suddenly change their patterns midgame and leave you gasping for help.
A four-page manual accompanies
the game disk, with exact instructions
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on how to play Wargle and a small
section on revealing hints for higher
scores. Wargle is a fine arcade game,
compatible with the He, and one of
Hayden's better attempts in this vein.
The price ($34.95) seems a little
steep, but I would not want to do
without Wargle in my software library. Very enjoyable. ■
Hartley G. Lesser
inCider staff

Academic Skill Builders
coding quality educational software for the Apple II is a major
problem facing parents and educators today. As the Apple II appears in
more and more schools, bewildered
teachers are scanning catalogs of software and trying to sort out useful materials from ineffective teaching
tools. A new math skill-building
package from Developmental Learning Materials should make the job
easier, at least for primary level
teachers.
Academic Skill Builders is a package of six games which combine the
excitement of arcade games with basic math drills. Proficiency in primary math skills comes with practice;
and of all the primary subjects,
mathematics has been the area where
practice has traditionally been equated with drudgery. This package of
math games turns math drills into
sheer pleasure for children.
The first game, Alien Addition, is
presented in a format similar to Space
Invaders; a gun platform is displayed
at the bottom of the high-resolution
color graphics screen. Using the arrow keys, the player positions the gun
underneath attacking alien flying
saucers. Each saucer displays an addition problem, using numbers 0
through 9. To fire the weapon the
player must input the correct answer
to one of the problems, position the
gun underneath the appropriate saucer and hit the space bar.
Boxes at the bottom of the video
screen tally the number of hits and
misses. If the aliens land a ship at the
bottom of the screen, the gun is destroyed, a new gun appears, and the
192 eider May 1983

battle continues. After one to five
minutes, the display ends and a text
screen displays the hit and miss score
for the current game as well as low
and high game scores. This Oyes a
parent or teacher a chance to monitor
progress.
Minus Mission follows a similar
format. This time a player's roving
gun shoots dripping slimes, each containing a subtraction problem. After
choosing the right answer, the player
can position the gun and fire. As with
the addition game, there is a time
limit; and there are opportunities to
make periodic progress evaluations.
Addition and subtraction skills are
combined in Alligator Mix, the most
entertaining game in the set. As the
game begins, a lone alligator swims
toward the bottom of the video
screen, and a number is displayed inside his stomach. As the alligator sits,
an apple, containing an addition or
subtraction problem, floats in its direction. When the number in its
stomach answers the problem correctly, the player hits the space bar,
the alligator's mouth opens, and it
swallows the apple. If the answer
doesn't match the problem, the player can use the space bar to snap the
alligator's mouth shut.
The trick to this game is swallowing only the right apples. They come
at the alligators quickly, forcing the
player to make rapid calculations.
Once the first alligator is filled, a second appears, then a third, fourth and
a fifth. Each alligator level allows the
player less time to decide whether or
not the apple contains the right problem for the answer. As with the other
games, there is a time limit after
which the performance of the player
is measured.
Meteor Multiplication and Demolition Division are games that put a
little more pressure on the player and
present more of a challenge on the
eye/hand skill level. In the multiplication game, the player controls a
space station, surrounded by eight
converging meteors, at the center of
the screen. Each meteor contains a
multiplication problem using numbers 0 through 9.
Using the number keys to supply

the right answer and the arrow keys
to turn the gun, the player selects an
answer for one of the meteors, points
the weapon and hits the space bar to
shoot. If a meteor is left undestroyed
by a well-aimed right answer, it will
destroy the space station.
In Demolition Division the player
commands five anti-tank gun emplacements that are protected by
stone walls. An enemy tank, containing a division problem, approaches
each emplacement. The player must
select answers to the problems and
position them at the appropriate gun,
then hit the space bar to fire—before
the tank can fire enough rounds to
destroy a gun. As with the other
games, the action stops, allowing the
player to monitor the number of hits
and misses.
Skills are combined again in the
sixth and final game, Dragon Mix. A
friendly dragon protects a city, and
three flying saucers, each containing
a multiplication or division problem,
attack. The answer to one of the
problems is displayed inside the dragon. The player must shoot and destroy the problem whose solution is
inside the dragon. If the shot misses,
the saucers blast part of the city.
Again, the game will pause from time
to time to give a player or teacher a
chance to check the scores.
Kids, and parents too, found Meteor Multiplication, Demolition Division and Dragon Mix sometimes a bit
fast-paced. A parent commented that
he and his child found it difficult to
destroy all the meteors approaching
the space station in Meteor Multiplication. Without this reward, he said,
interest waned quickly. Similar observations were made about the other
advanced games; but even so, children and parents shared generally favorable impressions.
A comment was made that the
games were noisy, but I don't think
the sound effects were loud enough to
be disruptive in a classroom. The
sound effects actually enhance the
entertainment value of the games,
which, in turn, helps keep the child
in front of the screen.
Another issue is whether or not
these games make hyperactive stu-
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BTA MODEL 953B EPROM PROGRAMMER -$359
•

•

•
•
•

No personality modules - software control EPROM selection.
Extended diagnostics.
LED warning indicates power applied to EPROM socket.
Supports Intel, Motorola, and Intel 8086 data formats as well as HEX data
dump.
Automatic baud rate selection.
Textool zero insertion force socket.
Available CP/M software.

•

Model 953A, programs most 24 pin EPROMS.

•
•
•
•

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, inc.
HWY. 603, P.O. BOX 387
BAY ST. LOUIS, MISSISSIPPI 38520
(601) 467-6231

Programs 2508, 2758, 2516, 2716, 27C16, 2532, 2732, 2732A, 27C32, 2564,
2764, 27C64, MCM68766, 27128.
RS-232, 3 line serial interface, Xon/Xoff format, D8-25 I/O connector.

Price - $269.00
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that mirrors your commands ussr
your own words!
What SAVVY
SAVVY is

What SAVVY do 111M11

SAVVY is a miraculous new
information handling system.
SAVVY is an automatic database
management system.
SAVVY is a new level of
machine intelligence.

Through SAVVY, you and your
computer talk to each other in your
own natural, conversational
English [or Spanish, or
French, etc.).
It learns from you
what you want
done in your own
personal language.

SAVVY, part hardware,
part software, is the
beginning of truly
Personal Computing
SAVVY comes with:
General Ledger,
Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable,
Payroll, Mailing List,
Document Writer and
Inventory Control.
Trademark: SAVVY, Robot Programmer:
Excalibur Technologies Corporation.
Personal Language: SAVVY Marketing
International.

Once SAVVY learns
your language it
can create any file
you wish. Input,
output, additions,
changes and
deletions are
arranged for you.
SAVVY's "Robot
Programmer"
has been trained
to write 100°AD
of the programs
needed to manage your
database information.
SAVVY runs CP/M'm
and Apple DOS.

You'll discover that SAVVY
recognizes your personal words,
even if misspelled, or even if you use
a phrase never used before!
SAVVY continues to grow through
use to become better and better at
understanding your commands.
Eventually, you will see SAVVY as a
mirror to your own way of thinking
and working. It is a re-definition of
"user-friendly".
SAVVY, it's the first system that truly
means "personal computing".
SAVVY is like no other system on
earth.
SAVVY cost 5950.
Seeing is believing. SAVVY is on
display at selected computer retail
locations. Call for the name of your
nearest dealer.
CP/ M is a trademark of Digital
Research Corp.
Apple is a Trademark of Apple Computer

Inc.
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dents unmanageable. The excitement
level is high, but I think games like
these channel high energy levels constructively.
A teacher's manual explains the
reasoning behind the games and also
makes valuable suggestions for interpreting results. Game experiences are
recalled and skills are reinforced by
use of special flash cards, which contain solutions for 52 of the most difficult problems. The teacher's manual
suggests activities for the use of the
cards in conjunction with the game
software.
This software can be used by both
parents and teachers to eliminate
fear, dread and drudgery from primary grade math drills. Academic
Skill Builders is available from DLM
at One DLM Park, Allen, TX 75002.
Price is $220. ■
Brian J. Murphy
Fairfield, CT

Casino

G

ather round and ante-up,
guys. Card sharks are not allowed at the Golden Apple Casino.
This hi-res card disk opens up with
chords from The Entertainer, and
then opens a bank account of $1000
in your name. Quit at any time and it
debits or credits your account with
the results of your luck at the gaming
tables. Your balance is always current when you boot the disk. The account file keeps a record of your account at each table.
The main menu opens with your
choice of: New Player, Individual
Statistics, Top Five Scores, Delete a
Player, Music On/Off, and so on. I
entered and played 20 players at different gaming tables, rotating names
and games, and it kept track of it all.
Impressive!
There are five different games to
play: blackjack, keno, poker, roulette
and baccarat. You are offered the opportunity to look at a page or two of
instructions on each game at any time
before or during play. Just hit II for
rules or Q for quit. The QUIT command will then save your current account to disk. Good thinking.
196 eider May 1983

The large repertoire of music,
while cute at first, can get on your
nerves after awhile. The card games
are all in hi-res and well done. I started with $1000 and managed to bankroll it to $140,000 in two long
sittings!
Casino is an excellent game with
save features, produced by Datamost, 9748 Cozycraft Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. Its price of $39.95
is a bit high. Try a demonstration, I
think you'll like it. Good Luck! ■
George M. Engel
Seymour, CT

Jawbreaker

I

f there is one word I hate to use indiscriminately it's cute. But for
some reason, cute is the only adjective I can think of to describe Jawbreaker, a new game for the Apple II
from Sierra On-Line.
Jawbreaker is from the Pac-Man
school of maze-type games. A set of
chomping teeth is pitted against a
barrage of sweets in a video candy
store. Your choppers are controlled
by either the keyboard or a joystick.
The object is to munch as many treats
as possible and to avoid attacking
"smile faces" that periodically roll
your way. Biting into a happy face
can be a tooth-smashing disaster unless you first swallow an energizer.
The maze itself is interesting. It
constantly shifts the openings between levels back and forth. Timing
is critical. The action is quick and the
graphics bright and entertaining. After finishing a level, your teeth are
brushed and you're on to the next
level. After completing a few levels,
Jawbreaker provides an entertaining
floor show. I have to admit I was
amused.
An interesting option is offered for
those who choose the keyboard for
input. Jawbreaker lets you decide
which keys will be used for up,
down, left, right and stop. Why don't
we see this more often?
The game can be adjusted to your
taste with ten different levels of difficulty. The lowest level, 0, is great for
kids. It's slow enough for even the
youngest to enjoy.
This may not be a game for serious
arcaders, because the same four-level
maze is displayed every time. Once
you get the pattern down, it is not
difficult to breeze right through. But
for a family game, or for something
to entertain the kids, Jawbreaker is
hard to beat. Persons who find the
majority of arcade games too violent
will find nothing to fear in Jawbreaker. This game is so cute, it is
hard not to like it. ■
Chuck Doherty
South Dartmouth, MA

Calendar
2223 Fulton St.
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-4151

May 25
Trends and Applications 1983

May 4-6
Rocky Mountain
Data Processing Expo (exhibits)

Denver, CO
contact:
Industrial Presentations West
3090 S. Jamaica Court
Suite 304
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 696-6100
May 13-15
Applefest Boston

Boston, MA
contact:
National Computer Shows
822 Boylston St.
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(617) 739-2000
May 16-19
National Computer Conference

(exhibits)
Anaheim, CA
contact:
AFIPS

Gaithersburg, MD
contact:
Trends and Applications
PO Box 639
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 589-8142

June 3-5
Boston Personal Computer Show

(exhibits)
Boston, MA
contact:
National Computer Shows
822 Boylston St.
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(617) 739-2000

June 6-8
National Education
Computer Conference

Baltimore, MD
contact:
NECC
PO Box 639
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 589-8142

1815 N. Lynn St. #800

Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 558-3600
May 23-26
Data Base Week

San Jose, CA
contact:
Robin Williams
IBM Research Division
K55-282
5600 Cottle Road

June 26-29
Design Automation Conference

Miami Beach, FL
contact:
Dr. Charles E. Radke
IBM Corporation
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
(914) 485-7763

San Jose, CA 95193
July 25-28
May 24-26
Microprocessor Background
for Management Personnel

Palo Alto, CA
contact:
Continuing Education in Engineering
Dept. 532N
University of California Extension

SoftFair—Software Development,
Tools, Techniques and Alternatives
Arlington, VA
contact:
SoftFair
PO Box 639
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 589-3386

June 27-29
June 20-July 15
CE (Computers in Education) '83
weekend conference;
four-week institute
Rutgers University, NJ
contact:
Dr. Mitchell E. Batoff
Institute for Professional
Development
245 Nassau St.
Suite D
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 924-8333

If you are organizing, or otherwise
know of, an event important to Apple users, and would like it listed in
the inCider Calendar, please drop
us a line at Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 03458. Include the name
of the event, the date, the location,
and the name of a contact for further
information,
—the editors
Circle 273 on Reader Service card.

STOCK MARKET
SOFTWARE
Increase your profits with OPTIONX Tm
the ultimate option analysis program
for the Apple computer.
Extremely easy to use. For experienced option writers and speculators. Includes the Cleeton model
and Bookstaber's extension of the
Black-Scholes model. Automatic
calendar, stock data base manager,
recursive calculation of volatility,
and much more. 65 page manual
completely describes the program
and the equations used. Requires
DOS 3.3 and 48K.
Send $145.00 for the program and
manual. Return for full refund in 15
days if not satisfied.
Request Aee brochure describing
OPTIONX'' and other sophisticated
stock market software.
Crawford Data Systems
P.O. Box 3000 - 561H
Camarillo, CA 93011
(805) 484-4159
CA residents please add 6% tax.
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New Software
edited by Tom Woods

MasterType combines the action of a space invader game with a series of typing lessons,

Fantasy Game
Sierra On-Line Inc.,
36575 Mudge Ranch Road,
Coarsegold, CA 93614, offers a fantasy game, The
Dark Crystal, that is based
on the motion picture of
the same name. The player
must replace a missing
shard in the broken crystal
in order to save the world.
Price is $39.95. Reader Service number 441.

Algebra 5
Edu-Ware Services Inc.,
Box 22222, Agoura, CA
91301, offers Algebra 5,
the fifth program in a series
that is equivalent to a firstyear course in algebra. Students can work sample
problems, read a discussion
of a concept, watch as an
equation is solved, or study
the rules that govern an operation. Algebra 5 covers
irrational numbers, radical
expressions, square roots,
quadratic equations and
quadratic inequalities.
Price is $39.95. Reader Service number 442.
198 eider May 1983

Music Maker
Apple II owners can create and play music with
Music Maker. The user can
enter dotted notes, triplets,
quintuplets, staccato, regular or legato notes. The
range of 50 tones—from F
below low C to F# above
high C—gives the notes
necessary for virtually
every melody ever written.
No special programming
knowledge is necessary.
The sound signal can be
sent to the Apple's own internal speaker or routed to
the cassette port where the
output can be used to drive
an external amplifier and
speaker system. Price is
$39.95. Contact subLOGIC Corporation, 713
Edgebrook Drive, Champaign, IL 61820. Reader
Service number 443.

Chemistry Queries
Cross Educational Software, 1802 N. Trenton St.,
Box 1536, Ruston, LA
71270, offers four new
chemistry question files

that contain over 1600
questions on 70 topics.
Chemistry 601 and 602
cover high school chemistry topics, while Chemistry
603 and 604 are more advanced. Each program
contains multiple choice,
matching and essay questions. Questions may be
selected in any order and
may be taken from several
questions disks. Price is
$49.95. Reader Service
number 444.

The Filer
Central Point Software
Inc., Box 19730-#203,
Portland, OR 97219, offers
the Filer, an Apple disk
utility system for 35, 40
and 70-track drives. The
Filer package contains a
disk drive speed check, disk
drive test, a 35-second copy
program and a file manager. Options include: Copy
Files, Copy Disk, Copy
DOS, Delete, Lock and
Unlock Files, and Change
Booting Program. Price is
$19.95. Reader Service
number 449.

MasterType
Apple II users can learn
touch-typing skills in a
video space wargame format with Lightning Software's MasterType. MasterType combines the
action of a space invader
game with a series of 17
progressive typing lessons.
Following each lesson a
report of the number of
words typed and number
of words mispelled is displayed.
MasterType includes a
manual that contains hints
on how to win the game,
finger charts for the keyboard, suggestions for successful touch-typing, and
descriptions of the preprogrammed language. Price
is $39.95. Contact Lightning Software, Box 11725,
Palo Alto, CA 94306. Reader Service number 440,
Menu Maker
The Menu Maker, a utility for Applesoft programmers, helps create and edit
disk program menus. Thirty items per menu and 15
submenus can be created.
Editing capabilities include add, delete and
change. Contact LRH Enterprises, 358 Ashley Blvd.,
New Bedford, MA 02746.
Price is $19.95. Reader Service number 445.

Strategy Games
Mirror Images Software
Inc., 1223 Peoples Ave.,
Troy, NY 12180, offers two
new strategy games designed for the Apple II.
Both are sold on the same
disk for $34.95.
Hide and Sink is a strategy game of the high seas.
The challenger is equipped
with a naval fleet of vari-

SPEEC SYNTHESIZER

0 1A DISK!
1

Circle 173 on Reader Service card.

That's why Apples and Ataris are saying:
"Talk Is Cheap"
IT'S CALLED
HE SOFTWARE AUTOMATIC MOUTH,
S.A.M. FOR SHORT
's a high quality speech synthesizer
reated entirely in software. You use it
s a software utility, load it into RAM.
nd then use your machine as usual,
xcept now you can make your prorams talk. It generates the speech
ounds on demand, so there is no limit
what it can say.
When you hear S.A.M., you'll probbly agree that it sounds better than all
e hardware speech synthesizers for
pple or Atari computers. And, it has a
ruly remarkable price.
YOU CONTROL INFLECTION,
PITCH AND SPEED
ith its user-variable inflection, S.A.M.
an accent words on the right syllable
nd emphasize the important words in
sentence.
You can also make S A M 's speech
igher or lower, and faster or slower,
ver a wide range of settings.

USE EASY PHONETIC INPUT
OR PLAIN ENGLISH TEXT
S.A.M. understands a simple phonetic
spelling system, not a mysterious
alpha-numeric code. S.A.M. helps you
learn phonetic spelling by showing you
your mistakes, and the owner's manual
gets you started with an English-tophonetics dictionary of 1500 words. So
it's easy to make S.A.M. produce
exactly the sounds you
want.
But suppose you
want to type ordinary
English, or you want
your machine to read a
word processor file
aloud. The S.A.M.
disk comes with RECITER, an English textto-speech conversion
program that lets
S.A.M. speak from
plain English text.

ADD SPEECH TO YOUR PROGRAMS
WITH EASE
In a BASIC program, you add speech
with just a couple of commands. In a
machine language program, ifs just as
easy. S.A.M.comes with four demonstration programs to show off its distinctive features and help to write your
own talking programs. Write adventure
games with talking characters, educational programs that
explain aloud, or
utilities with spoken
prompts — put your
imagination to work.
You can order
S.A.M.directly from
DON'T ASK. Add
$2.00 for shipping and
handling to your check
or money order (or
order C.O.D.)

S A M programmed by Mark Barton.

Hear S.A.M. at your favorite computer store today!
Dealer inquiries welcome.

S.A.M. for the Apple II/11+
Includes an 8-bit digital-to-analog converter and audio amplifier on a board.
Only $124.95
Requires 48K, disk. (S.A.M. takes up to
9K; RECITER 6K.) You will also need
a speaker.
S.A.M. for the Atari 4001800
S.A.M. talks through your television
speaker. No additional hardware is
required. Only $59.95
Requires 32K, disk. (S.A.M.takes up
9K; RECITER 6K.) Note: to produce
the highest quality speech. S A M.
automatically blanks the screen during
vocal output; the display is preserved.
S.A.M.can talk with the screen on, but
the speech quality is reduced.

2265 Westwood Boulevard. Suite B-150
Los Angeles, California 90064
Telephone. (213) 397-6811

Circle 220 on Reader Service card.
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What's eating
your Apple?
Find out with Apple-Cillin Ii TM
If you use your Apple for your business or
profession, you probably rely on it to save you
time and money. You can't afford to guess
whether it is working properly or not. Now you
don't have to guess. Now you can find out
with Apple-Cillin N.
Apple-Cillin 11 is the comprehensive diagnostic
system developed by XPS to check the
performance of your Apple II computer system.
Apple-Ciffin 11 contains 21 menu driven utilities
including tests for RAM memory, ROM
memory, Language Cards, Memory Cards,
DISK system, Drive Speed, Keyboard, Printer,
CPU, Peripherals, Tape Ports, Monitors and
more. These tests will thoroughly test the
operation of your Apple, and either identify a
specific problem area or give your system a
clean bill of health. You can even log the test
results to your printer for a permanent record.

ous vessels, which are hidden on a 10-by-10 sea grid.
The fleet is pitted against
the computer's fleet. Full
color graphics display the
status of both fleets, register hits and misses,
and prompt players to
make moves.
Hextay is a computerized board game inspired
by the ancient Chinese
game of Go. Players take
turns placing their "stones"
on the computer's screen
board, one at a time. The
object of the game is to
dominate the board by surrounding opponents and removing their stones. Reader
Service number 455.

Customized Tests
TestRite is an educational program that stores test
items and generates customized tests. It is suitable
for use by teachers at all
grade levels. Test items
from any discipline may be

entered, edited and printed
into classroom tests and
study guides. Large tests
can be created by merging
multiple files of questions.
Every question may be
printed in any of four formats: multiple choice,
true/false, matching and
completion. Price is $139.
Contact Class 1, 17909
Maple St., Lansing, IL
60438. Reader Service
number 447.

Word Weaver III
Synergistic Software,
830 North Riverside Drive,
Renton, WA 98055, offers
Word Weaver III, a new
program for the Apple III
that can be used for a variety of word processing
functions.
Output can be printed
with various shaped margins in geometric designs
for advertising or greeting
cards. Writers can orga-

Apple-Cillin II works with any 48K Apple system
equipped with one or more disk drives.
To order Apple-Can II - and to receive
information about our other products - Call
XPS Toll-Free: 1-800-233-7512. In Pennsylania:
1-717-243-5373.

Test Rite

Apple-Cillin II: $49.95. PA residents add 6%
State Sales Tax.

XPS

XPS, Inc.
323 York Road
Carlisle, PA 17013
800-233-7512
717-243-5373

Class

Apple ,s a registered trademark of Apple Compbter

TestRite. from Class 1.
200 eider
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Agri-Ledger accounting system from Small Business Computer Systems.

nize text by using global
editing commands that
provide replace, delete,
move, kill and copy functions. Text can be displayed on the screen in 80
columns and printed output may be up to 185 columns in width. A single file
can hold 15 to 20 pages of
text on 128K machines,
and files can be linked during printout. Price is
$99.95. Reader Service
number 454.

Agri-Ledger
Small Business Computer Systems Inc., 4140
Greenwood, Lincoln, NE
68504, offers Agri-Ledger,
a menu-driven, double-entry accounting system for
agricultural operations.
Designed for Apple computers, Agri-Ledger provides for income statements and balance sheets,
budget reports, enterprise
analysis and quantity
fields. Cash flow templates

are included for both farm
and personal items. Price is
$550. Reader Service number 451.

Bulk Mailer
Satori Software, 5507
Woodlawn Ave. N., Seattle, WA 98103, offers Bulk
Mailer, a specialized data
application program for the
Apple II hard disk user.
Bulk Mailer includes online access to 32,000 names,
complete and fast zip sort,
alphabetical sort, coding
capability, and duplication/elimination search.
The disk version of Bulk
Mailer is $125. The Corvus
version is $250. Reader Service number 450.

•-..word.,..iftopelsing:.. at .•
its 1 iriest`,.POWerfUl arid vereasy to use' and
satile,
natural. • Designed for the
business arid professional
environment (or for anyone who wants the best).
Simple control commands. Typewriter-style shift
and lock. Glossary. Form letters and mailing lists.
Menus for disk access and printing, DOS 3.3 compatible text files. 40 or 80 column display.
Modifiable drivers for most interface cards and
printers. $295.
Communications
add-on for ZARDAX.
Turns ZARDAX into a
communicating word processor, to send and
receive text files. Talk to other Apples, mainframes,
information services, typesetters. Includes terminal
mode. 300 or 1,200 baud. Works with serial,
modem, and popular 80 column cards used by
ZARDAX. Log-on files and X-on X-off supported.
$80.
"Apple Interactive Data
Analysis." Statistical
analysis package for
production research work
with large survey data
files. Full range of analysis — from descriptive
statistics to multiple regression. Complete data
manipulation, transformation and case selection.
Fast and accurate calculations. Up to 4,000 cases
and 255 variables per file. $235.
Just push our button. . .

Action-Research Northwest
Millionaire
Millionaire, The Stock
Market Simulation, is now
available for use on the Apple II Plus. The object of
this fantasy game is to be-

11442 Marine View Drive, SW.
Seattle, WA 98146
(206) 241-1645 Source: CL2542
Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
ZARDAX is a trademark of Computer Solutions,

Dealer inquiries invited.
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Automate your lab
with ALIS
If you work with pH meters, timers, positioners,
chromatographs, flow meters, BCD devices — in
short, almost ANY device which accepts or generates an analog or digital signal — ALIS will turn your
APPLE into a true REAL-TIME automation system.
If you can program in BASIC, then ALIS' Applesoftcallable interface software can have you talking to
your world at once.
Display your results immediately or analyze off-line
with a hi-resolution graphing package which you can
modify. ALIS is thoroughly documented with over 100
pages of readable manuals.

You can add an ALIS automation
system in minutes!
No machine language programming. No soldering.
ALIS hardware is complete and preassembled —
Apple interface, cabling, terminal box, test switches
— as easy to add as a printer.
Just connect the "real world" and GO!...at
software-controlled rates up to 10,000 data points per
second!
ALIS high-speed real world Interface systems are available NOW for the following configurations:
Precision Analog Input: ALIS/Al2
$ 1,517
(16 channels, .024% Acc., 100mV min. full scale)
Analog Input: ALIS/A08
$ 1,149
(16 channels, .39% Acc., 5 Volts full scale, 5 kHz max.)
Analog Output: ALIS/AO
$ 841
(2 channels, .39% Acc., 10 Volts full scale)
Digital Input/Output: ALIS/D10
$ 1,600
(32 bi-directional channels, quad timers, interrupts)
ALIS systems require a 48K Apple, Applesoft, DOS 3.2 or 3.3

come a millionaire in the
stock market. Players can
choose to buy and sell 15
different stocks, and information is provided to help
players make informed decisions. Charts of overall
market activity over an extended period of time and
of selected industry segments can be displayed.
Price is $79.95. Contact
Blue Chip Software, 19824
Ventura Blvd., Suite 125,
Woodland Hills, CA
91364. Reader Service
number 457.

Pick That Tune
Pick That Tune contains 100 different songs
divided into four categories: popular, country
and western, children and
TV. Players choose the
number of notes they think
they must hear to correctly
identify the tune. Using a
sound generator, Pick That
Tune begins with the lowest
bidder and then plays the
number of notes each player has bid until the tune has
been identified.
There are 16 different
variations of the game. Top
ten player files are automatically maintained for
each of the game variations.
Price is $29.95. Additional
tune categories may be purchased separately. Contact
Swearington Software, 6312
W. Little York, Suite 197,
Houston, TX 77088. Reader Service number 446.

For additional information, detailed specifications,
and price schedule, contact:

eco-tech, inc.
2990 Lake Lansing Rd. • P.O. Box 776 • East Lansing, Ml 48823
(517) 337-9226
ALIS is a trademark of Eoo-Tech, Inc.
APPLE and APPLESOFT are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Save an Empire!
Zendar is an economic/
defense game in which the
player must take charge of
a failing empire. The player must allocate aid and resources, annex other coun-

tries, make trade agreements, and defend the empire's borders from enemy
attack. Zendar is $29.95
and will run on any DOS
3.3 Apple II system with
48K memory and Applesoft ROM. Contact subLOGIC Corporation, 713
Edgebrook Drive, Champaign IL 61820. Reader
Service number 456.

Children's Games
Xerox Education Publications, 245 Long Hill
Road, Middletown, CT
06457, offers two new programs for children. Stickybear Numbers helps young
children develop number
recognition and counting
skills. Included with the
program disk are a numbers poster and a 32-page
hardbound book. Old
Ironsides is a game of naval
strategy and skill that includes a log book for recording battles, voyages
and scores. Both programs
are $39.95. Reader Service
number 452.

Assembler
The XASM-80 Cross Assembler is a software package that allows 8080 software development on an
Apple II. The package consists of an editor and an assembler. The editor enables the user to create
8080 assembler source and
text files. Files may be
saved either on disk or used
as input to the assembler.
The assembler assembles
8080 source programs and
generates a program listing
and an object code. Cost is
$45. Contact Allen Systems, 251 Fairfax Rd., Columbus, OH 43221. Reader Service number 453.
Cross

Cider Vinegar
Graphing Growth, February
I found an error in the "Graphing
Growth" article (February 1983).
When I ran it, it wouldn't save the
data. By changing lines 1430 and 1590
to D$ = C1-111$(4) it worked.
Karl Horning
1581 St. Charles
Lakewood, OH 44107
Applesoft Adviser, February
There is a problem in my February
"Applesoft Adviser" article. The line
30 GOSUB 1000 was added in the magazine production process. Written in
this way, the program also needs 999
END to make it work.
I wanted the listing to illustrate the
use of a data input subroutine. So,
between the opening lines of the
listing and line 1000, I inserted
GOSUB 1000 to indicate that this listing
would be a part of larger program,
and that the lines up to 999 would
contain the rest of the program. I assumed that anyone following this format would take care not to allow the
main program to run into the subrou-

tine at line 1000.
To repeat, to get the program that
was actually printed in the February
issue to work, a new line, 999 END,
must be added.
Dan Bishop
Custom Comp
PO Box 429.
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Downgrade Your Apple, February
I was disappointed to read
"Downgrade Your Apple" in February's in Cider. Paragraph seven says,
"After rushing home, I plugged it into the empty socket on the RAM
board and powered up. The screen
promptly filled with garbage. Something had to be wrong. No amount of
plugging, switching or typing at the
keyboard would make anything happen. It just did not work."
What your author is talking about
is plugging an Apple old monitor
ROM into a socket on our MPC AP32 RAM card. That socket, as clearly
stated in the accompanying manual,
is for use with a 2716 EPROM. So
naturally it did not work. If one puts
the old monitor code in a 2716
EPROM, you may then have both

monitors available. I have three
monitors available in my Apple.
We make a claim in our ads that
another monitor is available utilizing
our RAM board. You have published,
for all to read, that our product fails
to perform as advertised.
J. Morton Stong
MPC Peripherals Corp.
9424 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123
Applesoft Adviser, March
The Datebook program in the
March "Applesoft Adviser" column
ran fine with no data in the 1000 to
7999 section, but I had problems
when I tried to run it after adding appointments. On page 38, your Note
states you must not use commas or colons in the Data statement. So I entered data with no commas between
the time and the description of the
appointment. Of course, it only
works if you separate the two with a
comma as shown in your example, In
other words, your note was misleading.
P. J. Harries
8109 Brandywine
Beaumont, TX 77706.

.•

•INT.ERSTELLARZORIVE
TM
.
♦ A SOLID STATE DISK EMULATOR
Circle 182 on Reader Service card

Save valuable time!
5 to 50 times faster
performance than floppy disks
and Winchester drives
PION'S INTERSTELLAR DRIVE is designed for use with a
family of interfaces and software packages. Currently available are interfaces for IBM, S100, TRS80, Apple, SS5 0, and
most Z80 uP, and software for most popular operating systems.
Additional interfaces are continually being developed for the
most popular computers.

SAVE MONEY!
Basic Price for 2561(13 unit [includes interface and software]
Increase your
A-1
plus tax (where applicable) and shipping {a IIWIN
$
computer's productivity
I roirml
Visa and Master Card accepted.
The INTERSTELLAR DRIVE is a high performance
,INC.
Tel.(617(923-8009
data storage subsystem with independent power
supply, battery backup, and error detection. It has
101R Walnut St.,Watertown, MA 02172
256KB to 1 Megabyte of solid state memory integrated
TRS80 trademark of Tandy Corp. Apple trademark of Apple Computers
to perform with your operating system.
Interstellar Drive trademark of PION, Inc,
...
\....
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New Products
edited by Tom Woods
System Analyzer
A new interactive microprocessor in-circuit system
analyzer designed to facilitate 6502 software development is offered by DATECH Corporation, 92
Steamwhistle Drive, Ivyland, PA 18974.
Designed for use by
electronic designers and
field personnel, the system
analyzer allows the user to
quickly examine various
processor registers, read
and modify memory locations, halt a program at a
specific address, and work
through a program one
step at a time. The 6502
in-circuit system analyzer
has an eight-digit hexadecimal display, divided into
three sections. Price is
$279. Reader Service
number 466.

The Wizard
The Wizard-IPI printer
interface card extends
printer capabilities beyond
simple text printing. Text
formatting such as variable
line length, left and right
margins, page length, perforation skip, and text
screen dump are supported. The Wizard-IPI can he
run with most Apple expansion hoards. Graphics
firmware for the unit is
contained in an on-board
personality ROM, eliminating the need for any
special software driver in
the operating system. Price
is $84. Contact Wesper Microsystems, 3188 Pullman
St., Costa Mesa, CA
92626. Reader Service
number 463.

The in-circuit system analyzer from DA-TECH Corporation. It is designed to facilitate 6502 software development.

Vitalcomp Inc., Chanhassen, MN 55317.
The Fitness Logger uses
components such as a standard blood pressure cuff,
Fitness Logger
ECG electrodes, an FM
A miniature personal record module and an Apambulatory blood pressure ple interface card. An acand ECG recording system companying disk contains
using a pocket stereo eight fitness and personal
recorder and an Apple history programs and alcomputer is offered by lows the body signals to be

presented on the display in
the ECG strip chart format: heart rate, blood
pressure wave form, and
computed systolic, diastolic and mean arterial pressure. This data can then be
compared with past history
in assessing personal fitness
development. Price is
$494.50. Reader Service
number 474.

Protect Your Apple
Trace Systems Inc., 1928
Old Middlefield Way,
Mountain View, CA 94043,
offers Station II, a security/
protection system for the
Apple II. Station II turns
your Apple, monitor and
disk drives into a single inte-
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The Fitness Logger from Vitalcomp Inc. measures personal fitness
development.
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The Wizard-IPI printer interface card from Wesper Microsystems can
be run with most Apple extension hoards.

ANOTHER DISCOVERY FOR

orangeers
THE ORANGEPEEL"
POWERFUL. EXPANDABLE.
AT $790, REMARKABLE.

Yesterday, buying a
computer meant compromising Powerful units carried powerful prices.
Affordable units were little more than
toys.
Today, there's the ORANGEPEEL.
The powerful, expandable, highly
versatile microcomputer priced
at a remarkable 5790.
• FULLY APPLE II r COMPATIBLE.
• LANGUAGE FLEXIBILITY Modular design permits the use
of all disc based Apple II software,
CP/M: UCSD-p,
• MULTIPLE CPU's (as available).

U.S.A. Distributor
Compusource Inc.
3112 Hennepin Avenue South
Minneapolis. Minn. 55408
612-827.2951

• 76K RAM.
• DISC BASED - requiring standard Apple II drive
• DETACHED KEYBOARD Full ASCII
upper and lower case.
• HIGH AND LOW RESOLUTION B/W GRAPHICS
• 3 1/0 SLOTS EXPANDABLE TO 7
• ORANGE BUS FOR INTERNAL EXPANDABILITY
• 6 MONTH REPLACEMENT WARRANTY (Extended one year optional)

THE ORANGEPEEL COMPUTER.

We anticipate the future.
See your local ORANGE doaler today
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Hong Kong, sing:IpOrf,, Auct Alla and Moan
Circle 153 on Reader Service card.

Circle 39 on Reader Service card,

New Products

FINALLY!
A SCENE
UTILITY THAT
REALLY DOES ALL!
PAINT MASTER allows line drawing,
scene painting, scene editing, screen
compression. Fastest color-fill routines
anywhere, with over 300 colors/
patterns. 28 pages of detailed documentation. Perfect for adventure game
creation or computer art. Use creations in your own programs. No
Royalties required.
$34.95

Requires Apple' II Plus 48K

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS
P.O. Box 30160
Eugene, OR 97403

(503) 345-3043
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The Model 8352-D A, B, C switches from Electra Standards Laboratory.

grated work station. Connecting these components
into Station II's built-in
power switch clears your
desk of electrical cords and
cables and helps protect the
computer from power
surges. When Station II is
bolted to a desk, your Apple
can be locked inside using
the key provided. Price is
$129. Reader Service number 462.

Discwasher
Discwasher disk drive
cleaner uses a fiber grid
cleaning system to dislodge and collect foreign
matter from sensitive disk
drives. The self-contained
cleaning disk requires no
fluids and is loaded into
the drive like any disk. It is
available in both 51/4 -inch
and 8-inch formats. Price
is $19.95 for the 51/4-inch
format and $24.95 for the
8-inch format. Contact
HWH Enterprises Inc., 16
East 52 St., New York, NY
10022. Reader Service
number 471.

A,B,C Switches
Electro Standards
Laboratory Inc., Box 9144,
Providence, RI 02940, offers Model 8351-D and
206
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Model 8352-D RS-232
A,B,C switches. Both
models are designed to improve computer room efficiency by providing the capability to share one computer port among three
peripherals. The products
allow three terminals to use
one I/O port, three CPUs
to share one printer, or
three terminals to share
one modem. The 8351-D is
$160, and the 8352-D is
$180. Reader Service number 464.

Select-A-Port
TG Products, 1104 Summit Ave., Suite 110, Plano,
TX 75074, offers Select-APort, an Apple II accessory.
The Select-A-Port plugs into a single socket of the Apple and provides the computer with five switchselectable sockets that can
be used with joysticks, track
balls and game paddles.
Three of the sockets are
isolated by diodes to prevent device-to-device interference. The fourth
socket modifies a joystick,
track ball or paddle controller to operate as a second unit in a multiplayer
game. And the fifth socket
has no isolation circuitry
and is designated for

Color for the Price
of Black and White

iftTranstar 315
Color Printer for only $599ssed,
• New technology four-hammer print head
• Unique diagonal ribbon provides simpler and more reliable operation
• Prints 7 colors plus more than 30 shades
• All colors and shades are printed in a single pass of the print head
• Built by Seikosha, the oldest manufacturing company of the
famous Seiko group—providing precision products since 1892 .

Transtar • Box C-96975 Bellevue, Washington 98009
Circle 265 on Reader Service card.

Circle 324 on Reader Service card.

New Products

STOP WASTING HALF OF YOUR
DISKETTES!
•

Double your Diskette capacity by adding a second write
protect notch — Perfectly, every time — with the new
ALDERPUNCH.
At just 829.95 (plus S1.75 for shipping, handling, and insurcince) the premium quality Alderpunch will pay for itself
with your first box of Diskettes. Plus, our one-year unconditional warranty is your assurance of absolute satisfaction.
5V." soft sector diskettes only (ie: Apple IP111, Commodore, Future Data, TI)
ALDERSHOT'S
1103 High Vista Drive
Richardson, Texas 75050
Fill out this coupon & mail today.

YES, Send me

Alderpunches today!

IC483

Name'
Address:

City:

State'
Zip
Enclosed is a check or money order for S29.95 for each
Alderpunch plus S1.75 for shipping, handling and insurance. Texas residents must add 5% sales tax.
ALDERSHOT'S / 1103 High Vista Dr. / Richardson, Texas 75080

"AUTHOR
1`ilrf11014.!"
The call for authors is out!
Wayne Green Books announces a
July 1, 1983 deadline for submitting
manuscript proposals for the upcoming publication list. Ideas for booklength manuscripts about any microcomputer system or area of electronics will be considered. In addition to
payment and royalties, we offer our
distribution channels and the marketing support your book deserves.
Send proposals or requests for a
copy of our Writer's Guide to:
Editor, Wayne Green Books
Peterborough, NH 03458.
Or call toll-free 1-800-343-0728.
208 eider May 1983

The Transtar 315 color printer.

highly selective devices.
Price is $59.95. Reader
Service number 472.

Q-Pac
Microtek Inc., 9514
Chesapeake Drive, San Diego, CA 92123, offers
Q-Pac for Apple II and II
Plus users. Q-Pac is designed to work with VisiCale and other programs
that require additional
memory; 80-column display; and disk emulation
that operates about 100
times faster than standard
disk drives.
Q-Pac consists of a 128K
disk emulation system with
on-board firmware; an 80column screen card; and a
software program used in
conjunction with VisiCalc.
Price is $699. Reader Service number 470.

Transtar Printers
Transtar, Box C-96975,
Bellevue, WA 98009, offers
the Transtar 130, a daisywheel printer that is compatible with all word processing software. The 130
prints fully-formed characters, bidirectionally, at 16
cps. Cartridge ribbons are
available in cloth, or single
and multistrike mylar film.

The 96-character plastic
print wheels come in pica,
elite and proportional
styles. Price is $895.
Transtar also offers a
color printer, Transtar
315. The 315 uses a fourhammer head with a rotating platen. Each of the four
hammers prints only one of
four primary colors so that
any of the over 30 possible
shades can be printed with
a single pass of the printer
head. Price is $599. Reader
Service number 460.

Dirt Cheap
The Dirt Cheap video
interface card connects the
Apple II or Apple II Plus to
a monitor or TV set with
an rf modulator, and provides a 64-column display
in addition to the Apple
II's standard 40-column
display.
Dirt Cheap permits user
selection of normal or inverse text and features linear memory mapping and
replaceable character sets.
It understands most standard Applesoft and Integer
Basic screen commands as
well as Apple Pascal commands that work on an Apple II. Price is $89. Contact
Advanced Logic Systems,
1195 Argues Ave., Sunny-

Circle 321 on Reader Service card.

New Products

INTRODUCING ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS
FOR THE APPLE

The PSIO dual function interface card.

vale, CA 94086. Reader
Service number 468.

Price is $299. Reader Service number 469.

Interface Card
Videx Inc., 897 N.W.
Grant Ave., Corvallis, OR
97330, offers the PSIO
dual function interface
card. A printer and modem, or any other combination of parallel/serial
peripherals, can be individually connected to and
controlled by the PSIO. It
is compatible with Basic
and Pascal, and with the
CP/M operating system,
and includes a non-volatile
ROM that remembers
baud rate configurations
and software selectable
configuration options.

Connector Matrix

The Bit RS-232 Connector Matrix permits mating
of any two RS-232 connectors. It eliminates the
need to fabricate special
cables or resolder existing
cable wiring to achieve a
signal interface between
two units. It is a tool for
cable 'pin number cross
connections, gender connector changes, and diagnostic troubleshooting.
Price is $89. Contact Bit
3 Computer Corporation,
8120 Penn Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55431. Reader Service number 467.

II AND THE APPLE Ile

Ominitec Data announces "Omnilink 1200 Communications Package," which consists of a 300/1200 baud
full duplex modem, Model 5212,a telecomminications
card, and a software package called Sof tl ink.Th is package is compatible with all major packet switching networks (eg. Tymnet, Telenet, and Uninet1 and regular
phone lines. Uploading and downloading of files may
be done at 1200 baud. Most other packages that
support 1200 baud requires a hard disk, but this package will operate with any Apple II with 48K ram, one
disk drive, and a monitor.
Omnilink also operates with a Videx 80 col. card, although it is not necessary. Before purchasing any other
product of this kind, serious consideration should be
given to this hardware and software.

A-C-C -E-S-S

*VI DACCESS*

Start your own electronic network or online data base,
or electronic mail system.
*Vidaccess* permits you to have your own online electron ic database. This software used with the Omnitec
modern enables other users to access your online service
from other microcomputers at both 300 and 1200
baud. *V idaccess* supports Xon/Xoff protocol for
both uploading and downloading on other *V idaccess*,
A-C-C-E-S-S Systems, other online data bases, such as
The Source, Compuserve, Dow Jones, Dialog, Delphi,
and others.
As with *V idaccess*, ACC-ESS also permits electronic mail, automatic send with a clock card, online data
base access, auto-dial/auto-answer. As with *Vidaccess*,
absolutely no prior computer or programming knowledge is required.

—ANNOUNCING—
. FREE ONLINE INFORMATION DATA BASE
DELPHI is the information, communications & entertainment system that takes your home computer far
beyond the limitations of disks or cartridges. With a
simple phone call, you can get the latest news, weather
& sports, check the stock, commodities & money markets, do your banking, go shopping, post messages on
an electronic bulletin board, send & receive electronic
mail, "talk" with other subscribers, or you can go to
the library & use a 20,000 entry encyclopedia or access
an enormous research library, which has a collection of
200 separate databases with comprehensive information
on just about everything, and a search feature that
makes it easy to get the information you want. This is
what the "information explosion" is all about. Also,
on DELPHI, you can send mail to subscribers of The
Source*, Compuserve* & other services. All you need
besides your computer is a modem. Unlike other systems, DELPHI is compatible with all. For $49.95, you
will get a permanent subscription to DELPHI, an easyto-use handbook, all updates & a subscriber newsletter.
Online service is as little as $5.00 per hour. In addition,
we carry all major brand modems, & communications
software. Also, as a BONUS, we will furnish you with
a FREE membership with DELPHI when you purchase
from us one of these modems or software packages.
Send for more information & brochures. Or, send only
$49.95 and start DELPHI now. We accept all major
credit cards, checks, money orders & c.o.d.
TEXAS MICRODATA SYSTEMS, INC.
1414 Texas Building
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
(817) 877-1087

Call Toll Free 800-228-2028, Ext. 730
24 Hrs. a Day - Includin. Sunday
HAVE YOUR COMPUTER CALL OURS • (817)332-9917

The Bit RS-232 Connector Matrix from Bit 3 Computer Corporation.
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SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
PRESENTS

1.S ants

for 'Traveler—

A PRACTICAL
& EASY METHOD
FOR LEARNING
(OR BRUSHING-UP ON)
SPANISH USED BY TRAVELERS.
ADVENTURE, FUN, EDUCATION, and history ore all
reasons people travel to other countries. The problem is,
when traveling to countries where little or no English is
spoken, how to communicate. Dy spending a few hours
with Spanish for the Traveler, you con gain a basic
understanding of Sponish and at the some time provide
yourself with a MAGIC KEY which will open doors to the
local culture not normally available to the average
traveler. In a Latin country, anyone who tries to speak
the Language is almost always treated with a smile and
warmth by the people of that country. The way to gain
this edge is to practice Spanish with Spanish for the
Traveler before your trip . . .

because:
•
•

•

•

CPIM Card
The CP/M Card from
Advanced Logic Systems
and Digital Research is an
interface card that plugs
into any Apple He computer, permitting the user
to run over 3000 CPIMcompatible application
programs. The CP/M Card
contains CP/M Plus, the
most recent and powerful
version of CP/M. The Card
provides 128K of usable
memory with CPIM Plus.
Contact Advanced Logic
Systems, 1195 East Argues
Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. Price is $399. Reader Service number 461.
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It's a quick and easy way to learn Spanish useful in
traveling.
It's on opportunity to learn some of the basics of
Spanish without the necessity of attending classes,
lectures or listening to endless records.
It's presented in a manner which catches your interest
immediately and encourages you to continue building
your Spanish vocabulary.
It provides you with the essentials of Spanish necessary
to make your trip as enjoyable as possible. With emphasis on Spanish required for Your Arrival, Shopping
for Souvenirs, Seeing the Sights, Touring the Country,
Dining Out and Getting Acquainted, almost every
situation is covered.
Available for the IBM P.C. and Apple II, II

City, IN 46360. Reader
Service number 473.

Drive Signal Monitors
ADASI drive signal
monitors measure drive
line status and computer
power. They provide LED
status indication of all lines
connecting the floppy drive
to the computer and 'indicate the power supply
voltages to assure safe computer operation. They also
display the status of all
lines for system analysis.
The ADASI I is designed
for internal drive connection, and the ASASI II and
III are designed for their
respective drives and external connection. ADASI I is
$59.50; models II and III
are $139.50 and $149.50.
Contact Terry Electronic
Assembly Company, Box
E, 2117 Ohio St., Michigan

lie.

PACKAGE INCLUDES.

PRICE: $59.95

Diskette, 4 Audio Cassettes,
and Toke-Along Manual.

(California Residents add 6% Sales Tax)
Plus 52.50 Shipping_
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The ADASI drive signal monitor from Terry Assembly Company Inc.

With The Quentin 500 Winchester Disk, Drive

When you're ready to go the distance, the u
500
is the high density, high speed Winchester subsystem that
can fuel your Apple into a first-class powerhouse.

It's Deep.

Store and retrieve 5, 10, 15 even 20
megabytes of formatted data on a single drive. With 20
megabytes of juice, you've got the equivalent of 140
conventional floppy disks, 4800 full pages of text, or all
the financial files of a $50 million business,
It's Fast. The Quentin 500 accelerates from 0 to Read
in 70 MS. And the DMA data transfer rate zips along at 5
fvIBits per second.

p etely assembled, and is full
ed on Apple operating
systems. And the Q 500 has a full one-year factory warranty.

It's Compatible and Apple-Beige. Plug it into
your favorite Apple, and shift into full power. Software
support packages provided to ensure complete compatibility with DOS, CPIM, Pascal and protected software.
And It's Very Affordable. The Quentin 500 is
the first premium quality Winchester subsystem offered at
a price ail businessmen professional corporations and
serious computer users can afford.

Count On Quentin For Quality, Quentin Research has been designing and building mass storage
with the remarkable new Disk Drive Self Test Diagnostic
subsystems for corporate users for five years. That's quite
System. Flick a switch and the 500 runs through its paces
a few times around the track.
checking all Winchester operating functions, and verifyWe've put those five years to good use by developing
ing the integrity of the drive and the data. While the
state-of-the-art disk technology for business and personal
controller's full 32 bit Error Correction Code overrides all
user and by building a reputation for reliable
data field errors.
products and stable management.
It's Reliable. Whether you're on-line all day,
The Hotline to our Product Support Manager is
or driving in short, fast sprints, the Quentin 500 is
open every week day for information on our full
strictly high performance. MTBF 10,000
product line. When you're ready to
power-on hours, with no preventive
expand your computer's capabilities,
maintenance required.
turbocharge with the Quentin 500, It's
Every Quentin 500 is delivered cornan information powerhouse,
RESEARCH.INC.
It's Accurate. The Quentin 500 moves out in front
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19355 Business Center Drive
Northridge, CA 91324
(2131 701-1006 • Telex 910-493-2174
Circle 30 on tieader Send-toe card,

To Order Check, money order Visa or tvlastercard
number. Calif residents add 6% sales tax
Autrortzed club drscounts available. Call or wit te
for Quentin 500 Specifications and Features.

Downloaded from wvvw.Apple2Online.corn
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See Us At Booth #1146
COMDSEVSPRING 183
April 26.29, 1983
Georgia World Congress Center and
Me Atlanta Apparel Mart
Atlanta, Georg.

"NEVER

FORGETS:

MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER PRETTY FACE.
Says who? Says ANSI.
Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact
is all ElephantTM floppies meet or exceed the specs
required to meet or exceed all their standards.
But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such
pronouncements?
They're a group of people representing a large,
well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from
academia, government agencies, and the computer
industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department
of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Computer Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch
of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in
order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making
business.
How? By gathering together periodically (often,
one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more
and more rules to increase the quality of flexible
disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 singlespaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in
order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken
seriously by people who take disks seriously.)
In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable document, for free, just let us know and we'll send you
one. Because once you know what it takes to make
an Elephant for ANSI ...
We think you'll want us to make some Elephants
for you.

ELEPHANT: HEAVY DUTY DISKS.

For a free poster-size portrait of our powerful pachyderm, please write us.
Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021
Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.

